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[0317] . The procedure at NbkePAT. MergePAT and
TransP/ii’ is similar to that descrbed above with refer-

ence to Fig. 21, except that the AID should be replaced
by the link information of the AID and the AID list shoutd
be replaced by the link specifying AID list. Also. the pro-
cedure of SpfrtPAT is similar to that described above
with reference to H9. 22, except that the AID should be
replaced by the fink information at the AID and the AID

list should be replaced by the link spedlying AID list.

[0318] Here. in the procedures of Fig. 21 and Fig. 2,
the link specifying AID list generation is canried out

acoordng to Fig. 49 as follows. Namely. a buffer length
is determined first (step $9011) and a butter is gener-
ated (step S9012). Then. the link information of the
holder AID is copied to a vacant region of the generated
bufler (sttp S9017). That, the link irrtonnation ol the

member AID is copied to a vacant region olthe resulting
bufler (step 59018). and it the next merrber AID exists
(stq) S9015 YES). the stq) S9018 is repeated. .
[0319] Next. the deternination of the link inlomiation
at the holder AID will be descrtsed. Each or the Make-
PAT. the MengePAT. the SpIitPAT, and the TransPAToom-
wands is defined to have two or more arguments. where
AID. PAT. or Enabler can be specified as an argument.

In this case. the PAT procesang device specifies the link
information ottheholderAlDotthe P/fitobeouuautted
after executing each oorrvnand according to the follow-
ing rules

* Case at the MakePAT:

For the MakePAT command. it is defined that

AlDs are to be specified for thefirst argument to the
N—thargumenl(N=2.3. -------~ )andEna—
blers are to be specified tor the N+1-th and subse-
quent arguments. For example. they can be

as follows.

MakePAT AID‘, AIDE, - - - - - - - -, AIDN.
Enabler ot AID1. Enabler of AID2.
-- - -- -- -,Enab|erotAIDN

The PAT processing device interprets the link
information of AID ot the first argument of the Make-
PAT command as the link intormation the holder
AID.

Only when one of the Emblers ol the N+1-th
and subsequent arguments corresponds to the AID
of the tirst argument. the PAT processing device
specifies the link information at this AID (that is the
link information at the AID of the first argument) as
the link intomtation of the holder AID at the PAT to

be outputted alter arecuting the MakePAT com-
rnand.

' Case of the MergePAT:
For the MergePAT command. it is defined that

PATs are to be specified for thefirst argument to the
N-thangument(N=2.3. -- ------)andEna-
bler is to be specified for the N+1-th argument
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Nan1ely.theycanbespecifiedasiollows.

MergePAT PAT, PAT-2 - - - ~ - - - - PAT" Ena-
HeroIAID

The PAT prncessingdevice irlterprets the link
irrtonnationottliel'olderAlDotthePATotthefrst

argumentotthe MergePAToommand asthe link
irrforrnationoltheholderAlDotll'iePAl'tobeout-

|:1rttedafteexecutingtheMergeFA'l’oomrrar\d.

OrilywhentheEnablerol1heN+1-thargument
correspondstotheho&1erAIDotthePATofthef‘Ist
argument.thePAT processing device specifies the
Iinkiritorrriationoltl'iisAlD(tl1atistl'ielinkirrtorma-
tionoftheholdeI'AIDqftt'iePATofthefirstargu-
merIt)astheEnkintnrmafionallheholderAlDot
the PATtobeoutputted atter executing theMerge~
PATcomrrand.

CaseotthaSpli1PAT: -
FortheSplitPAToonimand.itisdefmedthat

PATistobeq>ea'fiedtorthetirstargurneI'n.asetof
meorrnoreAlDsgmuped’rngetherbysorriepre-
sorbedsynt:ols($sumedtnbeparentheses0in
this example) aretobesaeoifiedtortheseoond
argumenttotheN-thargurnenl(N=3.4.
--------).andEnabIerisl:obespea‘fiedtor

tl'ieN+1—tl1argu:neratNarn«w.ttieycanbesper:i—
fiedasfofiows

spmr Pm (N011) (N021 -N922)
(NDN1 NDN2

AioW)enauerorAID

The Pltfproceséng device interprets the link
intomiationottheholderAlDotthePATolthefist

wgLIrIentcltheSpIitPATconrrrar1dastl1elir1I<‘nior-
n'ationatthehoUerAlDotthePATtobeoutpulted
after executing the SpIitPAT command.

Only whentheEnablerolthe N+1-th argument
correspcn<:lstotheholderAlDolthePKl'olthefirst

argument.thePAT processing devicespecifiesthe
link intorrnationolthis AID (thatisthe link informa-
lior1ottheholderAIDdtheFAl'otthetirstargu-
merit)asthe§nkirdom'iatioriotthehoIderAlDof
thePKl'tobeoutputted after executing lheSpl‘rtPAl'
command.
CaseoltheTransPAT: -

For the TransF'AT command. it is defined

PATs aretobespecifiedforthelirst argumenland
tl1eseoondargument,anAlDistobespeoitiedlor
the third argument. and Enablers are to be speci-
fiedforthe fourth argument and the fifth argument.
Namelyflteycanbespecifiedasfollowa

TransPAT PAT, PAT2 AID Enabler of AID1 Ena-
bler of AID-2

The PAT processing device interprets the link
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irrforniatiortotAlDotthetl1irdargurnerrtastl1elirtk
informationotlhe hclderAlDotthePATtobeout-

putled atter executing the TransPAT command pro
v'Ktaitfatthelir1kintormatiortotAlDotthethird

argument ot the TransPATcommandiscontained in
the PATof the secmd argument

Ontywhenthe Enabletotthetourthargurnent
corresponds to both the PAT ot the first argument
and the PATotthesecondargumentand the Ena-
bler otthefilth argumentoonapondstothe AID of
the third argument. the PAT processing device
ssedties the link information of the AID of the third
argument as the link infomntion of the holder AID
otthe PAT to beoutputted atter executing the Tram-
PAT command.

Next. the determination ot the link intormations
ofthe merrberAlDswill bedescribed Thedefini-

tions of the MakePAT, the MergePAT, the Sp§tPAT,
andlheTransPATcommandsareasdescrioed

above. The PA!‘ processing device specifies the link
intormationsofthememberAlDsofthe PATtobe

oulputted atter executing each command according
to be following rules.
Case of the MakePAT:

Onlywhenthelinkinformaticnoltheholder
AlDotthe Pkftobeoutputted after executingthe
MekePAT command is tonmllydetermined, the PAT
procesdng darice interprets all the link informa-
tionsoftheAlDsofthesecondandsubsequent
angurnerrtsottheMakePATconmar\dasthelink
intornationsotthememberAlDsofthe PATtobe

oulputted after executing the MalaePAT command.
The HAT processing device specifies only the

link intornrations at those AlDs among all the AlDs
of the second and stbsequent arguments which
correqaond to the Enablers specified by the N-r-1-th
and subsequent arguments as the link inforrmtions

ofthe member AIDs ot the PAT to be oulputted alter
atecuting the MakePAT command.
Case of the MergePAT:

Only when the link intornation at the holder
AJDotthePAl'tcbeoutputted aherexeculingthe
MergePAT command is formally determined, the
PAT processing dalice specifies the link interma-
tions ot the member AlDs of all the PATs specified
by the first to N-th arguments of the MergePAT as
the link intcrmalions ot the member AlDs of the PAT

to be outputted after executing the MergePAT com-
mand.

Case of the SplitPAT:
Only when the link intormation of the holder

AID of the PAT to be outputted after executing the
SplitPAT command is lormally determined. the PAT
processing device specifies the link inlormation of
the member AID at the PAT specified by the first
argument of the SplrtPAT conmand as the link infor-
mation ofthe menber AID of the PAT to be output-
ted after executing the SplitPAT commend. At this
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poirlt.fl1elirtkirttt:rntatiortsotthemerr1:erAlDsare
dstrbuted intod‘rlfererttPATsh'Iur1itsotpareI'lthe-
ses(). Forexarrplejnthethseot:

SplitPAT Mr (AID11) (AIDZ1 AlDa)
........ (Nam Alum ........
AIDMQ EmtiaotAlD

the lirit intormatiars ot (Alon), (AlD2, AIDZ2) and
(AIDN1 AIDN2 - - - - - - - - AlDNM)nfllbethelirrkintnt-
nationsofthemen'berAlDsolditterentPATshavinga
oommonlinklrrlcnnationolholderAlD.
' CasedTransPAT:

Onty when the fink information of the holder
AlDotthePKl'tobeoulputtedalteratearlirrgthe
TrartsPATcontrnandistormatlydeterm'ned,thePAr
processingdevicespet:’tiesallthelir:kirttcI'nlatims
otthemenberAIDs remaining after excludingthe
linkintohnatior1otthernerrt:aAlDthatissched-
uledtobeanewholderAlDtromafltheEnkirrtor-

matiorxsotthenrermer'AlDsotltrePATspeo§‘redby
thetirstargtrrrrerItofttreTrartsPItl’corrIhar1dar1d
tt-rerrrrl<irltorn1aticrIsotthememberAlDsottt-rePAl’

aJeciliedbyttnewondarvgurrra'ttestl'refir1kir1tor-
naticnsotthemenberAlDsotlhePATtobeout—

pirttedatterexeoutingthaTrar'IsPATcon1rnand.
TheveriflcaliorrotttreproperrressotttreErta-

bler in this sarenth embodiment is the same as

desa'i)edabowawitttreier'e1cetnFig.24.Also.this
veriticafionotthepnpernessotttreEnabIer'iscon1-
mor1tofl'teMatePlW.lheMergePAT.tf1eSpitPAT
andlheTra1sPA[

[0320] Next. the Qhfll enbotiment at the snail
access oorttru scheme acconcing to the present ‘twen-
tion will be @oribed in detaiL

[0321] Irrttiseigtrttterrbofirrrerrtttieoloisghrenby
a real entail address. -

[0322] The PAT ’s an intcrnation comprising two or
more real email addresseslheholderindex. thevafidity
period, the transter control flag and the PAT processing
device identilier (or the identifier ot the PAT processing
obiectonthenetwork). whichissigned usingaseaet
keyotthe PATprocessingdevice(orthe Pkrprocessing
obiect on the network).
[OQ3] Here. one of the real entail addresses is a

holder email address of this PAT, where the change of
the information contained inthePATsuchasan adwfion

of entail azktress to the PAT. a deletion of ermit address

from the PAT. a change of the validity period in the PAT,
achangeotthetranstercorrtroltlagvalueinthe PKT.
etc., can be made by presenting the holder email

adzlress and an Enabler containing the holder email
address to the PAT processing device (or the PAT
processing obiecton the network).
[0324] On the other hand. the email addresses other
than the holder email address that are contained in the

PAT are all member enail addresses. where a change
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of the information contained in the PAT cannot be rnade
even when the member email address and an Enabler
containing the menber email address are presented to

the PAT processing delice (or the PAT processing object
on the network).

[0325] The holder index is a numerical data for identi-
fying the holder errail acktress. which is defined to take

a value 1 when the holder email acflress is a top email
address in the entail address fist formed from the holder
email adciess and the member email addreses, a
value 2 when the holder email address is a second

email aldressfrornthetqtxafttteerrtailaddresslist. or
a value n when the holder email address is an n—th email

address from the top of the errail address list
[0326] The transfer control flag value is defined totake
eithero or 1.

[0327] Theholderemailaddressisdetinedtobeareal

email addresswhid1iswrittenataposrtJon'‘ spedied by
the holder index in the email arklress list The member
email addresses are ‘defined to be all the email
addresses other than the holder email address.

[0328] The validity period is defined by any one or
oombinatior1otlhenuntberoltimeslorwlid1thePATis

available. the absolute time (UTC) by which the PAT
becomes unavailable.'the absolute time (UTC) by which
the PAT becomes available. and the relative time (life-
time) since the PAT becomes available until it becomes
unavailatie.

[0329] The identifier olthe PAT processing device (or
thePATprocessing objedmfltenetworlqisdefinedes
aserial numberotthe PATprocessingdevice(or and‘.is-

-tinguishedrrarrleottl'lePA‘l'processingobje'r:lontl1e
network). The secret key oi the PAT processing device
(orthe Pltrprocessing object on the network) is defined
to be uniquely corresponéng to the identifier. _
[0330] Also. in this eighth embodiment. an Enabler is
defined as an identilier corresponrfing to the real email

- address. The Enabler is an irttonnation comprising a
character string uniquely indicating that it is an Enabler
and a real email acklress itself, which is signed using the
secret key of the PAT processing device or the PAT
processing object on the network
[0331] The generation of the PAT in this eighth embod-
iment is carried out as follows.

[0332] Here. a directory will be descrbed as an exam-
ple of the PAT processing rbject on the network The
directory nnnages the real email address and the dis-
closed intorrnation of the user in correspondence. and
outputs the PAT upon receiving the search conditions
presented from an arbitrary user.
[0333] The user transnits the real email address and
the search conditions to the directory. Then, the direc-
tory acquires all the real email acktrmes which
uniquely correspond to the disclosed inlormation that

satisfies these search conditions. Then. the directory
generates a real email artlress list from the real email
address of the user who presented the search condi-
tions and all the real errail addresses acquired as a
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seardt result Themthedirectoryappendstheholder
index value. the nfrdity period value. the transter control
thgvalue.andtl1edisfinguishednameottttedirectory
tottterealernaiaddtessllstl-‘nafiy.thedirectorysigrts
theresultingdatarsingasecretlrayafthedlrectnry,
andtransrrritsitesthePATtothet.lserwhopreset1ted

thesearchcondtions ‘

[0334] Ne:t.theemai|messcontrolinthiseighth
embodimentistarriedoutastollows.
[D335] Thesendaspecifieslherealenafladdressof
the sender in From: line. ant "[PA‘l]@[real danain of
sender]"inTo:lineofamai!.

[0336] Thescsaorpiresanmlallreceivedbyan
MTA(Mesage Trans!erAgent)sud1asSM'l'P(Sin'ple
MailTrarrslerProtoool),and¢:arriesouttl1eautherrtir:a-
tionbythefollowingprocedure

(1)ThesignatureotthePRTisverifiedusingthe

pr.bliclaeyotthePAT. _
WhenthePl-Tlfistoundtohavebeenaltered.

theerrIailisd'rscardedardtheprocessingistern1i-
nated .

when the PAT is found to rave been not

altered. thetotlowingproceséng (2) is exeaned.
(2)‘l11esearchis<:arriedoutbypresartingthe

sender‘srealemailaddrestothePRI’.
When a real enail addres that completely_

matr:t1eswitt1tt1eserI1er'srealerrxailarttre$isrlot
corllairtedirttl1ePA‘|'.theerI1ailisdscardedarldthe
processingisterrrirated.

when a rut arw aidress that completely
matches with thesenders real email address is

oorrtair'ledirlthePAT.tl1eltlowingprocessing(3)is
executed

(8)The\alirityperiodvalueotttlePATisaratuated.

W'henthePAl'isotnsidethevalidityperiod.the
email is distarded and the processing is termi-
nated '

WhenthePAT is withinthevalidityperiod. the
tollovvingprocr-zssing(4)iserewted.
(4)Whetherornottoautt1enticatethesenderis
determined by referring to the transfer control flag
value of the PAT.

Whenthevalueist.thechaI|engeIresporrse
authentication between the S08 and the sender is

canried out, and the signatureolthe sender is veri-
tied. Vllhenthesignatureisvafidtherecipientis
specified and the PAT is attached. when the signa-
ture is invalid. the email is discarded and the

processing is terminated.
Whenthevalueis0.therec‘pientisspea'fied

and the PAT is attached withwt erecuting the chal-
lengelrespmse

[0337] Anexernplary challengdrespcnse authentica-
tion between the SOS and the sender in this eight

, embodiment can be carried out as follows

[0338] First, the SOS generates an arbitrary informa-
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tionsucl1asatimestarrip.toriaran'ple.er1dtransnits
the generated intormation to the sender.

[0339] Then. the sender generates the secret key and
theptbfickey. signsthereoeived information usingthe
secretkey, ardtransmitsitalongwiththepublickey.
[0310] The SCS then verifies the signatue of the
received information using the public key presented
from the sender. When the sigrature is valid. the recipi-
ent is spedfied ard the PAT is attached When the sig-
nature is invalid. the errnil is disrarded and the

processing is terminated.
[0341] The specifying of the recipient and the attach-
ing at the PAT atthe SCS in this eighth anbodiment can
be carried out as tollows.

[0342] First, the SCS carries out the search by pre-
sentingthesendersreal email addresstothePAT,soas
toacquireallthereal email addresseswhichdonot
oonpletely match the senders real anail address.
Then, all these acquired real errail addresses are spec-
ified as recipient‘: real email addresses.
[0343] Next. the SCS attaches the PATto an arbitrary
positionintheemaiiin ordertotransmitthe PATtoall
the recipient's email addressessoastobeableto reat-
ize the bidirectional communications Finafly. the SOS
gives the email to the MTA
[0344] The receiving refusal with respect tothe PAT at
the SCS in this eighth embodiment can be carried out
as follows.

[0345] Receiving refusal setting: The bidirectional
authenticationiscarriedoutbyarlarbilrarymeans
betweentheuserandtheSCS5.Then,theusertrans-
mits a registration command. his/her own real email
addrem. and arbitrary PATs to the SCS 5. Then. the
SCS 5 next verifies the signature at each received PAT
using a public key of the ADS. Those PATs with the
invalid signature are discarded by the SCS 5. When the
signature is valid. the SCS 5 carries out the search by
presenting the received real entail address to each PAT.
For each at those PATs which contain the real email

address that completely matches with the received real
email address. the SOS 5 presents the registration com-
mandandthe PATtothe storagedevicesucmhatthe
PAT is registered into the storage device. Those PATs
whidi do not contain the real email address that com-

pletely matches with the received real email address
are discarded by the SCS 5 without storing them into
the storage device.
[0346] Receiving refusal execution: The SCS 5 carries
out the search by presenting the PAT to the storage
device. when a PAT that oonpletely matches the pre-
sented PAT is registered in the storage device. the mail
is discarded. When a PAT that completely matches the
presem PAT is not registered in the storage device. the
mail is not discarded.

[0347] Receiving refusal cancellation: The bidirec-
tional authentication is carried out by an arbitrary
means between the user and the SCS 5. Then. the user

presents his/her own real email address to the SOS 5.
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Then.lheSCS5r1extpresentsthepresentedrealernail
acktressasaseardiconcitiontottiestoragedeviceand
acquire all the PATs that contain the presented real
email addre$.andlhen rresettsallthe amuired PATs
totheuser.Then.theuserselectsal|thePATstorvvhid'i

thereceivingretusalistobe%etledbyreterringtoalI
thePATspresentedlromtheSCS5.andtransrnitsall
theselectedPATsalor1gwitt'Iadetetioncomrrandtothe
Scsslhonreoeivingthedeletionoonmaridandall
thePKI'storwl1id1tl1ereceiving rettsalistobecan
celled,theSCS5presentsthedeletioncommandand

all the PATs received truth the user to the storage
derioesuohthatallthereceived PATsare cleletedtrom

thestoragedevice.

[0348] TheeditirigotthePATinthiseightherrbodi-
mentrztnbemrriedoutastollows

[0349] ‘lheMakePA‘|'.theMergePRl'. the SptitPKl'.and
theTrer1sPK|'processir1gsft:thePATusingrealen1ail
addressesasitselementscanbeotiainedtromthethe

MakePAT, the MergePAT.theSplitPAT.andtheTransPIu'
proceshgs for the PAT t5'ng Alfls as its elements
dscrbedabove.byrqb.cingtheAlDbythereaternail
addressarIdlheEnabterolAlDbytheErtablerotrea|
ermfladdres.

[0350] ANullqJe'atorisanintorrnahon‘ corrpnsrng‘' a
datawhictiisuriiqoelyirlrfitztir'igtltatitisNullar1dwhid1
hasatornutottt1ereala1iaiad1iros.whid1issigned
bythesecret|reyotthePKTprocessingdeviceorthe
PATpi-ocessinadaiedorttheneturork
[0351] S'¢rilarty.theGodoperatorisanintorna6ori
oorr1prisingadahvmid1isur&}uelyir‘Idicati'tgtlBtitis
GodarI1whid1l~matorrnatottt'ierealen'aila::lrtess.

whichissignedbytheseaetkeyottheB$l'procesing
derricerxthefitfgxooessirngwjedorittnertetwortc
[0352] TheErrablerotN1£operatoI'isanir1torme.tior1
composing" adatawhrch' isuniquely irIo’rcatmg' thatitis
EndJterandtheNuiIrx>erattxitsell.vvhir:hissignedtry
thesecretkeyotthePATprocessingdeviceorthePAT
proce$ingobiectonthenetworK
[0358] The processings involving the Nul operator
ardthefiodoperatorcanbeobtainedtromthe
processingsforthePAT isingAlDsasitselements
desa'ibedabove_byredaa'rI_;]theAlDbytherealeI1tail
address.'the EnablerotAlD bythe Enabler of real email
address. the Null-AlDbythe Null operator.theGod-AID
by the God operator. and the Enabler of Null-AID by the
Enabler ot Null operator.
[0354] As described, according to the present inven-
tion,aPATisusedforverityingtheacoessrightofa
sender and the email access control among users is
caniedoutwhen the verification resultisvalidsothatit

becomes possible to disclose the information indicative
of characteristics of a user while concealing the true
identification of a user and canying out communications
appropriatety according to this disclosed intorrmtion
while preventing conventionally possible attacl-6 from a
third person. In adtition. even when a recipient receives
an attack from a sender who maliciously utilizes the
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anonymity. chrnages at a recipient due to that attack
can be minimized.

[0355] , Also, amording to the present invention,_the
generation and the content change of the pasonalized
aocastidcetcanbemadebytheinitiativeotauserby
using an AID asdgned to each user and an Enabler
defined in correspondence to the AID, so that it
becomes possble to appropriately nnnage information
suchasthalotapointoicontactoleach merrberotthe

group communication (mailing list. etc.) which changes
dynarnically.
[0356] Also, according tothe present invention. a Null-
AID and an Erabler of Null-AID can be introduced in

ordertorarryoutthegenerationofanew PAT(Make-
PAT) and the merging at PATs (MergePAT) without giv-
ing the merrber AlD and the Enabler afthe member AID
tothe holderotlhe PAT. sothatitbeoomespossbleto
prevent the pretending using the member AID.
[0357] Also, acmrding to the present invention. the
Null-AID can be used only as the holder AID of the PAT
(the Null—A|D cannot be used as the merrber AID), that
S A‘Dmel.n&n, ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ _
AlDme,m,9,N > is allowed. but PAT<AlDhdde, | AIDNM.
AlD,mm,,.,1. AlD,,,,,,,,,,,g. ' ’ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ’ ‘. >
is not allowai, so thatthe holder oi PAT<AID,.,.de, | AID-
member cannot pl'xIJC€ PAT<AiDN|_m 1 >
from this PAT<Aroh,,.,,,, 1 Ain,,,,,,,,,e, > as long as the
holderdoesnotknow EnablerurArD,m,,,,
[0358] Also. according to the present invention, a
.God~AlDcanbeirrtroducedinordertosetuparead
onlyattributetothe PAl',sotha1itbeoomespossbleto
tbrthepartioipantsinthegroupcommunication.
[0359] Also, according to the present invention. the
link information for uniquely specifying the 'AlD can be
introduced and the PAT can be given in terms of the link
information such that the PAT does not contain the AID

itself. sotlat itbecomespossibleto realizethe receiving
refusal function without using the AID itself.
[0360] it is to be noted that. besides those already
mentioned above, many modifications and variations at
theabove ernbodimentsmeybemadewithoutdepart-
ingtromthenovelandadvantageousfeaturesofthe
present invention. Accordingly, all such modifications
and variations are intended to be included within the

scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method of email access control, comprising the
steps of:

receiving a personalized access ticket contain-
ing a sender's identification and a rec‘pient’s
identification in correspordence. which is pre-
serttedbyasertderwhowishestoserdan
anail to a recipient so as to specify the recipi-
ent as an intended destination ofthe entail, at a

sewre communication service tor connecting
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communications betweenthe senderand the

receivenand

controllirg aoceses between the sender and
therecipientbyverifyinganacoessrightotthe
senderwith respecttothe reobient accorfitg
tothepersonalizedacoesstickelatthesecure

2. The method of claim 1, wheein at the contmllmg
step the secure communiratbn service authenti-
cates the personalized access ticket presented by
l.’nesender.andre!usesadeliveryottheemail
when the persoralized access ticket presented by
the sender has been altered.

3. Themettrodotdaimzwtiereinflwepersortafized
accessticketissignedbyasecretkeyofasecure
processing devicewhich issuedthepersonalized
aocessticlcet.arIdattt1ecor1trolfirrgstepthesecure

izedacoesstidtetbyverilyirigasigrtatttreottlie
secure processing device it the personalized
aocessticketusingaputalickeyotthasecure
prooessingdevice.

4. Themethodotclaimtwhereinatthereceiving
step the secure communication service also
reca'vesthesender‘sider:t§icaticnpresentedby
thesenderalorrgvn'ttrthapersmafzedaoces
tioket.andattt'iecorItrottingstq3theseourecom-
rrunimtionservioe::t1eds\vl1ethea'theserIder‘s
idea'ttificafi<:rtpreser1tedbyttIeseru$eriscornair1ed
inthepersoralizedaocestidretpresentedbythe
senda.andrdusesadeliveryottheana'lwtIer1
thesendersideritifxztimpreseiatedbythesender
isnotcontainedinthe-personatizedaccesslicket
presentedbythesender.

5. The method ot claim 1. wherein the personalized
axx:essticketalsocontainsavalirfrtyperiodindicat-

ingaperiodtorwhidithepersonalizedaocess
ticlcetisvalid.andatthecor1tmliir1gsteptl'resecure
cormrunirzztion service draws the vafioity period
contained in he personaized access ticket pre-
sentedbythesenderendretusesadeliveryofthe
email when the persoralized aoce§ ticket pre-

-serrtedbythesenderoontainstheiralidityperiod
thathes alreedybeen expired.

6. The methodofclairns. wherein the validity period
otthepersonalizedacoessfidretissetbyatnrsted
third party.

7. The method of claim 1. turther comprising the step
of:

issuing the personalized access ticket to the

sender at a directory service tor managing an
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Airterrtificationofeacttregistrarttartdacfiwosed

irrformatiortofeachregistrarttwlrichhasa
tower secrecy thanapersonatinformation, ina
state which is accessibtetor search by unspec-
ilied many. in response to search conditions
specified by the sender. by using an identifica-
tion of a registrant whose disclosed information
matches the search conditions as the recipi-
ent's identification and the senda‘s identifica-

tion specified by the sender along with the
search -

Themethodotctairn1,furthercorrtprisingthestqr
of:

registering in advance the personalized awess
ticket containing an identification of a saecitic
userfrornwhichadeliveryotenaflstoas>e-
citic registrant is to be refused as the sender's
identification and an of the spe
citic registrant as the recipients 'rder1tification,
at the secure communication service;
whereinthecontnotling stepthesecurecom
munication service refuses a delivery at the
errail from the sender when the personalized
access ticket presented by the sender is regis-
tered therein in advance atthe registering step

The rnethodot claim 8. further comprising the stepat

deleting the personalized access ticket regis-
tered at the secure corrmunication service

upon request from the specific reg'strant who
registered the personalized access ticket at the
registering step.

10. The method of ctaim 1. wherein the personalized

11.

12.

ewess ticket also contains a transfer control flag
indicatfing whether or not the sender shoutd be
authenticated by the secure communication serv-
ice. and at the controlling step. when the transfer ~
control flag contained in the personalized access
ticket indicates that the sender should be authenti-
cated. the secure communication service authenti-

cates the sender's identification presented by the
sender and refuses a defrveryot the ermit when an
authentication of the sender's fails.

The method at claim 10, wherein the authentication

of the sender's identification is realized by a chat-
lengelresponse procedure between the sender and
the secure communication service.

The method of claim ‘to, wherein the transfer con-

trol flag of the personalized access ticket is set by a
trusted thirdparty.

I0
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14.

15.

16.

1 7.

18.
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Themethodofctaim1,whaeinthesender’s‘ztenti-

flca1ionahdthereoipiertt’sideI'ttit'tw1ionintt'teper-
somlized access tidtet are given by real email
addreaesotthesenderandtherecipient

Themev1odofdaim1,whereirrthesender‘sider1ti-

ticatior1arrdtt'rerea‘pienfsidartrtix2tionintheper-
sonalizedaccessticketaregivenbyanorrymous
identifications of the sender and the redpierrt.
wt-:e'eanerIonyrnousiderrtiTrr2tjortoteadrr.iser'
oorrtainsatIeastonefragmerItofanotficialidentiti-
catiorrofeadruserbywhidteachuserisuniquely

iderttifiable'byacertifir:ationauthority.

The method ct claim 14, wherein the anonymous
iderrtificafiar1otead1rser'sartinfornatiortoontain-

ingtheatleastonetragmentoftheoffia'aJidentiti-

cation of each user which is signed by the
oertifi<zti<x1auttu:rityusirtgase¢:retkeyoftttecer-

Themethodotctaim 14,whereintheotfidal identi-

frtztiortotaact1trserisact'aracter'stringu1iquety
a$igrtedtoear:trLserbythece‘tifx:atior1euthority
at-ztaputlictreyoteadtusawhichar'es‘gr1edbya
secretlaeyofthecertifuationaufhority.

Themethodofctaimt4,furthacorrprisingthestq)
of:

prdaabitistirally an identity at the
senderbyreconstmctingtheotficial identifia-
tiortottl'eserI$erbyir.rdgirtgidentityofeptr.n-al-
itydautyrrursderetsotthesertder
containedinaptualityotpersonaEzedacce$
tidcetsusedbythesenda.

Themettndotctaimt,whereina.nanonymous
_iderttificatior1oteacturserthatconta.insatIeastor1e

19.

fragmentotanotfrcial identiticationofeach Lserby
which each user is uniqudy identithble by a certifi-
cationeuthorityandalinkirrforrmtionofeech
anonymous identification by which each anony-
mous tan be uniquely identified are
defined. and the senders identification and the

recipient's identification in the personalized access
ticketaregivenbyalinkintormationotthe anony-
mous identification at the sender and a link informa-

tion of the anonymous identification of the redpient

The method of claim 1. wherein the link information
of each anonymous identification is an iderrttfier

uniquely assigned to each anonymous identifica-
tion by the certification authority.

20. The method of ctairn 18. further comprising the step
of:
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p robabilistically identifying an" identity of the
sender by reconstructing the otticial identifia-
tion 01 the sender by judging identity ot a plural-
ityofanonymous identifirntionsolthe sander
corresponding to the link information contained
in a plurality oi personalized access tickets
used by the sender.

The method oi claim 1, wherein the personalized
access ticket contains a single senders identifica-
tion and a single recipient's identification in 1-to-1
conespondeme.

22 The method ol claim 1, wherein the personalized
access ticket wntains a single sender's identr'fica—
tion am a plurality of recipient's iderrtiticatiorrs in 1-
to-N correspondence. where N is an integer greater
than 1.

23. The method olclaimzz. wherein one
among the single satders identilication and the
plurality at recipient's identilirations is a holder
identificationforidentifying ahdderottttepersorak
ized access ticket while other identifications among
the single senders iieritiiirzlion art! the plurality of
recipients identifirations are member identifica-
tiorisioriderrtiiyingmerrrbersofagrouptowhich
the holder belongs

24. The method of claim 23. further comprising the step
of.

issuing an identification or each user and an
embieroftheir.terttificatior1oteachuserirtdi-

eating a -right to orange the personalized
access ticket containing the identification of
each useras the holder identification, to each

user at a certification authority,‘such that pre-

10

15

scribed processing at the personalized access .
ticketcan be carried outat a secure processing
deviceonlybyauserwhopresented boththe
holder identification contained in the personal-
ized access ticket am the enabler wrreswd
ing to the holder identification to the secure
processing device.

25. The method at claim 24. wherein the certification

26.

authority issues the enabler oi the identification of
each user a an intormation indicating that it ‘s the
enablerandtheidentifirztionoleadiuseritself

which are signed by a secret key of the certification
authority.

The method of daim 24, wherein the prescribed
processing includes a generation of a new person-
alized access ticket. a merging at a plurality oi per-
sonalized access tickets. a splitting oi one
personalized access ticket into a plurality 01 person-

45
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alizedaccessticlets..adiangingotthehot:le.roi
tl1epersonarizedaocesstictcet.d'rangingotavalid-
ityperiodotthepersonalizedaocessfidcet.anda
changingotatranstercorrh'olflagolthepersonal-
izedacoessticket.

Themethodotdaim26.vohereinaspecialidertfiti—
rationarrdaspecialeriatnieroorrespondirrgtottie
specialidentificafionwhidiareknowntoallusers
aredefnedsudittntthegewerationotanewper-'
sonalized access ticket and the changing of the
hotderotthepersona§zeda<:cesstici<etranbecar-
riedoutbytheholdaotthepersonalizedaccess
ticketbyusingthespecialidentificationandthe
specialerrab|erwitlioutus'nganenahlerotamern-

The method of claim 27, wherein the special identi-
ficationisdelinedtobecap%olbeingusedonIyy
atheliolderidentifirztionotthepersonalized
accessficket.

Themethodotcb.irn26.whereinaspecia|iderItiti-
cationwttidiiskmwntoallusersisdetinedsudt
tt'atareadorityattrbrrtec:ar1besettotttepersorial-
ized access ticket by using the special identifica-

1hemethodotdairn1.where‘natthecorrtrolEng
stqi. when theacoes rigtitotthesenderwith
resperrltottiererzipierttisverifiedaccordirigtruhe

tionservnce' ta|esol.Iltherecrpient‘s" ident§i¢zhon'
fnornthepersorializedaccxtidxetbyusirtgthe

lsendersiderrtifiationpresentedbythesender.

32.

oorwertsthermiIbyi.rsingatai<enor.rtrecipient's
identi'licatior\irrtoaiorrrtatthat¢2nbeir1terpreted
byamailtraristerh.mctiontoractuallycarrying outa
nail ddrvery processing. and gives the mil after

conversion to the mail transfer function by attaching
the personalized access tidret.

. hmefliwoterrailaccesscaitd,mmn'isingme
stepsol:

defining an oflicial of each userby
which each user is uniquely identifiable by a
certification authority. and an anonymous iden-
tification 01 each user containing at least one
fragment oi the official identification; and
identifying each user by the anonymous identi-
ficatim 01 each user in cannunications for
emails on a communication‘ network’

The method of claim 31,. wherein_ the anonymous
identification of each user is an information contain-

ing the at least one fragment of the official identifi-
cation of each user which is signed by the
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certification authority using a seaet lay of the cer-
tification authority.

. 1hemethodolctairn3l.whera'n the ofl'ia'alidenti-

lication of each user is a diaracter string uniquely
~ assignedto each userbythe certification authority
-andaputiickeyoleadwserwhidtaresignedbya

secretkeyotthecertiticationauthority.

. The method of claim 31. further comprising the
steps ct:

receiving a personalized access ticket contain-
ing a senders anonymous identification and a
recipients anonymous identifimtion in cone-
spondence, vrhichispresentedbyasertder
whowishestosendanemailtoarecipientsc
asto s>ecifytherecipientmanintendeddesti-
ration of the erraii, at a secure communication

service tor comecting cornmunirations
between the sender and the receiver: and -
controlling accesses between the send: and
the recipient by verifying an access nght at the
sender with respect to the recipient according
to the personalhed access ticket at the secure
communication service.

35. Themethodofclairn34.furthercornprisirIgthestq:
of:

probabilrstically ‘dentitying an identity of the
senderatthesewre comrmmimtionserviceby
reconstructing the oflicial identification of the
sender white judging identity of a plurality of
anonymous identifications of the sender con-
tained in a plurality of personalized access tide
ets used by the sender.

36. The method of claim 31. wherein the defiring step
also defines a link intomiation of each anonymous
identification by which eadi anonymous identifica-
tion can be uniquely identified, and each anony-
mous identilication also oonlairs the link

information at each anonymous identification.

. The method of claim 36. wherein the link informa-
tion ot each anonymous identification is an identifier
uniquely assigned to each anonymous identifica-
tion by the certiicloation authority.

. The method of claim 36. further comprising the
steps of:

receiving a personalized access ticket contain-
ing a link information of a sender's anonymous
identification and-a link infonnation at e recipi-
ent's anonymous identification in correspond-
ence, which is presented by a sender who

wishestosendanerrdtoaredpierttsoasto
specify’ therecipier1tasanintendeddesmanon''
ottheenuiil,atasecurecorruwrI'cationsei'v-

ice for comecting cornnunications between
fltesertderardthereceivenarld

contrcllingaccessesbetweetthesenderand

therecipientbyverityirtganaccessrightotthe
set-nderwifltrespeatotheredpientacconting
tothepersonalizedaccessticketatthesecure
cornmunicatimservice

39. Themethodotcleimaafurthercorrprisirigthestep
Of:

probabilistically iterrtilying an identity ol the
senderbyreoot'structirIglheofi‘I:ial ':1er1tilim-

tionotthesenderwhilejudg7ngidentityotaplu-
rality of anorymous identifiwtions of the
sender corresponding to the link information
contained inaphrr:-1lityotperscnalizedacce$
ticletsusedbythesender.

4tLAcorrimunicationsysternrealizingemailaccess
control. conprisrng:

a conrnunication network to which a plurality of
user ternimls are connected; and

asa'der‘sIdentif''icatton' anda
re('xaient‘s identification in correspondence,
vrtid1ispreserttedbyaserIde'whowishesb
sertdanarnafitoaredpientsoastospecitythe
recbient as an intended desliralion of the
email. and controlling accesses between the
senderandtheredpiembyverityinganaccess
rightoithesenderwithrespecttotherecipient
according tothe personalized accessticket.

41. The system of claim 40. wherein the secure com-
rrunication service darice authenticates the per-
sonalized access tidret presented by the sender.
endretusesedelive'yotthee'nailwhentt'ieper-
somlized access tidret presented by the sender
has been altered.

42. The system of claim 41. further comprising:

a secure processing device for issuing the per-
sonalized accesticketwhidiissignedbya
secret key of the secure processing device:
wherein the secure communication’ service

device authenticates the personalized access
ticket by verifying a signature at the secure
processing dezice in the personalized access
ticket using a public key of the secure process-
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43.

45.

47.

ing device.

The system at ctaim 40, wherein the secure com-
munication service device also receivs the

sender's identifiation presented by the sender
along with the personalized accem ticket. checks
whetherthe senders identification presented by the
sender is contained in the personalized access
ticket presented by the sender, and refuses a deliv-
ery ol the emit when the sender's identification
presented by the sender is not contained in the per-
sonalized acces ticket presented by the sender.

. The system of claim 40. wherein the personalized
awess ticket also contains a validity period indicat-
ing a period for which thepersonalized access
ticket is valid. and the secure commmicetion serv-

ice darlce cheats the vafdity period contained in
the personafized access ticket presented by the
senderand refusesadeliveryotthe ermilwhenthe
personalized accessticketpresented bythe sender
contains the validity period that has already been
expired.

The system of claim 44, lurther corrprising:

atrustedthirdpartytorsettingthevafntlity
pericdolthe personalizedamesstidcet.

The system of claim 40, lurther corrprising:

a directory service device for managing an
identiticau'onoteacl1registrantandar\dacfis—
closed irrlornation or each registrant which has
a lower secrecy than a personal intomtation. in
a state which is accessible for search by
unspecified rmny, and issuing the personalized
access ticket to the sender in response to
search conditions specified by the sender. by
using an identification of a registrant whose
disdosed intormation matches the search con-

ditions as the recipient's identification and the
senders identifirztion specified by the sender
along with the seard1 conditions

The system cl claim 40. wherein the secure com-
munication service device registers in advance the
personafized access tid<et containing an iderrt:‘tica-
tion of a specific user from which a delivery of
emails to a specific registrant isto be refused as the
sender's and an identification of the

specific registrant as the redpienfs iderrfification,
and retuses a delivery of the email from the sender
when the personalized access ticket presented by
the sender is registered therein in advance.

. The system of claim 47, wherein the secure com-

munication service device deletes the personalized

EPO946022A2
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access ticket registered therein upon request from
the specific registrant who registered the persoral-
ized access ticket

49.Thesystemotctairn40.vimerei.nthepersonalized
accesstidretalsocorrtainsatranstercoritrolfhg
indicatingwhethaornottheseridershouldbe
authenticatedbythesecurecomn|miwtionserv-
ice.andwherithetransfercontmlflagcor'rtainedin
thepersonalizedaccessfidcetinficatestlatthe
sendersl'Ioutdbeauthenti<:ated.thesecurecorn-
municaticn service device anrthenticates the

senders identification presentedbythe senderand
retusesadellveryoftheernaflwhenanauthentir2-
tionotthesendersidermticationtails

50. The system of claim 49, wherein the authentication '

ot the sende‘s 'den1lfication is reafized by a dial-
lenge-Jrespcnse procedure between the sender and
the secure communication service device.

.‘lhesysternotdaim49.tur1l1ercormrisir\ga
trustaedthirdpartylcrsettingthetrarxsteroontrolflag
ofthepersonalizedacoesstidret

52 Thesystemolclaim40.whereinthesender'siden-

‘b¥icatioriar1dtherea'pier1t‘sida1tificationin1heper-
sonalized accessficketaregiveribyreal email
addressesottl'resenderandtl'ierecipient.

53. Thesystemofdaim40,tuthercorrprising:

ecertificatiortatahoritydaricetrarissuingan
anoriyrrlousidentifrcatiorioteadt rserwhich
contains at least one fragment of an official
identificalionoteadnuserbywhicheadnuser
is uriquety identifiable by the certilication
authoritydevice: .
wherein the senders and the

recipients ‘identification in the personalized
access ticket aregivenbyanonyrnous identiti-
cationsotthesenderandtherecipient.

54.Thesystemotctairn53.whereintheanonymous
identification oteer:lItseriseninl‘ormetioncoritain-

ing the at least one fragment of the oflicial identiti-
cationofeachuserwhichissignedbythe
certification authoritydevice using asecret keyol
the certification authority device

55. The system ct claim 53. wherein the official identiti-
ration of each user is a claracter string uniquely
asigned to each user by the authority
deviceandapubllckeyoteacliuserwhichare
signed by a secret key at the authority
device.

55. The system of claim 53, wherein the secure com-
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rnunication service device probabilistically identifies
anider1tityofthesenderbyreconstructingtheoiti-
cial identification of the sender while judging iden-
fityotapturalityotanonymousidertfificatirnrtsotthe
sender contained in a plurality of personalized
access tickets used by the sender.

Er. The system of claim 40. further comprising:

a certification authority device for issuing an
anonymous identification ot each user which
contains at least one fragment of an oftical
identificationotdurserbywhicheadtuser
is uniquely identifidale by the certifimtion
authority device and a link information of each
anonymous by which each anon-
ymous identification can be uniquely identified;
wherein the ser'der‘s identification and the

recipient's identification in the personafized
accessticketaregivertbyalinkiritornationot
the anonymous identificationofthesenderard
a link information of the anonymous ilentitira-
tion of the recipient.

58. The system ot claim :27, wherein the link interim-

tion of each anonymous identification is an identifier
uniquely assigned to each anonymous identifica-
tion by the authority device.

. The system of claim 57. wherein the seaire corn-
rnunirztion service device probabilistically identifies
anidentityolthe senderbyreconstructingtheotfi-
cial identification of the sender while judging iden-
tityotapluratrtyotanonymous identifications olthe
sender corresponding to the ink information con-
tained in a plurality of personalized access tickets
used by the sender.

. The system of claim 40. wherein the personalized
access fidxet contains a single sender's identifica-
tion and a single recipient's identification in 1-to-1
oorreqiortdence.

. The system of claim 40, wherein the personalized
access ticket contains a single sender's identifica-
tion and a plurality of recipient's identitimtions in 1-

to-N correspondence. where N is an integer greaterthan 1.

. The system of claim 61. wherein one identification
among the angle senders identification and the
plurality ot recipient's identifications is a holder
identification tor identifying a holder of the personal-
ized access ticket while other identifications among
the single sender's identification and the plurality of
recipient's identifications are merrber identifica-
tions tor identifying members ot a group to which
the holder belongs.
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63. The asternolcla‘m62.turthaoon'prising:

acertrficatx‘'onauthonty' devicebrnss:.ung'' to
eachtrserar1idea'ttifrr2tir:r1otead1i.isa'ar1dan
ertahlerottheiderttiti<‘.atiortotead1t.zserindi

cating a right to dxange the personalized
aoces ticket containing the idartification at
eachuserasfheholderidentiiicatiomand

asecureprooessingdevioeatwhichpre-
scrbedprocxingonthepesomlizedaccea
fidretcanberzrnedoutonlybyatiserwho
presented both the holder identiication con-

tained in the persoralized access tidret ard the
enablercorrespondingtothe holder identifica-
tiontothesecureprocessingdevice.

64.Thesystemotclairn63.whe:'er‘nthecertification
authoritydericeisuestheenablerotthe identifica-

timofeachuserasaninformatiortiridicafirtgthatit
is the enabler and the identification oteach user

itselfvmicharesignedbyasecretleyotthecertii-

65.Thesystemotdaim63.whereintheprescribed

67.

processingindudesagenerationotanewperson-
alizedaccessticlet.amergingotapluralltyofper-
sonalized access tidrets, a splitting of one
persu'Ia5ztedaooesstidretirttoa;iuralityotpersort-
alizedaccessticlcets.adtangirgoftheholderof
ttiepersoriatizedaa:essfidret.dzar'tg‘ngotevalid—
iypaiodotthepersortalizedaccesstidcetarida

d'iangir1gofatransiercontrolttagoffl1eper'sonal-
izedeccesstidcet.

Thesystemofclairn65.whereinaspeoialidentifi-
cationandaspecialenablercorrespondngtothe
special idenbTrcation which are known toall users

are detinedsuchthatthe generationota new per-
sortalizedaccessticketandthechang'ngotthe
holderottt1epersortalizadaccessticketcanbecar-
riedoutbytltehotderofthepersonalizedaccecs
ticket by using the special identification and the
q.teciaIenal::lerwithoutus'nganenablerotamern-

The system of claim 66, wherein the special identi-
fication is defined to bempable of being used only
as the holder identification of the personarrzed
access ticket

68» The system of claim 65. wherein a special identiti-
rztion whidi is known to all users is defined such

thatareador1lyaltrb.rtecanbesettothepersonal-
ized access ticket by using the special identifi-
tion.

69. The system of claim 40. wherein when the access

fightofthesenderwithrespecttotherecipientis
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vefitied accomfmg to the personalized access ticket.
the secure communication service device takes out

the recipient's identification horn the pezsonalized
access ticket by rang the senders identification
presented by the sender. converts the mail by using
:1 taken out reu'pient‘s identification into a format

thatcanbeirmrpretedbyantailbanslafunction
for actually carrying out a trail delivery processing.
andgivesthernailefterconversiontothemeil
transfer function by attaching the personalized
access tid<et.

A cornmuniration system realizing snail awess
control. comprising:

acertilirzfionauttnritydevicetordefhingan
otficialidentificationoteachuserbywhich
ead'It1serisunkmetyiderIfi1iablebythecertiti—
cationauthoritydeviceandananonymous
idertttficatiort‘' oteachuserwh1ch' containsat

Ieastonetragrnentoitheoflicialidentifitztionz
and
acomrruriicatiortnetworkonwhidieachuser

is‘Ider'itrt'iedbytt'ieenonyrnousidenuficat:''onaf
eachuserincornrmnir:atiortstorerraitsontl1e
cornrnuricationnetwork

‘nae sgstemofclaim 70, whereintheanonymous
identificatimofeact1userisanintormationcontairi-

ingtheatIeastonetragmentottheofficiaIidentifi—
cationoteadtuserwhichissignedbythe
cettificationauthoritydeviceusingasecretkeyof

The system at claim 70. wherein the official identiti-
cation at each user is a character string uniquely
aségned to each user by the certification authority
device andapublic keyot each userwhich are
signed by a secret key at the certification authority
device.

"nae system of claim 70. turther conprising:

a secure communication service device for

comecling cornmmicetions between the
serder and the receiver on the communication

network. by receiving a personalized access
ticket containing a senders anonymous identi-
fication arxl a recipient's anonymous 'dentifica-
tion in correspondence. which is presented by
asenderwhowishestosendanemailtna

recipientsoastospecifytherecipientasan
intended destination at the email. and control-
ling accesses between the sender and the
recipient by verifying an access right of the
sender with respect to the rewient accordng
to the personafzed access ticket
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74. Thesystematdaim 73.whereinthesecuneccm—
rmnication service device probabilistically

‘er1identityoithesenderbyreconstrur:tingtheofii-
cialideri1ifx:atimafthesenderwlmjudgirigider+
tityofaphiralitydanonymousidertttliattionsofthe
sender contained in a plurafity of personalized
accessfidcetsusedbythesender.

75. The astern of daim 70, vmerein the certification
authoritydevicealsodefinesaliritintcrnationot
eachanortynnusiderrtificationbywhicheach
enonymous':terItilicationcar1beuniqLIe|y identi-
fied.an:teachanonymousidentifi<ationalsocon-
tainsthelinkinicrrnationoteacharionyn'Iot.is
.| .fi . _

76. The system of dam 75. wherein the Enk informa-
tiortofeadtartorryrrocsiderttificafiortisanidentifier
uniquely aggned to mch anonymous ‘dentil"u2-

TI. Thesystetnafdairn75.turlhercormrising:

a sewre communication service darice tor

connecting communications between the
senderandthereceiveronthecon~nnmiation

network. by receiving a personalized access
tidretcorttafniragafirltiiformatiorictasertders
anonyn'Ious‘de2'I!iFu:atiaI'IarIdafirikintcrrratiorI

ot‘area'pierwsarIor1yrrIousiderrtit"icatiorI'u1cor-
resporIdence.Mich'spresei'ItedbyaserIder
wliowishestnsenzlanerraitoaredpientso
estospecitytherec'nierItesanintendeddesti-
na1iorIdtheernal.ardcor1tro!itIgacce§es
betvreerIthesenderar'IdtherecipierItbyverify-
inganacxaessrightotthesenderwithrespect
tothe recipient according to thepersonatized
accessticket.

78. The system of claim vi.-hera'n the secure corn-
rmnication servicedeviceprobabilisticallyidentiiies
an identityctthesenderby reconsuructingthe citi-
dai olthesenderwhitejuclging hm-
tityotapiurafityotiinkintorrnations otanonymous
identificatiorisotttieseridercontairiedinaplurelity
ofpersonalized access tidietsusedbythe sender.

73 Asecurecornmunicafionservicedevicetcruseina

communication wstem realizing email access con-
trol. corrprising:

a computer hardware: and
a computer software tor causing the computer
hardware to connect communications between

thesenderandlhe receiver. byreceiving aper-
sonalized access ticket containing a senders
identification and a recip'ent‘s identification in
correspondence, which is presented by a
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ser'derwhowid1estosendane-naiItoarecip-
ientsoastospecitytherecipientasan
inte'Ideddestinationcltheemail.ar1dcontrol-

ling accesses between the sender and the
redpiembyverityinganaacessrightofthe
seruerwithrespecttothe recipient according
tothepersonalizedaccesstidcet

80. The secure communication service deviceofclaim
79,

whereintheconputersoftwaretausestheoonpw
ter hardware to authenticate the personafized
access ticket presented by the sender. and refuse a
delivery at the email when the personalized access
tidxet presented by t.he sender has been altered.

. The secure comrmnication savice device of claim
80.

wherein the personalized access tidret is signed by
asecretkeyotasecureprocessingdaricewhich
issuedtttepersorializedactaessfidretartdflweconr
puter software causes the conputer hardware to
authenticate the personalized access ticket by veri-
fying a signature of the secure processing device in
thepersonalized accessticlretusingapubliclreyot
the secure processing device.

82. Thesecureconimunicationservioedeviceotclairn
79.

wherein the conputer software causes the compu-
ter hardware to also receive the sender's ':tentifica-

tionpresentedbythesenderdongwiththe
personalized access ticket, check whether the
sender's identification presented by the sender is
contained in the personalized access ticket pre-
sented by the sender. and refuse a delivery at the
email when the sender's identification presented by
the sender is not contained in the personalized
access tid<et presented by the sender.

. The secure communication savice device oi claim
79.
wherein the personalized access ticket also con-
tains a validity period indicating a period for which
the personarrzed access ticket is valid. and the
computer software causes the computer hardware
to check the validity period contains! in the person-
alized eccess ticket presented by the sender and
refuse a delivery of the email when the personal-
ized access ticket presented bythe seruer contains
the validity period that has already been expired.

. The secure communication savice device of claim
79, .

wherein the corrputer software causes the compu-
ter hardware to register in advance the personal-
ized access ticket conteining an identification of a
specific user from which a delivery of emails to a

10
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86.

89.

9

specificregistraritistobereflrsedasttresewdefs

identrfi<2tion'‘ andaniderrtiticatiom otthespecrfic‘
registrant as the redaienrs idenfitiwtion, at the
searrecorr1ri1urxiz:ttior1servicedevice.aridrdisea

deliveryoftheerriar'ltrorntl'lesenderiarher1tl'ieper-
sonalizedaccesstidtetpresartedbythesenderis
registered at the secure carmunication service
deviceinadvance.

Thesecurecorrvrurricatioriservicedeviceofdaim
84.

whereint.heconputersoftuaremusestheconpu-
ter hardware to delete the personalized awess
tid<etregisteredatthesecureoorrtmniaationserv-
icedevice tpon requestfrcrnthewedlicregisrant
wfmregisteredthepersorializedaccxtidret.

‘ll'iesecr.rrecornrnurticaticrr1servioedariceot¢:laim
79.

whereinthepersoriaiizedacaassticl<eta|socor1-
ta‘nsatranstercontroltla.giridi<atir'Igwl'retherorriot
thesendershouldbeautherlficatedbythesecure
oorrururii¢atior1servicedevice.arudumeritl1etrarrs-

fer control flag contained ‘:1 the personalized
accesstidretirxiczztesthatlheserxierstiouldbe

autherrticatedthecorrputer sottwarecausesthe
corrputer hardware to authenticate the senders
itentiticationpreserrtedbytheseridaamrelusea
deliveryoltheerrlailwltenartautherrticationcfthe
seridefsideritificatiorttails.

Theseaneoomrruri<:atiorrservicede\ricectdaim
86.

wtuera‘r1tfiecorrpt.dersoftuarer:wsesttteca'r1:u-
ter hardware to realize the authentication of the

sender's identification by a challenge/response pro-
cedure between the senderandthe secure commu-
ricationservice device '

The secure commuriration service deiice of claim

El .
wherein the sender's identification and the recipi-
errt'sidentifcatior1irithepasonatizedacoessticket
are given by anonymous of the
sender and the recipient, Miere an anonymous
identification at each user conhins at least one

fragment of an oflicial identification of eadt user by
which each user is uniquely identifiable by a certifi-
cation authority. and the conputer software also

causes the computer hardwareto probabilistically
identify an identity of the sender by reconstructing
the official identification at the sender by iutging
identity of a plurality of anonymous identifications of
the sender contained in a plurality of personalized
access tickets used by the sender.

The secure oommuniration service device of claim
79.
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wherein an anonymous identification of each user
thatcontainsatleastonetragmentotanofticial
identifrmtiorlofeachuserbyvvhicheadtuseris
uniquely identifiable by a certiriration authority and
a link irrlorrnation at each anonymous identification
by which each anonymous identification can be
uniquely identified are defined, the senders identiti-
cation and the recipients identification in the per-
soralized access ticket are given by a link
intumaticn ot the anonymous ot the

senderandalinkintomtationottheanonymous
identification ot the recipient. and the computer
software also causes the computer hardware to
probabilistically identity an identity at the sender by
reconstructing the official identification of the
sender by judging idartity of a plurality of anony-
mousidentiticationsotthesender corresponding to
the link intornation contained in a plurality ct per-
sonalized access tickets used by the sender.

Thesecurecommunhztiorr servicedevioeotclaim
79.

wherein when the access right at the sender with
respect to the recipient is verified awarding to the
personalized access ticket, the computer software
causes the conputer hardware to take out the
recipient's identification from the personalized
access ticket by using the sender's identification

presentedbythesender. convertthemailbyusing
a taken out recipient's identification into a fomat
thatcanbeirrterpretedbyamailtrarrslertunction
tor actually carrying out a mail delivery processing.
endgivethernail efterconversiontothermiltrans
ter function by attaching the personalized access
ticket

A secure procesing device for use in "a communi-
cation system realizing email access control, com-
prising:

a computer hardware; and
a computer software tor causing the computer
hardware to receive a request for a personal-
ized aocesstickettrcm a user. and issue aper-
sonalized access ticket containing a sender's
idenlitiwtion and a recipients identifirzation in
correspondence. which is signed by a secret
key of the secure processing device

A directory service device tor use in a communica-

tion system realizing email access control. cornpris-
ing:

a computer hardware; and
a computer software for causing the computer
hardware to manage an identification at each
registrant and e disclosed information of each
registram whidr has a lower secrecy than a

10
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persona|intarratiorLinastatewhichisacces-
sibletorsearchbyur'rspecr'tiedmany.artdissue
a personalized access ticket containing a
senders ‘dentification and a recipimt"s identiti-
cation in correspondence. to the sender in
responsetoseardwcortlifiorsspedfiedbythe
sender,byus'r1ganider1tiir:ationotareg‘strant
whose disdosed intormation matches the

search conditionsastherecipierfrt's’derrtifi<a-
tionandthesender'sider1titicatron’ specitiedby
thesenderalcngwiththesearchconditions

93. Acertificationauthoritydevicetoruseir1acorrtn1u—
ricztion system realizing ertail access control,
corrprising:

aoomputerhardvmremnd
accmputersoftwaretcxca.usingtl'lecor1'puter
tardwaretoisstretoeaclitseranoifrcialiderr

tification ot each user laywhidr eadt user is
uniquetyidentifiablebythecer1iticationar.rthor-

ct
eadwuserwtidtccrttaawsatleastortetragrrrerrt
ottheottidalidentiication.

94. Acertit'r¢2tionau1l1oritydevicetoruseinacorrtrm-
nation system realizing email access control,
corrprising:

aconrputerhardwaremnd
acornputersottvnraretu<:a.usirtgtlrecor'mirter
hardvtaretcissuetoeadurserarI'u:lerrtrt"nztron'
oteadwsererldanertablerotfiteidentiticefion

oteadruserincicatirlgarighttotztwrgearry
personahed access ticket that cormins the
iderrlificationofead'ruserasaholderidentiii~

cation. where the persnalized acces ticket
generaily contains a senders identifiation and
apluralityot recipients idemifrcatior1sincorre-
spondence, and one otthesendefs identifica-
tion and the recipients identifications is a
holderiderrtitlcetion

95. Asecueprooessingdevicetoruseinaccrnnruni-
cation system realizing ennfl access control. corn-
prising:

a computer hardware: and
a computersoftwarefortausingthecornputer
trardwaretoreceivefrornatrserarequesttor
prescribed procesing on a personafized
access tid<et containing a sender's identit‘m-
tion and a plurality of recipients identifications
in correspondence. where one of the senders
identification and the recipient's identifications
is a holder and execute the pre-
scribed processing on the personalized access
ticket when the user presented both the holder
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identification contained in the personalized
acoessticketandanenablerconespondingto
the holder identification which indicates a right

to change the personalized access tidcet con-
taining the identification ot the user as the
holder identificat:orL'

A computer usable medium having computer read-
able prcgram code means enbodied therein for
caus7ng aconpr.rtertotunctionasasecurecorrtrnu-
nication service device for use in a communication

system realizing emafl access control, the compu-
ter readable program code means includes:

tirst computer readable programcode means
tor¢21usingsaidcorrputertoreceiveaperson—
alized accessticket containing a sender's iden-
tification and a redpienfs identification in
correspondence, which is presented by a
senderwhowishestosendanemailtoarecip-
ient so as to specify the recipient as an
intended destinationof the email; and

second corrputer readable program code
means for causing said computer to control
acoessesbetweerrthesenderandttteredpiertt

byverityinganaccess rightotthe senderwith
respectto tt1e recipient according to the per-
sonalizedaccesstid<Iat,soastoconrtectcom-
munications between the sender and the
receiveronthecornmunicatiortnetwortc

. The computer usable medium 01 claim 96. the sec-
ond computer readable progam code means
uses said corrputer to authenticate the personal-
ized access ticket presented by the sender. and
refuse a delivery of the email when the personal-
ized access ticket presented by the sender has
been altered.

The corrputer usable medium otclaim 97. wherein
the personalized access ticket is signed by a secret
keyotasecureprocessingdevicewhichissuedthe
personalized access ticket, and the second cornpu-
ter readable program code means causes said
computer to authenticate the personalized access
ticket by verifying a signature of the secure
processing device in the personalized access ticket
using a public key of the sewre processing device

. The conputer usable ma:lium claim 96. wherein
the first conputer readable program code means
causes said computer to also receive the sender's
identification presemed by the sender along with
the personalized access tidcet. and the second
computer readable program code means muses
said computer to chedrwhether the sender's iden-
tilication presented by the sender is contained in
the personalized access ticket presented by the

15

49

serderardretuseadetiveryottheermilwl'ientt1e
sendersiderttifiwticrlpr'eseI1tedbythesenderis
notcorttainedinfl1epersonelizedaccessfidretpre-
serrtedbyttiesertle:

1lI).'lhe corrputer usatie mediumot claim 96. wherein
thepersonaliza1accestidretalsoccrrtainsavatid-

'ilyperiodindicatirtgapericdtorwhich'lhepersoraI-
izedaccesstidretisvalId,arItfl1eseccxr3¢:rJrrtp\ner

readableprogram<ndemear1scausessaidcorrpu-
tertoct'lect<t:t'leval‘id”rtyperiodcorrtairtedii'ttt1eper-
soralized access ticket presented by the sender

- andref1.seadetiveryoitheenailwhentheperson-
alizedaccessticketpresentedbytheserldercom
tains the valilityperiod that has alreaiy been
Wired

1o1.The corrputer usable mediumot claim 96, wherein
the aond conputa readable program code
meartscausessaidcorrptnertoregisterinadvance
tttepersoraizedaccesstidretcormirringartidenti
ticafiorrotaspeciicusertrtmwtrictradeliveryot
emailstoaspeciticregistrarrtistoberetusedathe
senders identification am an identification of the

specilicreg:strant' astherecrprent"‘ sidentdicatnon‘.at
the secure comrmnication service device. and

retuseadeliverycttheerrrailtromttiesenderwhert
the persorafized access tidet presented by the
sertderisregisteI'edatttresecI.IecorrI1'n.rr'iir2tion
servicedeviceinadvance

102.Thecorrputerusablemedumofdairn10t,
whereit the second computer readable program
code rnmnscausessa‘x:l corrputertodeletethe
perscnafizedacwstidtetregisteredatthesecure
communiceticnservicedeviceupon requesttrom
thespeciticregistranlwhoregistered thepersorak
izedaccessticket.

1o3.The computer usable medium at claim 96, vmerein
the personafized access ticket also contains a
transtercontroltteg indicatingwhetherornotthe
se-Idershould be authenticated bythesecure corn-

control flag connined in the personalized awess
ticket indicates that the sender should be authenti-

cated. the second corrputer readable program
code means causes said computer to authenticate
the sender's identification presented by the sender
and refuse a delivery at the ennil when an authen-
tication ot the sender's identification tails.

104.The computer usable medium of claim 103.
wherein the second computer readable program
code means causes said computer to realize the
authentication of the sender's identification by a
challenge/response procedure between the sender
and the secure communication service device.
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.The computer usable medium of daim 96, wherein
the sender's iderrlitioation and the recipients identi-
ticetion in the personalized access ticket are given
by anonymous identifications ot the senderand the
recipient. where an anonymous identification ct
ead':usercorrtainsatlea$onefragrnentotanotli-
’cial identification 01 each user by which each user is
uniquely identifiable by a certification authority. and
the second computer reaiatie program code
means also causes said computer to probabilisti-
cally identify an identity ot the sender by recon-
structing the otlicial identification of the sender by
judging identity of a plurality of anonymous identiti-
cations at the sender contained in a plurality of per-
sonalized access tickets used by the senda.

.The computer usable medium ct claim 96, wherein
an anonymous identification of each user that con-
tains at least one fragment at an otficial
tionoteachuserbywhicheadniserisuniquely
identifiabiebyacertifirztiortairttrorityartdalhik
inturraticn of each anonymous by
which each anonymous identification can be
uniquely are defined. the senders identili~
cation and the recipient's identification in the per-
sonalized access ticket are given by a link
inforrnation of the anonymous iderrtiication of the
sender am a link information of the anonymous
identification ot the recipient. and the second com-
puter‘ readable program code means also causes
said computer to prcbaursticalty identify an identity
of the sender by reccnstrucmg the official identiti-
tztionotthesertderbyjudgirigideritityotapturality
of anonymous of the sender corre-
sponding to the link information contained in a plu-
rality ot personalized access tickets used by the
sender.

107.The computer usable medium of claim 96. wherein
whentheaccessrightofthe satderwith respectto
the recipient is verified according to the personal-
ized aocess ticket. the second computer readable
program code means rauses said corrputer to take
out the recipients identifimtion from the personal-
ized access tidret by using the sender's identifica-
tion presented by the sender, convert the mail by
using a taken out recipients identification imo a tor-
mat thatcen be interpreted by email transtertunc-
tion for actually carrying out a mail delivery
processing, and give the mail after conversion to
the mail transfer tunction by attaching the personal-
ized access ticket.

108.A computer usable medum having computer read-
able program code means enboried therein for
causing a computer to tunction as a secure
processing device tor use in a communication sys-
tem realizing email access control. the computer
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readable program code means indudes:

firstcorrputareadableprogramcodemeans
torcausingsaidcorrxxnatorecdvearequest
tcrapersonalizedaccesstickettromauser:
and

second corrputer radable program code
mearistorcaiisrugaidcmiputertoissuethe
personalized access ticket containing a
sendersidaitificationandarecipient'siderrtiti-
cationincorrespondencamhidwisslgnedbya
secretkeyotthesecureprocessirtgdevice.

1 1o9.A corrputer usable medium corrputer read-
able program code means errbodied therein for
causirIgacomputatoturtc‘licr1asadirectoryserv—
icedevicertoruseinacomrnurtit2tionsystemreal-
izing email accex contrd, the corrputet readable
progamcodemeansindudcs:

firztionoteadIregistrantandadisctcsedintor-
matimoteadtregisn-at-nwhidthasaloarer
secrecytharIapersonalir1torrmticn.iriastate
whidtisaccessitietorsearchbyunspecitied
many.ard
secorri corrputer readable program code
memstbrcausingsaidccrrputertoissuea
personatized mess ticket contairing a
senders iderufll<:atiorIar1darecipierrt‘siderItifi—

cationin correspondence. to the sender in
respcnsetcsearmconditionsspedtiedbythe
sender.byusirr:gariiderttifir:atiorrotaregistrant
whose disclosed information mamhes the

searchcondrtionsasthe recipients identifica-
tionandthesenr:ler'siderttiticationspeciiedby

thesemteralongwiththeseardi conditions

110.A corrputer usable medium raving computer read-
able program code means errbodied therein for
causingacowputertotuncfionasacertiticaficn
amtuzritydevicetrxiseiriaconrmmicatiortsystern
realizing email access contml. the computer reada-
ble program code means indudes:

first computer readable program code means
torcausing saidcomputerto issuetoeach user
an official identification of each user by which
each user is uniquely identifiable by the certifi-
cation authority device; and
second computer readable program - code
meansfcrcausingsaidcorrputertoissueto
each user an anonymous iderrtification at each
user which aonains at least one fragment of
the official identiliaation.

1 11 .A wnputer usable medium havingcomputer read-
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able program code means enboded thera'n tor
causing a corrputer to function as a certification
authority device for use in a communication system
realizing emit access control. the corrputer reada-
ble program code means includes: 5

lirst corrputer readable program code means
tcrcausingsaidcomputertoissuetoeachuser
an identifir:ation ot each user; and

semnd oonputer readable program code to
meansiorr-.ausingsaidcon'putertoissr.reto
eadttseranertablerolflieidentilktafionol

eadi user indicating a right to change any per-
soralized access tickeithat contains the identi-

fication of ash user as a holder iterrtilirztiorr, 15
where the persnalized access ticket generally
corttainsaseridersidentilicationandaplurality
ol rea'pierIt's identifications in correspondence.
and one at the sender's identification and the

recipient's iterrfiiicatiorts is a holder identitica- 20
tiort

112.A computer usable medum having computer read-
able program code means ernbocfied therein for
causing a corrputer to function as a secure 5

processing devicelcr use in a communication sys-
tem realizing email ecces control. the conputer
readable program code means includes:

first conputer readable program code means 50
lorcausingsaidcorrputertoreceivefroma‘
user a request for prescribed processing on a
personalized access ticket containing a
sender's iderrfitication and a plurality of recipi-
ent's identifications in correspondence. where as
one ol the senders identification and the recip-
ient‘s identifications is a holder identification;
and

second ccrrputer readable progam code
means tor causing said computer to execute 40
the prescribed processing on the personalized
access tid<et when the user presented both the
holder identification contained in the personal-
ized accessticket and an enabler correspond-
ing to the holder which indicates a 45

right to change the personalized access ticket
containing the identification of the user as the
holder identification.

50
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FIG.21

OVERALL PROCESSING FLOW
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WRITE PAT PROCESSING DEVICE
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FIG.22
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FIG.23

AID LIST GENERATION

(MakePA'I', MergcPA'l', SplitPAT, TransPAT)
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FIG.32
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CHECKING PROCESSING
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FIG.49
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Description

[0001] The present invention relatesto a decoder and security rmdute for a digital trarsrrission sysmm and method

otopaatingadecoderandsecuritymodiae, inpartioularloruseinarfigitaltelevisionsystern.
[0002] Conventioral digital television broadcast systems transmit data in the form of discrete transport stream packets
or transport padiets. each padcet being of a predetermined length and containing a header and a payload. The MPEG
standard is the currently favoured standard in this donain and sets out. amongst other things. a predetermined format
tor such packets. ~

‘ [0003] The padnet header corrprises general descriptive data regarding the padret, whilst the payload cormrises the
dab to be processed at the receiver. The padret header includes at least a packet lD or PID identifying the padet. The
payload of the packet may contain audio. video or other data such as application mta or. in particular. conditional
access system data .

[0004] Conventionally, the incoming data stream is littered by a receiver/decoder according to the PID of each padret.
Data requiring immediate processing such as audio or visual data is communicated to an appropriate processor in the
lormolwhatisoonventionally known asa padretised elementary streamor PES. Thiscontinuouslluxotdata. whidr is

tormedbyassernblingthepaytoadsolthetrarlsportpackets, it.seltcorrprisesasequenceotpadrets.eactiPESpacket
comprising a packet header and payload.

[0005] Other data not requiring immediate processing may also be encapsulated within the payloads of the transport
packets Unlike PES data. which is treated immediately by a processorto generate a real time output. this sort ot data
istypically P'°.°essed in an asynchronous manner bythe decoder processor. lnthiscase. data istomiatted in a single
tableoraseriesolsectionsortables.ead1indudngaheaderardapayload.fiiehea$eroffl'lesecfimutablehdi.d—
ing a table ID or TID.

[0006] lnthecasewherelheaccesstoatransmissionistcberestricted.toreirarmle.inapayTVsystern.condilional
access data nmybeindmedhamfleusewmmoadcamhmeuwsmnareanmmmeumsnissim.mismm£—
tionalaccessdata isfilteredbythereoeiverldeooderandpassed toaportablesecuritymodule,sud'ias smartaard,
inserted infliedecodenfltedamismenprocessedbymearanrzrdmmderbgeriaatetumpleacorltrolword
subsequently usedbythedeooderto descraniblealrarisrnission -

[OM71 Oneprdalemwithhnwnsysterrsliesmfirevohmleoldataflatwfllbereceivedardprmessedbyfiie
receiverldecoderand notablythevolume ctcordifimalaccessrnessagesererimallybmardedtomesrriartrzmdor
secuitymodule. In particular. theprocessing capabflifiesoiasrnartcerdprocessormdflteoapecity<ufl1eoonmurfi—
cationchamel betweenthedecoderandsrnartcardnaybeinsutficienttblardea§venvotmneotmesagesThis
prdalemis exacerbatedby theincreasing tendencytorprograrnrrlestobetrarsrrittedwith rrultipleconfiticnalacoess
messages enabling accessbydrflerent cperatorstothe same programme(eg. atootbafl matchoretherratictelevisicn
channel).
[0008] Accordingtothepresent invention. there isprcvided adecodertoradigialtrartsrriissiorrsysternadaptedto
receive a transport packet stream containing table, section or other pacloetised dataencapsulated within the pad-ret pay-
loads and characterised in that the decoder comprises a means for filtering the encapsulated data corrtigurdale in
response to titer data received from a portable security module
[0009] Filtering data at the table or section level in response to information lromthe security module enables a more
precise identiltion and selection of data to be carried out. for example, to extract relevant conditional access mes-
sages addressed to the module. In practice. and as will be described below. this fitering atthe table or section levd may
be carried out after and in addition to a filtering carried out atthe transport packet lerel.
[0010] Preferably, the means for filtering encapsulated data is configurable in response to tiller dam corrprising at
least a table lD or section ID value transmitted by the portable security module The means for fitering encapsulated

data may equally be configurable in accordance with other data received from the portable security module. _ ‘
[0011] In a prelerred embodiment, the means for filtering encapsulated data is further adapted to forward to the sear-
rity module conditional access data obtained in accordance with the litter data received from the security module.
[0012] whilst the present invention is particularly adapted to enable a reduction of the volume of conditional access
messages communicated between the decoder and the module, it will be nevertheless appreciated that the encapsu-
lated data may be configured by the security module to extract data other than conditional access data and having a
destination other than the security module.

[0013] Concfitional access data filtered and forwarded to the security module may oorrprise entitlement control mes-
sages (ECMs) andlor entitlemem rnanagemem messages (EMMs).

[0014] Even within a group of messages associated with a single conditional access system there may be a large
number of messages irrelevam to a particular user within that system. For example, within a single conditional access
system a number of different groups of users may be delined leading to the generation of a nurrber cl EMMs. not all of
which may be relevant to a given user. '

[0015] Preferably therefore. filter data provided by the sewrity module comprises data used by the filter means to
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attract group andfor individual entitlement management messages addressed to the security module.

[0016] lnoneembodiment.fliedecodaisadaptedtoreceiveacamdwadgetermedbyfliesearitynndulem
responsetothecomtitiorialaccessdatatorwarded theretqthecorrtrolworiibeingiisedbythedecodertndescranble
a scrarrbled

[0017] In additiontoatilteringatthetable orsection lerel. tt'iedecoderrnayfu'ther<:arryoutatrarsportlevelfitering
in order, tor example. to extract only these packets corrprising data associated with the particular conditional access
qstern usedbythesecuity module Preferably, theretoremedeoodermitlercmpnsesarneaitstxfdtarirtguariszort
packetdataoontigurablein responsetodatareoeivedfromthesecurityinodule
[0018] Advantageously. the meansforfitteringtranqaortpaclietdata rmybeconligurable in responsetodata rq>re-

sentjng the identity of the conditional access system received lrorn the security module
[0019] lnonearbwhnemmetarspmpadettmaingnwmsisadaptedmamaatarspmpadescmmkmga
program maptebleand aconditional accesstable, thedecodertuitha coirprifiig selection meansadaptedtoreceive
mepmgramnaptablemdmrdifiomlaccesstauehanmehanspatpadetfiterhtgmeansandooriditionalaccess
identitydatatromthesecurity module andthereattercorfigirretlietrarisportpaiiiettflterirtg meansto edracttranmort
packet data associated with the oonditioral access system in question.
[0020] lnorderto preservesecurityin the system, sorneorall cormtunicafiorsbetween thesecuritymodulearid the
decoder may be encrypted. In particular. the descrambling control word generated by the security module and eventu-
allytransrriittedtothedecodermaybeericrypted.
[0021] Thepreserit imenfimhasbeendesat>edabweinrelatbnmadecoder.Oflia'aspectsotflie inventionrelate
toamethod otfiltering miapsutateddatainaumsponpadetstreamardasewfiynndmebrisemmadwodmrm
methodotthepresentirrvention. lnone errbodirnent. fliesewritymodulerraycorwenierrttyoormriseasneirtr.-aid.

[0022] Whilstthepresent invention nnyapplymmrypadettaisri$brisysterricuru'isingatarsrxxtstearri layer
andatableorsectionlayenthepresent invention ispanioulaityamfirzirletioadecoderadaptedtoreceiveaii MPEG
conpafilatedata stream
[0023] lnthis regard. the term ‘table. section orotherpacketiseddata‘ retersin itsbroadestsenseto anydatatatie.
aloneorinasequence.muomprisirgaheadamupaybadmummisiseflmcapwhtedwmiinauampmpadtm
stream Aswillbedescribed inthe preferred enboiimentthepraemirwerifionisparficinanyamiicebletofiteriigof
data contained withinan MPEG table. notably asingte MPEGshorttorrntab|e Othererihodimentsare neverthdess

conceivabte.torexarmle,inwriichfilterir1g iscarriedouton PESpaclctsenr:apsulatedwi1l'iinthetrarisportpacl<etpa'y-
loads

[D024] lnthecontext oithisagpliration, lheterm MPEGrderstnthedam1IansrrIiss'mstartda1dsdeiekpedbylhe
International Standards Organisation working groip ‘Motion Pictures Expert Group“ an! in particular but not endu-
eivelythe MPEG-2 standard developedtordigitel televisionapplicatioi'isendsetoi.itirithedocuirients ISO 13818-1, ISO
13818-2, ISO 13818-3 and ISO 13818-4. tn the corrleidotmerxeseritpaterlaxnfirz-rfiai. theterrn MPEGini:luds all
variants. modifiiations ordevelopmerrtsot MPEGtormatsapp‘mbletothefieIdotdigitaldantransmission
[0025] As used herein. theterm ‘smart card‘ includes. but riotexclusivelyso. enychip-based carddevice. or object
of similar function and performance, possessing. for aiarrple. microprocewor andior memory storage. lncli.ided in this
term are devices having alternative physical forms to a card. for exanple key-shaped devices such as are otten used
in TV decoder systems.
[0026] The term "decoder" or "receiverIdecoder' used herein may connote a receiver for receiving either encoded or
non-encoded signals. tor example. television andlor radio signals. which may be broadcast or transmitted by some
other means. Embodiments of such receiver/decoders may incli.ide a decoder ‘mtegrel with the receiver for decoding the
received signals. for exantple, in a ‘set-top box‘. a decoder functioning in corrbination with a physicafly separate
receiver. as well as a decoder including additional functions. such as a webbrowser or integrated with a video recorder
or atelevision.

[0027] is used herein. the term "digital transmission system‘ includes any transmission system lortransmilting or
broadcasting digital data, tor example primarily audiovisual or imttimedia digital data. Whilst the present invention is

particularly applicable to a broadcast digital television system. the invention may also be applicable to a fixed telecom-
municaticns network for multimedia internet applications, to a closed circuit television. and so on.
[0028] As used herein. the term "dig7ta| television system‘ includes for example any satellite. terrestrial. cable and
other system. '
[0029] There will now be described. by way of example only. a preferred errbodiment of the irivention. with reference
to the tollowing figures. in which:

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of _a digital TV system according to this embodiment;

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the conditional access system of Figure 1:
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Figure 3 shows the hierarchy ot MPEG-2 packets, in particular them a$odated with conditional access messages;

Figure 4 shows structure of long form and short form MPEG-2 prhrate sections;

figure 5 shows the elements of a receiverldecoder for use in this enbodimerlt

l-‘rgure 6 shows the elements oi the receiverldeooder used to process the transient stream. in particular in relation
to conditional access messages; and

Figure 7shawsthestrucl1.rreotthe PlD and sectionfillersofthetilterutitot Fig.6. I

[0030] An oveview of a digital television broadcast and reception system 1 is shown in Figure 1. The invention
includes a mostly conventional digital television system 2 which uses the MPEG-2 compression system to transmit
compressed digital signals. In more detail, MPEG-2 compressor 3 in a broadcast centre receives adigital signal stream
(for etarnpleaslreamolaudioorvideosignals). Thecornpressors isconnectedtoarriultiplaaarar'idscrambler4by
linkage 5. The multiplexer 4 receives a plurality at further input signals, amenities one or more transport streams and
tmrsnfiscurpresseddigimlsigmbmauansnfiuersmmemoadcastcameviamage 7. whichcan olccursetake
a wide variety ot forms including teleoom links.

[0031] The transmitter 6 transmits eleriromagnetic signals via uplink 8 towards a satdlite trarspmder 9, where they
are electronically processed and broadcast via a rational downlink 10 to earth receiver 11. conventionally in the lorrn
ofadishownedorrentedbytheenduser.Thesignalsreceivedbyreceiver11aretransmittedtnanintegated
reoeiverldecodertzuunedmranedbyflieeruiiseraridcmriededbfiieaurserstelarisimsa13.The
receiverldeooder 12decodes the compressed MPEG-2 signal into a television signal torthe tetevision set 1:-.L
[0032] Acaxifionalawesssystanzoiscmnemedmuwnulfiplexemmuuereceivahecoder 12.end islocated
partlyin thebroadcastcentreand parttyinthedeooder. ttenaalesthe end usertoaoceesdigttal telerision broadcasts
tromoneormorebroadizstsupptiers Asnartcarvd, mpahleotdecrwtirig messages relatingtocommercialotters(that
is. one or several television programmes sold by the broadcast supplier). «an be inserted into the receiverldecoder 12.
Usingthedecoder12andsnart2m.meerdusanaypudiasearaitshéfliaas.bso'imia1nndemapaypu-
view mode. .

[M33] Anirrteractive system 17, alsooorinectedtotl1emt.ittiplexer4ertdthereceiverldecodei' 12andagainloi:ated
partlyinthe broadcast centre and partly inthedecoder. maybeprovi1edtneria.liettiea1duser'tointeradwi1tivario.is
applicationsvia amodemmedbackchannel16.
[M34] Thecoriditionaleccesssystemzowill nowbedescrbedinmoredetfi.
[0035] with releremetofigurez. mwawewtheaxdifiorialactnsssystan20hdinesa&bsr7berN.maizafiori
System (SAS) 21.The SAS 21 isconriecledtooneormore StbscrberManagemerrtSysterrisr(SNlS)22.oneSMStor
each broadcast supplier. by a respective TCP-IP linkage 23 (although other types at linkage could alternatively be
used). Alternatively, one SMS could be shared between two broadcast sumliers, or one supplier could use two Swiss.
and so on. V

[0036] First encrypting units in the form of ciphering units 24 utilising ‘mother’ smamcands 25 are connected to the
SAS by linkage 26. Second encrypting units again in the form of dphering units 27 utilising mother srnarttzrds 28 are
connected to the multiplexer 4 by linkage 29. The receiverldecoder 12 receives a "daughter" smartmrd 30. it is con-
nected directly to the SAS 21 by Communications Servers 31 via the modemmed back channel 16. The SAS sends.
amongst other thingsrsubscription rights to the daughter snnrtoard on request.
[0037] Thesmartcardscontainthesecrets ofone ormorecommercialoperators The'mothei' srnartcardencrypts
different kindsotmessagesandthe ‘daughter’ srnertcardsdeoryptttiemesseges. ittheyhavetherightstodoso
[0038] The first and second dphering units 24 and 27 cormrise a rack, an electronic VME card with software stored
on an EEPROM. up to20 electronic cards and one smartcard 25 and 28 respectively. for each electronic rd. one card
28torencryptingtheECMsandonecard25torencryptingtheEMMs _
[0039] The operation of the conditional access system 20 at the digital television system will now be described in more
detail with reference to the various corrponerits ot the tele/isiori system 2 and the conditional access system 20.

M'x I

[0040] With reference rd Figures 1 and 2. in the broadcast centre. the digital audio or video signal istirst compressed
(or bit rate reduced), using the MPEG-2 compressor 3. This compressed signal is then transmittal to the multiplexer
and scrambler 4 via the linkage 5 in order to be multiplexed with other data, such as other compressed data.
[0041] The scrarrbler generates a control word used in the scrambling process and included in the MPEG-2 stream

in the multiplexer. The control word is generated internally and enables the end user's integrated receiverldecoder 12
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to descranble the progamme

[0042] Awess criteria. indicating how the progranme is cornmerciafised. are also added tothe MPEG-2 stream. The

programmemaybecornntercialisedineitheroneotarmnberot'subsaipfim'nndesarI1Jameofamnmerot'Pay
PerView'(PPV)modesorevems.lnfl1esxbsaipfimnute.memdusersumai>esmmemmueoonmerdalofiers.
or'bouquets'.musgetfingthenghtstowatcheverychannelinsideflwosebouquets.lnthepreterredenboclirrnentupto
Qfiooommerdalottersrrtaybeselectedtromabouquetofchameis

[0043] lnthePayPerViewmode,theenduserisprwidedwiththecapabflitympudtaseererrtsashewist1es1Ttis

canbeachievedbyeitherpre-booldngtheeventinadvance('pi'e-bookmode').orbypurchash1gtheever1tassooi'ias
itisbroadcast('rrnpulsemode').lnthepretenedanbodinremaflusasamanasaflaaswhemerundflweywatdrin
subscriptionorPPV mode,butotcourse PPVvievversneednotnwe$an1ybesuhscril:aers.

E ement mm!

[0044] Bothfl1eoontdwordandfl1eawesscrfleriaareusedtobtfi|danEnfiflementCamdMessage(ECM).This
isamessagesentinrelafioriwitttasaanitaledprograrnwtentesageoorimirtsaoormolmard(whichatloastorthe
desaamblingoltheprogram)andtheaccessahaiaoffl1ebroad<:astpmgram.11Ieaccessafleriaar1dmmrolword
aretransmittedto thesecondencryptingunit 27viathelinkage 29.lnfl1istnit.anECMisgenerated.encrypteda:'td
transrnitter:lontotherrIr.1lliplaierar'dsr:rambter4.Dmirtgabroadcasttrarxsmissiorntheoontrolwordtypicaflydtartges
everyfewseconds,andsoECMsarealsopenodkallyhan9nmedmeraueflednngmgamtdwudmbedesamn—
bledForredundanqrpurposes,ead1EGMtypicalIymdudeshmcontotumds;flnpresaumrmolwadandfl1enead
oontrolword.

[0045] Eachsewbeuoakzstwabmadcadamdiamadansteamcmwsesanmbaddsfirumnpmads;
hrexarngdeatdwisimprogianmeindudesawdeocmpmauanaadncmpmau.asub-tittecorrponentandso
on.Eadtottheseoorrponentsotaserviceisindividuallyscranbledartdenayptedtarsuasequerubrowzasttodte
transponders.lnrespedotead1saanbledctxrponentottheservice,aseparateECMisremiired.Alternativety,asin-
gteECMmaybereqiiredtorallotthescran-bledoomponentsotaserviceMultip!eECMsarealsogeneratedi1the
msewhaemmblewrflifimalaccesssystammntdawessmfiesanwharsnfinedwogmn

 

[0046] The muttipiarer4 receives electrical sigrtalsoormrisinger'IcryptedElWIstromtheSAS21. encrypted ECMs
fnomtheseoond encrypting unit 27andcornpressed proganu11estromttIeo:xmressoI'3.Then'u.dfiptexer4scrarrti|es
meuogmmnesaMsausmewmuedpmgmmnes.flwauwmdBMBmuflnavwtwEGMsmatmsnma
Gotthebroadcastcentreviathelinkagel Thetransrrfifiersuartsrritseledrmagrteficsigrtalstmwardsfltesatefme
transponder 9 via uprmk 8.

ramme Race on

[0047] The satellite transponder 9 receives and processes the electromagnetic sigials transmitted by the transmitter
Gandtransmitsthesignalsontotheearlhreceiver11,oonventionallyinthetonnotadishownedor rentedbythe end
user. via downlink 10. The signals received by receiver 11 are transmitted to the integrated receiverldecoder 12 owned
or rented by the end user and connected to the end user's television set 13. The receiverldeooder 12 demultipieies the
signals to obtain scranbled programmes with encrypted EMMS and enaypted ECMs
[0048] lftheprogrammeisnotscran1bled.thatis. noECMhasbeenuansrrittedwithti1eMPEG-2 stream. the

reoeiverldecoder 12 deconpresses the data and transforms the signal into a video signal for transmission to telerision
set 13.

[0049] It the programme is scrambled. the receiverldeooder 12 attracts the corresponding ECM from the MPEG-2
streamandpassestheECMtothe ‘daughter'smartcard30ottheenduser.T1tisslotsir1toahousinginthe
receiver/decoder 12. The daughter smartcard 30 controls whether the end user has the right to decrypt the ECM and
to access the programme. It not, a negative status is passed to the receiverldeooder 12 to indicate that the programme
cannot be descrambled. If the end user does have the rights, the ECM is decrypted and the controt word extracted. The
dwoder 12 can then descrambie the programme using this control word. The MPEG-2 stream is deoompreaed and
translated into a video signal tor onward transmission to television set 13.

Em1_‘tle_i-1% Manggment Messages (Egg)

[0050] The EMM is a message dedicated to an individual end user (subscrber), or a group at end users. Each group
may contain a given number at end users. This organisation as a group aims at optimising the bandwidth: that is.
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access to one group can permit the reaching of a great numberot end users.

[0051] Various specific types at EMM can be used. individual EMMs are dedcatedto individual subwibers. and are

typilly used in the provision of Pay Per Wew services; these wntain the grow identifier and the position oi the sim-
scriber in that group.

[0052] Group subscription EMMs are dedicated to groups 01. say. 256 individual users. and are typiaily used in the
administration of some subscription services This EMM has a group identifier and a subsa'bers' group bitmap
[0053] Audience EMMs arededicatedto entire audiences, andntighttorexanplebeusedbyapartictnaroperatorto
provide certain treeservices. An ‘audience’ isthetotalityotsubscrbers having smartcardswhich bearthesamecon-
ditional access system identifier (CA ID). Finally, a ‘unique’ EMM is addressed tothe unique identifier ol the smartrzud.

 

[0054] A Subscriber Management System (SMS) 22 includes a database 32 which rnaragm. amongst others. allot
the end user files. commercial otters. PPV details, and data regarding end user consumption and author-

izalion. The SMS may be physically remote from the SAS. p
[M55] Eadi SMS22 transmilsmessagesto lheSAS21 viarespectivelir'ii<age23whidiirrply rnodfica1ionstoorcre-
ations ct Entiflement Management Messages (EMMs) to be transmitted to end users.
[0056] The SMS22atsotransmits mesagestotheSAS21 which irnuynoniodit”icationsoraeatior1sofEMMSbut
imply only a change in an end users state (relating to the authorization granted to the end user when ordering products
or to the amount that the end user will be charged).
[0057] The SAS 21 sends messages (typically requesting irrlumation aid! as tall-tack irtlormation or billing informa-
tion) lntheSMS 22. sofliathwiflbeapparemthatconnnmicationbetweenthelunistwoway.

Subscriber §1_o_rlatlon Sm @161

[0058] The messages generatedbytheSMS22arepassedviaIinkage23tofl1eSubsa'berAuthorizafionSystem
(SAS)21,whichinmmgeneratesnnssagesadmmuedgngrecdptdmenessagesgmamedbyflwSMS21and
passestt1eseacknowledgemer1tstotheSMS22.

[0059] lnoverviwtheSAScmprisesaSrmsaimbnGmmareamgiverigl1tsbrabsai:fimmodemumrman
therightsautomaticaltyeedinnnm.ePeyPerWeuChainareatogiverightsbrPPVeva1ts.m-danEMMlniectiortor
passingEMMscrea1edbylheStbscr‘ptionaridPPVchainareasbthenu£tkxle:rerandsaarrua'4,ar1dhencek)teed
theMPEGstreamwithEMMsltotherrightsaretobegranted.suchasPayPerFrle(PPF)rightsintheaseotdown-
|oedingwnpmersdtwmematser'sPasonmConpma.miasmihrweasmedmuwBed
[M60] OnefunctionottheSAS21ismnanagemeaccessrigtrsmteteriémprogramneaavaaableascmmadal
offersmswsubfimmmeormuasPPVwenmacwrdmmdfllaeurmdesdwmmchlsam(mebmknme. .
impulse mode). The SAS 21. according to those rights and to intormation received from the SMS 22. generates EMMs
tor the subscriber. ‘

[0061] The EMMs are passed to the Ciphering Unit (CU) 24 for ciphering with respect to the management and exploi-
tation keys. The CU completes the signature on the EMM and pasesthe EMM backto a Message Generator (MG) in
the SAS 21, where a header is added. The EMMs are passed to a Meesage Emitter (ME) as complete EMMs. The Mec-
sage Generator determines the broadcast start and stop time and the rate ol emission ol the EMMs, and paces these
as appropriate directions along with the EMMs to the Message Emitta. The MG only generates a given EMM once: it

is the ME which performs cyclic transmission of the EMMs.
[0062] Ongeneration otan EMM. the MG assignsaunique identifiertotheflmi. WhentheMGpassesthe EMMto
the ME. italso passesthe EMM ID. This enablesidentificationotaparticularBl|M atboththeMGandthe ME.
[0063] in systems such as simuicrypt which are adapted to handle multiple conditional access systems e.g. associ-
ated with multiple operators. EMM streams associated with each conditional access system are generated separately
and multiplexed together by the multiplexer 4 prior to transmission.

Conrfrtional Access Mesgges in E Transmrt Stream

[0064] The cflflerent nature of ECM and EMM messages leads to differences vis a vis the mode of transmission 01 the
messages in the MPEG transport stream. ECM messages, which carry the control wards needed to descramble a pro-
gramme are necessarily linked to the video and audio streams oi the programme being transmitted. in contrast EMM
messages are general messages broadcast asynchronously to transmit rights information to individual or groups of
customers. This dilterence is reflected in the placing oi ECM and EMM messages within the MPEG transport stream
[0065] As is known. MPEG transport packets are of a lixed length ot1& bytes including a header. In a standard
padtet. the three bytes cl the header following the synchronisation data comprise:
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TABLE I

Transport error inificator

Payload unit indicator

Transport priofity

PID

Transport scrarrbfing control

Adaptation field control

Continuity counter

 
[OMS] Thedtaractelistitsotthesetiddsare|argeiydeterminedbytheMPEGstan3an1
[0067] Flelerringtofigurea.meorganisafimo1dmaMmhahanspmtsteamwilbedesafl3ed.Asshmm.fl1euars-
portstreamcontainsaprogramrneassocimiontable40("PAT‘),1hePlbintheheaderotlhepadetbeingfixedbythe
MPEG-Zstandardatavalueofoxoo.Theprogrammeaccesstable40;xovk1esthea1hypoimioraccestoprogmnm1e
dataartdcontainsatablerelenirtgtotlwePlDvaluesottheprogtanvnenaptables('PMT')41.42associatedwitha
nurrberotprogramrnes.Eachprogrammerraptable41,4.2cmtairtsinunnarefererIcetothePlDiraiuesoflhepacket
shearrtsoffl-ieaufntahles43andvi1eotat1es44ofttatprogra'rme.
[0158] Asshown.fl1emoga'm1enapaue42abowuairsrefaanesmfliePDvaluesdomerpadets45.46
conlainingaddiliorialdatareiatingtoflteptograrruneinquesfion.lntt1epreserttca:.eECMdatageneratedbyanim1ber
mmrmmralaxesswaensmdasmiatwmmfiemogmmmmmeabiswmhwwmmflmrmmmmdes
45.46.

[0159] lnadditiontotheprogrammeaccesstablePAT40.lheMPEGtransportslIeamfurthercorrprisesacorIditional
access1able47(‘CAT").thePlflvalueotwhidiisiixedatoxot.Anypadietheadersou'itainir1gflisPlDvaiuearet’nus
automaticallyidemifiedascontainingaccesscontroiinfomtation.1heCAl’@ie47reterstotheP|Dva.luesotMPEG
packets-18.49.SoassociatedwilhEMMdataassocimedwimmeannreou'Idifimaler:cesssystars./¢wifl1fl1e
PMTpad<ets.thePlDvaluesoitheEMMpad<etsreierredtoinIheCATtabiearerIotfixadamrraybedetHminedat
lhechoiceofthesysternoperator. A

 %.

[0070] inconformitywitl1tfIeMPEG-2 standard. irttornuafia1cor1tainedwithapadietpay|oadissi.lt:jecttoatmther
level otslruciure accordingtothetypeofdatabeing transported. In thecaseotaudio.v'sual.teIetext. subtitle or other
such rapidlyevolving and synchroniseddata. the information is assembled in the lonnotwhat is knownasapadetised

elementary stream or PES. This data stream. which is termed by assembling the payloads of the transmitted packets.
itself comprises a sequence of packets. each packet corrprising a packet header and payload. Unlflxe the transmitted
packets in the transport stream. the length of PES packets is variable '
[0071] In the case 01 other data. such as application data or. in this example, ECM and EMM data. a different fonnat
from PES packeling is proscribed. In particular. data contained in the transport packet paytoat isdivided into a series
of sections ortables. the table or section header including atable ID orTlD inquestion. Depending
onthesizeofthedata. a section maybe contained entireiywithin apacketpeyload orrmybeexwnded in aseriesot
tables over a number of transport packets. in the MPEG2 context. the term ‘table’ is often used to refer to a single table
of data. whilst "section" refers to one at a plurality of tables with the same TlD value

[0072] As with transaort packet data and PES packet data. the data structure 01 a table or section is additionally
defined by the MPEG-2 standard. In particular, two possibie syntax forms for private table or section data are proposed:
a long tonn or a short form. as illustrated in Figure 4.
[0073] In both the short and long form. the header includes at least the data 60 comprising:

TABLE II

Table id

Section syntax indicator

Bbis

1bit
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TABIE II (continued)

Private indicatorlreserved

ISO reserved

Section length 
[0074] Theprivate indicatorand privatesection Iengthsare comprised ofdata nottixedbytheMPEG-2 standardand
which may be used by the system operatortor his own purposes

[0075] lnthecaseotshortfcrm.theheader60isimmediatelylollowedbythepayloeddataet.lnlhecaseotthelong
lonmaturther headersectionezisprovidedbeforethepayloadsaandthemessageequallyincludesacficcheck
value64.Thelongtorm,whidtistypirzrllyusedwhenamessageissolorigthatilrnustbedividedintoanurrberot
sections. contairtstheinlormationnecessarytoassenrbleflwesections,sud1astheser:fionnurrt>er,tl1enurrIberoflhe
lastsecticninthesequenceotsectionsetc.

[0076] Forturtherintomrationregardingthelongandshorttcrmtabledata.thereaderisdirededtntheMPEG—2
stardard.

[0077] lnthecaseotconditionalacr:essECMandEMM messages. thedatarmyusuallybeaccomodatedinasingle
tableandtheshortformwillbetheappropriatefomiat.Aspedlicsyntaxtcrsuchshcrttcrmccnd‘rtiorra|accessmes-
sagesisproposed in thecontextotthe presentirrvenfion. namely:

TABLE III

Table in (litter data)

Section syntax indicator
Private irditztorlreserved

ISO reserved

Section length

CA header field (filter data)

 
[0078] ForsuchCAmessages.fl1etableidvaluemaybesetbymesystemqieatam_braanple0x80ard0x81
torECMmessagesaorararrple.uttm1darenmessages)aru0x82mO)6FkxEMMne$ages.Thesevaluesmend
MPEG~2 proscribed and may be dtosen at the discretion of the system operator. '
[0079] Equally, in the case of the CA specilic header field, hereby designated as the first 7 bytes otthe payload tol-
Iowing the header, the parameters may be set bythe system operator to reflect. for eaarrple, the tact thatthe CA mes-
sage is an EMM message carrying individual. group or audience subscription intormation. In this manner the ‘header’
of such a table or section is extended.

[0080] The advantages of such message syntax will become clear later. with regard to the processing and filtering of
messages by the receiverldecoder. notably by using the Table id and CA specific field data.

Fleceiverlir

[0081] Referring to Figure 5. the elements of a receiver/decoder 12 or set-top box tor use in a digital broadcast system
and adaptedtobeusedin thepreser1tinventionwiIlnowbedescribed.AswilI beunderstood, thebasicelementsotthis

decoder are largely conventional and their implementation will be within the capabilities of one skilled in the art.
[0082] As shown. the decoder 12 is equipped with several intertaces tor receiving and transmitting data. in particular
a tuner 70 for receiving broadcast MPEG transmissions. a serial interhce 71. a parallel interface 72, and a modem 73
hr sending and receiving data via the telephone network The decoder also includes a first and second smart card
reader 74 and 75. the first reader 74 for accepting the subscription smart card and the second reader 75tor accepting
bank and/or other smart cards

[0083] The decoder also includes a receiver 76 for receiving infra-red control signals trom a handset remote control
77 and a Peritel ouput for sending audiovisual signals to a television 13 connected to the decoder.
[0084] Processing of digital signals received via the intertaces and generation of output sigmls is handled by an
enserrble of hardware and software elements here grouped together as a central control unit 78. The software archi-
tecture at the control unit within the decoder may correspond to that used in a known decoder and will not be described
here in any detail. It may be based, for example, on a virtual machine interacting via an interface layer with a lower level
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operafin9WSterninplernanedinmehardwarecowponentsotfltedecoder.lnterrnsotl'ardwareardtiteaue.thecorl-
udunit78wiflbeequbpedwimaprocessor.mermryela'ne1tssud1asROM.FlAM.FLAsHmerrtoryetcasinknown
decoders

[0085] Applicatiortsprocessedbytheoontrol unit 78 rnayberesidentappfimons stmed intheK)MorFU\SHotthe
dewdawappfiafimsbroadaastm1ddowmoadedviameMPEGhnatace2dmedecoda. Applicationscanincluie
program guide applications, games. interactive services. teleshopping amlkztions, as well as ititiating app%tions to
enable the decoder to be immediately qierational upon stamp and appfimtims tor corttiguring aspects at thedecoder.
Applicatiortsarestoredinmemorylorztiortsinthedeooderand representedasresourcetflesconprisinggraphicobiect
desaiptions tiles. unit tiles. variables block files, instruction sequence files. applications tiles. dab fies etc.

Elnfigg fl CigiflfiI Ag Qfim

[0086] Figure 6 shows in schematic form the demerits necessary tor proce$ing packet am table data in accordance
with this embodiment oi the invention. As will be understood. the elements shown inthisfigure rray be irrplemented in
hardware, soflvlare or in cornbimtion oi the two.

[0087] The broadcasttransrnission received tromthe satellite receiver are passed via theconventiondtuner 70 and
anassociateddernodulatorunit 79. The timer mtypically scansarangeottrequencies. stoppingwhen achosencarrier
trequencyisdetected withinthatrange. Thesignals are then treated bythedernodulator unit79whid1 attraclsandfob
wardsthe transport padretstreamto adermx andtilter u1it8o. Thetilter structure olthe demuxandfitter unit eowill
bedescribedindetailbelowinrelationtoFrgLwe7.AsMllbemderstood.fl1eacuialdioiceotcarponentsneededto
irnplementsucha unitisatthediscrefionolthemartutacunerarxittiernoairrporuritaspectotsudtauititistttediosert
filter configuration.
[0088] lnmecaseddaamaymedmacwrdmwewmtammmmdwcessyaanaspwflmmesaummdhnan
thefilterunitirrteractswithasrrartcardao(oranyolhersecuredevice)insertedinthedeooder12andadiamel
parameter appfication 81. typically irrplemented as a software applitxrtion in the decoder.
[0089] Thelater tmitsoextractsfromthetransportpadaetstreamthe PMTandCK|’tablespresentinthestream.
Referring back to Fugue 3. this filtering operation is carried out at a PD level. the CATtable being identified by the PID
value0x01 andtheappropriate PMT table conesportdirtgliotttetzhosertbroaitrasttztzarmetbeirtg atractedviathe PAT
table (PID value: 0x00) and the PID value of the chosen chamel identified in the PATtable.
[0090] Thechamelparameterapplication 81 addifionaByreceiveshomfl:esmartcard30atiderr8fir:afimotthecon-
ditionalaccesssyaemassociatedwiththatsrrartcard. Again. re!errirtgbad<toFrg.ire3.afustcorufitiorIataccesssys—
temisassociatedwith ECMandEMM data inthepacl<ets45and48. respectively. Llsirtgtheconditiortalaccessystern
loreceivedtromthesrrartcerdaoandthe PMTand Cltftables receivedtrornthetiterunit80.fl1eappication81 deter-
minesthe PID values otthe conditional accesspadxetsasodatedwflhfltecmdifimalaccesssysternmquesfimand
returrs these values to the filter unit 80.

[0091] lnthe caseotasimpfrfiedsystem.wherearelativelysmall nurrberotECMarId EMMsareemitted. "oother
tfltering maybe necessaryandthese PID valuesmaybeusedbythefilterunitsotoextractall relevant ECM and EMM
private sections from the identified packets and to thereafter toward the data contained within these sectionsto the
smart card 30.

[0092] This conditional access data is then processed by the microprocessor within the smart card 30 and the control
word associated with the transmission passed to a descrarrbling unit 83. The descrambling unit 83 receives scrambled
audiovisual or other data information extracted from the transport packet stream by the denux and filter unit 80.
desaamblesthe intomtation usingthe control word andthereafterpassesthedatatoacomention MPEG-2 dtipwhich
prqaares the data tor subsequent display on the associated television display.
[083] However. whilst a PlD level filter erables an extraction of those ECM and EMM messages associated exdu-
sively with the conditional access system in question. there may neverthelem be a large proportion of messages irrel-
evarn to the user. These messages may include group EMM messages tor other user groups. individual EMM
messages for other users etc. The throughput oi conditional access messages passed to the smart card may therefore
be very high. Given the limitations of the processor power and memory of smart cards, this througlput may be in prac-
tice more than the card can handle. _
[0094] In order to overcome this problem. the smertcard 30 is adapted to pass turther fiterdata to the unit 80 for use
in a section or table level filter process
[0095] ' Referring to the Table Ill above, tables containing conditional access data include Table id and CA specific
header fields which are chosen to identify. tor example. the presence of an EMM or ECM (table id values 0280 or 02:81
and 0x82 to Ox8F, respectively) and the type of message (CA specific data identilying the group concerned by a group
EMM message, the presence of an audience EMM message etc). Depending on the data that it requires, the smart
card 30 will send the necessary table id and CA specific data to configure the filter unit to extract and return only those
conditional access messages of interest to the smart card. In this way. the flow of data senttb the smart and may be
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reduced to contormwiththe-processing capabilities otthesnnrteard miaopmoeseor.

[0096] ReterringtoFigure'I,thedetailsofthefiteringunit80wiHbedescrmed.Typi<:ally,tlteur§tnuaybein'pletnented
as a hardware resource, driven by a firmware managing application with ther .As shown. a Fast set of

tfltets 85 carries out a PID filtering process using the CA PID information receivedtmmthe dame! parameter amiica-
tion.ThePlDtilters85rrayequallybeoontiguredtoe:dractotherrelevar1tpacketssudtasti'tePM'|ZCATtablessentto
the channel parameter application. Other PID filters (not shown) may be used to extract the audiovisual PES pad<et
information eventually sent tothedescrantzter eta .
[0097] Oncestrippedofthe packet header. theprivatesectionortabiedataisthertrwtedtnasetofpretilteosse
adapted tofitterthesbytesintheextended header ofatable.Asd1owninTable llmbyteottheextended headeris
assodatedwiththetableid,7bfiesMfltflteCAspecHbinbmafion.flmfltenngopaafimistaniedombyom'parison
ottheebytepatterninatablewiththefilterdatareceivedtromtttesmartczrd.Sornebitswithinthe8byte.64bitpattern
maybemaskedorignoredintheevaluation. hthiserrboaimem.32dittere'npa1ta'nsareproposed_asLbsetotfltese
patterns being aqtlied by the prefilters in dependence of the information received from the smart card. It one pattern
matches. thesectionissertttothe FlFObufferelement87. lfno pattern matchesttheseclion isignored. The filters86
equallyacttoartractfromtheappropriatesectionsthePMTandCATtal:Ieintorrrratiorr.whichispassedtoaFIFO
buffer88.

[W98] Duetothedtaracteristicsotthetransportlayer.tt1earrivalolsecfionsisbursty.1hebuftercapacityolthebuil-
ers87.Bemustbesuflidenttohandleanaveragereteof5lVlbits/s.withtheirtserfionofpadcetsbeingbasatonareg-
ularallocafion with apossble deviationaf:t25%.
[0099] Inordertobetterunderstandfl1einvenfion.aproposedexampleotoperatirIginstrumonsltartcledbythesec-
tiontilterssswillnowbeouttined.

FiIter_aII_sec1ions (FtIter_id, Target, Mask, Trigger_cona'mions. pm)
This command retrieves every section matching the target exoqat masked bits after trigger_oon<fitions occured.
FiIter__next_section (FrI(er_id, Target, Mask, Tn'gger_oondifions, p/n)
Thiscommand retrievesthe nextsectionmatching t.hetargetexcqatmaskedbitsafteru'igger_oonditiortsooa.:red.
Trigger_oonditions are related to other tiltets previousty identified as rnatching
FiIter_idisanindexbetween0and 31, pointingtoafilterandanoubutqueue. lrIadditiort.itgivestt1equeueing
priority. 0 being the highea priority. ‘
Target is an 8 bytes pattern
MaskisanBbytespatternshowingflrebitsmbenaskedhhetargetvabeomamsmsed.

Trigger_condr'tions is a 32 bib bitmap. ORing tilter_id triggering ttm filter. Bit set at 0 means no trigger condition.
Sett trigger condition is ignored

p/n isavatue, normally setto 1. positivetornomal operatiortasdescdaedabovevtmarsettooitrnemsnegative
tiltenng. i.e., retrieve sections not rratdring target.

Exarrples of use:

Exanple 1:

[0100]

Frlter__all_secfiors(5. Ox8C7C453AA8BBFFOO, OXFF557FFFEEFFFF00, 0, 1) will captue alt EMMS oorr$rtcling
To matching criteria. '

Exarrple 2:

[0101]

l-‘rlter_next_section(O, 0x8000000OO00O00O0. OXFFOOOOOOOOOOOOM. O, 1)
l-'Ilter_nad_section(1. 0x810000O00000000O. OXFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. 5. 1)
l-"Ilter__nad__section(2. OXBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. OXFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOO, 3. 1)

will start an EGM mpture process with oddleven toggle.

10
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Example 3:

[0102]

Fr|ter_next_section(8. 0xPMT_TlD0000Version_nurrber00000000. 0xFF00O01F00000O00. 0. D)
t-'titer_next_section(1, 0xB1000O00000000O0. OXFFOOOOOOOOOOOOUJ, 0x14, 1)
t-’rlter_next_seclion(2.0 .0xW , 0x12, 1)

willstartanEGMcaptureprocesswitl1odd/eventoggle,startingwhenthereGachangeinthePM1i
[0103] lnterrnsotcornmunicationotCAme-ssagesartdtitterdatatoarttttrornthesrrartrztrd82andtiltaunil80,a
standard protocol such as lSO7816maybe used. Since nctallotthedata in thetiltered private section isrequiredby
thesrrartmrdazthesectionmaybernodifiedandamessageotthetollowingfarrratsenttothesrrramzardt

Table id

Zero

Filter id

CA specific header field

CA message
 

[0104] The meaning ol each oftheseterrrs will bectear from theabovedesaiption. tn terms ol thetilterdatasent
tromthesmancard82tothetiter80.thetol|cwingtomratn'aybeused:

 
Number_of_fiIters describes the nurrber oltilters to be set inthis
FiItering_instruction is describing the type of instruction (filter next section, tilter all sections).
FiIter__id is an index pointing to a filter and an output queue. in addition, it gives the queueing priority, 0 being the

' highest priority.
Target is the target pattern.
Mask is a pattern showing the bits to bemasked in the target, value 0 means masked.
Trigger_oonditions is a bitmap. ORing tiller_id triggering that fitter. Bit set at 0 means no trigger condition. Sell trig-
ger condition is ignored.
p/n is a value, nomially setto 1, positive tor normal operation as described above. When setto 0 it means negative
littering, i.e.. retrieve sections g_o_t matching target.

[0105] In practice. communications between the smart card and the receiver/decoder may be subject to a level at
encryption or scranbling for security reasons. In particular. communications between the smart card 82 and filter mit
80. as well as the control word stream sent to the descrambler unit 88 may be encoded in this way. Encryption algo-
rithms suitable for this purpose are widely known (BSA, DES etc.).

11
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Clamts

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Adecoderadaptedtorweneabmspmtmdsetareamcmtamingtaue.sedbnaoflwrpadefiseddatamcap-
sulatedwithinthepadretpayloadsandcharacterisedintiattt1edecodercx>rrprisesameansfnrfilteringti1eenoap-
sulated data configurable in response tofilter datareceived from a portable securitymodute.

A decoder as claimed in claim 1 in which the means iortiltering encapsulated (hate is configurable in response to
filter data comprising at least a table ID or section ID value transmitted by the portable security module.

Adwoderasclaimed in claim 1 orz in which the meansiorfiltering encapsulateddah isturlheradaptedtoforwatd
to the security module conditional access data obtained in accordance with the filterdata received from the securitymodule.

A decoder as claimed in claim 3 in which conditional access data forwarded to the security module comprises enti-
tlement control messages (ECMs) and/or entitlement nanagemerrt messages (EMMs).

Adecoderasclaimedinclaima or4inwhid1tflterdataprovidedbyfl1esecuritymodulecornprisesdan usedby
thefiltermeanstoexlractgroup and/orindividual entitlement managernentrrnessagesaddressedtotlteseouritymodule.

Adecoderasclaimedinanyofclaims3to5inwhidtthedecoderisadaptledtoreceiveacontrolvmrdgenerated
bythesecuritymodule in responsemfliemridfliaralaccessdauiuxardedfliaenmemrwdwudbemgrsed
bylhedecodertodescranrbleasaasntiedtransnfission.

Adecoderas claimed in anyprecedrng claim turthercorrprisinga meanstortiltering transport packetdatacorrfig
urable in response to data received from the security module

Adecoderasclaimedinclaim7, hiwtichfliemeansbriinerhgtanspatpadetdataiscorfgmauemrespase
todata representing ttieidentityaftheconditiorralaccesssystern receivedlromthesecuitymodule.

Adecoderasclaimedmdaimahwmdimetmrvspodpawafitahgrnewssadamedmemadbmspatpmiets
containingaprogram maptableandaconditionalaccesstdale.
adaptedtoreceivetheprogram napmuemdooriaiuuraraeoessiaueumnmeuarxsponpadrelrmermgmears
andconditiorralawessidentitydatafrom the seaxnynwduleardtlvereamacorfgwefiiekatspmpadsetfiteririg
meansto exuadtmrsmnpad<etdanassodatedMmmemrdifimalaccesssystanh1ques6m.

A decoder as claimed in any preceding claim adapted to process encrypt andlor decrypt cornnmnications to and
from the portable security module.

A security module for use with a decoder as claimed in any preceding claim and characterised in comprising a
memory means for storing filter data subsequently commurficated to the decoder to configure the means for litter-
ing encapsulated data.

A security module as claimed in claim 13 comprising a smart card

A method of processing a transport packet stream containing table. section or other packelised data encapsulated
within the packet payloads characterised by receiving the transport stream in a decoder and filtering the encapsu-
lated data in response to filter data received from a portable security module

A method of processing a transport packet stream as claimed in claim 13 further comprising generating encapsu-
lated data including conditional access data and filtering at the decoder using the encapsulated data and in
response to filter data supplied by the portable security rncduie.
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(54) Video display control apparatus.
(57) Video display control apparatus
for a visual display device (1 1, Fig. 1,
not shown)-employing a television-
type raster in a word processor has a
display memory (13), a column
counter 25 and a row counter 28

adapted to addressthe display
memory. Each location ofthe display
memory has an address comprising a
column number and a row number. A

clock oscillator (18) and a timing -
chain (19) produce raster timing
signals and column and row timing
signals. The count in the column
counter 25 tracksthe line being
scanned, and the count in the row
counter tracks successive groups of
lines in the raster. The display data
output of the display memory controls
a character matrix memory (15) acting
through a parallel—to-serial converter
(16) to cause alphanumeric characters

to be displayed in rows by the display
device. 50 that the information display
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by the display device can be varied in
a convenient manner, the row counter

28 is coupled to the display memory
13 through a random access memory
30 which stores information from a

central processor unit (1 4). This stored
information determines which set of

sequential row addresses shall be
supplied to the display memory as the
row counter 28 carries out its

counting sequence, and includes an
instruction associated with a selected
row address which causes a reset

signal 31 to be supplied to the column
counter 25 so that for this row the

characters displayed start at the
character stored in thefirst column of

locations in the display memory, the
column addresses generated by the
column counter 25 being otherwise
selectable as any set formed by a
predetermined number of consecutive
column addresses for alphanumeric

character locations in the display
memory.
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SPECIFICATION

Video display control apparatus

This invention relates to video display control
apparatus for use with a visual display device
employing a television-type scanning raster.

Visual display.devices are now employed in
monitoring or simply displaying infonnation
constituting the output of, for example, a
computing system, a commercial infonnation
disseminating network, or a word processor. At
present, such display devices are usually in the
fonn of a cathode ray tube operated with a
television—type scanning raster. It is frequently the
case that the quantity of data stored in the system
supplying.the visualdisplay device is greater than
the amount that can be displayed simultaneously.

An object of the presenfinvention is to provide
control apparatus enabling a visual display device
to vary the information display thereby in a
convenient manner. I

According to the present invention, therefore,
there is provided video display control apparatus
for use with a visual display device employing a
teIevision—type scanning raster, the control
apparatus including a display memory, a column
counter and-a row counter adapted to address the
display memory, each of a plurality of locations of

the display memory having an address comprising
a column number and a row number, timing
means for producing raster timing signals and
column and row timing signals, the timing means
being so coupled to the column counter and the
row counter that. in operation. the count in the
column counter changes in a manner
representative of t:he scanning of a line of the
raster and the count in the row counter changes in
a manner representative of the succession of lines
in the raster, and means coupled to data output
terminals of the display memory for producing
display signals representative of display data held
In addresed locations ofthe said plurality of
lotions, characterised in that the row counter is

coupled to the display memory through a random
access memory adapted to store a row holding
instruction relating to a selected row address and
to supply to the column counter a row holding
signal such that the column counter in response
thereto carries out its column counting or
countings for the selected row address through a

- predetennined series of column numbers. the
column counter being adapted to count a
predetermined number of column numbers
starting from a column number which is selectable
except in the presence of the row holding
instruction.

Since the count in the column counter changes
in a manner representative of the scanning of a
line of the raster and the count in the row counter

changes in a manner representative ofthe
succession of lines in the raster, and the column
and row timing signals are such that the count in
the column counter changes faster than the count
in the row counter. Although the terms column

and row are thus associated with the scanning of
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a line of the raster and the succession of lines in

the raster respectively, the lines of the raster irrthe
display in operation may be so orientated as to run
from topto bottom ofthe display asviewed bya
user. Nomtally, however, the lines will be
orientated so as to run from left to right in the
display.

Preferred features of the apparatus are defined
in the sub-claims appended hereafter.

The invention will now be described in more

detail, solely by way of example, with reference to
the accompanyingdrawings, in which:—

Fig.1 is a block diagram ofa word processor
embodying the invention; and

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing in more detail
part of the embodiment of Hg. 1.

lnthewordprocessorofFig.1,acathoderay
displaytube 11 receivesa videosignal from a
video output stage 12. Snning circuitry for the
cathode ray display tube 11 is not shown and
produces a scanning raster on the screen of the
tube 11,the scanning rasterbeingfonned bye

large number ofhorizontal lines. The scanning of
the raster is similar to that of a television raster
except that there is no interlacing of the lines. The
lines in the scan making up. each frame of the -
rasterare produced in sequencestartingatthetop . _'
of the frame. A display memory 1 3 stores
alphanumeric character codes in a plurality of
locations ananged to represent. for example, an
array of 128 columns by 64 rows. The character
codes are supplied to the display memory 13 by a
central processor unit 14 which receives this
infonnation from a flexible disc, not shown, or a
keyboard, not shown. *

Whenever one of the locations containing a
character code in the display memory is
addressed, the character code is supplied to a
character matrix memory 15 which stores a
character scan dot code for each possible
alphanumeric character. In the present example,
each alphanumeric character is formed by a
selection ofdotsfroma matrixof 10by 13 dot
positions, each matrix being 13 dots high and 10 '.
dots wide. Consequently, 13 line scans are
required to scan each complete character. Thus
one row consists of 13 horizontal successive lines
of dots, in coded form, supplied by the matrix
memory 15 to a para|lel—toseria| converter 16 in

the fonn of a 10 bit shift register. The serial output
of this converter is supplied to the video output
stage 12 which correspondingly supplies video
dot signals to the cathode ray display tube 11.

The display memory 13 is addressed by an
addressing unit 17 which provides the address for
each of the alphanumeric character locations of
the display memory in the fonn of a 6 bit row
address combined with an'8 bit column address.
In effect, a selected succession of 80 column

addresses is supplied 13 times to the display
memory 13 during the supplying of each row
address to the display memory 13. Consequently,
each of the 13 horizontal lines of dots in coded
fonn supplied to the converter 16 consists of 80

groups of dots, each group lying in a respective
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15

column and being a selection of the dots forming
the character at the location defined bythe
respective column and the cunent row.

Timing signals; in the fonn of pulses, are
generated as follows.

A clock oscillator 18 generates clock pulses at,
for example, 50 megahertz. The clock pulses are
supplied directly to the shift register constituting
the converter 16 and thus the dot rate is set at the

frequency of the clock oscillator 18. The clock
pulses are also supplied directly to a timing chain
19 which consists ofa chain oifrequency dividers-
(not shown). Four outputs 20, 21, 22 and 23 from
the timing chain 19 are shown. Streams of pulses
at successively lower rates are supplied at these
outputs 20 to 23. The highest pulse rate, which is
at the output 20, is supplied to the addressing unit
17 to determine the rate at which column

' addresses are generated. This rate is accordingly
20

25

30

the character clock rate and may be, for example,
5 megahertz. The pulses supplied at the output 21
are generated at a rate which is used as the line
frequency for the raster of the cathode-ray display
tube 1 1. Each pulse at the output 21 istvery short
and corresponds substantially to a line sync pulse.

The rate of the pulses atthe output 22.is 1[13th
that of the pulses at the output 21. at

the output 22 are supplied to the addressing unit _
1 7 where they serve to determine the row address.
rate. The rate of the pulses at the output 23 is

. 1/68th ofthe rate of the pulses at theoutput 22. ‘
. The pulses at the output 23 are accordingly used
as frame sync pulses, i.e. the pulses which

, detennine the instants at which rasterson the
35
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cathode ray display tube 1 1 are completed. _
The central prooesor unit 14 supplies to the

addressing unit 17 information which detennines
which succession of 80 of the 128 columns is to

be addressed by the addressing unit, and which
one of the 64 rows is to serve as the starting row

‘during addressing by the addressing unit. This
facility enables thecathode ray display tube 1 1 to
display the information contained in any arrayof
80 columns by 64 rows selected from the array of
128 columns by 64 rows representing the-stored
alphanumeric characters inthe display memory
13. For example, if the array represented by the
locations in the display memory 13 is considered
to consist of columns 1 to 128 numbered from the

left and rows 1 to 64 numbered from the top, the
addressed array may consist of columns 21 to

100 by rows 10 to 64 followed.by rovys 1 to 9.
Furthermore, the information supplied to the
addressing unit 17 by the central processor unit
14 can include an instruction for a selected row of

the addressed array to consist of the locations in
columns 1 to 80 of that row while the other rows
consist of the locations in another succession of ~

80 columns, for example, columns 21 to 100.
The means whereby this latter operation is carried -
out will now be described with reference to Fig. 2.

in Fig. 2, the addressing unit 17 is shown to
consist of a roll left right offset latch 24 which
holds the current value ofthe left hand column to

be displayed, this value being supplied to the latch
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by the central processorunit. a column counter 25
coupled to the latch 24 to receive therefrom an 8
bit output representing the left hand column value
held by the latch 24. and receiving at an input 26
the character rate pulses supplied by the output
20 of the timing chain 19, a buffer 27 coupled to

the 8 bit output ofthe counter 25 and having an 8
bit output at which the column addresses supplied
to the display memory 13 appear in operation, a
row counter 28 which receives at an input 29 the
row rate pulses provided atthe output 22 ofthe
timing chain 19, and a random access memory 30
coupled to the row counter 28 to receive
therefrom a 6 bit output, and having an 8 bit
output of which 6 bits are supplied to the display
memory 13 astherowaddresses,the7th bitof.
the output being supplied to a reset input 31 of
the column counter 25 and the 8th bitofthe

output being supplied to the diqalay memory as a
blanking signal to force the main memory to
provide no alphanumeric character as output
during the active time ofthe signal on the 8th bit
of the output of the random access memory 30.
The random access memory 30 also receives an
input from the central processor unit which

-determines the prevailing relationship between
« the 6lait output ofthe tow-counter 28 and the first

6 bits ottlie outputfof the random access memory
30 which are supplied asrow addresses to the
display memory 13. Theinput to the random
access memory 30 from the central processor unit
also deterrninesfor each row address generated
by the random access memory 30 the
accompanying values of the 7th and 8th bits of
the output of the random access memory. in
particular, the value ofthe 7th bitifor each row
address is either high or low, and in response to‘
one of these values, the ‘column counter 25 is
reset to zero. The column counter 25 is arranged
to count a succession of 112 column numbers

starting from thenumber ofthe left hand column
supplied to it bythe latch 25 unless the counter
25 is reset to zero-in which case the count of
1 12 successive column numbers is started at zero.

Consequently, in the display on-the cathode ray
display tube 1 1..rows of alphanumeric characters ‘
are presented which start at the left hand endwith‘
the character in the left hand column determined
by the value supplied to the counter 25 by the
latch 24 when for.ttre row address supplied to the

display memory 13by the_ random access memory
30 the 7th bit of the output of.the random access
memory 30 is not such as to reset the column
counter 25. However, when the 7th bit of the

output of the random access memory 30 .
accompanying the row address supplied to the
display memory 1.3 is such as to reset the column
counter 25, the corresponding row of
alphanumeric characters displayed by the cathode
ray display tube 11 starts at its left hand end with
the character occuning in the first column of
locations in the display memory 13 for that row.

. Line fly-back blanking pulses are supplied to
anoflrer input 32 ofthe column counter 25 to set
the counter 25 to the start of each cycle of

u)
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counting each blanking pulse occuning during the
last 32 counts. ln the present example, the column
counter 25 is capable of counting mm 0 to 255. It
will be realized that the selection of the left hand

column by means ofthe left hand column number 65
suppliedby the latch 24 to the counter 25 enables
that area of the anay of locations containing
alphanumeric characters in the display memory
13 which isto be displayed by the cathode ray
display tube 11 to be shifted to the left and to the 70
right. Such shifting is referred to as rolling. 111e
fixing of a particular row to the first 80 columns by
the 7th bit of an outpuffrom the random access

-memory 30 enables rows thus selected to be held
in the display on the cathode ray display tube 1 1 75
while the other rows are rolled to the left orto the

right. This facility is particularly useful in the case
of rows constituting headings forirrformation
appearing in the display.

The row counter 28 is such as to count from O 80

to 67 and supplies its count in coded form as the 6
bit output to the random access memory 30. In a
manner determined by the instructions received

by the random access memory 30’from the central .
processor unit, the random access memory 30 85
translates the count of the row counter 28 Into an

8 bit output signal in which the first 6 bis
constitutes a row address, the 7th blt constitutes

' the signal to be supplied to the reset input 31 of
30

35

'.5‘5

. -6.0

; Motorola Mcrvr 681’OAL which h_as acapacity of a
' 45

the column counter, and the 8th bit constitutes 90

a signal to the display memory 13 instructi_n_g that
. memory 13 to either provide the contents-of the

addressed locations orto provide a blank output
signal; -

The counting operation canied out by the row 95
counter 28 is synchronised with the raster of the

cathode ray display tube 1 1 so that thecounts 64',
65,66, and 67 occur during the frame fly-badt;

._blanl‘<ing time. This‘ locking ofthe counting_cycle of
the counter 28 to the raster timing ensures that - 100
rows of characters are automatically placed in the
desired positions in the displayed array. '

The random-access memo'ry‘30 may be a

128 times 8 bi1s.The diqalay memory 13 may be .105
formed of 32 Texas lnstruments'TMS4044—1 5, *_
each being a 4K by 1 bit static. random access .
memory.-The character matrigr-memory 15 may be .
formed of -8 Texas Instruments TM_S4044-.-15. '
Where the random access memory 30 is a . 1 10

M_o_torola MCM 6810AL. the 6 bit input from the _
row counter 28 ismultiplexed with the input ’
which the random access unit 30 receives from'
the central processor unit. ~

-' 1 15
CLAIMS - ' r

1 . Video display control apparatus for use with

a visual display device employing a television-type.
scanningrasterrthe control apparatus including a -
display memory, a column counter and a row 120'

counter adaptedto address the display memory, V

GB2022 969A 3 

each of a plurality of locations of the display
memory having an address comprising a column
number and a row number, timing means for
producing rastertlming signals and column and
row timing signals, the timing means being so
coupled to the column counter and the row
counter that. in operation. the count in the column
counter changes in a manner representative ofthe
scanning of a line ofthe raster and the courrtin the

row counter changes in a manner representative
of the succession of lines in the raster, and means
coupled to data output terminals ofthe display
memory for producing display signal
representative of display data held in addressed
locations ofthe said plurality of locations.
characterisedvin that the row counter is coupled to
the display memory through a random access
memory adapted to store a row holding
instruction relating to a selected new address and
to supply to the column counters row. holding
signal such thatthe column counterin response
thereto carries out its column counting or

countings for the selected row address through a
predetermined series of column numbers. the
column counter being adapted to count a
predetermined number of column numbers

' starting froma column number which is selectable _ '
except in thepresence of the rowholding
instruction. ' ‘

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein a

latch for storing asglegted colgmn number is
coupled to the column counter, and the column
counteris adapted to effect counting of a
predetermined number of column numbers
starting from the column number stored in the
latch except in the presence of the row holding
instruction, ;

3..Apparatus according to claim 1 or 2,
characterised in that the column counter has a

resetinputterminamhe random access memory is
-._so coupled to the column counter as to supply row
?hold‘mg instructions to the reset input tenninal,

.=a_nd the column counter is such as to reset to the
counfzero whenever a row holding instruction is

V present atthe reset inputterminal. _
4-Apparatus according to claim 3,

characterised in that the random access memory
_ is adapted to encode the count in the row counter

as a different count related thereto by a constant
-_which_ is selectable’,

5.‘Apparat,us according to claim 4, wherein the
said locations ofthe display memory are filled by a
central processorunit which is arranged to supply
the column number to be stored to the said latch.
and to supply the instructions to the random
access memory whichdetermine the said
constant and determine the said selected row

. address.

. 6. Video display control apparatus substantially
as described herein before with reference to the
accompanying drawings.
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(54) Abstract Title

System for communicating over a public network

(57) A system for communicating with a remote service
over a public network 18, such as the Internet. includes a
client device 10 with a memory card 28 or the lllte, a (2rd
reader 26 and a public network communication device
such as a personal computer or television. and a

processor unlt. such aspa central gateway 12. which is
located remotely from the client device. The memory card
includes user details which are transmitted by the client
device to the processor unit, and may be encrypted. The
card reader may activate communication with the
processor unlt upon Insertion of the memory card, which
may be a smart card or magnetic card. The processor unit
may determine which ofa plurality of services 14,16 a user
is authorised to access. The wstem provides for secure
communication without burdenlng the user with
encryption or authorisation tasks.

VZOL‘[798289
At least one drawing originally filed was informal and the print reproduced here is taken from a later filed formal copy.
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SECURITY SYSTEM

The present invention relates to a security system, for use for example in accessing

remote services such as on the Internet.

With the advent of modern technology, a growing number of transactions are being

carried out by the user across insecure networks. These can be, for example,

transactions involving confidenfial data and money for payment or investment With

such transactions there are problems with security, fraud and so on. Various security

systetm have been devised, such as use of personal identification numbers. encryption of

transmissions. While these systems usually work well for the particular environment for

whichtheyhavebeendesigna1,theycanbeanuisancemuseandcanbedfl‘fimhor

expensive to implement for a new service provider. W

Systems have also been developed for Internet use. These systems concentrate on

autlientitzafionoftlteuserandthen, provideforun-

encrypted connection to the service. When particular transactions are undertaken, the

service determines whether encryption is nwessary, for example to secure credit card

details. Other solutions require entry of credit card details for each transaction. These

systems inevitably must provide a balance between security and user convenience as the

encryption mechanisms used cause additional work for complication to the user.

The present invention seeks to provide an improved security system.

Accordingito an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a security system for

communicating with a remote service over a public network including a user card or

other memory device, a user located card or memory device reader, a user located public

network communication device and a processor unit located remotely from the user.

located public network communication device, wherein the user card includes user details

and the user located public network commimication device is operable to transmit the

user details to the processor unit

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1024, p. 3092
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Advantageously. the processor unit is operable to carry out mcryption between it and the

userand toprovidetotheuseratransparentpathtotheservice. Thus, theuserneed not

be aware of any security steps taken or any encryption system used. this being carried

out by the card reader and the processor unit or central gateway.

The card may be any suitable device which can store user information and, preferably,

encryption data. The card, can for examplebe a smart card, a magnetic card such as a

credit/debit card or store loyalty card or any other suitable device. In addition to the

card, the user may be required to input a secret identification code, such as an

identification number.

In the preferred embodiment, the system provides for the user to insert the card into

his/her card reader and to initiate the connection to the processor unit or central gateway.

Oncethe connection ismade, theprocessorunitobtainsthenelevantdatafrom thecard

anduponverificafionbymeidenfificafionwdqaflowsflnusuaccessmmeanthodsed

service without any intermediate tasks, such as requirements to encrypt or decrypt

transmitted data, to provide other user details and. where appropriate account or payment

details. Tbus. as with the preferred embodiment, all communications between the

processor unit and the user can be encrypted, without the user necessarily being aware of

or involved in this encryption. The communication between the user and the processor

unit can therefore be totally secure yet without user inconvenience.

Advantageously, communications between the service and the processor unit, which are

preferably carried out via a secure link, need not be encrypted.

The splitting of the encryption from the service results in being able to provide a

dedicated encryption device, the processor unit, which can therefore be designed to

maximise encrypted communication efficiency. Typically, encryption of all

communications from the service unit is not practicable because the service unit is not

designed for such a task and even if it were it would result in a loss of efficiency in

providing the service itself.
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In the preferred embodiment, the processor unit is also able to determine which of a

plurality of services the user is authorised to access and/or the level of access such as

spending limit, and to control access to the service or relevant service on this basis. It

can also or alternatively undertake transactions against an account identified by the card.

An embodiment of the present invention is described below, by way of example only.

with reference to the accompanying drawings. in which: ‘

Figure 1 isaschematicdiagramofanembodimentofsectnitysystemooupledma

processor unit orcentral gateway and aservice; am!

Figure 2 is a flow chart of an example of validation routine for use with the system of

Figure 1.

Referring to Figure 1, the embodiment of security system shown is designed for

communications through the Internet or a similar public network.

The system includes an intelligence client device 10, which may be a personal computer,

television, or any other suitable device which can communicate with a remote system. A

processor unit, in this example a central gateway 12 is coupled between the client device

10 and one or more service units 14.

Communication between the client device 10 and the central gateway 12 is, in this

embodiment, via a public network 18 such as the Internet. Communication between the

central gateway 12 and the service tmits 14, 16 is, on the other hand. via a private

network 20 which cannot be accessed by the public.

The client device 10 is provided with an application and user interface 22; which can be

the usual computer devices ‘such as monitor. keyboard and software in the case that it is a

personal computer; the screen and a suitable keyboard or keypad in the case that the

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1024, p. 3094
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device 10 is a television or any other suitable device. The device 10 could also be a

portable telephone with suitable display and keypad.

The device 10 also includes suitable network protocol 24 for allowing communication to

the gateway 12 through the chosen network 18 or other public transmission medium.

The device 10 also includes a card reader 26 designed for reading the card-type chosen

forthesystemand acard’28whichisspeeifictothatt'1ser. 'l‘hecard28cou1dbea'smart

card or magnetic card of the types well known or any other portable memory device. It

is envisaged that the card 28 could have other functions inaddition to the security

. function for this system, for example it could also be a creditldebit card. store loyalty

card and the like.

The card 28 has stored thereon one or more user identifiers, one or more encryption keys

and the desired service information, that is details of the service to which the user wants

access. I-lislher level ofauthorisation in the service and so on will be determined by the

central gateway 12.

The card reader 26 is designed, in the preferred embodiment, to be able to detect the

insertion of the card 28 thereinto and in response to such insertion to commence

immediately communication with the gateway 12 via the client device 10.

The cennal gateway 12 includes an encryption network protocol stack 30 designed to

allow communication via the chosen public network 18 and to provide encryption of all

communications between itself and the client device 10. It also includes an

authentication and validation unit 32 for authenticating the client data from the client

28. The authenticadon and validation unit 32 is coupled to a verification database 34 of

the gateway 12 in which is stored the identification data of all the users registered for the

services 14,16. The database 34 may be provided either within the gateway 12 or in a

remote database 34' accesses through secure network 20.
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The authentication and validation unit 32 ‘is also coupled to server access permission unit

36 designed to control the type of access to the service units 14,16 in dependence upon

the user's authority.

Also provided in the gateway 12 are a typical HTTP server for management of the

gateway 12 and an authentication and attachment tmit 38 for communicating with the

desired services 14,16 and with any remote verification database 34’.

The central gateway 12 is designed specifically for encrypting all communications over

the public network 18 and for carrying out the authentication procedure.

The operation of the this embodiment will now be described with reference to Figure 2.

lnsertion50ofthecard28intothecardreader26promptsthecardreader26to

commenceantomatically the oonnectionto thegateway 12. Forthismpose. cardreader

26 activates a software component in the device 10 to establish a connmmication link

with the gateway 12 on the basis of information stored on the card 28 about the location

on the Internet and access details of the gateway 12.

When a connection with the gateway 12 is established, the gateway 12 requests the user’s

personal identification code which is then inputted 52 at a suitable prompt on the user

interface 22.

Validation 54 of the user's details and identification code is carried out either internally

of the gateway 12, by the units 32 and 34, or externally at the verification database 34’.

If the gateway 12 determines 54 that the user's identification code is invalid, the user is

rejected 56 and the connection is cut 58. On the other hand. if it is determined 54 the

user's identification code is valid, the gateway 12 determines 60 the desired service 14,

16 and level of service to be provided and connects 62 to the desired service unit 14, 16.
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During the connection to the desired service 14, 16, all data transfers between the

gateway 12 and user device 10 are encrypted on the basis of the encryption keys on the

user‘s card 28 and within verification database 34, while all data transfers between the

gateway 12 and the service units 14. 16 through the private network 20 are not encrypted

for ease of access and for increased efficiency. In practice, the user will not be aware of

the encryption between him/her and the gateway 12 as this will be carried out as a

background task. Moreover, the user will not need to re-confirm his/her identity or

financial details as these will be provided by the card 28 or gateway 12.

The gateway 12, in some embodiments, records the activities of the client, such as

transaction details, either within the gateway 12 or in a remote memory accessed via a

private network.

Disconnection from the services 14, 16 is, in this embodiment, effected simply by

removing 64 the card 28 from the card reader 26.

Thus, connection is made by a simple two step process ofinserting the card 28 into the

reader 26 and entering the user identification code and disconnection is effected by

removing the card 28 from the card reader 26. The user is not involved in any other

authentication or encryption process and need not re-enter personal details.

This system can be used for any remote service, including business to consumer (in

which case the card could be designed also to function as a store or credit card), business

to business (for example for transactions on account) and for internal networking (where

the activity of staff, for example, needs to be secured).

It will be apparent from the above that the system can provide simple but absolutely

secure access to a remote service. Moreover, by identifying the user to the desired

service, user access can be customised. By removing the need for entry of aocoimt

details, transactions into the desired service become quicker and less risky for the user's

perspective.
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Performance of the services can also be enhanced by carrying out the encryption tasks

within the gateway rather than in the service units.

In addition, the service company can establish a relationship with the user by providing

the user with the card and, possibly, also with the card reader.

Itwillbeapbarent thatthecard28 andcardimder26oonldbe confighred to

communicate with a plurality of separate gateways 12.
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CLAIMS

1. A security system for communicating with a remote service over a public network

including a user card or other memory device, a user located card or memory device

reader, a user located public network communication devm and a processor unit located

remotely from the user located public network communication device, wherein the user

card includes user details and the user located public network communication device is

operable to transmit the user details to the processor unit.

2. A security system accordingtoclaim 1,wbereinthepmcessorunitisoperableto

carry out encryption between itselfand the user.

3. A security system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the card has stored thereon

user information and, preferably, encryption data.

4. A security system according to claim 3, wherein the card is a smart card, a

magnetic card or any other suitable device.

5. A security system according to any preceding claim, wherein the card reader is

operable to activate communication with the remote processor means upon insertion of a

card thereinto.

6. A security system according to any preceding claim, wherein the processor unit is

operable to encrypt substantially all communications between the user and itself.

7. A security system according to any preceding claim, wherein the processor unit is

operable to determine which of a plurality of services a user is authenticated onto the

desired service.
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8. A security system substantially as hereinbcfore described with reference to and as

illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
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Abstract:

Source: JPui‘.i31130A2 PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To
provide the utilization of service only to a user who has
a legal right, minimizing the burden on the user and a
service provider. SOLUTION: when a plug-in 38 of an
intemet browser 31 is started, a verification program 15
in the piug—in 38 is started, communicates with a '
program 32 for certification and perfomis user
authentication. A certification data generation program
A36 of the program 32 cooperates with a certification
data generation program 337 in a taken 33, calculates
based on a user inherent Information 16 and an access 9
ticket 13 and communicates with the program 15 in the
plug-in 38 based on the calculation. As the result of the
communication, the success of authentication by the I 1
program 15 is limited to only when the three of the user
inherent information, the access ticket and enciphered
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Abstract:
Source: JP11032037A2 PROBLEM To BE SOLVED: To

pre-pay access qualification to purchase or rent without
Imposing any surplus load on a certification data
generating device side. SOLUTION: A pre-paid purchase
ticket 1’, is stored in an access ticket storing part 13.

Next, (Tl'. n1) is inputted to a certification data-
imputting part 14. A use condition judging part 15
extracts a corresponding access ticket (tz, L2, nz),

check: whether or not a use condition L2 is fuifllied, and
reduces frequency information V, when the use
condition is fulfilled. A certification data generating and
outputting part 16 calculates certification data R by
using auxiliary certification decision (t)! and the use

condition L2 extracted by the use condition decision part
15 and (du) read from a user specific information
storing part 11, and outputs T1. A user performs access
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authentication device 250, the authentiflcation device
250 sends the authentication data to the authentication
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(9 ) based on a ticket attribute revision request (u ) and
an authentication device authentmcation data (x ). The
autiieritiflcation device 2'50 receives the 9 and the

(aepsi . v ) to authenticate an authentication device
open keybased on input data and an authentication
device open key identifier (v ‘), to authenticate the
authentiflcatlon device challenge and to revise contents
of a ticket attribute record (vi) depending on the ticket
attribute revision request (u ). Furthermore, an
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Abstract:
Source: JP1121S12iA2 PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To
perion-n composite authentication by using the
combination of diflerent kinds of issued tickets.
SOLUTION: The ticket holding section 202 of a certifying
device 20 holds a ticket indicating the specific right of a
user while a composite ticket holding section 206 holds
a composite ticket for certifying that the user holds a
plurality oi’ other effective tickets. A certifying data
generating section 203 certifies the presence of a”
compositeiy designated right by generating certifying
data through executing a prescribed operation by the
use of a prescribed access ticket, a composite ticket,
and inherent Information of the certifying device to
authentication information sent from a verifying device
10.  
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destination state is read out of a state transition
information storing means 5 based on the type and
state of the access ticket that is inputted together with
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Abstract:
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set top units for receiving the Instances and selectively
decrypting the instances for display to system
subscribers. The service instances are encrypted using
public keys and/or private keys provided by service
providers or central authorization agenu. Keys used by
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public or private in nature, and such keys may be
reassigned at different times to provide a cable
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DIALOG(R)File 347: JAPIO

(c) 2008 JPO & JAPIO. All rights reserved.

08787202 "Image available“
CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY SYSTEM

Pub. No.: 2006-180562 [JP 2006180562 A ]

Published: July 06, 2006 (20060706)
Inventor: SAITO MAKOTO

MOMIKI IUNICHI

Applicant: INTARSLA SOFTWARE LLC

Application No.: 2006—082675 [JP 200682675]

Division of 07-346095 [JP 95346095]

Filed: March 24, 2006 (20060324)

Priority: O6-309292 [JP 94309292], JP (Japan), December 13, 1994 (l99412l3)

International Patent Class (v8 + Attributes)
IPC + Level Value Position Status Version Action Source Office:

H04L-0009/08 A I F B 20060101 20060609 H JP

ABSTRACT

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a concrete structure for applying a cryptographic key
system to a television system, a database system or an electronic commercial transaction system or
the like.

SOLUTION: This system consists of a broadcasting station, a database, a receiving apparatus, a

data communications apparatus and a user terminal. As a cryptographic key system, a secret-key
system, a public-key system, and a digital signature system are used. The keys used in the system
are either encrypted, or remain uncrypted to be supplied by broadcasting. The system is effective in

preventing the unauthorized use of the database system, managing copyrights, and in pay-per-view
systems and video-on-demand systems. Further, the system is etfective in realizing an electronic
market which uses an electronic data information system.

COPYRIGHT: (C)2006,JPO&NCIPI
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Abstract:

Source: JP516B039A2 PURPOSE: To encode a unit signal
(TDM signal) for recording from a high fidelity television
signal by controlling reading of plural output ports while
using a serial access memory equipped with the plural
output ports. CONSTITUTION: Memories 146A and 1468

are serial access and two output ports are respectively
provided in each memory. Then, write of input data VA
and VB is controlled by memory controllers 147A and
1478, and reading of data from the respective output
ports is independently controlled. Namely, TOM signals
are written in memories 146A and 1468 in the order of a
luminance signal and a chrominance signal. In the case
of reading. the same data are read from two output
pars while deviating read timing, color difference signal
data are extracted from the preceding output port,
luminance signal data are extracted from the other
output port, both data are synthesized and therefore,
the required TOM signals are obtained.  
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 PCT WORLD um-:u.t-:cr'uAL_ PROPERTY ORGANIZATION’ International Bureau

INTEINATIONAL APPLICATION PUBLISHED UNDER THE PATENT COOPERATION TREATY (PCT)

- <51) Immuonal Patent clmficauon 6 : an International muse... Number: wo 96/13814
: Al

G07F 7/08, 19/00, G061‘ 17/60 II 157 00 (Q) In mm‘ Pub n Dale: 9 my 1996 (0995.96)

(21) International Application Number: PCT/FI9SI(X)59| (81) Ddgnated Stats: FL II’. US, European patent (AT, BE, CH.
DE. DK. ES. Ht. GB. GR. IE. IT. LU. MC, NL, PT, SE).

(22) International Fillng Date: 25 October I995 (25.l0.95)

Published

(30) Priority Data: With international search report.
945075 28 October I994 (28.lO.94) Fl With amended claim: and statement.

(7l)(72) Applicant and Inventor: VAZVAN. Behntz [Fl/Fl];
Jarnerantaival ll B 53, FIN-02l5O Espoo (Fl).

(54) Title: REAL TIME TELE-PAYMENT SYSTEM

(57) Abstract

This invention is a real time mobile tele-payment system that relates to payments of bills of mobile users. or providing the mobile
users with the information about their bank accotmt. the statement of account. or the movement on the account in a real time basis,
by using their portable telephones under any wireless telecommunications systems. Certain features of this invention are intended as an
expansion of value-added services of cunently existing mobile cornrnuniattions systems. This invention also provides the retail and trading
businessmen with the possibility to charge their customers, via wireless communications networks and in a real time basis. by using their
mobile telephones. in this invention, in order to pay his/her bills. a mobile telephone subscriber enters the payment (bill) information and
the payee’s account number into the mobile payment part (l0) which is included in his/her mobile telephone (l) or (6). After having dialled
the telephone number of computing station (2) which is based in the bank (3), the payment infonnation will be sent to the computing
station (2) via a mobile communications network (4). In the computing station (2) the calling party's identity will be checked and then the
payment will be transferred from the calling party‘; bank account to the payee's account and then both the calling party" and the payee will
be informed about the relevant payment. In this invention, the portable telephone is also equipped with a small charge slip printer which
can print a receipt for customers of retail businesses.
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Real Time Tele-payrnent System

This invention is a mobile payment system that relates to payments of bills of the

mobile users. or providing the mobile users with the information about their bank

account balance, the statement of account, or the movement on the account in a real

time basis, by using their portable telephones under any wireless telecommunications

systems.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There are several mechanical and electronical payment systems for retail business

operations like, for example, what is introduced by US patent US-A-5 202 825, in

which a hand-held data tenninal generates a record of purchases made by a customer

for charging a customer in accordance with customer-indicated payment preferences.

In these systems the waiter sends by use of a portable data tenninal the customer's

order to a customer service station which is a typical cash register based in the

restaurant. These systems reduces the time requirements for processing customers at

check-out counters in comparison with those of more traditional check-out procedures

of the recent past. These systems are only for sending the customer order to the cash

register in the retail business.

On the other hand in the fixed telecommunications networks a user (subscriber) can

be connected from his personal computer to his/her bank via telephone lines and

thereby pay his/her bills. In such systems user must use a data modern between his/her

computer and the telephone wire. Another disadvantage of such systems is that in

order to pay his/her bills, user must have access to a personal computer connected to

the fixed telephone infrastructure, therefore user mobility in such systems is

completely limited. Before this invention, there was no solution that provides the

portable/mobile telephone users with the possibilities to pay their bills by using their

personal portable telephones. There was also no payment system, based on use of

portable or mobile telephones. that could provide the retail or trading businesses with

the possibility to charge their customers in a real time basis; transferring the charges

from the customer's account to the account of the retail businessman. There continues

to exist a need to further improve the efficiencies of payment systems.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In order to serve such current need. the present invention provides a new and unique

mobile payment system. In the inventive system a portable telephone can be used in

order to pay bills or transfer money from a bank account to other, or request the bank

1
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for account information. Certain features of the invention are intended as an

expansion of value-added services of currently existing mobile communications

systems. This invention addresses needs created by users mobility. _For example,

suppose that you are travelling and you want to pay a certain bill or transfer some
amount of money from your bank account to another person's account but you do not

have time for going to the bank or the bank may be closed and you may neither have

access to your personal computer (which can be connected to the bank via telephone

wire). This invention provides you the possibility to pay your bills. by using your

portable telephone while you are in move, regardless of are banks closed or not,

regardless of if it is night or weekend etc. This invention also provides the retail
businesses (for example restaurants) the possibility to charge their customers, via

wireless telecommunications networks, by using only the portable telephones. For

example, a waiter in a restaurant, after having entered the amount of payment and
customer's information (like account number etc.) to his/her portable terminal can

send the payment information to the inventive computing station, which is located in
the bank. In the computing station the customer's bank account will be charged in

accordance with the payment amount received from the waiter's portable telephone.
The most important advantage gained by the inventive system is that all mobile

telephone subscribers can pay their bills by using. only their normal mobile telephones
(in which the mobile payment part is included) and their subscriber identity or codes,

without requiring any additional data modem, personal computer, and credit cards etc.
In this invention the subscriber identity and codes function as the credit card or bank

card of the portable terminal's user.

By implementing the inventive mobile payment system a mobile user (subscriber) can

pay all his/her bills and handle all his/her banking issues by only using his/her mobile
telephone and subscriber identity or codes, where ever under the coverage of a
wireless communications network. These and other improvements and advantages are

realised by providing a portable telephone (hereafter called portable terminal)

including the inventive mobile payment part, and a computing station which is based

in the bank. The present invention will now be described by way of examples with
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of the inventive Real Time Tele-payment System.

Fig. 2 represents, as an general example, a payment flow diagram between the
portable terminal and the computing station, which is located in the bank.

Fig. 3 represents, as an general example, a payment flow diagram in which a mobile
user pays his/her bills or request the statement of his/her account by using his/her own

'15.
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portable telephone. In this figure also the payee is infomred about the reception of a
payment.

Fig. 4 is a schematic representation of two type of portable terminal: one is a normal

portable telephone that includes the inventive mobile payment part, and the other is a

portable telephone that includes the inventive mobile payment part, a charge slip
printer and a user-friendly SIM card reader (SIM: Subscriber ldentity Module).

When a mobile user wants to pay a bill or transfer money from an account to other,

he/she enters all information required for payment (like his/her account number. the

payee's account number, payment's due date. bill's reference number. etc.) to the

mobile payment part of his/her portable tenninal 1 (for example through the keypad).

As it is the object of this invention. the user's own account infonnation dose not need

to be entered into the mobile payment part if the computing station 2. based in the

bank 3, can identify the calling party. This needs that the user infonnation (identity)

should be confirmed by his/her telephone operator or service provider in a wireless

communications network 4 and then be sent to the bank as ‘a confirmation of user

(subscriber) identification. More precisely, user identity can be sent by user's

telephone operator or service provider to the computing station 2 when portable

I tenninal l set-ups a call or a short message to the computing station 2. Monitoring a

calling party's subscriber number or infonnation at a receiving tenninal is a feature

provided by today's digital telephone systems. In this invention, in order to implement

such procedure, for example the switching systems at the mobile network side can be

used so that only when a user set-ups a call or sends a message (by using short

message services of the mobile communications systems) to the computing station 2

his/her identity can be monitored in the computing station 2 in order to identify who is

the calling party. Therefore. in this invention the computing station 2 receives at least

the confirmed user identity from the user's telephone operator or service provider of a

wireless communications network (WCN) 4 in order to identify who is in charge for

payment of bills sent by portable tenninal 1. Other required information like

passwords or access codes to the user's bank account will be sent by user through

his/her portable tenninal 1. In today's mobile "telecommunications systems the user

identity. included in his/her SIM card, is checked and confinned by network 4 every

time his/her portable terminal 1 is turned on and attached to the telephone network 4.

Since the user identity. transmitted from the portable terminal 1 to the network 4. is

completely encrypted and secured therefore the payment messages between portable

terminal 1 and computing station 2 are also quite secured because of: first, the security

algorithms used in the today's digital wireless telecommunications systems and mobile

telephones, and secondly. because of the user's password or access codes used for

payment messages in the inventive mobile payment system. All kind of wireless

3
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communications networks can be used in order to communicate the payment messages

between the portable terminal and computing station. For example if in the restaurants

there is a cordless network like DECT (Digital European Cordless Telephony) 5 then

the portable tenninal 6 can be connected through such network and PSTN (Public
Switched Telephone Network) or ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) 7 to the

computing station 2.

The payment question-answering procedure between the user and portable terminal 8
is entered by using the user interface 9 and received and handled by the inventive

mobile payment part 10. The payment infomiation entering procedure 11 is an

interactive procedure between the mobile payment part 10 and the user through user
interface 9. Then, the computing station's telephone number will be dialled 12 (either

automatically or by user) which after the portable terminal 8 sends the required
information for call set-up to the wireless communications network 15 and then

payment messages 13 to the computing station 14 via the same network 15. If the
portable terminal 8 dose not send the user (telephone subscriber) identity to the
computing station 14, then the wirelesscommunications network 15 confirms and

g sends the user identity to the computing station 14 either directly or through the fixed

public network 16. The computing station 14 checks the calling party's account and
, account number of payee (the account to which the payment should be transferred)

and then transfers the required amount of payment from the payer's account to the

account of payee 17. After that the payment has been completed the computing station
14 sends a message 18 to the portable tenninal 8 indicating "payment completed" or if

there is not enough credit (money) in the payer's account a "No effects" message 19

will be sent to the portable terminal 8, meaning that the payment can not be accepted.

For retail businesses, portable terminal includes also a chargeslip printer 20. If the

portable tenninal receives a "payment completed" command 18, the charge slip printer

20 prints a receipt for the customer. In this invention -for the retail and trading
businesses, the customer's SIM card 39 is entered in the SIM card reader 36 of the

portable terminal 1 (of a waiter in a restaurant, for example) temporary in order to pay
the bill. Then the portable terminal 8 will be connected to the wireless
communications network 15. The account number of payee (for example account

number of the restaurant) can be saved in the memory of his/her portable terminal in

order to reduce the information entering procedure of the mobile payment part. This

means that only the payment amount should be_entered to the mobile payment part.

After that the payment amount has been entered to the mobile payment part 10 and the

computing station's 14 telephone number has been dialled 12, the wireless network 15
sends the customer's identity, which can be the subscriber identity or a different code.
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to the computing station 14. The computing station 14 can identify the calling party

(the payer) because it has received the calling party's identity from the wireless

network 15 and compared with the calling party's identity based in the computing

station 14. Therefore the calling party will be charged for the payment amount

received from the portable terminal 8. The subscriber identity sent from the wireless

network 15 to the computing station 14 can be different than the payer's identity sent

by the portable terminal 8 to the wireless network 15 but both of these identities

belong to one user (subscriber). Alternatively the payer's identity, included in his/her

SIM card 39 or entered to the portable tenninal by using user interface 9, can be sent

directly from the portable terminal 8 to the computing station 14. It should be

understood that for the simplicity of the description, messages for outgoing call set-up

and incoming call or short message services procedures are not explained with details

since these procedures are already well known in the mobile communications systems.

Following is an example, in which a mobile user pays his/her bills or transfers money

form his/her bank account to other, or ask the bank for statement of account, by using

his/her own portable telephone. '

First, the payer enters the bill's infonnation 22 (for example: account number of

payee, the amount of money which should be transfened, due date of the bill,

reference number 11) to the mobile payment pan 21 of his/her portable terminal 41.

Then, after activating an OK function by user, the mobile payment part dials 23 the

telephone number of the computing station located in the bank 24, which after the

mobile payment part 21 sends the payment information 25 to the computing station

24, via a wireless communications network (WCN) 26 and fixed network 27

(PSTN/ISDN). Then, computing station 24 transfers the amount of payment.

mentioned on the bill, from the payer's account to the payee's account 28. Then,

computing station 24 sends a "Payment Completed" message 29 to the portable

tenninal‘s mobile payment part 21. If the payee has also a portable terminal 37, then

also his/her mobile payment part 42 would receive a "Payment Reception message"

30, from computing station 24. indicating the amount of payment, the payer and the

payment date. However, before dialling the number of computing station, the mobile

payment pan may ask the payer (the user of portable tenninal) "Any other payment ?"

31. The answer can be respond by activating "Yes/No" function 32 or OK function of

the mobile payment part 21. Then the user can enter another bill infonnation to the

mobile payment part 21 and when all infonnation required by mobile payment part

has been provided. the telephone number of computing station 24 will be dialled 23.

After this, all bills infonnation (payment messages) will be sent to the computing
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station in the bank 24 as explained above. Furthermore, there is a command 33 "Send

the Statement of Account" in the mobile payment part 21 for requesting the account

balance, the statement of account, or the movement on the account from the

computing station 24. When a user selects such command 33, the mobile payment part

21 sends this message 33, either by setting up a call or by using the short message

facilities of mobile communications networks 26 to the computing station 24. Then

computing station 24 sends the required account balance or the statement of account

34 to the mobile payment part 21 of the portable terminal 41. The computing station

24 also sends a "Monthly Statement of Account" 35, to the portable tenninals 41, 42

once or twice per month. Then portable tenninal's printer 38 can print it for the user to

be filed as a record, if required.

Following is an example in which the payee (for example a restaurant or a retail

seller) has a portable terminal by which the payer's (a customer) account can be

charged.

Suppose that a customer wants to pay his/her bill in a restaurant for the service he/she
has received. The customer can give his/her SIM card 39 or credit card to the waiter to

be entered to the waiter‘s portable telephone 1, 8. Then waiter dials the telephone

number of computing station 14, or the number will be dialled automatically after the

SIM card 39 or credit card has been read by the SIM card or credit card reader 36 of

the waiter‘s portable terminal. For example the telephone number of computing station
14 can be saved in the memory of the portable terminal of waiter, and every time a

customer's SIM or credit card 39 is entered to the portable tenninal 1, the portable

terminal automatically contact the computing station 14, after having registered in the

network 15. In the bank, the computing station 14 checks the account information of

payer (a customer) and then transfers the transaction amount (the sum on the bill) to

the payee's (the restaurant) account 17. If the payer's account do not have enough

credit (money) the portable terminal 8 may receive a "No effects" message 19, or the

bank may pay the transaction's amount on behalf of the payer and then later charge the

payer or his/her bank for the prepaid transaction. On the other hand if the payer's
account infonnation (account number, account identity) is false the computing station

14 may send a "transfer not accepted" message to the payee's portable tenninal, which

means that the payer (customer) should pay the amount of transaction in cash. If the

portable terminal receives from the computing station 14 a "payment completed"
message 18, then the charge slip printer 20 prints a receipt for the customer. as

explained in the first example.
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It should be considered that in all above-mentioned examples, payment messages can

be sent and received either by setting up a call between the portable terminal and

computing station or by using short message services facilities of_ the wireless
communications networks. H

In the current mobile communications systems, like GSM, there is a facility called

"Short Message Services, (SMS)". In SMS a mobile telephone user can send short

messages to another subscriber without setting up an interactive call. In order to send

the payment messages by SMS, the software of SMS installed in the portable terminal

can be modified so that it can also handle the payment parameters and/or commands

of the inventive mobile payment part 10. Then by using the SMS services of the

wireless communications network 15, the bill's information 13 can be sent to the

computing station 14. When computing station 14 receives such payment message 13

sent by SMS, it also generates a message to be sent to the portable tenninal in order to

inform it if the payment has been completed 18 or not 19. However. if a user wants to

pay many payments (bills) at once and receive also balance or statement of his/her

bank account from the computing stations. such long message can be divided to

smaller pans and then be combined at the portable terminal or computing station. This

means that each bill information can be sent separately using the short message

services. This action is transparent to the user of portable tenninal. For example

several payment information can be entered to the mobile payment part 10. Then

when user selects the "Send" function 40 on the portable terminal 1, each bill will be

sent by one short message in accordance of short messages length. For example, a

short message may not include more than 100 letters. If a payment message or the

statement of account (sent by computing station) needs more than the assumed 100

letters, then such long information will be divided into two or several short messages

and then will be sent one by one to the portable terminal or computing station.

In this invention computing station can send and receive messages either via PSTN

(Public Switched Telephone Network) and ISDN (Integrated Services Digital

Network) and other fixed networks or via only a ‘wireless communications network.

The computing station includes all means for transmitting and receiving payment and

banking messages via the wireless networks.

It is to be understood that various changes and modifications can be made to alter the

specifically described structure or methods of operation of the preferred embodiment

without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. This invention is to be

defined only by the scope of the claims appended hereto.
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Claims

1. A mobile payment system (43), characterised in that it is comprised of:

- at least one portable terminal (1, 6, 8), such terminal including a mobile

payment part (10, 21) and other means for entering, transmitting, receiving and
printing of information relating to: the payments of bills of the telephone subscriber or
the user of said portable terminal; transferring of money from the bank account of the
subscriber or user to the others account; sending and receiving payment messages (13,

18. 19, 25, 29) or messages including the account balance, the statement of account,
or the movement on the bank account (33, 34, 35) of the telephone subscriber or the

user of the portable terminal (41. 37);

- at least one computing station (2, 14, 24) which is located in the bank (3),

said computing station including means for communicating with said portable
terminal and for transferring the amount of payment (money) from the bank account

of portable terrninal's user and/or telephone subscriber to another bank account (17,
28), or from a customer's bank account, whose account infonnation is entered into
said portable tenninal, to the calling party's account; and to receive and send messages
about the account balance, the statement of account, or the movement on the bank
account (33, 34, 35) of the portable tenninal's subscriber or user;

- at least one wireless communications network (4, 15, 26) through which said

portable tenninal can send and receive to or from said computing station said payment
messages or messages about the account balance, the statement of account, or the
movement on the bank account of said portable tem1inal's subscriber or user.

2. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim 1, characterised in that
said at least one portable terminal (l, 6) is a first plurality of portable terminals, and in
which the number of said portable tenninals in said first plurality of portable terminals

is greater than said at least one computing station (2).

3. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim l and 2, characterised in
that the payments or bills of a mobile telephone subscriber can be paid by entering the
subscriber identity and codes into said portable terminal (l, 6, 8, 4l) and the bill's
information, including the payee's bank account number, the amount of payment, bill's
due date and reference number into the mobile payment part (10, 2|) of said portable
terminal, andby setting up a call or a short message to the bank's computing station
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(2, 14, 24) and sending the payment (bill's) messages (13, 25) to said computing

station (2, 14, 24).

4. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim 1, 2 and 3, characterised

in that said at least one portable terminal (1, 6) comprises all means for transmitting

and receiving payment messages to or from said computing station (2); and that:

- said portable tenninal includes a mobile payment part (10, 2!) for handling

the payment information (1 l, 22, 31, 32) entered by user to said portable terminal. and

that said payment infonnation can be saved into the memory of said portable terminal

and be sent to said computing station, whenever required; and that:

- said portable tenninal receives a message (18, 19, 29) from said computing

station indicating that either the payment or transferring of the required amount of

payment from the payer's to the payee's bank account has been accepted and/or

completed or not.

5. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim I, 2, 3 and 4

characterised in that the user of said portable terminal can enter more than one

payment or bill information to the mobile payment part (10, 2]) , and that after that

telephone number of said computing station based in the bank (2, 14, 24) has been

dialled (12, 23) either manually or automatically, all required payment information

(13. 25) will be sent to said computing station; and that:

- said portable tenninal can send payment (bill's) information (13. 25), handled

in mobile payment part (10, 12), to the computing station (14, 24) and receive the

required payment messages-(18. 19, 29) from said computing station by setting up a

call or using the Short Message Services (SMS) of the wireless communications

network (4, 15, 26); and that

- said portable terrninal's subscriber information can be sent from the user's

telephone operating network (4, I5, 26) to the computing station (2, 14, 24); and that

- said portable terminal includes a charge slip printer (20, 38) that can print all

payment information and the infonnation received from said computing station for

user of said portable terminal, and that,

- said mobile payment part (IO, 21) can be included into any kind of digital or

analogue portable telephone that is capable of operating in cellular communications

systems.
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6. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim 1 - 5, characterised in that

said computing station (2, 14, 24) after receiving a payment message (13, 25) from

said portable terminal (1, 6, 8, 41), checks and charges the payer's account (17, 28) in

accordance with the payment amount received from said portable terminal and then

sends a message (18, 19. 29) to said portable tenninal (8, 41, 37) in order to indicate

that payment has been accepted and/or completed or indicating that there is not

enough credit in the payer's account; and that:

— said computing station (2, 14, 24) can receive or send payment messages (18,

19, 29, 30) or other banking messages (33, 34, 35) to said portable terminal (1. 6, 8,

41) via either fixed and wireless communications networks (4, 7, 15, 16, 26, 27) or via

only wireless communications network (15, 26); and that,

- said computing station (2, 14, 24) can receive the payer's information and

identity either from the payer's telephone operator or service provider through wireless

communications network (4, 15, 26) when payer telephones or send messages (13, 25)

to said computing station (2, 14, 24) or from the payer's portable terminal (1, 6, 8, 41);

and that, the payer's information received from said payer's telephone operator or

service provider or from said portable terminal may include payer's subscriber

information or identity or any other required infonnation; and that,

- said computing station can monitor the subscriber information or other

identity. received from said payer's telephone operator or service provider or "portable

terminal, and based on said subscriber infonnation or other identity and account

number transfer the required amount of payment (money) from the payer's account to

any other required account; and that,

- said subscriber information or identity will be confinned by subscriber's

telephone operator or service provider (4, 15. 26) and said confirmed information will

be sent to said computing station (2, 14, 24) in which the subscriber identity will be

checked (17, 28) and based on that, the received payment message (13, 25) can be

accepted and a payment completed message (18, 29) will be sent to said portable

terminal (1, 6, 8,41); and that,

- said computing station (2, 14, 24) can send or receive payment messages (13,

18, 19, 25, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35) to or from the portable terminals (1, 6, 8, 41, 37) of

both the payer and the payee; and that,

- said computing station (2, 14, 24) is equipped with all means for transmitting

and receiving messages via any wireless communications network, to or from said

portable terminal (1, 6, 8, 41, 37).

7. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim 1 - 6, characterised in that

the mobile payment part (10. 21) may ask the user to enter all payment information

10
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(ll) such as payee's account number, bill's reference number, bill's due date. the

amount of payment and other required information; and that:

- said mobile payment part (10, 2|), after receiving all information about a

payment or a bill from the user through user interface (9). may ask the user of said

portable terminal "any other payment 7" (13) indicating dose user wants to pay

another bill or payment; and that,

8. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim I - 7, characterised in that

said portable terminal (1, 6, 8, 4l) can be used in order to pay the bills of any mobile

telephone subscriber by entering each subscriber‘s identities and codes into said

portable terminal either by using the portable terrninal's user interface (9) or the SIM

card (39) and card reader (36); and-thatz’

- said mobile telephone subscriber's codes can be different than said

subscriber's identities; and that said subscriber codes can be included both in the

subscriber's SIM card (39) and said computing station (2) located in the bank (3); and

that:

- said portable terminal (1. 6) can be used in order to charge customers. in

retail or trading businesses, by entering the customers‘ telephone SIM card (39) into

said portable terminal (1, 6) and by using the telephone subscriber identities of each

customer as an identification for payment; and that:

- after that said customer's SIM card (39) has been entered to said portable

terminal (I, 6, 8), said portable terminal will be re-connected to the wireless

communications network (4, 15) in order to check the subscriber identity, which after

the customer's (subscriber's) bank account can be charged by sending payment

messages (13) to the computing station (2, 14).

ll
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_ AMENDED cums
[received by the International Bureau on 25 March 1996 (25.03.96);

original claims 1 and 3-8 amended; new claims 9 and 10 added;
~ remaining claims unchanged (8 pages)]

1. A mobile payment system (43). utilizing the Short Message Services (SMS)
facilities of mobile communication networks such as GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communications). and subscriber identity such as SIM card (Subscriber Identity Module).
and a new mobile-telephone-based functionality and mobile network architecture

_ characterized in that it is comprised of2

- at least one portable terminal ( l . 6. 8). such terminal utilizing the inventive Mobile
Payment Part (I0. 21). which provides a function and SMS-based adaptation and
application pan integrated into said portable terminal to provide at least an alphanumeric
payment (billl inquiry (e.g. lll. and including other means for entering. transmitting and
receiving. and printing of the information

transfening of money from the bank account of the

mainly ‘related to: the payments of bills of the

telephone subscriber ll. 6. 81:
subscriber or user to the others account: sending and receiving payment messages ( I3. 18.
l9. 25. 29) or messages including the account balance. the statement of account. or the
movement on the bank account i 33. 34. 35) etc. of the telephone subscriber of the portable
tenninal (4l. 37) without requiring to use any additional data modem to be used in
conjunction with said portable terminal for transmission and reception of said payment etc.
messages:

- at least one computing station (2. 14. 24) which is located in the bank (3). as it is the
object of the architecture of the inventive payment system (43). said computing station
includes all information about the portable telephone subscriber data which is connected to

' the subscribers bank account in the same bank wherein computing station is located. and
said computing station includes means for communicating with said portable terminal (4)
and transferring the amount of payment money’) from the bank account of the payer (i.e.
the calling subscriber) to another bank account ( l7. 28). and to receive and send messages
about the payments. account balance. the statement of account. the movement on the bank
account (33. 34. 35) or other banking messages etc. of the calling subscriber via SMS
facilities of the wireless communication network (4)-:

- at least one wireless communication network (4. l5. 261 equipped with Short

Message Services (SMS) infrastructure through which said portable terminal ( l. 6. 8) can
send and receive to or from said computing station said payment messages or other banking
messages etc. and that said wireless communication network can confirm ti.e. authenticate)
the subscriber identification for said computing station. whenever required or transfer the
subscriber data received from said portable tenninal directly to said computing station. in
which the subscriber data can be compared with the subscriber data already recorded there.
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2. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim I. characterized in that said

portable terminal (I. 6) is a first plurality of ponable tenninals. and in which the number of

said portable terminals in said first plurality of portable terminals is greater than said at least

one computing station (2).

3. A mobile payment system (43) according to claim I. 2. characterized in that said

portable terminal (I. 6, 4)) comprises all means for transmitting and receiving payment etc.-

messages to or from said computing station (2) or other portable tenninal (37): and that,

- said portable terminal includes the inventive Mobile Payment Part (I0. 2]) which is

a short-message-based adaptation and application part for handling. dividing or connecting

the payment etc. information (1 I. 22. 3|. 32). and that said payment etc. infonnation can be

saved into the memory of said portable tenninal and be sent to said computing station,

whenever required: and that. A

- after that portable terminal has been registered into the mobile network (4). the

payments or bills of the mobile telephone subscriber ( l . 6) can be paid by entering the bill's

information such as the payeels bank account number. the amount of payment. bill's due

date and reference number etc. into the Mobile Payment Part (IO, 2|). and by sending the

shon messages (e.g. I3. 33) to the bank's computing station (2, I4. 24) via SMS facilities of

the mobile network (4) andreceiving messages such as ( I8. )9, 30. 34. 35 etc.).

- said ponable tenninal receives a message (e.g. I8. 19. 29) from said computing

station indicating that either the payment or transferring of the required amount of money

from the payer's to the payee's bank account has been accepted and/or completed or not: and

that.

- said portable tenninal includes a charge slip printer (20. 38) that can print all

payment information and the information received from said computing station for user of

said portable terminal. whenever required.

4. A mobile payment system (43) according to claims I, 2, 3. characterized in that

the computing station (2, I4. 24) after receiving a payment message (I3, 25) from said

portable terminal (1, 6. 8. 4|). checks and charges the subscriber’s (payer's) account (17.

28) in accordance with the payment amount received from said portable terminal and then

sends back a message (e.g. I8. 19, 29) including all infonnation about the payment (e.g. bill

reference. payer. amount etc.) to said ponable terminal (8. 4|. 37) in order to indicate that

the payment has been accepted and/or completed or indicating that there is not enough

credit in the payer's account: and that:

1 3
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- said computing station (2. I4. 24) can receive or send payment messages leg. l8.

19. 29. 30) or other banking messages (eg. 33. 34. 35) or any other message to said

portable tenninal (l. 6, 8, 41) via SMS of a mobile communication network (4. 5) through

either fixed and wireless communication networks (4. 5. 7. 15. 16. 26. 27) or via only

wireless communications network (4. I5. 26): and that.

- said computing station (2. 14. 24) can receive the payer's identity either from the

payer's telephone operator system (4. I5. 26) when payer sends messages (e.g. I3. 25) to

said computing station (2, I4. 24) or from the payer's portable terminal (I. 6. 8. 41); and

that said payer's data received from said payer's telephone operator or from said portable

terminal may include the payer's subscriber data or identity parameters or any other required

infonnation: and that.

- said subscriber data can be confirmed (i.e. authenticated) and secured either in the

databases and infrastructure of the subscriber’s telephone operator (4), or in ‘said computing

station. for example. by utilizing the algorithms used in mobile communication systems

such as those of the GSM: and that.

- after that the subscriber data. communicated between said portable terminal and

wireless communication network or directly between said portable terminal and computing

station has been authenticated. the Mobile Payment Part (l0) of the portable temiinal or

said computing station can send and/or receives payment etc. messages through SMS of a

mobile communication network (4): and that. V

— said computing station can monitor the subscriber identity. number etc.. received

alternatively from said payer's telephone operator or said portable terminal. and based on

said subscriber identity and/or number and checking of his/her bank account number

transfer the required amount of payment (money) from said payer's account to any other

required account: and that,

- said subscriber data can alternatively be confirmed or sent by the subscriber's

' telephone operating network (4. I5. 26) to the computing station (2. 14. 24); as a

confinnation of subscriber identification. enabling said computing station to compare the

received subscriber data with the data already recorded in said computing station. and when

subscriber data is compared and accepted by said computing station. the portable terminal

can send payment messages to said computing station: and that,

- said subscriber data may include the subscriber telephone number. confirmed by

mobile operator (4). or it may consist of the subscriber identity incorporated in SIM card, or

any other code: and that. H
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- said computing station (2. I4. 24) can send or receive payment messages (e.g. 13.

l8. I9. 25. 29. 30. 33. 34. 35) to or from the portable terminals (1. 6. 8. 41. 37) of both the

payer and the payee: and that.

~ said computing station (2. l4, 24) is equipped with all means for wired or wireless

transmission and reception of messages communicated between said computing station (2).

wireless communications network (4 or 5). and said portable tenninal (1. 6. 8, 4|. 37).

- said computing station may send e.g. a monthly report (e.g. 35) to said portable

terminal (1. 6. 37. 4|) to be displayed or printed (20. 38). for said subscriber. as a receipt

and bank report for payments (bills. etc.) charged from the subscriber/payer account to the

other subscriber/payee account. by said computing station.

5. A mobile payment system (43) according to any preceding claims. characterized

in that the subscriber. for example. a waiter etc. in a restaurant can send the payment

messages (e.g. a bill) by using the inventive portable tenninal (I. 6. 8) either to the

computing station (2. l4) or directly to the customer's portable tenninal (e.g. a mobile

telephone integrated with the inventive Mobile Payment Part). via SMS facilities of mobile

communication network (5. 4). which after the payment can be accepted by said customer

and be sent to the computing station (2) in which the payment procedure will be completed

and then a message (including the bill's information) will be sent to both customer's and

waiter‘s portable tenninals indicating that either the payment has been completed and/or

accepted (29. 30) or refused (I9): and that:

— said waiter etc. or customer can enter the customer’s identity code to said waiter‘s

portable tenninal. by using user interface (9), and then send the bill together with the

customer's code to the computing station. which after said computing station generates a

message and sends it to the customer’s portable terminal to be accepted by the customer.

and that after that the payment has been completed in the computing station. the computing

station can send a message such as “Payment Reception" including all infonnation about

the payment (e.g. bill reference. payer. payment amount etc.) to the payee's terminal

indicating that the payee has received the payment: and that.

- said portable terminal (I, 6) can be used in order to. charge customers. in retail or

trading businesses, by entering alternatively the customers‘ telephone SIM card (39) into

said portable tenninal‘s SIM card reader (36) and by using the telephone subscriber identity

of each customer as an personal identification for payment: and that:

- after that said customer's SIM card (39) has been entered to said portable tenninal

(I. 6. 8). said portable terminal will be re-registered to the wireless communications
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network (4. 15) and/or said computing station in order to check the subscriber identity.

which after the customer's (subscriber's) bank account can be charged by sending payment

messages te.g. I3) to the computing station (2. 14).

6. A mobile payment system (43) according to any preceding claims. characterized

in that whenever the subscriber turns on his/her portable terminal (I. 6) the Mobile Payment

Part (10) sends the subscriber data. that can be included in the SIM card. to the computing

station (2. 14) through an available wireless communication network (4. 5), and after that

registration process between said computing station. said wireless communication network

and said portable terminal (1. 6. 8) has been completed said portable tenninal can have

access to said wireless communication network through which it can send and/or receive

payment. banking etc. messages to/from said computing station. and also be able to use the
telecommunications services like voice etc. of said wireless communication network: and

that. 4

- after said portable terminal has been registered in said wireless communication

network (4) or computing station (2). the subscriber of said portable terminal can send

and/or receive banking messages (e.g. 33. 34. 35) or can pay his/her bills by sending and

receiving the payment etc. messages (e.g. 13. 18. I9. 25. 29) to the computing station (2.

14) or to another portable terminal. through the Mobile Payment Pan (10) of his/her

portable tenninal: and that.

- said subscriber data can be a data which is recorded only in the SIM card and in said

computing station that is located in the bank: and that.

- said subscriber data can be either similar to or different from that subscriber identity

which is incorporated in the subscriber’s telephone SIM card provided by mobile operators

(4); and that.

- said subscriber data can be alternatively sent to said computer station after that

registration of said portable terminal into said wireless communication network (4. 5,) has

been completed. which after the subscriber can send and/or receive payment/bill messages

to said computing station via SMS of said wireless communication network (4. 5.).

7. A portable terminal (I. 6. 8. 41, 37) according to any preceding claims.

characterized in that it includes the inventive Mobile Payment Pan (IO. 21) which for each

payment procedure may ask the subscriber tie the payer) to enter all payment infonnation

(e.g. 11) such as payee's account number. bill's reference number. bill's due date. the
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amount of payment and other information included in the bill or required for payment

procedure: and that:

- said Mobile Payment Pan ( I0. 2]). after receiving all infomtation about a payment

or a bill from the user through user interface (9). may ask the subscriber of said portable

terminal e.g. "Any other payment ?" (13) indicating dose subscriber wants to pay another

— bill or payment. and that after this message subscriber can enter other payment infonnation

into said Mobile Payment Part: and that.

- said portable terminal (I. 6. 8. 41) can be used in order to pay the bills of any mobile

telephone subscriber by entering each subscriber's identities and codes into said portable

terminal either by using the portable terrninal's user interface (9) or by entering the SIM

card (39) and card reader (36): and that:

- more than one payment or bill etc. data can be entered into said Mobile Payment

Part (I0. 21) of said portable ‘terminal. and that after that telephone number of said

computing station based in the bank (2. I4. 24) has been dialed (I2. 23) either manually or

automatically. all required payment information (eg. I3. 25) will be sent to said computing

station via SMS facilities of the mobile network (4. 5. I5. 26): and that.

- said portable terminal (I. 6. S. 37. 41). includes all means of a

mobile/cellular/cordless telephone for receiving and transmitting voice and data so that said

portable terminal can function both as a mobile payment device and as a

mobile/cellular/cordless telephone without requiring any data modem to be used in

conjunction with the transmission and reception of payment etc. messages: and that,

- said Mobile Payment Part (10. 21) can be integrated into any kind of portable

telephone that is capable of operating in cellular communications systems: and that.

8. A portable terminal (I, 6. 8. 41. 37) according to any preceding claims.

characterized in that a small printing device (20. 38) is integrated into said portable

terminal (I, 6. 37. 4]) for printing any data received from computing station (2) or other

portable terminals or any other source or the messages entered into said Mobile Payment
Part (I0. I I. 21) by its user or any other short messages received by said portable terminal.

9. A Mobile Payment Pan (10) according to any preceding claims. characterized in

that it is a component and function integrated into the ponable terminal ( I. 6), said Mobile

Payment Part provides a payment (bill) inquiry (ll) procedure including for example

questions (such as payment amount. Bill reference. Receiver’s account number. Due date.

Recipient etc.) which can be displayed on the display I6) and which can be answered by the
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user of the portable terminal through the user interface (9) and such payment information

can be saved into the memory of the portable terminal or be sent to the computing station

(2) or another portable terminal via SMS: and that

- said Mobile Payment Pan (10) can be either integrated into said portable tenninal as

a component including the required soft-ware for providing said bill inquiry (e.g. ll), or

said Mobile Payment Pan can be integrated into the SIM card (i.e. Subscriber Identity

Module) to provide said bill inquiry whenever subscriber wants to pay a bill or perform a

payment: and that.

- said Mobile Payment Pan is a function and SMS-based adaptation. integrated into

said portable tenninal or alternatively into said SIM card to provide an alphanumeric

payment (bill) inquiry (l l) procedure: and that.

- said Mobile Payment Pan (I0) can divide and split any long data of any length. for

example e-mails done in a personal computer etc. which can be connected to said portable

terminal into several short messages and send them to other ponable terminals/telephones

(e.g. l or 6) or to said computing station (2) via SMS facilities of a wireless communication

network (eg. 4 or 5) without requiring any data modem to be connected between the

ponable tenninal and said personal computer. so that said Mobile Payment Pan divides

such e-mail to several short messages in a numbering sequence. for example. first shon

message. second shon message etc.: and that.

- said Mobile Payment Pan (l0) is able to connect several shon messages originated

from a long data of any length e.g. an e-mail according to said shon messages‘ numbers

defined in the sender‘s ponable tenninal (e.g. I) and their sender’s identity (e.g. subscriber

number). and put them into the original order and configure said original long data. which

can be a long information sent by computing station or another portable tenninal (e.g. 6) or
any other source equipped with the inventive Mobile Payment Pan (l0) via SMS facilities

of a mobile communication system (4), and then display said original data (e.g. the e-mail)

on the display of the ponable terminal (1, 6) or forward it to a separate monitor or personal

computer without requiring any data modem to be used between said ponable terminal and

said personal computer: and that. P

- all shon messages which are resulted from a longer data and received by said

ponable terminal (1 or 6) or computing station (2) may contain a shon message number

which is unique for each message and is defined according to their dividing sequence; and

that.

- all shon messages which are divided from a longer data and received by said

portable terminal (1 or 6) or computing station (2) . through SMS infrastructure (4 or 5).

1 8
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may contain both the sender's and receiver's identity number (e.g. payer’s and payee's

subscriber numbers), which can be added to each short message either at said message

sending ponable tenninal (e.g. I) or at the wireless communication network’s SMS

facilities (4); and that.

- allishort messages which are divided from a longer data and received by said

portable tenninal (I or 6) or computing station (2). through SMS infratructure (4 or 5).

may be connected according to their sender’s identity and their arrival time to the SMS

facilities of a mobile communication system (4) or their sending time from the portable

terminal or computing station or any other source: and that such sending or arrival time can

be defined either at said portable tenninal (e.g. I), which sends the messages. or at the SMS

facilities of the wireless communication network (4).

10. A mobile payment system (43) according to any preceding claims, characterized

in that the telephone calls made by portable terminal (I. 6) can be charged simultaneously

after each or several calls. from the subscriber's bank account (i.e. payer's account) to the

wireless communication operator’s (4 or 5) account. so that said operator can send the bills

relevant to the telecommunications services used by said subscriber. directly to said

computing station (2): and that,

- said computing station can include either the subscribers‘ data and bank account

infonnation or both the subscribers’ and said wireless communication operator’s data and

bank account inf_ormation so that the subscribers‘ all telephone calls can be charged directly

from the subscriber’s account to said wireless communication operator’s bank account. by

said computing station: and that.

- said computing station may send e.g. a monthly report (e.g. 35) to said portable

tenninal (l, 6. 37. 41) to be displayed or printed (20, 38). for said subscriber. as a receipt

against charged calls or any telecommunications services used by said subscriber and

charged from said subscriber bank account to the wireless communication operator’s (4 or

5) bank account. by said computing station.
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STATEMENT UNDER Aimcu-: 19

Hereby we would like to file and publish the attached Amendment together with the
above application. The claims filed are amended in order to better define the scope of
the claims for the purposes of provisional protection. All claims are amended after
that lntemational Searching Repon was received by the applicant so that the amended
claims define the scope of the claims mainl_v based on using the second alternative
(i.e. Short Message Services facilities. see page 7 of description). Moreover. it was
noticed that the filed claims could not cover all objects of the above-mentioned
application without applying for amendment. All claims amended here fall into the
description of the invention. and go not beyond the disclosure in the above
international application as filed. The differences between the claims as filed and as
amended are indicated in the next page.
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A method and apparatus for encryption of
data between a first device (I2) and a second device
(30), in which one or more precalculated key pairs
(41) are stored in a memory of the first device
(12), the or each key pair comprising a session key
and an encrypted version of the session key. The
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particularly applicable to a digital television system
in which data, notably control word data, is to be
communicated in encrypted form between a decoder
and an associated portable security module.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ENCRYPTED TRANSMISSION

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for encryption of messages

between two devices, for example a decoder and a portable security module in a

digital television system.

Tra.nsrnission of encrypted data is well-known in the field of pay TV systems, where

scrambled audiovisual information isusually broadcast by satellite to a number of

subscribers, each subscriber possessing a decoder capable of idescrambling the

transmitted program for subsequent viewing.

In a typical system, scrambled data is transmitted together with a control word for

descrambling of the data, the control word itself being encrypted by a so-called

exploitation key and transmitted in encrypted form. The scrambled data and encrypted

control word are then received by a decoder having access to an equivalent of the

exploitation key stored on a portable security module such as a smart card inserted in

the decoder. The encrypted control word is then decrypted on the srna.rt card and

subsequently communicated to the decoder for use in descrambling the transmitted

data.

In order to try to improve the security of the system, the control word is usually

changed every ten seconds or so. This avoids the situation with a static or slowly

changing control word where the control word may become publicly known. In such

circumstances, it would be relatively simple for a fraudulent user to feed the lcnow

control word to the descrambling unit on his decoder to descramble the transmission.

Notwithstanding this security measure, a problem has arisen in recent years where the

stream of control words sent during a broadcast becomes known through monitoring

of data communicated at the interface between the smart card and decoder. This

information may be used by any unauthorised user who has recorded the still-

scrambled broadcast on a video recorder. If the film is replayed at the same time as

the stream of control words is fed to the decoder, visualisation of the broadcast
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becomes possible. V This problem has further been exacerbated with the rise of the

intemet and it is now common to find any number of internet sites that list the stream

of control words emitted during a given tra.nsrnission.

The European patent application PCT W0 97/3530 in the name of Digco addresses

this problem by proposing a solution in which the control word stream passed across

the interface between the smart card and decoder is itself encrypted with a session key.

The session key is generated randomly by the decoder and encrypted with a second

key held in the decoder and corresponding to a public key used with a private/public

encryption algorithm. The associated smart card possesses the necessary private key

to decrypt the session key, which is thereafter used by the smart card to encrypt the

control word stream sent from the smart card to the decoder.

As will be appreciated, the use of a locally generated session key to encrypt the

control word stream means that the encrypted stream cannot thereafier be fed into

another decoder for use in descrambling the data since each -decoder will possess a

different session key for use in decrypting the control word stream sent from the smart

card.

Whilst this solution provides a higher level of security than conventional systems there

are nevertheless a number of disadvantages associated with this system.

Notably, the use of a public/private key algorithm is effectively obligatory in such a

system since it is not desirable for security reasons to store both a symmetric key and

the associated algorithm in the decoder, due to the ease in which this information may

be extracted from a decoder memory. This problem does not arise in the case of a

public key, since possession of this key does not enable decryption of private key

encrypted messages.

It is one object of the present invention to provide a more adaptable alternative to the

above known system. However, the invention is not limited to the field of decoder

security and, as will be described below, may be applied to a number of other
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situations in which secure communication of data is required.

A first aspect of the present invention provides a method’ of encryption of data

communicated between a first and second device, wherein at least one precalculated

key pair is stored in a memory of the first device, said at least one key pair

comprising a session key and an encrypted version of the session key prepared using

a transport key, the encrypted version of the session key being subsequently

communicated to the second device which decrypts the encrypted version using an

equivalent transport key stored in its memory such that data communicated fiom at

least the second to the first device may thereafter be encrypted and decrypted by the

session key in the respective devices.

A preferred embodiment provides a method of encryption of data communicated

between a first and second device, characterised in that one or more precalculated key

pairs are stored in a memory of the first device, the or each key pair comprising a

session key and an encrypted version of this session key prepared using a transport

key, the encrypted value of the session key being subsequently communicated to the

second device which decrypts this value using an equivalent transport key stored in

its memory such that data communicated from at least the second to the first device

may thereafter be encrypted and decrypted by the session key in the respective

devices.

Unlike the Digco system described above, the use ofpa precalculated stored pair of

values avoids the necessity of having to provide an encryption algorithm within the

first device (e.g. the decoder) to encrypt an internally generated session key. Asa

consequence, the algorithm chosen to encrypt the session key need not be limited to

a public/private key algorithm but may correspond to a symmetric type algorithm if

desired. Nevertheless, as will be understood, the present invention may also be

implemented using public/private key algorithms to encrypt the session key, as will

be discussed in further detail below.

Advantageously, a plurality of key pairs are stored in the memory of the first device,
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the first device selecting and processing one or more session keys to generate a

definitive session key and communicating the associated encrypted value or values to

the second device for decryption and processing by the second device to generate the

definitive session key.

The provision of a plurality of key pairs within the first device enables the first device

to choose and define a different definitive session key for each communication session.

In one embodiment, a subset of a plurality of stored session keys is chosen by the first

device to generate the definitive session key, the associated encrypted values of these

subset session keys‘ being communicated to the second device for decryption and

processing.

Depending on the type of operation used, the resulting definitive session key may be

dependent on the order of combination of the chosen session keys. In such an

embodiment, this order information is communicated to the second device to enable

the second device to correctly generate the definitive session key using the associated

encrypted values.

For example, an initial session key value known to both the first and second devices

may be repeatedly encrypted in both devices by an ordered sequence of session keys

using an encryption algorithm sensitive to the order of encryption, such as the DES

symmetric algorithm.

Of course, where the first device is using a selected subset of keys to generate the

. definitive session key, it may not be necessary to also use an order dependent

algorithm to generate a changeable definitive session key and the keys may be

combined, for example, using a simple arithmetical operation.

In one advantageous embodiment, the one or more precalculated key pair values may

be selected from a larger set of precalculated key pairs prior to storage in the first

device. For example, the operator or system manager may communicate a large

number of precalculated key pairs to the manufacturer of the first device, the device
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manufacturer thereafter selecting at‘ random the key pairs to be stored in a given

device.

In this way, the key pair or pairs embedded in the first device will be unique to that

device, or at least quasi-unique, thereby increasing the level of security for the system.

Furthermore, the entity responsible for manufacture of the device need not possess the
algorithm or keys used to prepare the encrypted session key values but may be simply

supplied with a table of key pairs.

Preferably, the encrypted key value or values communicated to the second device also

include‘ a signature value that may be read by the second device to verify the

authenticity of the communicated value. i

Such a ‘signature value can be generated and verified in accordance with a

conventional signature system, for example using combination of hash and

public/private key algorithms such as MD5 and RSA, this signature being appended

to the key pair values stored in the first device.

Conveniently, the signature value can also be precalculated at the time of calculation

of the encrypted key value and thereafter stored in the first device.

In a particularly preferred embodiment, the algorithm and transport key used to

encrypt and decrypt the session key or keys correspond to a symmetric algorithm and.

associated symmetric key. The use of a symmetric algorithm enables an increase in

the processing time necessary for the second device to decrypt the session key in

comparison with an operation using a public/private key algorithm.

Whilst one of the advantages of the present invention lies in the adaptability of the

present system to use a symmetric algorithm, it will be appreciated that this is not

obligatory. For example, in an alternative embodiment, the session key or keys may

be encrypted by a public key prior to storage in the first device and decrypted by an

equivalent private key within the second device.
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Further preferably, the encryption algorithm used with the session key to encrypt and

decrypt data communicated between the first and second device (or vice versa)

corresponds to a symmetric algorithm. The choice of algorithm used may depend on

the system requirements such as the need to have bidirectional communication between

the devices.

Suitable symmetric algorithms may include DES or even an appropriate proprietary

algorithm. Suitable public/private key algorithms may comprise RSA or other similar

algorithms.

As mentioned above, the present invention is particularly applicable to the field of

digital television and, in one preferred embodiment, the first device corresponds to a

decoder and the second device to a portable security module (or vice versa).

The portable security module may conveniently comprise a smart card. If so, the data

encrypted with the session key may correspond to simple control word information

used by the decoder to descramble broadcast data.

The same principle may also be applied to the case where the descrambling unit in the

decoder is implemented as a detachable conditional access module or CAM, broadcast

data being descrambled in the conditional access module and communicated to the

decoder.

In this embodiment, the first device may thus correspond to a decoder and the second

device to a detachable conditional access module. If so, the data encrypted with the

session key will normally correspond to the data descrambled by the conditional access

module e.g. the broadcast programme itself

In a conditional access module implementation, a smart card may also form part of the

system, this card being inserted in the conditional access module to decrypt the control

word, which is then passed to the conditional access module to permit descrambling

of the broadcast programme. If so, the first device may then correspond to a
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conditional access module, the second device to a smart card and the data encrypted

with the session key to control word data.

Within the field of digital television, the invention may also be applied to the

communication of data between a decoder and other devices, such as a television or

video recorder. In particular, in one embodiment, the first device corresponds to a

first decoder and the second device to a second decoder.

In households possessing a first and second decoder, there are ofien a number of

problems associated with maintaining communication between a first or “master”

decoder and a second “slave” decoder. The use of a secure encrypted link to

communicate audiovisual data, control word data, or even data relating to current

subscription rights and exploitation keys, may prove useful in this context.

In yet a further realisation, the present invention may be applied to home network

system, the first and second devices corresponding to first and second consumer

electronic devices adapted to transfer data via a communication link (e.g. radio, PLC,

infra-red etc.).

The above embodiments have been described in relation to a method of encryption of

data. Viewed from another aspect, the invention may equally be applied to first and

second devices adapted to carry out such a method.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a system_for providing secure

communication of data between first and second devices, said first device comprising

a memory for storing at least one precalculated key pair comprising a session key and

an encrypted version of the session key prepared using a transport key, and

communication means, such as a communication link, for communicating the

encrypted version of the session key to said second device, said second device

comprising a memory for storing an equivalent transport key, decryption means, such

as a processor, for decrypting said encrypted version of the session key using said

equivalent transport key, and means, such as the processor, for encrypting data to be
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communicated to said first device using said session key.

Features described above relating to method aspects of the present invention can also

be applied to device or system aspects, and vice versa.

As used above, the terms “portable security module”, “smart card” and “conditional

access module” may be interpreted in_their broadest sense as applying to any portable

microprocessor and/or memory based _card capable of carrying out the described

functions.

As particular examples of such devices, a smart card may correspond to a card device

constructed in accordance with the known international standards ISO 7816-1, 7816-2

and 7816-3 whilst the conditional access module may be implemented as a PCMCIA

or PC card corresponding to the standards fixed by the PCMCIA group. Other

physical shapesgand forms are of course possible.

The terms “scrambled” and “encrypted” and “control word” and “key” have been used

at various parts in the text for the purpose of clarity of language. However, it will be

_ understood that no fundamental distinction is to be made between “scrambled data”

and “encrypted data” or between a “control word” and a “key”.

Similarly, unless obligatory in view of the context stated or unless otherwise specified,

no limitation to either symmetric or public/private algorithms is to be inferred for a

given encryption and/or decryption process. In the same way, whilst the matching

keys used in encrypting and decrypting information may be referred to by the same
17 as

name (e.g. “transport key , session key”) it is to be understood that these need not

be numerically identical keys as long as they fulfil their functions. For example, the

corresponding public and private keys used to encrypt and decrypt data will normally

possess numerically different values.

The term “receiver/decoder” or “decoder” as used herein may connote a receiver for

receiving either encoded or non-encoded signals, for example, television and/or radio
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signals, which may be broadcast or transmitted by any appropriate means.

Embodiments of such decoders may also include a decoder integral with the receiver

for decoding the received signals, for example, in a “set-top box", a decoder

functioning in combination with a physically separate receiver, or such a decoder

including additional ftmctions, such as a web browser, integrated with other devices

such as a’ video recorder or a television.

As used herein, the term “digital transmission system” includes any transmission

system for transmitting or broadcasting for example primarily audiovisual or

multimedia digital data. Whilst the present invention is particularly applicable to a

broadcast digital television system, the invention may also be applicable to a fixed

telecommunications network for multimedia intemet applications, to a closed circuit

television, and so on.

As used herein, the term “digital television system” includes for example any satellite,

terrestrial, cable and other system.

There will now be described, by way of example only, a number of embodiments of

the invention, with reference to the following figures, in which:

Figure 1 shows by way of background the overall architecture of a digital TV system;

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the conditional‘ access system of Figurel;

Figure 3 shows a method of encryption of data between a smart card and a decoder

according to this embodiment of the invention;

Figure 4 shows the generation of a session key in a decoder operating according to the

embodiment of Figure 3; and

Figure 5 shows the steps in the preparation of a session key in a smart card interfacing

with the decoder of Figure 4.
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The present invention describes a method of encryption of data, in particular but not

exclusively applicable to the encryption of data across the interface between a portable

security module and decoder in a digital television system. By way of background,

the architecture of a known digital television system will now be described.

Digital Television System

An overview of a digital television system 1 is shown in Figure 1 comprising a

broadcast system 2 which uses the MPEG-2 compression system to transmit

compressed digital signals. In more detail, an MPEG-2 compressor 3 in a broadcast

centre receives a digital signal stream (for example a stream of audio or video signals).

The compressor 3 is connected to a multiplexer and scrambler 4 by linkage 5. The

multiplexer 4 receives a plurality of further input signals, assembles one or more

transport streams and transmits compressed digital signals to a transmitter 6 of the

broadcast centre via linkage 7, which can of course take a wide variety of forms

including telecom links.

The transmitter 6 transmits electromagnetic signals via uplink 8 towards a satellite

transponder 9, where they are electronically processed and broadcast via_ a notional

downlink 10 to earth receiver 11, conventionally in the form of a dish owned or rented

by the end user. The signals received by receiver 11 are transmitted to an integrated

receiver/decoder 12 owned or rented by the end user and connected to the end user’s

television set 13. The receiver/decoder 12 decodes the compressed MPEG-2 signal

into a television signal for the television set 13.

A conditional access system 20 is connected to the multiplexer 4 and the

receiver/decoder 12, and is located partly in the broadcast centre and partly in the

decoder. It enables the end user to access digital television broadcasts from one or

more broadcast suppliers. A portable security module in the form of a smartcard

capable of decrypting messages relating to broadcast programmes or’ data can be

inserted into the receiver/decoder 12.
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An interactive system 17, also connected to the multiplexer 4 and the receiver/decoder

12 and again located partly in the broadcast centre and partly in the decoder, may be

provided to enable the end user to interact with various applications via a modemmed

back channel 16.

The conditional access system 20 will now be described in more detail. With

reference to Figure 2, in overview the conditional access system 20 includes a

Subscriber Authorization System (SAS) 21. The SAS 21 is connected to one or more

Subscriber Management Systems (SMS) 22, one SMS for each broadcast supplier, for

example by a respective TCP-IP linkage 23 (although other types of linkage could

alternatively be used). Alternatively, one SMS could be shared between two broadcast

suppliers, or one supplier could use two SMSs, and so on.

First encrypting units in the form of ciphering units 24 utilising "mother" smartca.rds

25 are connected to the SAS by linkage 26. Second encrypting units again in the form

of ciphering units 27 utilising mother srnartcards 28 are connected to the multiplexer

4 by linkage 29. The receiver/decoder 12 receives a portable security module, for

example in the form of "daughter" smartcard 30. It is connected directly to the SAS

21 by Communications Servers 31 via the modemmed back channel 16. The SAS

sends, amongst other things, subscription rights to the daughter smartcard on request.

The smartcards contain the secrets of one or more commercial operators. The

"mother" smartcard encrypts different kinds ofmessages and the "daughter" smartca.rds

decrypt the messages, if they have the rights to do so.

The first and second ciphering units 24 and 27 comprise a rack, an electronic VME

card with software stored on an EEPROM, up to 20 electronic cards and one

‘smartcard 25 and 28 respectively, for each electronic card, one card 28 for encrypting

the ECMs and one card 25 for encrypting the EMMS.

The operation of the conditional access system 20 of the digital television system will

now be described in more detail with reference to the various components of the
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television system 2 and the conditional access system 20.

Multiplexer and Scrambler

With reference to Figures 1 and 2, in the broadcast centre, the digital audio or video

signal is first compressed (or bit rate reduced), using the MPEG-2 compressor 3. This

compressed signal is then transmitted to the multiplexer and scrambler 4 via the

linkage 5 in order to be multiplexed with other data, such as other compressed data.

The scrambler generates a control word used in the scrambling process and included

in the MPEG-2 stream in the multiplexer. The control word is generated internally

and enables the end user’s integrated receiver/decoder 12 to descramble the

programme.

Access criteria, indicating how the programme is commercialised, are also added to

the MPEG-2 stream. The programme may be commercialised in either one of a

number of "subscription” rnodes and/or one of a number of "Pay Per View” (PPV)

modes or events. In the subscription mode, the end user subscribes to one or more

commercial offers, or "bouquets", thus getting the rights to watch every channel inside

those bouquets. In the preferred embodiment, up to 960 commercial offers may be

selected fiom a bouquet of channels.

In the Pay Per View mode, the end user is provided with the capability to purchase

events as he wishes. This can be achieved by either pre-booking the event in advance

("pre-book mode"), or by purchasing the event as soon as it is broadcast ("impulse

mode"). In the preferred embodiment, all users are subscribers, whether or not they

watch in subscription or PPV mode, but of course PPV viewers need not necessarily

be subscribers.

Entitlement Control Messages

Both the conurol word and the access criteria are used to build an Entitlement Conuol
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Message (ECM). This is a message sent in relation with a scrambled program; the

message contains a control word (which allows for the descrambling of the program)

and the access criteria of the broadcast program. The access criteria and control word

are transmitted to the second encrypting unit 27 via the linkage 29. In this unit, an

ECM is generated, encrypted and transmitted on to the multiplexer and scrambler 4.

During a broadcast transmission, the control word typically changes every few

seconds, and so ECMs are also periodically transmitted to enable the changing control

word to be descrambled. For redundancy purposes, each ECM typically includes two

control words; the present control word and the next control word.

Each service broadcast by a broadcast supplier in a data stream comprises a number ‘

of distinct components; for example a television programme includes a video

component, an audio component, a sub-title component and so on. Each of these

components of a service is individually scrambled and encrypted for subsequent

broadcast to the transponder 9. In respect of each scrambled component of the

service, a separate ECM is required. Alternatively, a single ECM may be required for

all of the scrambled components of a service. Multiple ECMs are also generated in

the case where multiple conditional access systems control access to the same

transmitted program.

Entitlement Mana ement Messa es MMs

The EMM is a message dedicated to an individual end user (subscriber), or a group

of end users. Each group may contain a given number of end users. This organisation

as a group aims at optimising the bandwidth; that is, access to one group can permit

the reaching of a geat number of end users.

Various specific types of EMM can be used. Individual EMMS are dedicated to

individual subscribers, and are typically used in the provision of Pay Per View

services; these contain the group identifier and the position of the subscriber in that

group.
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Group subscription EMMS are dedicated to groups of, say, 256 individual users, and

are typically used in the administration of some subscription services. This EMM has

a group identifier and a subscribers’ group bitmap.

Audience El\/[Ms are dedicated to entire audiences, and might for example be used by

a particular operator to provide certain fiee services. An “audience? is the totality of

subscribers having smartcards which bear the same conditional-access system identifier

(CA ID). Finally, a “unique” EMM _is addressed to the unique identifier of the

sma.rtcard.

EMMS may be generated by the various operators to control access to rights associated

with the programs transmitted by the operators as outlined above. El\/[Ms may also

be generated by the conditional access system manager to configure aspects of the

conditional access system in general.

The term EMM is also oflen used to describe specific configuration type messages

communicated between the decoder and other elements of the system and, for

example, will be used later in this application to refer to a specific message passed

from the decoder to a smart card.

Subscriber Management System (SMS)

A Subscriber Management System (SMS) 22 includes a database 32 which manages,

amongst others, all of the end user files, commercial offers, subscriptions, PPV details,

and data regarding end user consumption and authorization. The SMS may be

physically remote from the SAS.

» Each SMS 22 transmits messages to the SAS 21 via respective linkage 23 which imply

modifications to or creations of Entitlement Management Messages (EMMs) to be

transmitted to end users.

The SMS 22 also transmits messages to the SAS 21 which imply no modifications or
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creations of EMMs but imply only a change in an end user’s state (relating to the

authorization granted to the end user when ordering products or to the amount that the

end user will be charged).

The SAS 21 sends messages (typically requesting information such as call-back

information or billing information) to the SMS 22, so that it will be apparent that

communication between the two is two-way.

Subscriber Authorization System (SAS)

The messages generated by the SMS 22 are passed via linkage 23 to the Subscriber

Authorization System (SAS) 21, which in turn generates messages acknowledging

receipt of the messages generated by the SMS 21 and passes these acknowledgements

to the SMS 22.

In overview the SAS comprises a Subscription Chain area to give rights for

subscription mode and to renew the rights automatically each month, a Pay Per View

Chain area to give rights for PPV events, and an EMIVI Injector for passing EMJVIS

created by the Subscription and PPV chain areas to the multiplexer and scrambler 4,

and hence to feed the MPEG stream with Elvflvls. If other rights are to be granted,

such as Pay Per File (PPF) rights in the case of downloading computer software to a

user’s Personal Computer, other similar areas are also provided.

One function of the SAS 21 is to manage the access rights to television programmes,
available as commercial offers in subscription mode or sold as PPV events_according

to different modes of commercialisation (pre—book mode, impulse mode). The SAS

21, according to those rights and to information received from the SMS 22, generates

EMMs for the subscriber.

The EMMs are passed to the Ciphering Unit (CU) 24 for ciphering with respect to the

management and exploitation keys. The CU completes the signature on the EMM and

passes the EMM back to a Message Generator (MG) in the SAS 21, where a header
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is added. The EMMs are passed to a Message Emitter (M15) as complete EMMs. The

Message Generator determines the broadcast start and stop time and the rate of

emission of the EMMs, and passes these as appropriate directions along with the

EMMs to the Message Emitter. The MG only generates a given EMM once; it is the

ME which perfonns cyclic transmission of the _EMMs.

On generation of an EMM, the MG assigns a unique identifier to the EMM. When

the MG passes the EMM to the ME,_it also passes the EIv1M ID. This enables

identification of a particular EMM at both the MG and the ME.

Programme Transmission

The multiplexer 4 receives electrical signals comprising encrypted EMMs from the

SAS 21, encrypted ECMs from the second encrypting unit 27 and compressed

programmes from the compressor 3. The multiplexer 4 scrambles the programmes and

sends the scrambled programmes, the encrypted EMMs and the encrypted ECMs to

a transmitter 6 of the broadcastcentre via the linkage 7. The transmitter 6 transmits

electromagnetic signals towards the satellite transponder 9 via uplink 8.

Programme Reception

The satellite transponder 9 receives and processes the electromagnetic signals

transmitted by the transmitter 6 and transmits the signals on to the earth receiver 11,

conventionally in the form of a dish owned or rented by the end user, via downlink

10. The signals received by receiver 11 are transmitted to the integrated

receiver/decoder 12 owned or rented by the end user and connected to the end user’s

television set 13. The receiver/decoder 12 demultiplexes the signals to obtain

scrambled programmes with encrypted EIv1Ms and encrypted ECMs.

If the programme is not scrambled, that is, no ECM has been transmitted with the

MPEG-2 stream, the receiver/decoder 12 decompresses the data and transforms the

signal into a video signal for transmission to television set 13.
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If the programme is scrambled, the receiver/decoder 12 extracts the corresponding

ECM from the MPEG-2 stream and passes the ECM to the "daughter" srnartcard 30

of the end ‘user. This slots into a housing in the receiver/decoder 12. The daughter

smartcard 30 controls whether the end user has the right to decrypt the ECM and to

access the programme. If the end user does have the rights, the ECM is decrypted

within_ the smart card and the control word exuacted.

Thereafter the smart card then communicates the conu'ol word to the decoder 12 which

. then descrambles the programme using this control word. In most conventional

systems, the control word is communicated across the smart card interface in a clear

or non—encrypted form, leading to the problems of security described in the

introduction of the present application. Afier descrambling by the decoder, the

MPEG-2 stream is decompressed and uanslated into a video signal for onward

transmission to television set 13.

In the system. described above, the descrambling of the MPEG data is carried out

within the decoder using the control word information communicated to the decoder

from the smart card. In other systems, the descrambling circuitry may be implemented

in a detachable conditional access module or CAM, commonly embodied in the form

of a PCMCIA or PC card insertable in a socket in the decoder.

The CAM module may itself further include a slot to receive a smart card. In such

systems, control word data is decrypted in the smart card communicated to the CAM

module which then descrambles the scrambled MPEG data stream to supply the

decoder with a clear MPEG stream for decompression and subsequent display.

In this type of system, sensitive data may be passed between the smart card and CAM

(control word data) and/or between the CAM and decoder (descrambled MPEG data)

and problems of security may arise at either of these interfaces.

Data Encgyption across an Interface
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Referring to Figure 3, there will now be described a method of data encryption as

applied to the control word data communicated between a smart card and a decoder

in one of the simplest embodiments of this invention. However, the same principles

may be applied to the encryption of control word data between a smart card and a

CAM, audiovisual MPEG data between a CAM and a decoder, or indeed any type of

data between two such devices.

In accordance with the present invention, a set of key pairs is stored in a non-volatile

memory of the decoder e.g. a FLASH memory. Each key pair corresponds to ,a key

value in clear form and an encrypted version of the key. As will be described, the

encrypted version of the key will be eventually communicated an EMM message

. sent to a smart card inserted in the decoder.

Thus, within the decoder a set of EMM message/key pairs are stored as follows:

n EMM (19 octets) Key (8 octets)

1 EMM(1) Key(1)

2 EMM(2) Key(2)

3 EMM(3) Key(3)

is l3MM(l6) Key(16)

The encrypted value of the key stored in the EMM is calculated external of the

decoder using an encryption algorithm not present in the decoder. In the present

example the key values Key(l), Key(2) etc. correspond to symmetric keys to be used

with a symmetric encryption algorithm such as DES.

The encryption algorithm used to prepare the encrypted DES key values contained

with the stored EMM messages may also correspond to a symmetric encryption

algorithm. For increased security, a proprietary symmetric algorithm (PSA) different

from DES will be used to prepare the encrypted values, although in another
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embodiment DES may also be used to encrypt the key values.

In additionito the encrypted valuezof the associated key, the EMM message may also
include a signature value associated with the message and prepared as per any

conventional signature preparation method. For example, a message may be subject

to a hash function such as MD5 followed by encryption of the hash value by a private

key of private/public key algorithm such as RSA. Verification of the signature may

then be carried out at the point of reception using a MD5 algorithm and the

corresponding public key of the private/public key pair.

The EMM message will additionally include a standard smart card header element (as

defined by the international standard ISO 7816-3) to place the message in a format

necessary to permit it to be read by a smart card. An EMM associated with an 8 byte

key will therefore typically have the following structure:

Header 5 bytes

Encrypted key 10 bytes

Signature 9 bytes

In the present embodiment a set of 16 key/message pairs are implanted in the memory

of the decoder.

key/message pairs and the invention may even be implemented using a single

Alternative embodiments are equally possible using more or less

key/message pair. Whilst it may be envisaged that all decoders are equipped with the

same key/message pairs it is preferred for security reasons that each decoder has a

unique set of key/message pairs. In implementing this embodiment, an operator may

supply to a decoder manufacturer a set of ten thousand or more key/message pairs, the

decoder manufacturer taking a random selection of 16 pairs during the personalisation

of each decoder.

In order to increase the security, a different subset of the message/key pairs stored in

the decoder will be used during each session. A-session may be defined as

corresponding to each time the decoder is switched on and off, or each time the
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decoder changes channel, for example.

Referring to Figure 3, a random number generator 40 within the decoder selects 8 out

of the 1.6 message/key pairs to be used in that session. The 8 selected EMM messages

41 of the pairs are then communicated to the smart card 30 to be verified and

decrypted and processed as shown at 42 and 43 to obtain the appropriate session key

(see below). The same key generation operation is carried out within the decoder at

43 using the corresponding key values of the pairs so as to obtain the same session

key value.

The generation of the session key within the decoder will now be described with

reference to Figure 4.

A base session key value KeyS Initial shown at 44 and constant -for all decoders is

encrypted at 45 by the first key 46.of the subset chosen by the random generator 40.

The resulting value is then encrypted at 47 using the second key 48 of the session

subset and the operation repeated just until the last encryption operation 49 carried out

with the last key 50 of the subset so as to obtain the final session key value shown at

51.

The initial session key value KeyS Initial can be a universal value present in all

decoders and smart cards, a value linked to a specific decoder/smart card pair or even

a value generated at the start of each session in the decoder and thereafter

communicated to the smart card.

In the example given above, the session key is prepared by a sequence of repeated

operations on the KeyS Initial using the DES algorithm and the selected keys 46, 48,

50 etc. In the case of the DES algorithm, the order in which the keys are applied is

important and must be respected to produce the same key each time.

However, whilst the session key S is itself a numerical value that will be used as a

DES key in the subsequent decryption operation (see below), the steps used to
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generate this key value need not correspond to DES encryption steps. Instead, the

subset of keys chosen by the random number generator may be combined together in

any number of ways to arise at a suitable session key value KeyS Final. For example,

the keys may be combined using a sequence of simple arithmetic operations.

Depending on the method chosen, it may not be necessary that the order of the steps

in the preparation of the KeyS be respected in order to regenerate the same key.

Referring now to Figure 5, the decryption and processing operations 42 and 43 carried

out in the smart card 30 to generate the session key used by the smart card will now

be described.

Upon insertion of the smart card in the decoder, the subset of EMM messages

matching the selected key values are sent to the smart card. Authentification of each

EMM messages is first carried out with reference to the attached signature value, using

for example an MD5/RSA type process as described above. For simplicity, this step

has been omitted from Figure 5.

The first EMM message 60 is then decrypted at 61 using a transport key 59 embedded

in a secure and non-readable manner within the smart card. As mentioned above, for

security reasons the algorithm used in the decryption 61 of the EMM message may

correspond to a proprietary security algorithm PSA known only to the operator

responsible for preparation of the message/key pairs used in theidecoder and the

personalisation of the smart card. '

The transport key KeyT shown at 59 may be a key value common to all smart cards

in the system or unique to one such card. The use of a unique key value KeyT

requires that the message/key table stored in the decoder be prepared with the same

key as that in the card, such that a decoder and card will be irreversibly linked

together. In practice, this may not be desirable.

A similar decryption operation using the transport key 59 is then carried out at 62 on

the next EMM message 63 in the series and 50 on until the last decryption operation
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64 on the final EMM message 65.

In the present embodiment, encryption of each of the EIvfl\/I messages 60, 63, 65

produces keys 46, 48, 50 identical to those associated in the message/key table present

in the decoder and used for generation of the session key as described previously. For

this reason, the same reference numbers have been used for these keys and for the key "

generation operation 43 also carried out in the decoder. Similarly, the same initial

session key 44 present in the decoder is also stored in the smart card.

The initial session key KeyS Initial shown at 44 is then encrypted at 45 by the first

key 46, the result re-encrypted at 47 by the second key 48 and so on until the final

encryption step carried out at 49 using the last key 50 in the series so as to obtain the

final session key at 51.

Both the decoder and smart card now possess the same session key ‘KeyS which may

thereafier be used in encrypting and decrypting data passed in either direction between

the two devices.

Referring back to Figure 3, the smart card 30 receives an encrypted ECM message

containing the control word necessary for descrambling an associated segment of

MPEG audiovisual or other data. The smart card decrypts the ECM at 71 to obtain

the control word value CW.

In passing, we note that the algorithm used to encrypt ECM messages for a user may

conveniently correspond to the Proprietary Security Algorithm used for decryption of

the EMM messages received from the smart card as described above.

The decrypted control word is then re-encrypted at 72 using the session key KeyS and

the encrypted control word value f(CW) transmitted over the decoder/smart card

interface as shown. The encrypted value f(CVV) is then decrypted at 73 using the

session key KeyS held in the decoder and the clear value of the control word CW

obtained at 74.
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As the session keyiis symmetric, it may equally be used in the encryption of data

transmitted from theodecoder to the smart card. Furthermore, the data transmitted

from the smart card to the decoder may be data other than simple control word data.

As mentioned above, the same principle may be applied across all interfaces in a

system comprising a decoder in which a detachable CAM module is inserted

(decoder/CAM interface, CAM/smart card interface etc.). Similarly, the same

principle may be applied in the case of a portable module (either a CAM type module

or a smart card) inserted in other devices such as a television or video recorder.

In fact, the above method of setting up an encrypted communication channel may be

applied to any pair of devices where security of data communication is required. In

particular, the same principle may be applied in a home network system where

multiple consumer devices (television, video, PC, decoder etc.) transfer data such as

audiovisual data or computer files via a communication link. This may be an RF link,

an infrared link, a dedicated bus, a power line connection etc. For example, it may

be desired to transmit control word in other data in an encrypted form between a

decoder and a television or between a master decoder and a slave decoder in the same

household.

Other examples of systems of this type where a secure communication link would be

desirable will also be apparent to the reader.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of encryption of data communicated between a first and second device,

wherein at least one precalculated key pair is stored in a memory of the first device,

said at least one key pair comprising a session key and an encrypted version of the

session key prepared using a transport key, the» encrypted version of the session key
being subsequently communicated to the second device which decrypts the encrypted

version using an equivalent transport key stored in its memory such that data

. communicated from at least the second to the first device may thereafter be encrypted

and decrypted by the session key in the respective devices.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, in which a plurality of key pairs are stored in the

memory of the first device, the first device selecting and processing at least one

session key to generate a definitive session key and communicating the associated

encrypted version of said at least one session key to the second device for decryption

and processing by the second device to generate the definitive session key.

3. A method as claimed in claim 2 in which a subset of a plurality of stored session

keys is chosen by the first device to generate the definitive session key, the associated

I encrypted versions of the subset of session keys being communicated to the second

device for decryption and processing.

4. A method as claimed in claim 2 or 3, in which the order of combination of a

p plurality of session keys used to generate the definitive session key is communicated
from the first to the second device.

5. A method as claimed in claim 4 in which an initial session key value known to

both the first and second devices is repeatedly encrypted in both devices by an ordered

sequence of session keys using an encryption algorithm sensitive to the order of

encryption.

6. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in which said at least one
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precalculated key pair is selected from a larger set of precalculated key pairs prior to

being stored in the first device.

7. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in which the encrypted version of a

session key communicated to the second device also includes a signature value

readable by the second device to verify the authenticity of the encrypted version of the

session key.

8. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in which an algorithm and transport

key used to encrypt and decrypt a session key correspond to a symmetric algorithm

and associated symmetric key.

9. A method as claimed in any preceding claim in which an encryption algorithm

used with a session key to encrypt and decrypt data communicated between the first

and second device corresponds to a symmetric algorithm.

10. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, in which the first device is a

decoder.

11. A method as claimed in any preceding claim, in which the second device is a

portable security module.

12. A method as claimed in claim 11, in which the portable security module

_ corresponds to one of a smart card and a conditional access module.

13. A method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 9, in which the first device

corresponds to a conditional access module and the second device corresponds to a

smart card.

14. A method as claimed in any of claims 10 to 13, in which data encrypted and

decrypted with a session key corresponds to control word data.
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15. A method as claimed any of claims 10 to 13, in which ‘data encrypted and

decrypted with a session key corresponds to descrambled broadcast data.

16. A method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 9 in which the first and second device

correspond to a first and second decoder respectively.

17. A method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 9 as applied to a home network

system, the first and second devices corresponding to first and second consumer

electronic devices adapted to transfer data via a communication link.

18. A first device adapted to be used in aimethod as claimed in any of claims 1 to

17, the first device including a memory in which at least one precalculated key pair

is stored, said at least one precalculated key pair comprising a session key and an

encrypted version of this session key.

19. A second device adapted to be used in a method as claimed in any of claims 1

to 18 and with a first device as claimed in claim 18, the second device comprising a

' memory in which is stored a key and algorithm that are needed to decrypt the

encrypted session key value stored in the memory of the first device.

20. A iirst and second device as claimed in claims 18 and 19, in which the first

device corresponds to a decoder and the second device to a portable security module.

21. A system for providing secure communication of data between first and second

devices, said first device comprising a memory for storing at least one precalculated

key pair comprising a session key and an encrypted version of the session key

prepared using a transport key, and communication means for communicating the

encrypted version of the session key to said second device, said second device

comprising a memory for storing an equivalent transport key, decryption means for

decrypting said encrypted version of the session key using said equivalent transport

key, and means for encrypting data to be communicated to said first device using said

session key.
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22. A system as claimed in claim 21, wherein the memory of the first device is

adapted to store a plurality of key pairs, the first device comprising means for

selecting and processing at least one session key to generate a definitive session key

said communication means being adapted to communicate the associated encrypted

version of said at least one session key to the second device, said second device

comprising means for processing said at least one session key to generate the definitive

session key.

23. A system as claimed in claim 21 or 22, in which the encrypted version of a

session key includes a signature value readable by the second ‘device to verify the

authenticity of the encrypted version of the session key.

24. A system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 23, in which an algorithm and

transport key used to encrypt and decrypt a session key correspond to a symmetric

algorithm and associated symmetric key.

25. A system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 24, in which an encryption algorithm

used with a session key to encrypt and decrypt data communicated between the first

and second device corresponds to a symmetric algorithm.

26. A system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 25, in which the first device is a

decoder.

27. A system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 26, in which the second device is a

portable security module.

28. A system as claimed in claim 27, in which the portable security module

corresponds to one of a smart card and a conditional access module.

29. A system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 25, in which the first device

corresponds to a conditional access module and the second device corresponds to a
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smart card.

30. A system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 25 in which the first and second

device correspond to a first and second decoder respectively.

31. A system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 25 as applied to a home network

system, the first and second devices corresponding to first and second consumer

electronic devices adapted to transfer data via a communication link.

32. A method of encryption of data communicated between a first and second device

substantially as herein described.

33. A system "for providing secure communication of data between first and second

devices substantially as herein described.
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ENABLING VIEWERS OF TELEVISION SYSTEMS

TO PARTICIPATE IN AUCTIONS

Related Application

The present invention is related to co-pending U.S. Patent Application Entitled,

“Encoding Hot Spots in Television Sigials”, Serial Number: 09/276,266, Filing Date: March

25, 1999, which is incorporated in its entirety into the present application.

‘Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to television systems, and more specifically to a method

and apparatus for using television sigials to enable viewers of television systems to participate

in auctions.

Related Art

An auction generally refers to a process in which multiple parties are provided the

opportunity to bid for an offered item. The offered item can be a process or a service. In a

typical bidding process, an a seller offers an item, and a party (“bidder”) bids for the offered

item usually by specifying a price the party is willing to pay. The seller may specify the

minimum acceptable price and a time at which the auction closes.

Typically, an offered item is sold to the highest bidder (i.e., party specifying highest

price) in return for the specified highest price. However, criteria other than price (e.g., credit

worthiness) of the bidder may also be taken into consideration in determining the bidder to

whom to sell an offered item.

Central servers are known in the relevant arts which coordinate the bidding process.

For example, web site at URL of http://www.ebay.com enable sellers to offer products
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according to various categories (e.g., sports memorabilia, computers), and a bidder may bid

on the offered products by using a browser on the world-wide web as is well known in the

relevant arts.

Organizations such as those providing the web sites to enable auctions are hereafter

referred to as “service providers”. Service providers often advertize on various other web sites

so that users accessing (“surfmg”) these web sites may know about the general service.

Typically, a user (viewer of the advertisement) can click on an advertisement to access the

web sites providing the auction service.

However, these advertisements are typically targeted to the users surfing the world

wide web, and may not target at least some of the viewers‘(“television viewers”) of television

systems. The television viewers constitutes a big segment of the auction market, and it is

therefore desirable to enable television viewers to participate in the auctions.

Such participation may be particularly important as the viewers of a specific television

program may be expected to be of certain ‘profile’, and certain items may be suitable for

people of that profile. For example, a person watching Mark McGuire (a baseball player

in United States baseball) hit a record breaking home run may be interested in purchasing a

baseball bat signed personally by Mr. Mark McGuire. That is, the auctionpitems can be

targeted to the viewers of television programs.

At least for the above-stated reasons, what is needed is a method and apparatus for

enabling viewers of television systems to participate in auctions.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention enables viewers (“television viewers”) of television systems to

participate in auctions. The auctions may be occurring on web sites on the Internet also. In
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an embodiment of the invention, data describing an item (“auction item”) available for bidding

and an access address of a system at which a television viewer may bid are encoded in a

, television signal.

The user may submit a bid at a system (e.g., a web site) identified by the access

address. In case the system is a web server, users (‘surfers’) of world-wide-web may also

submit bids by accessing the web server on the world-wide web. Accordingly, the present

invention may be used to draw television viewers to web-sites (e.g., www.ebay.com) dedicated

to auctions also.

In an embodiment, the data is encoded in the non-display portion (e.g., vertical

blanking interval) of the television signal. However, other portions of a television signal may

also be used for encoding the data. Other information of interest to theviewer such as a

minimum bid amount specified by a seller and the present maximum may also be encoded in

the television signal, and displayed for viewer convenience.

A transaction enabler may recover the data encoded in the television signals,_and

display the information to the viewer. The viewer may conveniently bid on the auction items,

for example, by specifying the bid price (offer) and clicking on a pre-specified portion of a

displayed image.

The bid may be automatically sent to a server identified by the access address. In the

alternative, the viewer may be first navigated to a web server specified by the access address,

and the user may specify the bid price then. A unique code identifying the auction item may

also be encoded in the television signal, and the code may be used to identify that the bid price

relates to the auction item. In the alternative, the URL itself may contain such identification

codes.
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The transaction server may also provide updated information on a present highest bid.

For example, an end time associated with the auction may be provided to the television viewer,

and the viewer may check the present highest bid at a later time before the end time, and then

decide whether to submit a bid. In addition, the transaction server may interact with the

system providing the auction service, and provide periodic updates at viewer’s option. As a

result, a viewer may make an informed decision on whether to bid.

Therefore, the present invention enables a television viewer to participate in an auction

by encoding in a television signal the data identifying an auction item and an access address.

The present invention enables television viewers to be drawn to web sites providing

auction service by specifying the URL of the web site asthe access address.

The present invention is useful for broadcasters as the broadcasters may facilitate the

joining of additional bidders to a bidding process, and be compensated for such additions.

The present invention is useful for service providers providing auction service as the

television viewers are drawn to bid for on-going auctions.

The present invention is useful for service providers providing auction service also

because higher commissions may be charged for the auction items sold in accordance with the

present invention.

The present invention is useful for television viewers as a television viewer may have

non-intrusive access to information on auctions, and purchase the auction items by a

convenient user interface.

The present invention is useful for sellers participating in auctions as the sellers may

attain greater return for the auction items due to additional pool of bidders participating in

accordance with the present invention.
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Further features and advantages of the invention, as well as the structure and operation

of various embodiments of the invention, are described in detail below with reference to the

accompanying drawings. In the drawings, like reference numbers generally indicate identical,

functionally similar, and/or structurally similar elements. The drawing in which an element

first appears is indicated by the leftmost digit(s) in the corresponding reference number.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings,

wherein:.

Figure l is a block diagam illustrating an example environment in which the present

invention can be implemented;

Figure 2 is a flow-chart illustrating a method in accordance with the present invention; _

Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example broadcast system which encodes

data related to an auction item in a television signal;

Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating the details of a transaction enabler in an

embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 5 depicts a display screen using which a user may participate in auctions in

accordance with the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

1. Overview and Discussion of the Invention

The present invention allows viewers (“television viewers”) of television systems to

participate in auctions. Typically, the data relating to an item (“auction item”) offered for sale

in an on-going auction is encoded in a television signal. The encoded information may be

displayed while the television viewers watch the images encoded in the television signal. The
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viewers may be provided a convenient interface to bid on the auction item.

Auction items consistent with expected viewer profiles may be sold using the present

invention. A seller may be able to sell at higher prices as many viewers are likely to bid. For

example, a diamond ring may be auctioned towards the end of a romantic movie. The

invention is described below with respect to several examples for illustration.

2. Example Environment

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example environment in which the present

invention can be implemented. The environment may include bidding systems 110-A and

1 l0-B, Internet 120, web site 130, broadcast system 150, and television 170. A viewer of

television 170 may participate in auctions as described below in further detail.

Web site 130 may provide an auction service. As an illustration, web site 130 may

implement the interface of www.ebay.com, well known in the relevant arts. Bidder systems

110-A and 110-B may access Internet 120 to bid on the items offered for sale on web site 130.

Bidding systems 110-A and 110-B, Internet 120, and web site 130 may be implemented in a

well-known way. Even though the auction service is shown as being provided from web site

130, it should be understood that different other servers using different access technologies

(e.g., dial-up) may be used in providing the service.

Broadcast system 150 includes information related to an auction item in a television

signal and transmits the television signal on broadcast medium 146 (airwaves, cable, etc.).

The data may specify the item offered for sale, the present highest bid, and an access address

for enabling the viewer to bid. For example, the access may contain a URL of web site 130.

An example embodiment ofbroadcast system 150 is described below.

The auction may be in progress (on-going) on web site 130, and accordingly broadcast

system 150 may access web site 130 to access any data (e.g., present highest bid) for inclusion
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in the television signal. Link 134 may be provided on Internet 120 even though a dedicated

line is shown in Figure 1.

Viewer bidding system 150 receives the television signal, and enables a viewer to

participate in auctions. Viewer bidding system 150 may display the images encoded in the

received television signal. In addition, viewer bidding system 150 may recover the data

related to the auction item, and display the corresponding information. By appropriate action,

the user may indicate a higher bid and transmit the higher bid on virtual link 163 on Internet

120.

In an embodiment, viewer bidding system 150 may include television 170, transaction

enabler 160, and remote control 180. Transaction enabler 160 may overlay any images

necessary for providing an user interface on top of the images encoded in the television signal

(“television signal images”). For example, information identifying the auction item (e.g.

Mark McGuire’s bat) and the highest bid price may be overlaid on television signal images.

Transaction enabler 160 may encode the overlaid image in a form consistent with

conventional television signals for display on television 170. In other words, transaction

enabler 160 operates as a ‘set-top’ box. However, transaction enabler 160 may be integrated

into television 170, for example, using embedded chip-sets provided by TeleCruz Technology,

Inc. In either case, remote control 180 enables the user to specify the bid price and to transmit

the new bid. An example embodiment of transaction enabler 160 is described below in further

detail. However, first a method in accordance with the present invention is described first

below.
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3. Method

Figure 2 is a flow-chart illustrating a method in accordance with the present invention.

The method begins in step 201, in which control passes to step 210. In step 210, data

identifying an auction item and an access address may be encoded in_ a television signal. The

data identifying an auction item may include both a descriptive component (e.g., “baseball bat

signed by Mark McGuire”) and a unique code specifying the auction item (or group in case

multiple items of the same type are available).

The data may be encoded in one of different formats depending on different criteria,

but consistent with an interface at viewer bidding system 150. For example, a unique code

identifying an auction item may be encoded as a parameter of a URL (access address) since

the web browser’s based technology lends well to such encoding and later submission of a bid.

The television signal may also be encoded with image frames for display on television signals.

Both (images and data related to auction items) encoding may be performed in a known way.

In step 220, the television signal may be broadcasted to television systems covering

a large geographic area. In step 240, the television signal may be received at a viewer end

(e.g., by transaction enabler 160 of Figure 1). In step 260, the data related to the auction item

(encoded in step 210) may be recovered. The recovery generally needs to be consistent with

the encoding scheme used by broadcast system. In general, any compatible encoding scheme

may be used.

In step 280, the user is provided a convenient user interface to bid on the auction item.

Typically, the description of the auction item is displayed, and the user may be provided the

option to bid, in which case the bid is submitted to a system identified by the access address.

~While submitting the bid, the unique code identifying the auction item may be used to specify

to the system that the bid relates to that particular item. The access address is used to connect
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the user to a central machine (e.g., web site or any server) or person. The user‘ may then

submit the bid. The highest bidder is generally entitled to the offered auction item for the

submitted bid.

The method and environment described above may be applied in several ways as will

be apparent to one skilled in the relevant arts based on the disclosure herein. All such

implementations are contemplated to be within the scope and spirit of the present invention.

However, it may be desirable to have bidders (television viewers) participation at different

points of a broadcast. The manner in which the point can be controlled is described below

with respect to broadcast system 140.

4. Broadcast System

Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example embodiment of broadcast system

140. Even though the description ofbroadcast system is provided substantially with respect

to broadcasters producing a television signal, the present invention can be practiced by

intermediate broadcasters also. Such advertisements are generally more targeted to the

specific geographic profile. Broadcast system 140 may contain production block 310,

authoring block 320, broadcast block 330, timing determination block 340, auction data

interface 360, and storage 350. Each block is described in further detail below.

Timing determination block 340 may determine the specific time at which to encode

data related to an auction item. For example, it may be desirable to broadcast data related to

a baseball bat (auction item) when a home run is hit. Timing determination block 340 may

be implemented to monitor the scores of the baseball game and generate an indication to

auction data interface 360. Several other criteria can be used in determining when to send data

related to an auction item.

Timing determination block 340 may also determine when to send updates
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corresponding to various auctions. When timing determination block 340 determines to cause

update corresponding to an auction to be sent, auction data interface 360 may interact with

web site 130 to retrieve a present highest bid from web site 130. The present highest bid may

be provided to authoring block 320 for encoding in a broadcast television signal.

Auction data interface 360 receives data on line 134 if a web based auction is ongoing

for the auction item of interest on web site 130. The data may indicate the present highest bid,

bid history, the seller, any comments about the seller. As noted above, auction data interface

360 may provide the data to be encoded in the television signals. The data may contain, in

addition to the data retrieved from web site 130, data identifying the auction item (descriptive

component and unique code).

Some of the data may be pre-stored in storage 350 also. For example, it may be

desirable to display graphic icons on television systems to represent different auction items.

Bit maps representing the graphics icons may be stored in storage 350. In general, auction

data interface 360 may gather any data which may be of interest to bidders, and pass the data

to authoring block 320.

Production block 310 may contain different components such as cameras which are

used to film a show/program. The display signal is preferably in a fonnsuitable for eventual

transmission as a television signal. In general, production block 310, may encode images in

a display data portion of a television signal. The images may be displayed later on a television

system for viewing a broadcast program. Production block 310 may be implemented in a

known way.

Authoring block 320 encodes data received fiom auction data interface 360 into

television signals. The data may be encoded according to any convention, and transaction

enabler 160 may need to be accordingly designed. Several such conventions can be designed
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in known way. Authoring block may either store the resulting signal in storage 350'or forward

to broadcasting block 330.

In one embodiment, authoring block 320 encodes the data in non-display portion (e.g.,

vertical blanking interval) of the display signal. Such encoding may be performed in a known

way. In an alternative embodiment, the data may be encoded in other portions (e..g, least

significant bits of pixel data elements representing an image) as well. This alternative

embodiment is described in further detail in co-pending U.S. Patent Application Entitled,

“Encoding Hot Spots in Television Signals”, Serial Number: 09/276,266, Filing Date: March

25, 1999, which is incorporated in its entirety into the present application.

Even though the encoding is described with reference to analog television signals, it

should be understood that the present invention may be practiced in conjunction with digital

television signals (e.g., those suitable for HDTV) also. Some of the techniques described in

this application may be employed for such encoding in the digital television signals. Many

other techniques will be apparent to one skilled in the relevant arts based on the disclosure

herein. Such other techniques are also contemplated to be within the scope and spirit of the

present invention.

Broadcast block 330 may broadcast television signals (containing the hot spot data in

the display data portion) in a known way. It should be noted that the television signal can be

in progressive scan format or interlaced format. Production block 310 and authoring block

320 need to be implemented taking into consideration the transmission standard (progressive

vs. interlaced, and digital vs. analog) of the television signals. Thus, broadcast block 330

generates television signals containing data which may be used to enable television viewers

to bid on the auction items.

Transaction enabler 160 receives the television signals and enables a viewer to bid on
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the auction-items. Example embodiments of transaction enabler 160 are described below in

further detail. Before describing example embodiments of transaction enabler 160 in detail,

it is helpful to understand some typical problems with the user interface.

5. Problems and Solutions

In one embodiment, a highest present bid may be encoded in the television signal, and

the user may submit a higher bid that the highest present bid. One problem associated in the

environments of Figures 1 and 2 is that many bidders may bid for the auction item based on

the same highest bid. As the bids are generally marginally more than the present highest bid,

the approach may not maximize the return for the seller.

Accordingly, an improvement may be implemented in which an “auction close time”

(time at which the auction for the auction item ends) may be associated with the auction item.

The auction close time may also be encoded and transmitted in the television signals. Thus,

viewers may choose a later convenient time for bidding on the auction item. However, in such

a situation, viewer bidding system 150 may need to store the required data.

Yet another problem is, a viewer may wish to know an updated highest bidding price

before actually submitting a bid. , Thus, the viewer may be provided a convenient user

interface to request a ‘present highest bid’ associated with an auction item of interest. The

updated price may also be received on virtual link 163. In this case also, viewer bidding

system 150 may need to store the required data.

In yet another scenario, a viewer may wish continuous updates of the highest bidding

price. Accordingly, a viewer may be provided an option of initiating a small window in which

the updates to the highest bids are provided continuously (e.g., when highest bid changes or

every 3 seconds); An embodiment of transaction enabler 160, which provides for at least these

features is described below.
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6. Transaction Enabler

Figure 4 is a block diagram illustrating the internals of an example embodiment of

transaction enabler 160 containing image decoder 410, memory 430, recovery block 420,

processor 450, digital to analog converter (DAC) 485, multiplexor 480, infra-red (IR) receiver

460, telephone interface 470 and broadband interface 475. Each component is described

below in further detail.

Image decoder 410 generates pixel data elements representing image frames encoded

in a television signal received on broadcast channel 146. In responsepto the operation of

remote control unit 180, image decoder 410 may store the pixel data elements representing an

image frame in memory 430. Such storage enables overlays. Image decoder 410 may be

implemented in a known way. Memory 430 may represent several memory modules such as

fast random access memories and relatively slower non-volatile memories. The non-volatile

memories may store data and program instructions which enable the operation of the present

invention.

Recovery block 420 recovers the data related to auction items encoded in the received

television signal. In general, recovery block 420 needs to be implemented consistent with any

conventions or protocols used at broadcaster end 380 for encoding the hot‘ spot data. If the

data is encoded in non—display portions (e.g., VBI), the data may be recovered in a known

way.If the data is encoded in display data portion (i.e., in images), recovery block 420 may

examine the pixel data elements stored in memory 430 to recover the data. Further details of

recovery are noted in co-pending U.S. Patent Application Entitled, “Encoding Hot Spots in

Television Signals”, Serial Number: O9/276,266, Filing Date: March 25, 1999, which is

incorporated in its entirety into the present application.
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Infra-red (IR) receiver 460 receives remote control signals from remote control unit

180, and provides digital data representing the remote control signals to processor 450. The

control signals may indicate whether the user wishes to see auction item related data, to enter

the bid, to receive an updated present highest bid, etc. Several features of the user interface

may be activated by a viewer using IR receiver 460. IR receiver 460 may be implemented in

a known way. It may be noted that other receivers which receive control signals from viewers

and provide corresponding digital data to processor 450 may be implemented.

Telephone interface 470 enables a telephone call to be initiated. Such telephone calls

may be generally initiated either to connect to the Internet via an ISP or to contact a phone

with a live—operator. When a telephone call is initiated with a live operation, telephone

interface 470 may provide the necessary micro-phone (for a viewer to speak) and receiver for

reproducing audible voice. Altematively, a user may utilize a conventional telephone set that

is attached to line 335.

Broadband interface 475 may provide a high speed connection (e.g., using a local area

network, digital subscriber loop technology or cable interface) to connect with a web server

(corresponding to an URL) or even initiate a voice call (e.g., using voice over Internet

Protocol). Telephone interface and broadband interface may be logically viewed as being pan

of line 163 of Figure 1. In general, broadband interface 475 and telephone interface 470

provide the communication to a system (specified by access address) providing auction

service.

Processor 450 receives data related to auction items from recovery block 420, and

enables a user to send a bid to a system identified by an access address. The transmission of

the bid may be either by broadband interface 475 or telephone interface 470 as specified by

the type ofaccess address. Processor 450 may also implement the user interface features noted
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For a suitable user-interface, processor 450 may control the images displayed on

television system ll0. For example, processor 450 may overlay information in the auction

items related data on the television signal image. Specifically, the portion to beoverlaid on

television images may be provided by processor 450, and control line 481 may be controlled

to accomplish the overlay function. However, when a user does not wish to bid or when data

"related to auction items is absent in television signals, processor 450 may control select line

481 to cause the television signal received on line 146 to be passed directly on line 167. In

addition, processor 450 may cause auction related data to be displayed in a transparent mode.

Typically, techniques such a half—tone control are used‘ for achieving such transparency of

display.

If the access address is a URL, transaction enabler 160 may need to operate as a

web-browser. Processor 450 may enable such‘ an operation by executing the program

instructions provided by memory 430.. The web-browser enables transaction enabler 160 to

receive different web-pages in a known way. Processor 450 may convert the web pages into

image frames, and encode the image frames into a television signal having a format

compatible with conventional television signals such that the images can be displayed on

television system 110. Well known methods may be employed for such conversion and

encoding.

Therefore, transaction enabler 160 may operate in conjunction with broadcast system

140 to enable a television viewer to participate in auctions. As a result, viewers of television

systems may be drawn to participate in auctions which are generally accessed mostly by users

surfing the world-wide-web. It should be understood that web site 130 and broadcast system

140 may be integrated as one unit depending on the available technologies, and in such a case,
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transaction enabler 160 may communicate with such a unit directly. The present invention is

described in further detail below with reference to an example user interface considering some

of the description of above.

7. User Interface

Figure 5 is a diagram illustrating the manner in which transaction enabler 160 may

enable a viewer of television programs to participate in auctions. It should be understood that

. transaction enabler may use other display devices from which a user can participate in

auctions. In addition, other types of systems (such as computers) which display images in

television signals may also be used to participate in auctions in accordance with the present

invention.

Continuing the description with reference to Figure 5, there is shown television display

500 (for example, on television 170). Auction related data may be received in accordance

with the present invention, and the relevant data may be displayed in a small window 540.

Window 540 is preferably overlaid on television program images as a transparent window

using techniques such as half—toning well known in the relevant arts. By using a transparent

display, a viewer may be able to watch the programs encoded in the television signal while

participating in the auctions.

Window 540 may be used to display the description of the auction item (“McGuire’s

70"‘ Home Run Bat” in the example. there), the present highest bid, bidder of the highest bid,

and the time at which the auction for this item is expected to close may be displayed. The

present highest bid may be periodically updated using the data received on the broadcast

television signal. On the other hand, a viewer may select (click on) ‘Update’ text to cause

transaction enabler 160 to initiate a dialogue with web server 130, and retrieve updated

information for a presently watched auction item. Thus, in Figure 5, such a selection may
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cause transaction enabler 160 to display $4300 (representing an increase in the present highest

bid).

The user may select ‘Bid History’ to view the previous bidders and history. The

relevant data may either be displayed based on data stored locally or the data may be retrieved

from web site 130 in response to a user request. As is well known in the relevant arts, auction

sites such as www.ebay.com provide such bid histories.

The user may specify her/his bid price in the box provided next to text ‘Your Bid’.

The user may then select the ‘Submit’ text to cause transaction enabler 160 to submit the bid.

As noted above, the submission may be according to any mechanism. The bid can potentially

be over a broadband interface to access a web site or to'a server accepting over a telephone

connection. Once the bid is submitted to a server at the access address, the auction item may

be sold to a bidder in a known way. If the user of system 150 has the highest bid, the user may

pay the bid amount and receive the auction item.

Thus, an interface such as the one above, a user (or television viewers) may bid for

auction items in accordance with the present invention. The bid may be submitted according

to any pre-specified protocol between transaction enabler 160 and an auction server (e.g., web

site 130). The implementation of auction on web site 130 based on such received bid prices

will be apparent to one skilled in the relevant arts.

8. Conclusion

While various embodiments of the present inventionihave been described above, it

should be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, and not

limitation. Thus, the breadth and scope of the present invention should not be limited by any

of the above-described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance

with the following claims and their equivalents.
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What Is Claimed Is:

1. A method of enabling a viewer of a television system to participate in auctions, said

method comprising:

(a) encoding in a television signal a data describing an auction item and an access

address of a server at which auction service for said auction item is provided; and

(b) transmitting said television signal,

wherein said data can be used to enable said viewer to bid for said auction item at said

server.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said method further comprises:

(c) receiving said television signal encoded with said data in a transaction enabler;

(d) recovering said data encoded in said television signal;

(e) displaying information describing said auction item on said television system;

(f) enabling said viewer to bid at said server specified by said access address.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

(g) enabling said viewer to specify a bid price for said auction item.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein said enabling said viewer to specify said bid price

comprises:

(h) enabling said viewer to indicate said bid price; and

(i) transmitting said bid price to said server at said access address.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said access address comprises a telephone number
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of said server, and said method further comprises:

(i) encoding a unique code identifying said auction item;

(k) recovering said unique code in said transaction enabler; and

(l) transmitting said unique code along with said bid price to said server,

whereby said server can easily associate said bid price with said auction item using said

unique code.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein said access address comprises a universal resource

locator (URL) of a web site, wherein said web site comprises said server, and wherein steps

(h) and (i) comprise the further step of enabling said viewer to indicate said price on a web

page provided by said web site.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

(m) encoding a present highest bid in said television signal, wherein said present

highest bid may be displayed to said viewer before said viewer decides to submit a bid.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein said server comprises a web site, and said method

comprising the further step of retrieving said present highest bid from said web site.

.9. The method of claim 1, wherein step (a) comprises the step of encoding said data

in non-display portion of said television signal.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein step (a) comprises the further step of encoding

said data in a non-display portion of said television signal.
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11. The method of claim 10, wherein said non-display portion comprises vertical

blanking interval (VBI).

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting an updated highest bid price in said television signal, wherein said updated

highest bid price corresponds to a present highest bid for said auction item.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising:

retrieving said updated bid price from said server,

wherein said step of transmitting said updated highest bid price is performed after said

step of retrieving said updated bid price from said sewer.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

enabling said viewer to request a bid history; and

displaying all of said updated bid prices to said viewer.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein said display corresponding to said bid history

further comprises a description of the bidder corresponding to each of said present highest bid.

16. The method of claim 1, wherein said data further comprises a time at which

auction for said auction item closes.

17. A method of enabling a viewer of a television system to participate in auctions,
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said method comprising:

(a) receiving in a transaction enabler a television signal encoded with a data, said data

including a description of an auction item and an access address of a server at which auction

service for said auction item is provided;

(b) recovering said data encoded in said television signal;

(c) displaying said description of said auction item on said television system;

(d) enabling said viewer to bid at said server specified by said access address.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising:

(e) enabling said viewer to indicate said bid price; and

(1) transmitting said bid price to said server at said access address.

19. The method ofclaim 4, wherein said access address comprises a telephone number

of said sewer, and said method further comprises:

(g) encoding a unique code identifying said auction item;

(h) recovering said unique code in said transaction enabler; and

(i) transmitting said unique code along with said bid price to said server,

whereby said server can easily associate said bid price with said auction item using said

said unique code.

20. An environment enabling a viewer of a television system to participate in auctions,

said environment comprising:

encoding means for encoding in a television signal a data describing an auction item
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and an access address of a server at which auction service for said auction item is‘ provided;

and

transmission means for transmitting said television signal,

wherein said data can be used to enable said viewer to bid for said auction item at said

SCFVCF.

21 . An environment enabling a viewer of a television system to participate in auctions,

said environment comprising:

receiving means for receiving a television signal encoded with a data, said data

including a description of an auction item and an access address of a server at which auction

service for said auction item is provided;

recovery means for recovering said data encoded in said television signal;

displaying means for displaying said description of said auction item on said television

system;

enabling means for enabling said viewer to bid at said server specified by said access

address.

22. An environment enabling a viewer of a television system to participate in auctions,

said environment comprising:

a broadcast system to encode in a television signal a data describing an auction item

and an access address of a server at which auction service for said auction item is provided,

said broadcast system being designed also to transmit said television signal,

wherein said data can be used to enable said viewer to bid for said auction item at said

SCTVCF.
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23. Theenvironment of claim 22, wherein said broadcast system comprises:

a production block to generate images to encode in a display data portion of said

television signal;

an authoring block to encode said data in said television signal; and

a broadcast block to transmit said television signal containing said images and said

data.

24. The environment of claim 23, fiirther comprising an auction data interface to

receive a present ‘highest bid from a sewer, said auction data interface to provide said present

highest bid to said authoring block, wherein said authoring block encodes said present highest

bid in said television signal.

25. The environment of claim 24, further comprising a timing determination block to

determine the time at which said authoring block encodes said data including said present

highest bid in said television signal.

26. The environment of claim 22, further comprising:

a viewer bidding system to receive said television signal, and enabling said viewer to

submit a bid and participate in said auction.

27. The environment of claim 26, wherein said viewer bidding system comprises:

a television system;

a remote control which enables said viewer to submit said bid; and
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a transaction enabler coupled to said television system and to receive said commands

from said remote control, said transaction enabler,to recover said data encoded in said

television signal and display information contained in said data on said television,

wherein said viewer can submit said bid using said remote control.

28. The environment of claim 27, wherein said transaction enabler is integrated within

said television system.

29. The environment ofclaim 27, wherein said transaction enabler is provided external

to said television system, and wherein said transaction enabler overlays a window with

information contained in said data on images encoded in the display data of said television

signal.

30. The enviromnent of claim 27, wherein said window is displayed in a transparent

mode on said images.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONNECTING

GAMING DEVICES TO A NETWORK FOR REMOTE PLAY

Baclggigound of the Invention

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to electronic devices. In particular,

the invention relates to methods and systems of interactive gaming.

Description of the Related Technology

[0002] Traditionally, the Way for a gaming operator to increase revenue from

I gaming devices is to increase the number of gaming devices available for play. In order for

casinos to increase the number of gaming devices available for play, casino floor space must be

added to house the additional gaming devices. The floor space allocated to house additional

gaming devices must meet specific criteria as defined by the gaming authority for the jurisdiction

in which the gaming devices are to be located. Providing additional floor space is an expensive

process for casino operators and often requires constructing new casino properties. Also, adding

gaming devices typically reouires payment of additional licensing fees for each additional game.

[0003] A trend in the gaming industry has been to provide Intemet gaming. Internet

gaming allows players to make wagers on the outcome of casino style games similar to that

described above, except that the player does not have to be physically located in a casino to do

so. Internet players make wagers and play casino games using a personal computer and wager on

games running on computers connected to the Internet.

[0004] More broadly, interactive gaming is the conduct of gambling games through

the use of electronic devices. The popularity of Internet gambling sites has indicated a strong

market for remotely accessible gaming, or other interactive gaming. Regulated casino operators

strongly desire to provide interactive gaming while capitalizing on existing infrastructure. Thus

there is a need for improved electronic devices that support regulated remote gaming.

Swim of the Invention

[0005] The system of the present invention has several aspects, no single one of

which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of this

invention as expressed by the claims which follow, its more prominent features will now be

discussed briefly. After considering this discussion, and particularly after reading the section

entitled “Detailed Description of the Invention” one will understand how the features of this

invention provide advantages which include providing remote gaming in regulated environment.
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[0006] A gaming system and method of using the same to allow a host gaming device

to be played from remote player devices to allow casino operators to obtain maximum advantage

from their gaming licenses.

[0007] More particularly, in one embodiment gaming system may comprise a data

network, a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured to

execute at least one game and a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network.

Each of the remote player devices is configured to receive game information provided by the host

gaming device. Whether each remote player device is permitted to receive gaming data may be

based upon, at least in part, the geographic location of the remote player device.

[0008] The host gaming device may be configured to allow no more than a

predetermined number of remote player devices to concurrently receive game information provided

by the host gaming device during the gaming session. This predetermined number may be

determined by a gaming agency.

[0009] In another embodiment of a gaming system, at least one of the plurality of

remote player devices may be permitted to receive game data based upon, at least in part, the

geographic location of the remote player device, an age of a user of the remote player device.

[0010] A gaming system according to the invention may also include a central gaming

controller configured to record gaming transactions on the host gaming device and on each remote

- gaming device.

[0011] The data network may be, in part, the Internet, and be comprised of one or

more logical segment, which may include closed-loop networks. The host gaming device may be

configured to identify the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on a

logical segment corresponding to the remote player device. A mobile communications network, or

a GPS device may also allow identification of the geographic location of the remote player device.

[0012] The host gaming device may be in a location approved by a gaming agency and

include at least one game control configured to provide local use. This game control may be

disabled when the host gaming device is providing game information to a remote player device. A

host gaming device may also be configured to save an encrypted game state allowing a game to be

resumed following a device or network failure. 7

[0013] A remote player device may be coupled to a credential device configured to

. receive information relating to a user of the remote player device. The information relating to a

user may include the age of the user, or a password that is input by the user. The credential device

is a smart card reader, a biometric device such as a fingerprint reader, or any type of input device.

The credentials may be verified against information, such as age, password, or fingerprint in a

database configured to provide information associated with each of a plurality of users of the

gaming system.
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[0014] In another embodiment, a gaming system may be comprised of a means for

executing at least one game, the game providing game information during its execution, a local

access means provides local access to the game information for a user in a location approved by a

gaming agency, player means for receiving game information, presenting the game information to a

user and providing at least one game control, a means for providing the game information over a

data network to a predetermined number of receiving means, means for determining the location of

the receiving means, and means for disabling the local access means. Other similar embodiments

may also be comprised of means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the

playing means and on the gaming means.

_ [0015] Another embodiment of a gaming system, in addition to the features of the

embodiments discussed above, may also include customized promotional messages to players of

gaming devices.

[0016] On a remote player device, an embodiment of a method of remotely accessing

a host gaming device may include: establishing access to the host gaming device through a data

network, receiving gaming related information fi'om the host gaming device through the data

network, presenting the gaming related information to a player, receiving at least one control signal

from the player, sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network, and

disabling local use of the host gaming device. In one embodiment, the method may also include

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the remote player device. Another embodiment of

the method may include providing a geographic location of the remote player device. In another

embodiment of the method, the age of the user of the remote player device is also provided.

[0017] On a host gaming device, an embodiment of a method of providing remote

access, including: verifying the geographic location of a remote player device, establishing a

gaming session on a host gaming device from a remote player device through a data network,

receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data network, and

sending gaming related informationfrom the gaming device through the data network. One

embodiment of a method may also include recording each gaming transaction occurring on the host

gaming device,

[0018] In order to provide tolerance for failures of system components, a method of

resuming an interrupted gaming session on a gaming device is provided. One embodiment of a

method may include generating a gaming state of the gaming session on the first gaming device,

encrypting the gaming state, transporting the encrypted gaming state from the gaming device. The

method may also include the converse: transporting the encrypted gaming state from the first

gaming device to a second gaming device, decrypting the gaming state on the second gaming

device; and loading the game state into a second gaming device to resume the gaming session.
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[0019] An embodiment of a gaming system which provides for resuming interrupted

gaming sessions across a data network. The system may include a first host gaming device

connected to the data network, the gaming device configured to execute at least one game, generate

a gaming state based on execution of at least one game, encrypt the gaming state, and send the

encrypted gaming state over the data network. A second host gaming device may be connected to

the data network, the second gaming device configured to receive the encrypted gaming state over

the data network, decrypt the gaming state, and resume executing at least one game from the

gaming state. A plurality of remote player devices, configured to receive game information

provided by the host gaming device, may be connected to the data network. The gaming state may

include user payment or credit information, and game jackpot or payout information.

[0020] Another embodiment of a gaming system providing resumption of interrupted

gaming sessions may include means for executing at least one game, means for generating a

gaming state based on execution of at least one game, means for encrypting the gaming state, and

means for sending the encrypted gaming state. The system may also include means for receiving

the encrypted gaming state, means for decrypting the gaming state and means for resuming

executing at least one game from the gaming state.

[0021] To enable gaming regulatory compliance, methods authenticating gaming

system users are also provide. An embodiment of a method of authenticating a user of a host

gaming device may include receiving a security certificate from the smart card, sending the security

certificate from the gaming device to an authenticator device, receiving an authentication reply

from the authenticator, and playing a game in response to the authentication reply.

[0022] An embodiment of the method may also include presenting the security

certificate from the gaming device to a certificate authority for authentication over a data network.

[0023] An embodiment of a method of authenticating a user of a remote player device

for playing a host gaming device may include receiving an indicia of identity for a user, sending the

indicia of identity to an authenticator device, receiving an authentication reply from the

authenticator device, and authorizing use of a host gaming device based on the indicia of identity.

The indicia of identity for a user may be provided by a biometric device, a smart card, or a

password provided by the user. i T

[0024] Another embodiment of a gaming system provides authentication of users.

The system may include a data network, a host gaming device interfaced to the data network, a

plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network, and a security device configured

to provide player credentials to at least one remote player device. The each of the remote player

devices may be configured to receive game information provided by the host gaming device. The

host gaming device may provide game information to a predetermined number of permitted remote
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player devices. Whether a remote_ player device is permitted to receive gaming information may be

based upon, at least in part, on player credentials provided by the security device.

[0025] In one embodiment, a method of remotely accessing a gaming device provides

for creating records of gaming transactions on both host gaming devices and remote player devices

suflicient to provide an auditable record for a gaming authority in the jurisdiction. The method

may include establishing a gaming session on a gaming device for a remote player device through a

data network, sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data

network, receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data

network, creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction of a

gaming session on the host gaming device and on the remote gaming device. In addition, the

record may be sent to a third party, such as a garriing authority, through the data network.

[0026] In another embodiment of a gaming system, the gaming system includes a

network comprised of a plurality‘ of logical segments. A security policy controls the flow of data

between logical segments. A host gaming device may be connected to the data network, the

gaming device configured to execute at least one game. A plurality of remote player devices may

be connected to the data network. The plurality of remote player devices are each configured to -

receive game information provided by the host gaming device, and to control a gaming session

established on the gaming device, subject to the security policy. The security policy may be based,

at least in part, on the geographic location of a logical segment.

[0027] One embodiment of the gaming system may include a promotional message

server to deliver customized promotional messages to users of the gaming system. In this

embodiment, a gaming system may include a data network, a promotional message server

configured to provide customized promotional messages. Each message may be customized with

information associated with a user of the gaming system. In addition, a gaming system may

include a host gaming device interfaced to the data network, and a plurality of remote player

devices interfaced to the data network. The plurality of remote player devices are each configured

to receive game information provided by the host gaming device and to receive and present

promotional messages.

[0028] In another embodiment, a gaming system may include a means for data

communication, means for executing at least one game, means for providing game information over

the data network to a predetermined number of receiving means, a plurality of means for receiving

game infomiation over the data communication means. Each means for receiving game

information may be coupled to a means for receiving customized promotional messages. A gaming

system may also include a means for presenting promotional messages in conjunction with gaming

data.
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[0029] A related method of displaying information on a remote player device is also

provided. The method may include receiving a promotional message on a remote player device,

presenting the promotional message in conjunction with gaming information for an amount of time;

and removing the promotional message from the remote player device. Information in the

promotional message may be used to calculate the amount of time to present the promotional

message.

[0030] A remote player interface of a gaming system may have a number of

embodiments. In one embodiment of a gaming system, the gaming system includes data network, a

host gaming device interfaced to the data network, and at least one remote player device interfaced

to the data network. The remote player device is configrned to receive game information provided

by the host gaming device. The remote player interface of the gaming system may include a video

display device in communication with the remote player device and a remote control device in

communication with the remote player device. The remote control device is configured to control

operation of a game.

[0031] An embodiment of method of remotely accessing a gaming device may include

establishing a gaming session on the host gaming device from a remote player device through a

data network, receiving gaming related information fi'om the host ga.rning device through the data

network, presenting gaming related information to a player via a video display device, receiving at

least one control signal generated by a remote control device for controlling the gaming session,

and sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network.

‘ Brief Description of the Drawings

[0032] FIG. 1 depicts a simplified block diagram of a gaming system according to one

embodiment of the invention.

[0033] ‘ FIG. 2 depicts a simplified block diagram of system elements relating to a host

gaming device of FIG. 1 according to one embodiment of the invention.

[0034] ' FIG. 3 depicts a simplified block diagram of system elements relating to a

remote player device of FIG. 1 according to one embodiment of the invention.

[0035] FIG. 4 is a flowchart depicting the .sequence of events for acknowledging

command messages in a gaming system as embodied in FIG. 1.

[0036] FIG. 5 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for establishing a

remote gaming session, playing a game, and terminating the remote gaming session in a gaming

system as embodied in FIG. 1. i

[0037] FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for transferring funds

from a player’s source of fimds in the gaming system of FIG. 1.
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[0038] FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for a host gaming

device of FIG..2 to connect to a network using security certificates and a certificate authority.

[0039] FIG. 8 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for a gaming device of

FIG. 2 to build and deliver an encrypted block of data representing the complete state of the

gaming device.

[0040] FIG. 9 is a flowchart depicting the sequence of events for retrieving a block of

data representing the state of a gaming device from a database and loading the block into a gaming

device as performed by a gaming system embodiment as in FIG. 1.

[0041] FIG. 10 is a more detailed block diagram of a gaming system as depicted in

FIG. 1.

[0042] FIG. 11 is a detailed block network diagram of a portion of a gaming system

as depicted in FIG. 10.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0043] The following detailed description is directed to certain specific embodiments

of the invention. However, the invention can be embodied in a multitude of different ways as

defined and covered by the claims. In this description, reference is made to the drawings wherein

like parts are designated with like numerals throughout.

[0044] In a traditional casino environment, gaming devices are generally located on a

gaming floor. Gaming devices are subject to regulation by gaming regulatory agencies.

Regulations may limit the locations where gaming devices may be placed and by limit users of

gaming devices to those of legal age to gamble in the respective-jurisdiction. Regulatory agencies

for a given jurisdiction may also limit the number of licensed gaming devices provided to a

licensee. Where gaming devices are physically located on a casino gaming floor, verification of

whether a device is being used in its licensed location within the jurisdiction may be determined by

physical inspection of the gaming floor. Further, monitoring of the gaming floor in casinos ensures

that players are of legal age as set by the jurisdiction.

[0045] An embodiment of a gaming system according to the present invention allows

a licensed host gaming device to be used by one or more remote player devices geographically

separated from the host gaming device, but still located within the jurisdiction of a gaming

authority. FIG. 1 depicts a simplified block diagram of an embodiment of a gaming system 100

according to the invention. One or more host gaming devices 160, 161, 162 are licensed gaming

devices. Although three host gaming devices are shown on FIG. 1, the gaming system 100 may

employ any number of host gaming devices ranging from one to thousands. For convenience of

discussion, set forth below is a description of certain aspects of the host gaming device 160. It is to

be appreciated that the other gaming devices may contain the following or different aspects.

-7-
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[0046] A host gaming device may be any device, comprised of electronic, mechanical,

or a combination of electronic and mechanical components, which is used for gaming and which

affects the result of a wager by determining win or loss. A host gaming device 160 is connected to

a data network 150. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, the data network of gaming system 100

is comprised of three logical segments. Gaming network 150 connects each host gaming device

160 and related elements such as the database 170 and central gaming controller 180. Remote

network 120 connects remote player devices 110, 111, 112 to the system. Backbone network 140

provides interconnection between the gaming network 150 and the remote network 120.

[0047] The database 170 may be computer server nmning database sofiware, or any

other commercially available database solution. In one embodiment, as depicted, the database 170,

'is a casino database. In other embodiments, the database may also contain other data related, or

unrelated to the casino operation.

[0048] Remote network 120 connects remote player devices 110, 111, 112 to the

system. Each remote player device 110 allows a user to play a game executing on a host gaming

device 160. For convenience of discussion, set forth below is a description of certain aspects of the

remote player device 110. It is to be appreciated that the other remote player devices may contain

the following or different aspects. Although three remote player devices are shown on FIG. 1, the

gaming system 100 may employ any number of remote player devices ranging from one to

thousands.

[0049] The remote network 120 may be any form of computer network, as discussed

below. In one particular embodiment, the remote network 120 is part of a network provided by a

cable television system. FIG. 10 depicts an embodiment of a gaming system where the remote

network 120 is provided through a digital home communications terminal (DHCT) 1000, such as a

set—top box.

[0050] Each host gaming device 160 may be located in any location approved by a

gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor. A host gaming device 160 provides a legally

regulated random number generator. Once generation of random number has been performed, a

game result is determined. Any further interaction through the game’s user interface is for the

benefit of a user. For example, in one embodiment of a gaming system, the host gaming device

may be a slot machine. Afier payment is made, through a coin, token, credit device, etc, the player

pulls a lever arm to execute play. In a mechanical game, for example, a slot machine, a game result

may be determined by the interaction of spinning wheels. In a host gaming device 160 of an

embodiment of the present invention, however, pulling the arm triggers generation of a random

number which determines the game result. Thus any spinning wheels or its electronic equivalent is
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purely for entertainment of the user. A host gaming device 160 plays at least one game of chance,

including, but not limited to, Slots, Blackjack, Poker, Keno, Bingo, or Lotteries.

[0051] FIG. 2 depicts a more detailed block diagram of an embodiment of a gaming

system 100 showing additional gaming system elements coupled to the host gaming device 160.

The host gaming device 160 may include local controls 220‘ such as an arm. The host gaming

device 160 may have a display 210 to present the results of a game to a user. Further, the gaming

device 160 may have a smart card reader 280. Functions of the smart card reader 280 may include

receiving payment for a game, or identifying a user for promotional or loyalty programs. A

biometric identity device 290, such as a fingerprint scarmer, may be used for similar functions by

the gaming system.

A [0052] Networks 120, 140, 150 may include any type of electronically connected

group of computers including, for instance, the following networks: Internet, Intranet, Local Area

Networks (LAN) or Wide Area Networks (WAN). In addition, the connectivity to the network

may be, for example, remote modem, Ethernet (IEEE 802.3), Token Ring (IEEE 802.5), Fiber

Distributed Datalink Interface (FDDI) Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), Wireless Ethernet

(IEEE 802.11), or Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1). Note that computing devices may be desktop, server,

portable, hand-held, set-top, or any other desired type of configuration. As used herein, the network

includes network variations such as the public Internet, a private network within the Internet, a secure

network within the Internet, a private network, a public network, a value-added network, an intranet,

and the like. In embodiments of the present invention where the Internet is the backbone network

140, gaming network 150 and remote network 120 may form a virtual private network (VPN)

transported over the Internet.

[0053] In preferred embodiments, the remote network 120 may be a closed-loop

network, such as the cable network depicted in FIG. 10. A closed-loop network 120 may have a

limited geographic scope which allows the geographic location of a remote player device 110 to be

identified. For example, a given cable network may be limited to a specific hotel. Each hotel room

may be provided with a remote player device 110 which may then be identified with that location.

In other embodiments, the remote network 120 may be a mobile telephone network which is

capable of identifying a caller’s geographic location.

[0054] As depicted in the simplified block diagram of FIG. 3, a remote player

interface 300 may comprise a remote player device 110, a display 310 for presenting game

information and a control 320 to provide user game control for the remote player device 160. In

one embodiment, a remote player interface 110 may also comprise a remote control 395 to provide

game controls. In preferred embodiments of the remote control, the connection 394 between the

remote control 395 and the remote player device 160 may be any type of wireless connection,
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including infra-red based protocols, or a RF wireless protocol such as Bluetooth (802.15.1). The

remote control 395 may also be connected to the remote player device 160 through a wired

connection such as Universal Serial Bus (USB), serial, or equivalent connection. The remote

control 395 may also include controls customized for gaming. A handheld computer may also

comprise a remote control 395.

[0055] The display 310 may be a television, a personal computer, or a handheld

computer device. A fixed or wireless telephone handset may comprise a display 310 and controls

320 of a remote player interface. In some embodiments the controls 320 may be integrated with

display 310, as for instance, in a touch screen.

[0056] In one embodiment, the game information may be a random number which

represents the result of the game, information related to gaming device jackpots, or player credits.

In another embodiment, the gaming infonnation may be multimedia, sound and images, including,

in one embodiment, video, representing the execution of a game. In another embodiment, game

information may also be software for execution on a remote player device 110 or on any element of

a remote player interface 300, such as a remote control 395, which interactively presents the game

through the remote player interface 300.

[0057] To enable regulatory conformance of the gaming system, gaming device users

must be geographically within an approved jurisdiction and of legal age in the jurisdiction. In a

regulated gaming environment, such as a gaming floor, physical control of the premises allows

enforcement of this requirement. For remote player devices 110 not operated in the regulated

gaming environment of a gaming floor, the age of the user of a remote player device 110 must be

verified before game information is provided by a host gaming device 160. Credentials may be

received from a user using a variety of security devices and compared to records, such. as in a

database 170 to confirm identity and thus age of the user.

[0058] To ensure compliance with regulatory requirements, a gaming system 100 may

identify the geographic location of a remote player device 110. As discussed above, a network 120

may be a closed-loop network 120 whose devices are thereby identified in geographic location by

the location of that network. Other embodiments may employ a GPS system on the remote player

device 110 to provide the geographic location of the device 110. In other embodiments, the remote

network 120 may be a mobile communications network which provides the geographic location of

network clients, such as a remote player device 110.

[0059] In one embodiment, a security device may be a smart card reader 380 that is

coupled to the remote player device 110. In embodiments using a smart card reader, a user inserts

a smart card into the reader which provides credentials sufllcient to verify the age of the user. In
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one such embodiment, indicia present on the smart card reader are compared to records in a casino

database 170 to verify the age of the user. _

[0060] In other embodiments, a remote player device 110 may be coupled to a

biometric identity device 390, such as a fingerprint scanner. In one embodiment, information

received from the biometric identity device 390 may be compared to records in a casino database

170 to verify the age of the user. In other embodiments a biometric ident:ity device 390 may be

retinal scanner or facial recognition device.

[0061] In some embodiments, the controls 320 may include an input device (not

pictured in FIG. 3) coupled to a remote player device 110 to receive a password or PIN as a

security device. The password or PIN may be compared to information, such as records in a casino

database 170 to verify the identity, and thus the age, of the remote player device user. For

example, the input device may be a keyboard, rollerball, pen and stylus, mouse, or voice

recognition system. The input device may also be a touch screen associated with an output device.

The user may respond to prompts on the display by touching the screen. The user may enter

textual or graphic information through the input device. The controls 320 may be coupled to a

display 310 in the form of a personal computer, a television, a television with a set-top box, a

handheld computer, or a telephone, fixed or mobile, handset. I

[0062] Embodiments of a remote player device 110 may be a television, a cable

interactive set-top box, a remote control, a personal computer, or a mobile or fixed telephone

handset. Another embodiment may comprise a handheld computer coupled to a fixed or preferably

wireless network. Also, a host gaming device 160 may also be a remote player device 110.

[0063] In one embodiment, a remote gaming device 110 may be in a location

approved by a gaming agency with controls 320 and display 310 which match the appearance of a

stand-alone gaming device. For example, a remote gaming device 110 may be appear to be a slot

machine with an arm control 320, a mechanical or electronic “slots” display _310. -In other

embodiments, remote gaming devices 110, regardless of location, may have controls and displays
which match the appearance of a host gaming device 160. This may include control devices

coupled to personal computers or set-top boxes which may be customized for one or more games.

[0064] Indicia of identity and age received from a smart card reader 380, biometric

identity device 390, or user entry of a password may also be compared to records stored on the

remote player device 110. For example, a remote player device 110 in a hotel room may be

programmed by hotel staff to store identification informat:ion for eligible guests in the room

containing the gaming device without the identification information being included in the casino

database 170. In these embodiments, access to the remote player device thus may itself be an

indicium of legal age to the central gaming controller 180 or host gaming device 160.

-1 1-
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[0065] A central gaming controller 180 may manage the interaction of remote player

devices and hostgaming devices. The central gaming controller 180 may comprise one or more

server computers or may be integrated with a host gaming device. In the embodiment depicted in

FIG. 10, the application server 1027 and request processing servers 1023 comprise the central

gaming controller 180.

[0066] One embodiment of a gaming system 100 comprises a single remote player on

a remote player device 110 establishing a gaming session on a host gaming device 160 with no

local player using the host gaming device 160. In this embodiment, the local controls 220 of a host

gaming device 160 become disabled for local play during the remote gaming session.

Correspondingly, a host gaming device 160 in this embodiment also becomes unavailable for

remote play while a player uses the local controls 220 to use the host gaming device 160. A

[0067] Another embodiment comprises a single player using the local controls 220 of

a host gaming device 160 and a single remote player on remote player device 110 concurrently.

Thus in this embodiment, the local game controls 220 on the host gaming device 160 are not

disabled during the remote gaming session.

A [0068] . Another embodiment of the gaming system 100 comprises a single local player

of the host gaming device 160 and multiple remote players on a plurality of remote player devices

110 having concurrent gaming sessions. A similar embodiment comprises multiple concurrent

remote players and no local players on the host gaming device 160 because the local controls 220

may be disabled during the remote gaming sessions.

[0069] Another embodiment of a gaming system 100 comprises one or more remote

player devices 110 which are physically located in a location approved by a gaming agency and

networked to a host gaming device 160 that hosts both local and remote player sessions. Players

physically located in the casino may occupy a remote player device 110 and .play the games

provided by the host gaming device 160. Concurrently, gaming sessions to one or more remote

player devices 110 physically located outside the casino may be provided. Thus, in this

embodiment, players may concurrently play using the host gaming device 160, a physically remote

player device 110, or a remote player device 110 in a location approved by a gaming agency.

[0070] Another embodiment of the invention comprises one or more remote player

devices 110, physically located in a location approved by a gaming agency and at least one host

gaming device 160. In this embodiment, player sessions may only be established on a host gaming

device 160 from a remote player device 110 if that remote player device 110 is physically located

in a location approved by a gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor. Players may also play

the host gaming device 160 using local controls 220 concurrently with remote player sessions.
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Thus, in this embodiment, players may concurrently play using the host gaming device 160, or a

remote player device 110 that is located in a location approved by a gaming agency.

‘[0071] In each of the above disclosed embodiments, the remote player devices 110

that may concurrently receive game information from a host gaming device 160 may be limited to a

predetermined munber that is determined by a regulatory gaming agency for the jurisdiction.

[0072] A remote player device 110 that is physically located in the casino in a

location approved by a gaming agency, such as a casino gaming floor, may differ from a remote

player device physically located outside the casino floor. In one embodiment, a remote player

device 110 located in a location approved by a gaming agency resembles the appearance of a stand-

alone gaming device and may thus be similar in appearance and operation to the host gaming

device 160.

[0073] In one embodiment, a remote player device 110 requests game data from the

host gaming device 160 by sending a request for a game to a central gaming controller 180. The

central gaming controller 180 then transmits the request for a game to the host gaming device 160.

The host gaming device 160 receives the request and provides game data to the central gaming

controller 180 that passes to the remote player device 110. That information is then translated into

a game by the remote player device 110 and displayed or performed to the player. The remote

player device 110 may contain on-board hardware and sofiware that may be required to present a

game. The regulated portion of hardware and software required to execute a game, such as a

random number generator, is on the host gaming device 160 and the information transmitted to the

remote player device 110 each time a game is requested.

[0074] Gaming devices according to an embodiment of the invention may use mixed-

protocol delivery systems for game content and game results. Game information and results

comprising image and sound data may be delivered by packet based network protocols such as IP

datagrams, by connection-oriented network protocol_s, or by alcombination of both. Streaming

media protocols may also be employed.- During a given gaming session, these communication

methods may be used interchangeably or concurrently.

[0075] In one embodiment, communication over the data networks 120, 140, or 150,

may use IP datagrams to package image and sound data comprising a host gaming device interface

and display, encrypts it, and delivers it to the remote player device.

[0076] Internet Protocol (IP) is a network layer protocol used by many corporations,

governments, and the Internet worldwide. IP is a connectionless network layer protocol that

performs addressing, routing and control functions for transmitting and receiving datagrams over a

network. The network layer routes packets from source to destination. An IP datagram is a data

packet comprising a header part and a data part. The header part includes a fixed-1ength header
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segment and a variable-length optional segment. The data part includes the information being

’ transmitted over the network. As a connectionless protocol, IP does not require a predefined path

associated with a logical network connection. Hence, IP does not control data path usage. If a

network device or line becomes unavailable, IP provides the mechanism needed to route datagrams

around the affected area.

[0077] The remote player interacts with a game through a remote player interface 300.

A remote player device 110 may send commands back to the central gaming controller 180 as, in

one embodiment, IP datagrams. The IP datagrams are interpreted by the central gaming controller

180 and used to proxy user interface interaction between the gaming device and the remote player.

Game results may also be packaged as IP datagrams and delivered to the remote player through this

method. . 4

[0078] Alternative embodiments may use connection-oriented protocols such as TCP,

or a combination of connection oriented protocols and cormectionless packet protocols such as IP.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a transport layer protocol used to provide a reliable,

connection-oriented, transport layer link among computer systems. The network layer provides

services to the transport layer. Using a two-way handshaking scheme, TCP provides the

mechanism for establishing, maintaining, and terminating logical connections among computer

systems. TCP transport layer uses IP_ as its network layer protocol. Additionally, TCP provides

protocol ports to distinguish multiple programs executing on a single device by including the

destination and source A port number with each message. TCP perfomis functions such as

transmission of byte streams, data flow definitions, data aclmowledgments, lost or corrupt data re-

s transmissions, and multiplexing multiple connections through a single network connection.

Finally, TCP is responsible for encapsulating information into a datagram structure.

[0079] Static content comprisingithe game interface or other elements of the game

may be delivered to the remote player device 110 and stored on the remote player device. This

delivery of content may use a mixed—protocol as described above. A static image may be a fixed

image or an animation activated by the remote control device. Such images may further be

overlaid with additional game content such as images and sound that is delivered dynamically

during game play. A

[0080] In an embodiment of the invention, a central gaming controller 180 converts

image and sound data comprising the gaming device interface and display from the remote machine

into a data stream (for example but not limited to MPEG-2), encrypts it, and delivers it to the

remote player device 110. The remote player interacts with the game using the remote player

interface 300 to send commands back to the central gaming controller as IP datagrams. The IP

datagrams may be interpreted by the central gaming controller 180 and used to proxy user interface
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interaction between the gaming device 160 and the remote player device 110. Game results may

also be packaged as a data stream and delivered to the remote player through this method

[0081] FIG. 4 is a flowchart depicting a method employed when a command message

is acknowledged by a central gaming controller 180 according to one embodiment of a gaming

system 100. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Note that in some embodiments, not all messages

received by the central gaming controller 180 need be acknowledged. Starting at step 401, a

command message is sent to the central gaming controller 180 by a host on the network The host

may be remote player device 110 used for remote play, or other authorized network devices. Next,

at step 405, a qualified request message is received by the central gaming controller 180. Moving

to step 410, the message is then recorded in a database. The database may be a casino database

170. Proceeding to step 415, the message is processed and a response prepared. Next at step 420,

theiresponse is recorded in the database. Moving to step 425, the ‘response is sent back to the

requesting device. At step 430, a test to determine whether an acknowledgment of the message has

been received is made. Continuing at step 435, if the timeout value has passed control continues to

step 440, if the timeout period has not expired control returns to step 430. Moving to step 440,

whether the message has not been acknowledged by the originating host is tested. If

acknowledgement has been received, control proceeds to 445, if not control proceeds to step 455.

At step 445, the message status is recorded as “RECEIVED” and the process moves to the end

state. Returning to step 455, where the process flow continues following an unacknowledged

message, the system sends a status request message to the sending host. Next, at step 460, if the

originating device responds to the message then flow continues to step 465, otherwise control

moves to step 480. Moving to step 465, a diagnostic message ispsent to query whether the

originating device is ready to receive the original message. Next at step 470, if the originating host

responds that it is ready to receive the original message, then control transfers to step 425 but if the

originating host fails to respond then control moves to step 480. Moving to step 480, the status of

the originating host is set to offline until such time as the originating host can respond or

reinitializes, and the process moves to theend state. .

[0082] FIG. 5 is a flowchart depicting a method used when a request for a remote

gaming session is received, when playing a game, and when terminating the remote gaming

session. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at 510, a request for a remote gaming session

is received as a request for a secured encrypted connection to the central gaming controller 180.

Included in the request are the remote players security credentials in the form of a security

certificate, for example, X.S09 certificate. Next at 515, the security credentials are authenticated.
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This authentication may be performed by submitting the security certificate to a certificate

authority for authentication. Moving to 520 if the player is not authenticated, control reverts to

515. Continuing to step 525, the central gaming controller 180 establishes a secure encrypted

connection with the remote player device 110. Next, at step 530, if required the player transfers

funds to use during the remote gaming session. Continuing to step 535, the player then chooses a

host gaming device 160 to play. Next, at step 540, in one embodiment, when a host gaming device

160 is chosen for remote access play the local controls of the host gaining device 160 is disabled to

prevent local play. Moving on to step 545, a remote play session isiopened on the host gaming

device 160. Continuing at step 550, alter a remote gaming session is established on the host

gaming device, the central gaming controller 180 sends a message to the host gaming device 160

instructing it to displace representations of its user controls, graphics and sounds to the remote

player interface 300. The central gaming controller 180 directs the host gaming device 160

controls over the secured encrypted connection and manages the remote gaming session. Next at

step .555, the remote player may transfer funds from a player account to the host gaming device 160

for wagering on the host gaming device 160. Moving to step 560, a wager is made. Next at, 656 a

game is played. Continuing to step 570, the central gaming controller 180 delivers the results of

the game to the remote player interface 300. Next at step 571, the remote player may repeat the

sequence from step 560. Next at step 575, if there are any credits on the host gaming device 160

"when the player terminates the remote gaming session, the central gaming controller 180

automatically transfers those credits back to the players account. Moving to step 580, the central

gaming controller 180 tenninates the remote gaming session with the host gaming device 160.

Continuing to step 585, the central gaming controller 180, enables local play on the host gaming

device 160, control is then transferred to the end state.

I [0083] FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting a method for a host gaming device 160 to

become connected to a network using security certificates and a certificate authority. Depending

on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps merged, or the order of

the steps rearranged. Starting at 705, a host gaming device 160 starts the process of connecting to a

network as part of its initialization mode. Continuing to step 720, at a point during initialization,

the host gaming device 160 submits a security certificate to a certificate authority for

authentication. Moving to step 725, the certificate authority authenticates the certificate. Next at

step 730, if the certificate is authenticated control moves to step 740, otherwise control moves to

step 735. Continuing on to step 740, the host gaming device 160 is permitted onto the network and

the process moves to its end state. Returning to step 735, if the certificate is not authenticated then

a log entry is generated and the host gaming device 160 is not permitted onto the network.
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[0084] Embodiments according to the invention may also use instant messaging

and/or email messaging systems. Typical instant messaging systems permit computer users to type

text messages and add file attachments into a host program and have the host program

automatically deliver the text through a virtual direct connection to a target computer. Public email

systems are those available for general use, as over the intemet. Examples of public instant

messaging systems in use today include but are not limited to chat programs like IRC, MSN

Messenger, AOL Instant Messaging and a host of others. Private systems are restricted to a casino

or gaming system. Typical email messaging systems permit messages and file attachments to be

entered into a host program and addressed to a specific recipient on a network. These messages

may not be delivered directly to the addressee, but are sent to a storage area where the recipient

may retrieve the message at a time of their own choosing. _

[0085] Gaming devices 160 and remote player devices 110 routinely exchange

information with a central gaming controller 180 for, typically, but not limited to, account and

game tracking functions. In one embodiment of the invention, devices may send and receive data

over public and/or private ernail-type messaging systems. The message body of any particular

message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary format, and may be encrypted or in

human-readable format. Messages may be sent at a time determined by the message originator,

typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may be any

device capable of consuming the message. The message recipient may be responsible for checking

the prescribed message storage area for messages addressed to it. The message recipient may reply

to a received message or may generate a new message to a specific recipient, a group of recipients,

or all recipients connected to the system. Remote player devices 110 may periodically check for

new messages in the system and process them.

[0086] According to one embodiment of the invention, gaming devices 160 may send

and receive data over public and/or private instant messaging systems. The message body of any

particular message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary format, and may be encrypted

or in human-readable format. Messages may be sent at a time determined by the message

originator, typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may

be any device capable of consuming the message. Both the gaming device 160 and the message

recipient may queue incoming and outgoing messages. Queuing messages permits devices

involved in instant message communications to accept new messages while processing received

messages and to generate outgoing messages for delivery as system resources permit.

[0087] In another embodiment according to the invention, devices may send and

receive data over public and/or private email—type messaging systems. The message body of any

particular message may vary, using a proprietary or non-proprietary fonnat, and may be encrypted

or in human-readable format. Messages may be sent atla time determined by the message
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originator, typically, but not exclusively, in response to an event. The recipient of the message may

be any device capable of consuming the message. The message recipient may be responsible for

checlcing the prescribed message storage area for messages addressed to it. The message recipient

may reply to a received message or may generate a new message to a specific recipient, a group of

recipients, or all recipients connected to the system Gaming system devices 110 and 160 may

periodically check for new messages in the system and process them.

[0088] Embodiments according to the invention may present promotional messages

during remote play sessions. Messages sent may comprise instant messages for promotional

information, notification of events, or other pieces of information that can be communicated

electronically. Promotional messages may also include jackpot and bonus information. A

promotional message server may be used to construct and send promotional messages. In one

embodiment, a computer server, comprising a central gaming controller 180, may also comprise the

promotional message server.

[0089] A user interface may be provided to construct message templates. These

templates are then used to construct a deliverable message. Embodiments of a message template

may comprise a timeout value that indicates how long the message is to be displayed, the frequency

with which the message displays in relationship to other scheduled messages, a limitation value

that prevents the message from being displayed too often and an expiration date after which the

message is no longer used in the system. Custom graphics and display modes may also _ be

specified for a message template, such as icons, animations, and various scrolling methods.

[0090] A remote player device 110 may present a promotional message for an amount

of time detemiined from the contents of the promotional message. The promotional message may

be presented to a user in conjunction with gaming information. The presentation may contain

icons, animations, and various scrolling methods. In addition multimedia such as sound and video

may be utilized.

[0091] The promotional message server may also provide a dynamic data insertion

function to insert player information such as the player’s name or birthday into a message prior to

delivery. Dynamic data insertion may be accomplished through the use of specialized tags within

the message body. When encountered, the tag characters within the message are replaced with data

from a related data source. The specific tag’s character sequence is associated with a specific

subset of the data in the data source, such as a player’s name in a data source of player information.

Processing comprises reading the data source and its subsets, parsing the specialized tags from the

message template, indexing the data source and replacing the tag characters with data from the data

source to create a deliverable message for each item in the data source. This sequence continues

until all the data in the data source has been included in messages. The messages may be delivered
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as they are created or queued until all items in the data source have been used to create messages,

then all messages may be’ sent at the same time.

[0092] In one embodiment, a gaming system 100 may comprise a card reader installed

in a gaming device 280 or remote player device 380. Promotional messages may be based on ’

information obtained about a player that is either stored on a card inserted into the card reader or

by using identifying information fi'om the card to access the casino’s proprietary database

systems 170.

[0093] One embodiment of the promotional message server may also provide a

dynamic grouping frmction in which a subset of players currently gaming is selected and collected

into a group. Casino operators may address a message template to this dynamic subset of current

players and send a specific message or messages exclusively to that subset. These messages may

be constructed using the dynamic data fimction. The dynamic grouping function may use criteria

specified by the casino and available in the casino’s proprietary database systems 170 and criteria

generated by live gaming activity to establish a profile that players must meet to be selected. The

criteria may comprise loyalty points the player has earned, a player's birthday, length of current

gaming session, or other data that is collected by the casino on players and gaming activity. T

[0094] The dynamic grouping function may be scheduled to run at time intervals

determined by the casino. Each time the interval is reached the promotional gaming server

searches for current players that meet the established criteria and builds a dynamic group then

sends the assigned message to that group of players exclusively. The gaming devices 160, remote

player device 110, card readers installed in gaming devices 280 and remote player device 380, and

casino proprietary database systems 170 may provide data to search for players that meet the

specified criteria and assemble them into a dynamic group.

[0095] In one embodiment of the invention, the casino may advertise a casino

sponsored event. The casino may use a user interface display to construct the message and schedule

its delivery start time, duration of the message e.g. number of hours, days, weeks, or months that

the message will run, and specific values that weight the message’s delivery interval and frequency

amongst other promotional messages scheduled in the system. The style of message may also be

specified, including but not limited to flashing, scrolling, scroll direction, and the use of custom

graphics. The casino operator may also specify the criteria players must meet to receive the

message. Once the casino operator accepts the promotional message configuration, the

promotional message server may deliver the message across a network to remote player devices

110 or host gaming systems 160. i

[0096] An embodiment of a gaming system 100 may provide for the electronic

transfer of funds to a gaming device for the purpose of malcing wagers. When a player chooses a

gaming device 160 to play remotely, funds are electronically transferred to the gaming device and
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appear as credits on the gaming device 160. The player then uses those credits to make wagers on

game outcome. When the player is finished, the system transfers any remaining credits on the

gaming device back to the sourceof or to an alternate storage. Limitations on the amount of

funds transferred may be set for a minimum or maximum amormt transferred, a minimum or

maximum amount transferred within a given time period, or a minimum or maximum amount

transferred for the life of the account, or a combination of any of these. The limitation may also

varyibetween accoimts, permitting one accormt to have a different limitation on transfers than

another. When the limitation set is reached, further transactions are prevented until the limitation

is resolved. The limitation may be set voluntarily by the player, by the casino, or by a gaming

authority. Limitations may be set for all players within a specific jurisdiction or for selected

players only. The source of funds used by a player for remote access play may be maintained in a

database located on a computer that is directly or indirectly connected to the casino network 150.

[0097] FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting an embodiment of the invention whereby a

player transfers fimds from a bank account to a player account for the purpose of wagering on

games. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps

merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at step 601, a remote player device 110

initiates an electronic frmds transfer. Continuing to step 605, the central gaming controller 180

verifies the remote players banking information. Next at step 610, if the banking information is

valid, connol transfers to step 620, otherwise control moves to step 615. Continuing at step 620,

the remote player device 110 prompts the player to enter the amount of the transfer. Moving to

step 615, the central gaming controller 180 verifies fund availability. Next at step 630, if frmds are

not available control moves to step 615. Otherwise, control moves to step 635, where, in a one

embodiment, the ‘central gaming controller 180 may consult a casino database 170 and determine

whether the remote players total gaming activity exceed limits placed on that activity. Next at step

640, if the limit is reached control moves to step 615. Otherwise, continuing at step 645, the

transfer is completed. Returning to step 615, if the players banking information is not correct,

funds are not available or a transfer limit is reached, then the transaction is canceled and control

transferred to the end state. _. _

[0098] An embodiment of a gaming system 100 may record the interaction between

remote players and host gaming devices 160 during remote gaming sessions for the purpose of

resuming games in-progress after a communications failure. If at anytime the connection between

the remote player and a gaming device becomes unavailable, the system has a suflicient record of

player positions to restart the game as at the time just prior to the failure. Thus an embodiment of a

gaming system may record, transfer, and reinstate on a like device an encrypted block of data

representing the precise state of a particular gaming device 160 at the time that the data block is

requested. The encrypted block of data is generated by the gaming device 160 and transferred
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using a communication protocol. The encrypted block of data may be used to continue a game in-

progress that was interrupted by a gaming device 160 failure or other system failure. In addition,

the payer’s wager and credit data along with gaming payout data may be included in the data block.

The data may also be transported to another gaming device 160 for the purpose of completing an

interrupted game or resmning a gaming session. The destination gaming device 160 receives the

encrypted block of data, decrypts it, and loads the game state into its own systems, allowing a game

in-progress to complete or a game session to continue. .

[0099] FIG. 8 is a flowchart depicting a method for a gaming device 160 to build and

deliver an encrypted block of data representing the complete state of the gaming device.

Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed, steps merged, or

the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at 805, a central gaming controller 180 sends a message

to a host gaming device 160 to initiate the build of the encrypted data block. Continuing to step 10,

the gaming device responds with an acknowledgement. Next, at step 815, the ga.ming device 160

begins the build process. When finished with the build and encryption process, at step 820, the

gaming device saves the data block to non-volatile memory in the gaming device. Continuing to

step 825, the gaming device 160 sets an indication that may be queried by the central gaming

controller 180 as to the status of the build/encryption process. Moving to step 830, the central

ga.ming controller 180 checks the garrring device’s status. Next at step 835, if the build/encryption

process is complete, control continues to step 840, otherwise control returns to step 830. Moving

to step 840, the central gaming controller 180 retrieves the data block from the gaming device 160.

Next, at step 845, when the central gaming controller 180 has retrieved the data block it saves the

data block to a database. Continuing to step 850, the central gaming controller then checks the

validity of the saved data block. If the data block is not verified then the central gaming controller

initiates another retrieval by returning control to step 840.

[0100] FIG. 9 is a flowchart depicting a method for retrieving an encrypted block of

data representing the state of a gaming device from a database and loading the encrypted block into

a gaming device. Depending on the embodiment, additional steps may be added, others removed,

steps merged, or the order of the steps rearranged. Starting at step 905, the central gaming

controller 180 retrieves a saved encrypted data block from the database. Next at 910, the controller

180 verifies the integrity of the data block. Continuing to 915, if the data block is verified, control

continues to step 925, if not control moves to step 920. Returning to the flow of control at 925, the

central gaming controller 180 notifies a target gaming device 160 of an intent to upload the data

block. Next, at step 930, the target gaming device 160 responds with a message indicating whether

it is available for the upload. Moving to step 935, if the target device is ready control moves to

step 940, if not control is diverted to step 920. Returning back to step 940, the encrypted data
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block is uploaded to the target gaming device 160. Next at step 945, the target gaming device 160

verifies the encrypted data block. Moving on to step 950, if the data block was verified, the

gaming device moves on to step 955, if not verified, control moves to step 920. Continuing on to

step 955, the gaming device 160 initializes its state to the new state defined by the received data

block and the process moves to the end state. Returning back to step 920, which is reached on

error conditions, an error log entry is generated and the requesting process notified.

[0101] FIG. 10 is a block diagram depicting one embodiment of a gaming system

according to the present invention wherein the host gaming devices 160 are available for remote

play over a network that connects to a cable modem termination system. The cable modem

termination system 1005 is located at the head-end of a cable television provider who makes

broadband network connectivity available as a service to its customers. Cable television customers

who subscribe to broadband or digital television services access the remote network 120 through a

digital home communications terminal (DHCT) 1000. The remote player device 110 may be a

stand—alone cable modem or a set-top box that includes a cable modem and a digital television

broadcast decoder. The DHCT 1000 may, in some embodiments include the remote player device

110. The remote player interface 300 may be any device or combination of devices that remote

players operate to interact with the remote player device 110, for example, a television with remote

control or a personal computer. To connect to the central gaming controller 180, a remote player

uses the remote player device 110 to send messages, using, in one embodiment, IP datagrams,

through the DHCT and the cable modem termination system 1005. The cable modem termination

system.1005 uses a network router 1004 to route the IP datagrams over a network connection 140'
to the central gaming controller 180. The backbone network connection 140 can be any type of

network connection such as a dedicated T1 or fiber optic over which network traffic can be

exchanged. . In preferred embodiments the backbone network 140 is part of a closed loop network.

However, in other embodiments, a public network such as the Internet may form at least a portion

of the backbone network. Encryption of the data may be performed, either at the endpoints such as

remote player device 110, at a host gaming device 160, at a central gaming controller 180, over

network 120, or only over network 140.

[0102] Network traffic from the remote network 120 and backbone network 140

travels over a number of virtual local area networks (VLAN) configured using a multilayer network

switch 1022. Segmenting the internal network into VLANs creates security zones whereby only

permitted network traffic appears on a given VLAN.

[0103] IP datagrams are received over the backbone network 140 -through network

router 1020 and firewall 1021. Network router 1020 filters IP datagrams that are not coded with

the configured port for access to the gaming network 150. If an IP datagram passes the network
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router 1020 it then must pass the firewall 1021 in order for the IP datagram to be processed by the

request processing server(s) 1023 which comprise a portion of a central gaming controller 180 in

this embodiment

[0104] The firewall 1021 has two network interfaces 1050, 1051; the external-facing

network interface 1050 is connected to the router 1020 and the internal-facing network interface

1051 is connected to the multilayer network switch 1022. In this configuration the firewall 1021

acts as a type of network switch that may perform additional security checks on the IP datagrarn,

then move the datagram to the internal-facing network interface 1051 where the multilayer network

switch 1022 moves the datagram to the VLAN where request processing server(s) 1023 are located.

[0105] Each request processing server 1023 has two network interfaces 1052, 1053,

both connected to the multilayer network switch 1022. Each network interface 1052, 1053 may be

configured on a difierent VLAN of the multilayer network switch 1022. The multilayer network

switch 1022 moves IP datagrams between the firewalls 1021 internal-facing network interface 1051

and the request processing server(s) 1023 external-facing network interface 1052. This

embodiment provides a layer of protection for the host gaming devices 160 in the event that the

request processing server(s) 1023 are compromised.

[0106] When an IP datagram arrives at a request processing servers 1023 external-

facing network interface 1052, the request processing server 1023 interprets the IP datagiam and

issues commands over its internal-facing network interface 1053 to the application server 1027.

The request processing server 1023 may reject invalid commands or make other determinations as

to the appropriateness of a request that prevent the request from being passed on to the application

server 1027. Likewise, the request processing server 1023 may request data from the application

server for use in building its own response to the request, which mayior may not require an

acknowledgement from the remote player device 110 as described below.

[0107] Command messages received by the application server 1027 may be recorded

in a database using the database server 1025. The application server 1027 then {executes the

command, which may include any function relevant to the operation of the host gaining device 160

and may or may not return data to the request processing server 1023 for delivery to the remote

access player. In one embodiment, the database server 1025 may comprise the casino database

170. In other embodiments the database server 1025 and the application server 1027 may comprise

the casino database 170.

[0108] ' Some commands may require the remote player device 110 to aclmowledge the

receipt of information sent from the central gaming controller 180. For commands that require

acknowledgement, the central gaming controller 180 queues the status of the messages that are sent

to the remote player device 110. The status of messages sent but not acknowledged is stored in a
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database as “open” using the database server 1025. When the remote player device 110 receives

the message it sends an acknowledgment message back to the central gaming controller, which in

turn marks the message in the database as “closed”; indicating that the message has reached its

destination and has been acknowledged. If the message is not acknowledged within a specified

timeout,.the message is resent. FIG. 4 depicts the sequence of events for the receipt, queuing and

response loop for qualifying messages.

[0109] Recording of messages between the remote player device 110 and a host

garrring device 160 by the central gaming controller 180 allows each game or transaction, on both

the host gaming device 160 and remote player device 110, to be recorded. This allows each host

gaming device or remote player device to be individually auditable using standard accounting

practices in the gaming jurisdiction where the game is located. In one embodiment, a third party,

‘such as a gaming authority may be sent the records of games and transactions online by the gaming

system 100.

[0110] When the application server 1027 receives a command request that requires

communication with gaming devices 160, 161, 162 it connects to those devices using terminal

server 1035. Terminal server 1035 provides Ethernet connectivity to the RS232 serial interface

1054 of the game. Through that interface the remote player device 110 communicates to the

gaming devices 160, 161, 162 using a communications protocol supplied by the gaming machine

manufacturer. The protocol includes commands that permit the remote operation‘ of the gaming

devices 160, 161, 162 and the reporting of game results so that the application server 1027 can

control remote play.

[0111] FIG. 11 depicts a more detailed network diagram of one embodiment of

network 150 and elements of a gaming system 100 connected to network 150. This includes a host

gaming device 160, and a database 160. As in the embodiment of FIG. 10, a central gaming

controller 180 may be comprised of request processing servers 1027 and an application server 1023
connected to one or more VLANs ofnetwork 150.

[0112] ‘ While the above detailed description has shown, described, and pointed

out novel features of the invention as applied to various embodiments, it will be understood that

various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form and details of the device or process

illustrated may be made by those skilled in the art without departing fi'om the spirit of the

invention. The scope of the invention is indicated by the appended claims rather than by the

foregoing description. All changes which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of

the claims are to be embraced within their scope.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1_. A gaming system comprising:

a data network, wherein the data network is comprised of at least one logical

segment, wherein at least one logical segment is a closed-loop network;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game wherein the host gaming device in a location approved by a

gaming agency;

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the closed-loop network; and

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

tra.nsactions on the host gaming device and on each of the plurality of remote player

devices,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined number of permitted remote player devices.

2. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game; and

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device,

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined number of permitted remote player devices, and

wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player devices is permitted based

upon, at least in part, the geographic location of the remote player device.

3. The system of Claim 2, wherein the predetermined number is determined by a

gaming agency.

4. The system of Claim 2, wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player

devices is permitted based upon, at least in part, an age of a user of the remote player device.

5. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the Internet.

6. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is comprised of at least one

logical segment.

7. The system of Claim 6, wherein at least one logical segment is a closed-loop

network.
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p 8. The system of Claim 6, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on a logical segment

corresponding to the remote player device.

9. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on information provided

by a mobile communications network.

10. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is configured to identify

the geographic location of a remote player device based, at least in part, on information provided

by a GPS device. _

11. The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the casino

intranet

12. ' The system of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the hotel

intranet

13. The system -of Claim 2, wherein the data network is, at least in part, a wireless

network. 1 '

14. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device is in a location approved

by a gaming agency.

15. The system of Claim 2, wherein the host gaming device includes at least one game

control configured to provide local use.

16. The system of Claim 15, wherein the host gaming device is configured to disable

local use when the host gaming device is providing game information to a remote player device.

17. The system of Claim 2, wherein each of the remote player devices is in a location

approved by a gaming agency.

18. The system of Claim 2, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

_ 19. The system of Claim 2, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each of the plurality of remote player devices.

20. The system of Claim 2, wherein the gaming information is, at least in part,

software.

21. The system of Claim 2, wherein at least one remote player device is coupled to a

credential device configured to receive information relating to a user of the remote player device.

22. The system of-Claim 21, wherein the information relating to the user is an age of I
the user.
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23. The system of Claim -21, wherein the information relating to a user is a password

that is input by the user.

24. The. system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is an input device
configured to receive a password from the user.

25. The system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is a smart card reader.

26. The system of Claim 21, wherein the credential device is a biometric device.

27. The system of Claim 28, wherein the biometric device is a fingerprint reader.

28. The system of Claim 21, further comprising: a database configured to provide

information associated with each of a plurality of users of the gaming system.

29. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes a

password.

30. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes

an age of the user.

31. The system of Claim 28, wherein the information associated with a user includes

information relating to a fingerprint of the user.

32. The system’ of Claim 2, wherein the host gamingdevice is configured to encrypt

the game information.

33. The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided via a public

email system.

34. The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided via a private

email system.

35. The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided through a public

messaging system.

36. The system of Claim 2, wherein the game information is provided through ‘a

private messaging system.

37. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device in a location approved by a gaming agency connected to the

data network, the gaming device configured to execute at least one game; and

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network.

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the host gaming device is configured to disable local use of the gaming

device when providing game information to the remote player devices.
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38. The system of Claim 37, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to‘ create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

39.‘ The system of Claim 37, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured "to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each of the plurality of remote player devices.

40. ‘ The system of Claim 37, wherein the host gaming device is configured to allow no

more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to concurrently receive game

information provided by the host gaming device.

41. A gaming system comprising:

gaming means for executing at least one game, the game providing game

information during execution;

local access means for providing local access to the game information for a user in

a location approved by a gaming agency;

player means for receiving game information, presenting game information and

providing at least one game control;

means for providing the game information over a data network to a predetermined

number of receiving means; '

means for determining the location of the receiving means; and

means for disabling the local access means.

42. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming ‘transactions on the gaming
means.

43. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the playing
means.

44. The system of Claim 41, wherein the predetermined number is determined by a

gaming agency.

45. The system of Claim 41, further comprising:

means for receiving information associated with a user of the gaming system.

46. The system of Claim 45, wherein the information associated with the user includes

the age of the user.

47. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated

with a user is a smart card reader.

48. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated

with a user is a biometric identity device.
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49. The system of Claim 45, wherein the means for receiving information associated

with a user is a keyboard configured to receive a password

50. The system of Claim 45, wherein the user information includes, at least, a

credential for authentication of the user.

51. The system of Claim 50, further comprising:

means for authenticating the credential coupled to means for limiting access to the

gaming system.

52. A method of remotely accessing a host gaming device on a remote player device

comprising:

establishing access to the host gaming device from the remote player device

through a data network;

receiving gaming related information from the host gaming device through the data

network;

presenting the gaming related information to a player;

receiving at least one control signal from the player;

sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network; and

disabling local use of the host gaming device.

53. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the remote player device.

54. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

providing a geographic location of the remote player device.

55. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

providing information relating to a user of the remote player device to the gaming

device.

56. The method of Claim 55, wherein the information relating to a user includes, at

least, the age of the user.

57. The method of Claim 52, further comprising:

allowing no more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to

concurrently establish a gaming session on the gaming device.

58. A method of providing remote access to a host gaming device comprising:

verifying a geographic location of a remote player device;

establishing a gaming session on a host gaming device from a remote player device

through a data network;

receiving at least one control signal from the remote player device through the data

network;
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sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data

network; .

59. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the host ga.rning device.

60. The method of Claim 58, further comprising: ‘

receiving infonnation relating to a user of the remote player device on the gaming

device.

61. The method of Claim 60, wherein the information relating to a user includes, at

least, the age of the user.

62. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

disabling local access to the gaming device.

63. The method of Claim 58, further comprising:

allowing no more than a predetermined number of remote player devices to

concurrently establish a gaming session on the gaming device.

64. A method of resuming an interrupted gaming session on a first host gaming device

comprising: A

generating a gaming state of the gaming session on the first gaming device;

encrypting the gaming state;

transporting the encrypted gaming state from the first gaming device;

transporting the encrypted gaming state to a second gaming device;

decrypting the gaming state on the second gaming device; and

loading the game state into a second gaming device to resume the gaming session.

65. I A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a first host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device

configured to:

execute at least one game,

generate a gaming state based on execution of at least one game;

encrypt the gaming state; and

send the encrypted gaming state over the data network;

a second host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device

configured to:

receive the encrypted gaming state over the data network;

decrypt the gaming state;

resume executing at least one game from the gaming state; and

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,
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wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device.

66. The system of Claim 65, wherein the remote player devices are each configm-ed to

receive an encrypted gaming state from a first gaming device over the data network and to send the

encrypted gaming state to the second gaming device.

67. The system of Claim 66, wherein the first gaming device is the second gaming

device. _

68. The system of Claim 65, wherein the second gaming device is configm-ed to

receive an encrypted gaming state from a first gaming device over the data network

69. The system of Claim 65, wherein the gaming state includes user payment

information.

70. The system of Claim 65, wherein the ga.ming state includes gaming machine

payout information.

71. The system of Claim 65, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

72. The system of Claim 65, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each of the plurality ofremote player devices.

73. A gaming system comprising:

means for executing at least one game;

means for generating a gaming state based on execution of at least one game;

means for encrypting the gaming state;

means for sending the encrypted gaming state;

means for receiving the encrypted gaming state;

means for decrypting the gaming state; and

means for resuming executing at least one game from the gaming state.

74. The system of Claim 73, wherein the gaming state includes user payment

information.

75. The system of Claim 73, wherein the gaming state includes gaming machine

payout information.

76. The system of Claim 73, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the host gaming

device.
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77. The system of Claim 73, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on each of the

plurality ofremote player devices.

78. A method of authenticating a user of a host gaming device comprising:

receiving a security certificate from the smart card;

‘ sending the security certificate to a certificate authority for authentication;

receiving an authentication reply fiom the authority; and

playing a game in response to the authentication reply.

79. A method of authenticating a user of a remote player device comprising:

receiving an indicia of identity for a user;

sending the indicia of identity to an authenticator device;

receiving an authentication reply from the authenticator device; and

authorizing use of a host gaming device based on the indicia of identity

80. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia of identity for a user is provided by a

biometric identity device.

81. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia of identity for a user is provided by a

password input by the user.

82. The method of Claim 79, wherein the indicia of identity for a user is provided by a

smart card.

83. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a host gaming device interfaced to the data network;

a plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network; and

a security device configured to provide player credentials to at least one remote

player device,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device,

wherein the host gaming device is configured to provide game information to a

predetermined number ofpermitted remote player devices, and

wherein at least one of the plurality of remote player devices is permitted based

upon, at least in part, on player credentials provided by the security device.

84. The system of Claim 83, wherein the security device is a smart card reader.

85. The system of Claim 83, wherein the sec1n'ity device is a biometric device.

86. The system of Claim 83, wherein the security device is an input device.

87. The system of Claim 86, wherein the player credentials are, at least in part, a

password.
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88. The system of Claim 83, wherein the remote player device is authorized to receive

game information provided by the host gaming device based, in part, on the player credentials.

89. The system of Claim 83, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

90. The system of Claim 83, finther comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each of the plurality of remote player devices.

91. A method of remotely accessing a gaming device comprising:

establishing a gaming session on a gaming device for a remote player device

through a data network;

sending gaming related information from the gaming device through the data

network; '

receiving at least one cont:rol signal from the remote player device through the data

network.

creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction

of a gaming session on the host gaming device;

creating an auditable gaming session record representing each gaming transaction

of a gaming session on the remote gaming device; and

sending the record to a third party through the data network.

92. The method of Claim 91 wherein the third party is a gaming authority.

93. A gaming system comprising:

a data network comprised of a plurality of logical segments wherein a security

policy controls the flow of data between logical segments;

a host gaming device connected to the data network, the gaming device configured

to execute at least one game; and I A i

a plurality of remote player devices connected to the data network,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device, and

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to control a

gaming session established on the gaming device subject to the security policy wherein the

security policy is based, at least in part, on the geographic location of a logical segment.

94. The system of Claim 93, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.
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95. The system of Claim 93, further comprising: i

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable recordof gaming

transactions on each of the plurality of remote player devices.

96. A gaming system comprising:

a data network;

a promotional message server configured to provide customized promotional

messages wherein each message is customized with information associated with a useriof

the gaming system;

a host gaming device interfaced to the data networlg and

a plurality of remote player devices interfaced to the data network,

wherein the plurality of remote player devices are each configured to receive game

information provided by the host gaming device and to receive and present promotional

messages.

97. The system of Claim 96, wherein the remote player devices are in a location

approved by a gaming agency.

98. The system of Claim 96, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device. i

99. The system of Claim 96, further comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each of the plurality of remote player devices.

100. The system of Claim 96, wherein promotional message are comprised of bonus

information. i

101. The system of Claim 96, wherein promotional message are comprised of jackpot

information.

102. The system of Claim 96, further comprising: at least one database configured to

provide information associated with a plurality of users of the gaming system.

103. The system of Claim 96, wherein each of the plurality of remote game devices is

associated with a user. A

104. The sys_tem of Claim 96, further comprising a smart card reader configured to

provide information associated with a user of the gaming system.

105. The system of Claim 102, wherein the database is configured to provide

information which forms, at least in part, the content of the promotional message.

106. The system of Claim 96, wherein each of the plurality of remote player devices is

configured to receive and present the promotional message in conjunction with game information

provided by the host gaming device.
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107. The system of Claim 106, wherein each of the plurality of remote player devices is

configured to present the promotional message for an amount of time.

108. The system of Claim 106, wherein the amount of time is based, at least, in part on

information associated with the promotional message.

109. The system of Claim 102, wherein the database is configured to provide

information which comprises, at least in part, the content of the promotional message.

110. The system of Claim 96, wherein the promotional messages are transported via an

instant messaging system. i

111. The system of Claim 96, wherein the promotional messages are transported via an

email system.

112. A method of displaying information on a remote player device comprising:

receiving a promotional message on a remote player device;

presenting the promotional message in conjunction with gaming information for an

amount of time; and

removing the promotional message from the remote player device.

113. The method of Claim 112, further comprising

calculating the amount of fime based, at least in part, on infonnation associated

with the promotional message.

114. A gaming system comprising:

means for data communication;

means for executing at least one game;

means for providing game information over the data network to a predetermined

number of receiving means; and

a plurality of means for receiving game information over the data communication

means, each coupled to a means for receiving customized promotional messages.

115. The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

means for presenting customized promotional messages in conjunction with game

information. i

116.‘ The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

means for sending promotional messages.

117. The method of Claim 114, fmther comprising:

means for providing data used to select which players receive customized

promotional messages.

118. The method of Claim 114, further comprising:

means for providing data which forms, at least in part, the content of promotional

messages.
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119. The system_of Claim 114, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on the host gaming

device.

120. The system of Claim 114, further comprising:

a means for creating an auditable record of gaming transactions on each of the

plurality ofremote player devices.

121. A gaming system comprising:

1 a data network;

a host gaming device interfaced to the data network;

at least one remote player device interfaced to the data network;

a video display device in communication with the remote player device; and

a remote control device in communication with the remote player device,

wherein the remote player device is configured to receive game information

provided hy the host gaming device and the remote control device is configured to control

operation of a game.

' 122. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a television.

123. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a computer.

124. The system of Claim 121, wherein the video display device is a control device.

125. The system of Claim 12], wherein the remote player device is coupled to a cable

television system. 1

126. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the Internet.

127. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the casino

intranet.

128. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, the hotel

intranet.

129. The system of Claim 121, wherein the data network is, at least in part, a wireless
‘ network.

130. The system of Claim 121, further comprising:

a central ‘gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on the host gaming device.

131. The system of Claim 121, fiirther comprising:

a central gaming controller configured to create an auditable record of gaming

transactions on each of the plurality of remote player devices.
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132. A method of remotely accessing a host gaming device comprising

establishing a gaming session on the host gaming device fi'om a remote player

device through a data network;

receiving gaming related information fi'om the host gaming device through the data

network; —

presenting gaming related information to a player via a video display device;

receiving at least one control signal generated by a remote control device for

controlling the gaming session; and

sending the control signal to the host gaming device through the data network.

133. The method of Claim 132, further comprising:

recording each gaming transaction occurring on the remote player device.
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5 USE OF AN ENCRYPTION SERVER FOR ENCRYPTING MESSAGES

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to communication systems, including but not

10 limited to encrypted communication systems.

Background of the Invention

15 Encrypted voice and data communication systems are well known.

Many of these systems provide secure communications between two or more

users by sharing one or more pieces of information between the users,

which permits only those users knowing that information to properly

decrypt the message. This information is known as the encryption key, or

2) key for short. Encryption keys may be private keys, where a single key is

utilized for encryption and decryption, or public keys, where multiple keys

are utilized for encryption and decryption.

Methods of encrypting using public-key encryption are well known in the

25 art. Typically, a public-key encryption is a method of encryption by which a

single message is encrypted using a sender's private key and then a

recipient's public key. The recipient then decrypts the message using the

recipient's private key and then the sender's public key. Typically, public

keys are 512 bits long, although some public keys have as few as 256 bits.

30 Some encryption experts recommend using 1024-bit keys. Because the

computational power required to break a key increases exponentially with

the length of the key, longer keys provide more security. ’ In addition,

because two keys are needed to decrypt a message, two longer keys are more
difficult to decrypt if neither key is known.
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Today, secure communication systems are used to transmit data in an

encrypted fashion. If a user wishes to send the same message to five

different recipients, the user must encrypt the message five different times,

each time using the public key of a different recipient for the message. The

user then transmits the five messages to the five recipients. Such a process,

however, is troublesome when the user wishes to transmit to, for example,

100 or more recipients. In this instance, the user must encrypt each

message individually 100 or more times, one for each recipient. If the user

has a portable communication device, such as a laptop computer, the user's

battery may run out of power before encryption and transmission of each

message has occurred. In addition, the encryption and transmission

process can consume a lot of time and processing power for the portable

device, rendering the portable device unavailable for other activities by the

user during the encryption and transmission time period. Thus, such

transmissions would be impractical for portable users.

Accordingly, there is a need for a method of transmitting encrypted data

messages to multiple users without resulting in a time or power barrier to
the user's communication device.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a communication system having an

encryption server in accordance with the invention.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an encryption server in accordance with the

invention.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing a method of transmission of a digital data

message to an encryption server in accordance with the invention.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing a method of transmission of an encrypted

message by an encryption server in accordance with the invention.
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Description of a Preferred Embodiment

The following describes an apparatus for and method of using an

encryption server for encrypting messages. Messages are encrypted twice,

once with the sender's private key and then with an encryption server's

public key before transmission of the messages to the encryption server.

The encryption server decrypts received messages with the encryption

server's private key, yielding an encrypted message, a user identification

(ID), and one or more recipient IDs. The encryption server encrypts the

encrypted message and the user ID individually with each of the recipient's

public keys and transmits the resultant message(s) to the appropriate

recipient. Each recipient decrypts the messages using the recipient's

private key and the sender's public key. A secure communication system is

thereby provided, wherein portable communication devices are neither tied

up nor drained of power because the device's user wishes to send a single

encrypted message to multiple recipients.

A method of using an encryption server for encrypting messages

comprises the steps of, at a communication unit operated by a user

generating a digital data message. The digital data message is encrypted

using a first key, yielding a first encrypted message. An identification of

the user and an identification of a first recipient are appended to the first

encrypted message, yielding an appended first encrypted message. The

appended first encrypted message is encrypted using a second key, yielding

a second encrypted message. The second encrypted message is transmitted‘

to an encryption server. At the encryption server, the second encrypted

message is received. The second encrypted message is decrypted using a

third key, yielding the appended first encrypted message. The first

encrypted message, the identification of the user, and the identification of

the first recipient are determined from the appended first encrypted
message. The first encrypted message and the identification of the user are

encrypted with a fourth key, yielding a third encrypted message. The third

encrypted message is transmitted to the first recipient. In the preferred

embodiment, the first key is a private key associated with the user, the

second key is a public key associated with the encryption server, the third

key is a private key associated with the encryption server, and the fourth key
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is a public key associated with the first recipient. Alternatively, the second

key and the third key may be identical. The transmitting steps may be

performed over wireless communication resources, such as radio frequency

communication resources, or wireline communication resources, such as

standard telephone lines or fiber optic cable.

In addition, the step of appending may further comprise the step of

appending an identification of a second recipient to the first encrypted

message, thereby yielding the appended first encrypted message. In this

case, the method further comprises the steps of encrypting, by the

encryption server, the first encrypted message and the identification of the

user with a fifth key, yielding a fourth encrypted message, and transmitting

the fourth encrypted message to the second recipient. In the preferred

embodiment, the fifth key is a public key associated with the second

recipient. Alternatively, the step of appending may comprise the step of

appending three or more identifications of recipients to the first encrypted

message, thereby yielding the appended first encrypted message.

A block diagram of a communication system having an encryption

server is shown in FIG. 1. An encryption server 101 is shown at the center

of FIG. 1. Further details of the encryption server 101 are shown in FIG. 2

described below. A user of a first communication unit 103 utilizes the first

communication unit 103 to generate an digital data message that is

encrypted in two stages in the preferred embodiment. In the first stage, the

digital data message is encrypted using a first key, which is the user's

private key in the preferred embodiment. The result of this encryption is a

first-stage encrypted message. (In an alternate embodiment, the digital

data message is not encrypted using the first key.) The user's identification

(ID) and one or more recipient IDs are appended to the first-stage encrypted

message, yielding an appended message. The appended message is

encrypted using a second key, yielding a second-stage encrypted message

105. In the preferred embodiment, the second key is the public key

associated with the encryption server 101. The communication unit

transmits the second-stage encrypted message 105 to the encryption server

via a wireless communication link to a wireless communication device 107,

such as a radio frequency (RF) base station, repeater, or radio, or infrared
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communication device. The second-stage encrypted message 105 is

conveyed by the wireless communication device 107 to the encryption server
101.

The encryption server 101 decrypts the second-stage encrypted message

105 using an appropriate key. In the preferred embodiment, the

appropriate key is the encryption server's private key. The encryption

server 101 then determines the user's ID from the decrypted message and

also determines the IDs of all recipients that the user indicated as intended

targets of the first-stage encrypted message. The encryption server 101 then

encrypts the user's ID along with the first-stage encrypted message by

encrypting with the public key of the first recipient. The resultant message

109 is transmitted to the first recipient, who utilizes communication unit

111. The encryption server then encrypts the first-stage encrypted message

along with the user's ID by encrypting with the public key of the second

recipient and transmitting the resultant encrypted message 113 to the

second recipient, who utilizes communication unit 115. This process

continues until the encryption server reaches the last recipient ID on the

user's list, and encrypts-the first-stage encrypted message along with the

user's ID by encrypting with the public key of the last recipient and

transmitting the resultant encrypted message 117 to the last recipient, who

utilizes communication unit 119.

The encryption server 101 may also receive user requests for encryption

from wireline communication devices 121 via wireline channels. As with

the wireless transmission, the encryption server decrypts the received

message 123 using the private key of the encryption server, then encrypts

the resultant message individually for each different recipient using the

appropriate recipient's individual public key. These recipients may be

wireline devices 127 and 131, which receive the messages 125 and 129 via
wireline communication channels.

The above examples describe RF to RF transmission and wireline to

wireline transmission of encrypted messages. Nevertheless, the method of

the present invention is equally successful if a wireline device 121 requests

transmission to wireless communication units 111, 115, and 119. Similarly,
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a wireless communication unit 103 may request transmission from the

encryption server 101 to wireline communication devices 127 and 131. In

addition, the recipients may be a combination of both wireless and wireline

communication units 111, 115, 119, 127, and 131, regardless of whether the

5 sender uses a wireless communication unit 103 or a wireline

communication device 121.

Upon receipt of the encrypted message from the encryption server, each

recipient decrypts the message with the recipient's own private key, and

10 after determining the user's ID, decrypts the resultant message with the

user's public key, thereby yielding the original digital data message. The

user is also referred to as the sender of the (second-stage) encrypted

message 105.

15 A block diagram of an encryption server 101, including its input signals

105 and output signals 109, 113, 125, and 117, is shown in FIG. 2. In the

preferred embodiment, the encryption server 101 is a Sun SparcServer2000

in a multiprocessor configuration, available from Sun Microsystems. The

encryption server 101 comprises one or more processors 201, such as

20 microprocessors or digital signal processors, as are well known in the art.

The processors 201 have access to encryption and decryption algorithm(s)

203, a public key data base 205, and memory 211. The encryption/decryption

algorithms 203 include public key algorithms, private algorithms, and other

algorithms as may be used in the art. The public key data base 205 includes

25 a list of IDs, as used by senders (users) and recipients, and the public keys

associated with each of these IDs. The memory 211 includes programming

and other data as is necessary to provide functionality as described herein

for the encryption server 101. A receive block for wireline and wireless

communications 207 and a transmit block for wireline and wireless

30 communications 209 are also connected to the processors 201. The receive

block for wireline and wireless communications 207 performs appropriate

demodulation techniques on received messages 105 and 123. The transmit

block for wireline and wireless communications 209 performs appropriate

modulation techniques on messages 109, 113, 124, and 117 to be transmitted.

35 In addition, the encryption server 101 may be equipped with hardware
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and/or software to provide the encryption server 101 with over-the-air-

rekeying capabilities.

As shown in FIG. 2, a user message 105 comprises a second-stage

encrypted (encrypted using the encryption server's public key) message

comprising the digital data message 105A, first-stage encrypted with the

user's (sender's) private key, in addition to the user ID and a number of

recipient IDs. Alternatively, the user message 105 may comprise an

unencrypted digital data message 105A, the user ID, and one or more

recipient IDs. The user message 105 is input to the receive

wireline/wireless block 207, the output of which is input to the processor(s)

201. The processor(s) 201 utilize(s) the encryption/decryption algorithm(s)

203 and the public key data base 205 to decrypt the message 105 using the

private key of the encryption server. The processor(s) 201 then determine(s)

the first-stage encrypted message 105A, the user ID, and the first recipient

ID from the decrypted message. The processor(s) 201 then determine(s) the

first recipient's public key from public key data base 205, and the encrypt the

first-stage encrypted message 105A and the user ID by using the

encryption/decryption algorithms 203 and the first recipient's public key.

The processor(s) 201 then append(s) the first recipient ID, thereby yielding a

message 109 that is sent to the transmit wireline/wireless block 209 for

transmitting to the first recipient's communication unit 111, as shown in

FIG. 1. A similar process is performed on the first-stage encrypted

message (or unencrypted digital data message) 105A and the user ID for

each of the recipients listed in the user's message 105.

In an alternate embodiment, the encryption server 101 may be physically
distributed as one or more encryption servers. In this embodiment, the

encryption server 101 encrypts the message using a second set of private

and public keys associated with a second server. The message so encrypted

is transmitted to the second encryption server. The second server decrypts
the message and then encrypts the message using the public key(s) of the

recipient(s). When traffic is heavy, the encryption server 101 may optimize

its efficiency by determining the computation required to transmit directly

to each recipient or transmit the request to one or more distributed servers.

This process is transparent to the user.
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The flowchart of FIG. 3 shows a method for use by a communication unit

in transmitting a digital data message to an encryption server 101. At step

301, a digital data message is generated. If at step 303 the digital data

message is not to be encrypted, the process continues with step 307. If at

step 303 the digital data message is to be encrypted, the process continues

with step 305, where the digital data message is encrypted using the private-

key of the user who wishes to communicate the message. At step 307, it is

determined if the IDs of the user and/or recipient(s) are to be encrypted. If

the IDs are to be encrypted, the process continues with step 309, where the

user ID and recipient ID(s) are appended to the encrypted message from

step 305 or the unencrypted message from step 301 if no encryption took

place. At step 311, the message from step 309, including the appended IDs,

is encrypted using the public key of the encryption server 101. The process

continues with step 317, where the encrypted message is transmitted to the

encryption server 101. If at step 307 the IDs are not to be encrypted, the

process continues with step 313, where the encrypted message of step 305 (or

the unencrypted message from step 301 if no encryption took place) is

encrypted with the public key of the encryption server 101. At step 315, the

user ID and recipient ID(s) are appended to the encrypted message of step

313, and the process continues with step 317.

In an alternative embodiment, i.e., when the digital data message is not

to be encrypted at step 303 of FIG. 3, the sender or user may decrypt the

digital data message and. if desired, the recipient IDs only once, using the

encryption server's public key. The encryption server then decrypts the

message using the encryption server's private key, and encrypts the

message individually for each of the recipients with the recipient's public

key. The recipient then decrypts the message using only the recipient's

private key. This method requires the user to locally store only-one public

key, the key of the encryption server. With this method, a single

symmetrical key may be used to encrypt and decrypt the messages between

the user and the encryption server 101, and one or more keys may be used to

encrypt the messages between the encryption server and the recipient.

Nevertheless, for better security, the encryption server 101 engaged in this

embodiment should be a physically secured, e.g., locked away with limited
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access, because‘ unencrypted information is present inside the encryption

server 101. An advantage of such a system includes enabling law

enforcement officials the ability to read the decrypted message as available

in the encryption server 101.

The flowchart of FIG. 4 shows the method performed by the encryption

server 101 in accordance with the present invention. At step 401, the

encryption server receives the encrypted message transmitted by the

communication unit 103. At step 403, the encryption server decrypts the

message received at step 401 with the private .key of the encryption server

101. At step 405, the encryption server determines the user ID, the recipient

ID(s), and the encrypted (generated at step 305 of FIG. 3) or unencrypted

(generated at step 301 of FIG. 3) data message. In an alternate

embodiment, the encryption server 101 may be equipped with the

appropriate keys to decrypt the digital data message 105A (when the

message 105A is encrypted) so that law enforcement agencies may have full

access to all information transmitted in the system.

At step 407, it is determined if the IDs (i.e., the user ID and/or recipient

ID(s)) are to be encrypted before transmission. If the IDs are to be

encrypted, the process continues with step 409, where the encryption server

encrypts the encrypted data message along with the user ID, and the

recipient's ID if desired, with the recipient's public key. At step 411, the

encryption server transmits the encrypted message to the recipient whose

public key was used at step 409. If at step 413 there are more recipients

identified by the user to which the encryption server has not yet encrypted

and transmitted the message, the process continues with step 407. If there

are no more recipients at step 413, the process ends. If at step 407, the IDs

are not to be encrypted, the process continues with step 415, where the

encrypted data message is encrypted with the recipient's public key, and the

user ID and the recipient's ID are appended to that encrypted message

without further encryption, and the process continues with step 411.

Optionally, all messages may be encrypted at one time, and then

transmitted in succession at one time, rather than encrypting a first

message with one public key, then transmitting the encrypted first message
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right away, then encrypting a second message using another public key,

and transmitting the encrypted second message immediately, and so forth.

The above text and associated drawings describe a method using

public-key encryption. Private-key encryption, where the same key is used

to encrypt and decrypt a message, may also be used. For example, the key

used to encrypt the message send to the encryption server may be the same

or identical key used to decrypt the encrypted message at the encryption

server. In addition, the encryption method employed by the user to encrypt

the original digital data message 105A may also be private-key encryption,

rather than public-key encryption. In addition, a different encryption

algorithm may be utilized for the user's first stage of encryption than for the

user's second stage of encryption, the result of which is transmitted to the

encryption server.

In the above manner, the encryption server encrypts the user's data

message individually for each different recipient using that particular

recipient's public key. The encryption server has more computing

resources available to it than an individual communication unit, and can

encrypt and transmit a message multiple times to many different users in a

more efficient manner than can an individual communication unit.

Individual communication units need not store all possible recipient's

public keys, but instead need store only the encryption server's public key.

Encryption of the recipient's ID(s) helps to secure the identity of the

recipient(s) and eliminates a source of information for traffic analysis by

undesired readers/interceptors of such information.

What is claimed is:
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Claims

1. A method comprising the steps of:

5 at a communication unit operated by a user:

generating a digital data message;

encrypting the digital data message using a first key, yielding a first

10 encrypted message;

appending an identification of the user and an identification of a first

recipient to the first encrypted message, yielding an appended first

encrypted message;

encrypting the appended first encrypted message using a second key,

yielding a second encrypted message;

transmitting the second encrypted message to the encryption server,

2) wherein the encryption server is not the first recipient.

25 2. The method of claim 1, wherein the first key is a private key associated

with the user and wherein the second key is a public key associated with the

encryption server.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of appending further comprises

30 the step of appending an identification of a second recipient to the first

encrypted message, thereby yielding the appended first encrypted message.
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4. A method comprising the steps of:

at an encryption server:

receiving a first encrypted message;

decrypting the encrypted message using a first key, yielding a decrypted

message comprising a second encrypted message, an identification of a

sender of the first encrypted message, and an identification of a first

recipient;

determining the second encrypted message, the identification of the sender,

and the identification of the first recipient from the decrypted message;

encrypting the second encrypted message and the identification of the

sender with a second key, yielding a third encrypted message;

transmitting the third encrypted message to the first recipient.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the first key is a private key associated

with the encryption server and wherein the second key is a public key

associated with the first recipient.

6. The method of claim 4, further comprising, when a second identification

of a second recipient is part of the decrypted message, the steps of

encrypting, by the encryption server, the second encrypted message and the

identification of the sender with a third key, yielding a fourth encrypted

message, and transmitting the fourth encrypted message to the second

recipient.
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7. A method comprising the steps of:

at a communication unit operated by a user:

generating a digital data message;

encrypting the digital data message using a first key, yielding a first

encrypted message;

encrypting the first encrypted message using a second key, yielding a

second encrypted message;

appending an identification of the user and an identification of a first

recipient to the second encrypted message, yielding an appended second

encrypted message;

transmitting the appended second encrypted message to the encryption

server;

at the encryption server:

receiving the appended second encrypted message;

determining the second encrypted message, the identification of the user,

and the identification of the first recipient from the appended second

encrypted message;

decrypting the second encrypted message using a third key, yielding the

first encrypted message;

encrypting the first encrypted message with a fourth key, yielding a third

encrypted message;

transmitting the third encrypted message to the first recipient.
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' 8. The method of claim 7, wherein the step of appending further comprises

the step of appending an identification of a second recipient to the second

encrypted message, thereby yielding the appended second encrypted

message.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the first key is a private key associated

with the user, wherein the second key is a public key associated with the

encryption server, wherein the third key is a private key associated with the

encryption server, and wherein the fourth key is a public key associated

with the first recipient.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein the identification of the user is

encrypted using the second key before the step of appending.
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(57) Abstract 

A digital satellite television system has a plurality of set-top—boxes associated with a plurality of end users’ television receivers,
a modem and a decoder housed in each STB, a Subscriber Authorization System (SAS) incorporating or having associated therewith a
plurality of communication servers, means included in the SAS for generating Electronic Managements Messages (EMM), a back channel
interconnecting each of the STBs individually with the SAS, means included in the SAS and each STB so that the necessary infonnation
required to inject a relevant EMM into the system is supplied directly to the relevant communication server included in or associated with
the SAS to authorise the release of the said EMM andlor means to connect the modem to the back channel and means whereby an EMM
is transmissible to the decoder directly from a relevant communication server included in or associated with the SAS. Further’ important
features are also disclosed.
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BROADCAST AND RECEPTION SYSTEM, AND CONDITIONAL ACCESS

SYSTEM THEREFOR I

The present invention relates to a broadcast and reception system, in particular to a

mass—market digital interactive satellite television system, and to a conditional access

system therefor.

In particular, but not exclusively, the invention relates to a mass—market broadcast

system having some or all of the following preferred features:—

0 It is an information broadcast system, preferably a radio and/or television

broadcast system

0 It is a satellite system (although it could be applicable to cable or terrestrial

transmission)

0 It is a digital system, preferably using the MPEG, more preferably the MPEG-

2, compression system forldata/signal transmission

0 It affords the possibility of interactivity.

More particularly the present invention relates to so—called pay television (or radio)

where a user/viewer selects a programme/filrn/game to be viewed for which payment

is to be made, this being referred to as a pay—per-view (PPV) or in the case of data

to be downloaded a so—called pay—per—file (PPF).

With such known PPV or PPF systems a significant amount of time is required to be

spent by the user/viewer in order to carry out the actions necessary to actually access

the product being selected.

For example, in one known system the sequence of steps which have to be carried out

are as follows:—

I) The user telephones a so—called Subscriber Management System (SMS)

which in this known system includes a number of human operators which answer the

subscriber's call and to whom the subscriber communicates the necessary information

concerning the selected product and concerning the financial status of the subscriber
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to a so—called Subscriber Authorization System (SAS) which has includedin it or

associated with it a plurality of communications servers.

ii) The operator at the SMS then !has to check the financial status of the

user before authorising the connection from the communications servers to the user's

television set so that the product can be delivered and viewed by the user.

In another known system the human operator is replaced by an automatic voice server

so that when the user telephones the SMS he/she hears a voice activated recording to

which the user conveys the same information as above.

This second arrangement reduces the delay inherent in the first described arrangement

which can be more easily overloaded when large numbers of users are wishing to

order a product at the same time.

However, even with this second arrangement the user is involved in inputting

significant infomiation in the form of lengthy serial numbers which operation provides

plenty of scope for error as well as being time consuming.

The third known arrangement involves the user making use of existing screen based

systems such as MINITEL in France and.PRESTEL in the United Kingdom, which

systems replace the voice activated server referred to above in connection with the

second arrangement. The MINITEL and PRESTEL systems themselves incorporate

a modem at the consumer end.

In all these known arrangements the user is involved in the expenditure of significant

time and effort in inputting all the information necessary to enable the system to in

effect authorize the transmission of the chosen product to the user's television set.

In the case of a satellite television system there is a further delay involved in the user

actually receiving the product selected.
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In PPV and PPF systems the key element in controlling the user's access to products

are so-called Entitlement Management Messages (EMM) which have to be injected

into the system in order to give the user product access. More particularly the EMMs

are the mechanism by which the encrypted data representative of a product is

decrypted for a particular individual user.

In known satellite television systems the EMMS are transmitted to the user's

televisions via the satellite link at regular intervals in the MPEG-2 data stream. Thus

in the case of a particular user's EMM there can be a significant delay of perhaps

several minutes before the user's next EMM transmission arrives at that user's

television set.

This transmission delay is in addition to the delay referred to earlier which is inherent

in the user having to manually input certain data into the system. The cumulative

effect of these two delays is that it may take perhaps typically five minutes for a user

to be able to gain access to the selected product.

The present invention is concerned with overcoming this problem.

In a first aspect, the present invention provides a conditional access system

comprising:

means for generating a plurality of (preferably conditional access) messages;

and

means for receiving the messages, said receiving means being adapted to

communicate with said generating means via a communications server connected

directly to said generating means.

Preferably, the message is an entitlement message for transmission (for example by

broadcast) to the receiving means, said generating means being adapted to generate

entitlement messages in response to data received from said receiving means.

The generating means may be arranged to transmit a message as a packet of digital
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data to said receiving means either via said communications server or via a satellite

transponder.

The receiving means may be connectable to said communications server via a modern

and telephone link.

In a related aspect, the present invention provides a conditional access system for

affording conditional access to subscribers, comprising:

a subscriber management system;

a subscriber authorization system coupled to the subscriber management

system; and

a communications server; said server being connected directly to the subscriber

authorization system.

The system may further comprise a receiver/decoder for the subscriber, the

receiver/decoder being connectable to said communications server, and hence to said

subscriber authorization system, via a modem and telephone link.

In a second aspect, the present invention provides a broadcast and reception system

including a conditional access system as described above.

In a third aspect, the present invention provides a broadcast and reception system

comprising:

means for generating a plurality of entitlement messages relating to broadcast

programs;

means for receiving said messages from said generating means; and

means for connecting the receiving means to the generating means to receive

said messages, said connecting means being capable of effecting a dedicated

connection between the receiving means and the generating means.

The dedicated connection would typically be a hard—wired connection and/or a

modemmed connection, with the possibility of the connection been made via a cellular
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telephone system. In other words, the dedicated connection is capable of forming a

channel of communication (from point to point). This is in contrast to broadcasting

of information through the air or ambient medium. The connecting means would

typically be a modem at the receiving means.

Hence, in a closely related aspect, the present invention provides a broadcast and

reception system comprising:

means for generating a plurality of entitlement messages relating to broadcast

programs;

means for receiving said messages from said generating means via a modem;

and

means for connecting said modem to said generating means and said receiving

means.

The above features can afford the advantage of providing the user the necessary

viewing authorization (via the EMM) more quickly than has hitherto been possible,

partly because, since the SAS typically uses a smaller amount of computer code than

the SMS, the SAS can operate more efficiently (and in real time), partly because the

SAS can itself, directly, generate the requisite EMM, and partly because the EMM can

be passed to the user or subscriber via a dedicated (typically modemmed) link.

Preferably, the generating means is connected to said modem via a communications

server which is preferably included in or associated with said generating means.

The receiving means may be further adapted to receive said entitlement messages via

a satellite transponder.

The receiving means may be a receiver/decoder comprising means for receiving a

compressed MPEG—type signal, means for decoding the received signal to provide a

television signal and means for supplying the television signal to a television.

Preferably, the receiving means is adapted to communicate with said generating means
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via said modem and connecting means. The receiving means may comprise means

for reading a smartcard insertable thereinto by an end user, the smartcard having

stored therein data to initiate automatically the transmission of a message from said

receiving means to said generating means upon insertion of the smartcard by the end
USCI.

In addition, the system may further comprise a voice link to enable the end user of

the broadcast and reception system to communicate with the generating means.

A It will be understood from the above that the“ present invention provides two

arrangements by which the time it takes for an end user to access a desired product

is reduced. Preferably both arrangements are employed to achieve the maximum time

saving but either arrangement can be used individually.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, there is provided a broadcast

and reception system, Comprising, at the broadcast end:

a broadcast system including means for broadcasting a callback request;

and at the reception end:

a receiver including means for calling back the broadcast system in response

to the callback request.

By providing that the broadcast system can request the receiver to call it back, the

possibility is afforded of the broadcast system obtaining infonnation from the receiver

about the state of the receiver.

Preferably, the means for calling back the broadcast system includes a modem

connectable to a telephone system. By using a modemmed back channel, a simple

way of putting the invention into effect can be provided.

Preferably also, the means for calling back the broadcast system is arranged to transfer

to the broadcast system information concerning the receiver. This information might

include the number of remaining tokens, the number of pre—booked sessions, and so
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Preferably, the broadcast system includes means for storing the infonnation, so that

it can be processed at a later time, as desired.

Preferably, the broadcast means is arranged to broadcast a callback request which

includes a command that the callback be made at a given time, and the means for

calling back the broadcast system is arranged to respond to said command. By

arranging for the callback to be later than the actual request, greater flexibility can be

. imparted to the system.

The broadcasting means may be arranged to broadcast as the callback request one or

more Entitlement Messages for broadcast.

Preferably, the broadcast system includes means for generating a check message (such

as a random number) and passing this to the receiver, the receiver includes means for

encrypting the check message and passing this to the broadcast system, and the

broadcast system further includes means for decrypting the check-message received

from the receiver and comparing this with the original check message. In this way

it can be checked whether the receiver is genuine.

Any of the above features may be combined together in any appropriate combination.

They may also be provided, as appropriate, in method aspects.

Preferred features of the present invention will now be described, purely by way of

example, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:—

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of a digital television system according to the

preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2 shows the architecture of a conditional access system of the digital television

system;
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Figure 3 shows the structure of an Entitlement Management Message used in the

conditional access system;

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the hardware of a Subscriber Authorisation System

(SAS) according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the architecture of the SAS;

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a Subscriber Technical Management server

forming part of the SAS;

Figure 7 is a flow diagram of the procedure for automatic renewal of subscriptions as

implemented by the SAS;

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of a group subscription bitmap used in the automatic

renewal procedure;

Figure 9 shows the structure of an EMM used in the automatic renewal procedure;

Figure 10 shows in detail the structure of the EMM;

Figure 11 is a schematic diagram of an order centralized server when used to receive

commands directly through communications sewers;

Figure 12 illustrates diagrammatically a part of Figure 2 showing one embodiment of

the present invention;

Figure 13 is a schematic diagram of the order centralized server when used to receive

commands from the subscriber authorization system to request a callback;

Figure 14 is a schematic diagram of the communications servers;
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Figure 15 shows the manner in which EMM emission cycle rate is varied according

to the timing of a PPV event;

Figure 16 is a schematic diagram of a Message Emitter used to emit EMMS;

Figure 17 is a schematic diagram showing the manner of storage of EMMS within the

Message Emitter;

Figure 18 is a schematic diagram of a smartcard;

Figure 19 is a schematic diagram of an arrangement of zones in the memory of the

smartcard; and

Figure 20 is a schematic diagram of a PPV event description.

An overview of a digital television broadcast and reception system 1000 according to

the present invention is shown in Figure 1. The invention includes a mostly

conventional digital television system 2000 which uses the known MPEG-2

compression system to transmit compressed digital signals. In more detail, MPEG-2

compressor 2002 in a broadcast centre receives a digital signal stream (typically a

stream of video signals). The compressor 2002 is connected to a multiplexer and

scrambler 2004 by linkage 2006. The multiplexer 2004 receives a plurality of further

input signals, assembles one or more transport streams and transmits compressed

digital signals to a transmitter 2008 of the broadcast centre via linkage 2010, which

can of course take a wide variety of fonns including telecom links. The transmitter

2008 transmits electromagnetic signals via uplink 2012 towards a satellite transponder

2014, where they are electronically processed and broadcast via notional downlink

2016 to earth receiver 2018, conventionally in the form of a dish owned or rented by

the end user. The signals received by receiver 2018 are transmitted to an integrated

receiver/decoder 2020 owned or rented by the end user and connected to the end user's

television set 2022. The receiver/decoder 2020 decodes the compressed MPEG-2

sigial into a television signal for the television set 2022.
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A conditional access system 3000 is connected to the multiplexer 2004 and the

receiver/decoder 2020, and is located partly in the broadcast centre and partly in the

decoder. It enables the end user to access digital television broadcasts from one or

more broadcast suppliers. A smartcard, capable of decrypting messages relating to

commercial offers (that is, one or several television programmes sold by the broadcast

supplier), can be inserted into the receiver/decoder 2020. Using the decoder 2020 and

smartcard, the end user may purchase events in either a subscription mode or a pay-

per—view mode.

An interactive system 4000, also connected to the multiplexer 2004 and the

receiver/decoder 2020 and again located partly in the broadcast centre and partly in

the decoder, enables the end user to interact with various applications via a

modemmed back charmel 4002.

The conditional access system 3000 is now described in more detail.

With reference to-Figure‘ 2, in ovcrview*the conditional ’access‘system’ 3000 includes

a Subscriber Authorization System (SAS) 3002. The SAS 3002 is connected to one

or more Subscriber Management Systems (SMS) 3004, one SMS for each broadcast

supplier, by a respective TCP—IP linkage 3006 (although other types of linkage could

alternatively be used). Alternatively, one SMS could be shared between two broadcast

suppliers, or one supplier could use two SMSs, and so on.

First encrypting units in the form of ciphering units 3008 utilising "mother" smartcards

3010 are connected to the SAS by linkage 3012. Second encrypting units again in the

form of ciphering units 3014 utilising mother smartcards 3016 are connected to the

multiplexer 2004 by linkage 3018. The receiver/decoder 2020 receives a "daughter"

smartcard 3020. It is connected directly to the SAS 3002 by Communications Servers

3022 via the modemmed back channel 4002. The SAS sends amongst other things

subscription rights to the daughter smartcard on request.

The smartcards contain the secrets of one or more commercial operators. The
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"mother" smartcard encrypts different kinds of messages and the "daughter" smartcards

decrypt the messages, if they have the rights to do so.

The first and second ciphering units 3008 and 3014 comprise a rack, an electronic
Vlvfli card with software stored on an EEPRHOM, up to 20 electronic cards and one

smartcard 3010 and 3016 respectively, for each electronic card, one (card 3016) for

encrypting the ECMs and one (card 3010) for encrypting the EMMs.

The operation of the conditional access system 3000 of the digital television system

will now be described in more detail with reference to the various components of the

television system 2000 and the conditional access system 3000.

Multiplexer and Scrambler

With reference to Figures 1 and 2, in the broadcast centre, the digital video signal is

first compressed (or bit rate reduced), using the MPEG-2 compressor 2002. This

compressed signal is then transmitted to the multiplexer and scrambler 2004 via the

linkage 2006 in order to be multiplexed with other data, such as other compressed.

data.

The scrambler generates a control word used in the scrambling process and included

in the MPEG-2 stream in the multiplexer 2004. The control word is generated

internally and enables the end user's integrated receiver/decoder 2020 to descramble

the programme.

Access criteria, indicating how the programme is commercialised, are also added to

the MPEG-2 stream. The programme may be commercialised in either one of a

number of "subscription” modes and/or one of a number of "Pay Per View” (PPV)

modes or events. In the subscription mode, the end user subscribes to one or more

commercial offers, or "bouquets", thus getting the rights to watch every channel inside

those bouquets. In the preferred embodiment, up to 960 commercial offers may be

selected from a bouquet of channels. In the Pay Per View mode, the end user is

provided with the capability to purchase events as he wishes. This can be achieved
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by either pre—booking the event in advance ("pre—book mode"), or by purchasing the

event as soon as it is broadcast ("impulse mode"). In the preferred embodiment, all

users are subscribers, whether or not they watch in subscription or PPV mode, but of

course PPV viewers need not necessarily be subscribers.

Both the control word and the access criteria are used to build an Entitlement Control

Message (ECM); this is a message sent in relation with one scrambled program; the

message contains a control word (which allows for the descrambling of the program)

and the access criteria of the broadcast program. The access criteria and control word

are transmitted to the second encrypting unit 3014'via the linkage 3018. In this unit,

an ECM is generated, encrypted and transmitted on to the multiplexer and scrambler

2004.

Each service broadcast by a broadcast supplier in a data stream comprises a number

of distinct components; for example a television programme includes a video

component, an audio component, a sub—title component and so on. Each of these

components of a service is individually scrambled and encrypted for subsequent

broadcast to the transponder 2014. In respect of each scrambled component of the

service, a separate ECM is required.

Programme Transmission

The multiplexer 2004 receives electrical signals comprising encrypted EMMS from the

SAS 3002, encrypted ECMs from the second encrypting unit 3014 and compressed

programmes from the compressor 2002. The multiplexer 2004 scrambles the

programmes and transmits the scrambled programmes, the encrypted EMMS and the

encrypted ECMs as electric signals to a transmitter 2008 of the broadcast centre via

linkage 2010. The transmitter 2008 transmits electromagnetic signals towards the

satellite transponder 2014 via uplink 2012.

Programme Reception

The satellite transponder 2014 receives and processes the electromagnetic signals

transmitted by the transmitter 2008 and transmits the signals on to the earth receiver
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2018, conventionally in the form of a dish owned or rented by the end user, via

downlink 2016. The signals received by receiver 2018 are transmitted to the

integrated receiver/decoder 2020 owned or rented by the end user and connected to

the end user's television set 2022. The receiver/decoder 2020 demultiplexes the

signals to obtain scrambled programmes withvlencrypted EMMS and encrypted ECMs.

If the programme is not scrambled, that is, no ECM has been transmitted with the

MPEG-2 stream, the receiver/decoder 2020 decompresses the data and transforms the

signal into a video signal for transmission to television set 2022.

If the programme is scrambled, the receiver/decoder 2020 extracts the corresponding

ECM from the MPEG-2 stream and passes the ECM to the "daughter" smartcard 3020

of the end user. This slots into a housing in the receiver/decoder 2020. The daughter

smartcard 3020 controls whether the end user has the right to decrypt the ECM and

to access the programme. If not, a negative status is passed to the receiver/decoder

2020 to indicate that the programme cannot be descrambled. If the end user does

have the rights, the ECM is decrypted and the control word extracted. The decoder

2020 can then descramble the programme using this control word. The MPEG-2

stream is decompressed and translated into a video signal for onward transmission to

television set 2022.

Subscriber Management System gSMSg

A Subscriber Management System (SMS) 3004 includes a database 3024 which

manages, amongst others, all of the end user files, commercial offers (such as tariffs

and promotions), subscriptions, PPV details, and data regarding end user consumption

and authorization. The SMS may be physically remote from the SAS.

Each SMS 3004 transmits messages to the SAS 3002 via respective linkage 3006

which imply modifications to or creations of Entitlement Management Messages

(EMMS) to be transmitted to end users.

The SMS 3004 also transmits messages to the SAS 3002 which imply no
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modifications or creations of EMS but imply only a change in an end user's state

(relating to the authorization granted to the end user when ordering products or to the

amount that the end user will be charged).

As described later, the SAS 3002 sends messages (typically requesting information

such as call-back information or billing information) to the SMS 3004, so that it will

be apparent that communication between the two is two—way.

MMS

The EMM is a message dedicated to an individual end user (subscriber), or a group

Entitlement Mana ement Messa es

of end users, only (in contrast with an ECM, which is dedicated to one scrambled

programme only or a set of scrambled programmes if part of the same commercial

offer). Each group may contain a given number of end users. This organisation as

a group aims at optimising the bandwidth; that is, access to one group can permit the

reaching of a great number of end users.

Various specific types of EMM are used in putting the present invention into practice.

Individual EMMs are dedicated to individual subscribers, and are typically used in the

provision of Pay Per View services; these contain the group identifier and the position

of the subscriber in that group. So~called “Group” subscription EMMs are dedicated

to groups of, say, 256 individual users, and are typically used in the administration of

some subscription services. This EMM has a group identifier and a subscribers’

group bitmap. Audience EMMs are dedicated to entire audiences, and might for

example be used by a particular operator to provide certain free services. An

“audience” is the totality of subscribers having srnartcards which bear the same

Operator Identifier (OPI). Finally, a “unique” EMM is addressed to the unique

identifier of the smartcard.

The structure of a typical EMM is now described with reference to Figure 3.

Basically, the EMM, which is implemented as a series of digital data bits, comprises

a header 3060, the EMM proper 3062, and a signature 3064. The header 3060 in turn

comprises a type identifier 3066 to identify whether the type is individual, group,
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audience or some other type, a length identifier 3068 which gives the length of the

EMM, an optional address 3070 for the EMM, an operator identifier 3072 and a key

identifier 3074. The EMM proper 3062 of course varies greatly according to its type.

Finally, the signature 3064, which is typically of 8 bytes long, provides a number of

checks against corruption of the remaining data in the‘EMM.

Subscriber Authorization System (SAS)

The messages generated by the SMS 3004 are passed via linkage 3006 to the

Subscriber Authorization System (SAS) 3002, which in tum generates messages

acknowledging receipt of the messages generated the SMS 3004 and passes these

acknowledgements to the SMS 3004.

As shown in Figure 4, at the hardware level the SAS comprises in known fashion a

mainframe computer 3050 (in the preferred embodiment a DEC machine) connected

to one or more keyboards 3052 for data and command input, one or more Visual

Display Units (VDUS) 3054 for display of output information and data storage means

3056. Some redundancy in hardware may be provided.

At the software level the SAS runs, in the preferred embodiment on a standard open

VMS operating system, a suite of software whose architecture is now described in

overview with reference, to Figure 5; it will be understood that the software could

alteratively be implemented in hardware.

In overview the SAS comprises a Subscription Chain area 3100 to give rights for

subscription mode and to renew the rights automatically each month, a Pay Per View

Chain area 3200 to give rights for PPV events, and an EMM Injector 3300 for passing

EMMS created by the Subscription and PPV chain areas to the multiplexer and

scrambler 2004, and hence to feed the MPEG stream with EMMS. If other rights are

to be granted, such as Pay Per File (PPF) rights in the ease of downloading computer

software to a user’s Personal Computer, other similar areas are also provided.

One function of the SAS 3002 is to manage the access rights to television
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programmes, available as commercial offers in subscription mode or sold as PPV

events according to different modes of commercialisation (pre—book mode, impulse

mode). The SAS 3002, according to those rights and to information received from the

SMS 3004, generates EMMS for the subscriber.

The Subscription Chain area 3100 comprises a Command Interface (CI) 3102, a

Subscriber Technical Management (STM) server 3104, a Message Generator (MG)

3106, and the Ciphering Unit 3008.

The PPV Chain area 3200 comprises an Authorisation Server (AS) 3202, a relational

database 3204 for storing relevant details of the end users, a local blacklist database

3205, Database Servers 3206 for the database, an Order Centralized Server (OCS)

3207, a Server for Programme Broadcaster (SPB) 3208, a Message Generator (MG)

3210 whose function is basically the same as that for the Subscription Chain area and

is hence not described further in any detail, and the Ciphering Unit 3008.

The EMM Injector 3300 comprises a plurality of Message Emitters (MEs) 3302, 3304,

3306 and 3308 and Software Multiplexers (SMUXS) 3310 and 3312. In the preferred

embodiment, there are two MES, 3302 and 3304 for the Message Generator 3106, with

the other two MEs 3306 and 3308 for the Message Generator 3210. M135 3302 and

3306 are connected to the SMUX 3310 whilst MES 3304 and 3308 are connected to

the SMUX 3312.

Each of the three main components of the SAS (the Subscription Chain area, the PPV

Chain area and the EMM Injector) are now considered in more detail.

Subscription Chain Area >

Considering first the Subscription Chain area 3100, the Command Interface 3102 is

primarily for despatching messages from the SMS 3004 to the STM server 3104, as

well as to the OCS 3206, and from the OCS to the SMS. The Command Interface

takes as input from the SMS either direct commands or batch files containing

commands. It performs syntactic analysis on the messages coming from the STM
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server, and is able to emit accurate messages when an error occurs in a message

(parameter out of range, missing parameter, and so on). It traces incoming commands

in textual form in_ a trace file 3110 and also in binary form in a replay file 3112 in

order to be able to replay a series of commands. Traces can be disabled and the size

of files limited.

Detailed discussion of the STM server 3104 is now provided with particular reference

to Figure 6. The STM server is effectively the main engine of the Subscription Chain

area, and has the purpose of managing free rights, the creation of new subscribers and

the renewal of existing subscribers. As shown in the figure, commands are passed on

to the Message Generator 3106, albeit in a different format from that in which the

commands are passed to the STM server. For each command, the STM server is

arranged to send an acknowledgement message to the CI only when the relevant

command has been successfully processed and sent to the MG.

The STM server includes a subscriber database 3120, in which all the relevant

parameters of the subscribers are stored (smartcard number, commercial offers, state,

group and position in the group, and so on). The database performs semantic checks

of the commands sent by the CI 3102 against the content of the database, and updates.

the database when the commands are valid.

The STM server further manages a First In First Out (FIFO) buffer 3122 between the

STM server and the MG, as well as a backup disk FIFO 3124. The purpose of the

FIFOs is to average the flow of commands from the CI if the MG is not able to

respond for a while for any reason. They can also ensure that in the case of a crash

of the STM sewer or MG no command will be lost, since the STM server is arranged

to empty (that is, send to the MG) its FIFOs when restarted. The FIFOS are

implemented as files.

The STM server includes at its core an automatic renewal server 3126 which

automatically generates renewals, and, if required by the operators, free rights. In this

context, the generation of renewals may be thought of as including the generation of
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rights for the first time, although it will be understood that the generation of new

rights is initiated at the SMS. As will become apparent, the two can be treated by

roughly the same commands and EMMs.

Having the STM separate from the SAS, and the automatic renewal server within the

SAS rather than (in known systems) in the SMS 3004, is a particularly important

feature, since it can significantly reduce the number of commands which need to be

passed from the SMS to the SAS (bearing in mind that the SMS and SAS may be in

different locations and operated by different operators). In fact, the two main

commands required from the SMS are merely commands that a new subscription

should be started and that an existing subscription should be stopped (for example in

the case of non—payment). By minimising command exchange between the SMS and

SAS, the possibility of failure of command transfer in the linkage 3006 between the

two is reduced; also, the design of the SMS does not need to take into account the

features of the conditional access system 3000 generally.

Automatic renewal proceeds in the fashion indicated in the flow diagram of Figure 7.

In order to reduce bandwidth, and given that a very high percentage of all renewals

are standard, renewal proceeds in groups of subscribers; in the preferred embodiments

there are 256 individual subscribers per group. The flow diagram begins with the start

step 3130, and proceeds to step 3132 where a monthly activation of the renewal

function is made (although of course it will be appreciated that other frequencies are

also possible). With a monthly frequency, rights are given to the end user for the

current month and all of the following month, at which point they expire if not
renewed.

In step 3134 the subscriber database 3120 is accessed in respect of each group and

each individual within that group to determine whether rights for the particular

individual are to be renewed.

In step 3136, a group subscription bitmap is set up according to the contents of the

subscriber database, as shown in Figure 8. The bitmap comprises a group identifier
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(in this case Group 1 — “G1") 3138 and 256 individual subscriber zones 3140. The

individual bits in the bitmap are set to 1 or zero according to whether or not the

particular subscriber is to have his rights renewed. A typical set of binary data is

shown in the figure.

In step 3142 the appropriate commands, including the group subscription bitmap, are

passed to the Message Generator 3106. In step 3143 the Message Generator sets an

obsolescence date to indicate to the smartcard the date beyond which the particular

subscription EMM is not valid; typically this date is set as the end of the next month.

In step 3144 the Message Generator generates from the commands appropriate group

subscription EMMs and asks the Ciphering Unit 3008 to cipher the EMMS, the

ciphered EMMs being then passed to the EMM Injector 3300, which, in step 3146,

injects the EMMS into the MPEG—2 data stream.

Step 3148 indicates that the above described procedure is repeated for each and every

group. The process is finally brought to an end at stop step 3150.

The flow diagram described above with reference to Figure 7 relates in fact

specifically to the renewal of subscriptions. The STM also manages in a similar way

free audience rights and new subscribers.

In the case of free audience rights, available for specific television programmes or

groups of such programmes, these are made available by the STM issuing a command

to the Message Generator to generate appropriate audience EMMS (for a whole

audience) with an obsolescence date a given number of days (or weeks) hence. The

MG computes the precise obsolescence date based on the STM command.

In the case of new subscribers, these are dealt with in two stages. Firstly, on purchase

the smartcard in the receiver/decoder 2020 (if desired by the operator) affords the

subscriber free rights for a given period (typically a few days). This is achieved by

generating a bitmap for the subscriber which includes the relevant obsolescence date.
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The subscriber then passes his completed paperwork to the operator managing the

subscriber (at the SMS). Once the paperwork has been processed, the SMS supplies

to the SAS a startcommand for that particular subscriber. On receipt by the SAS of

the start command, the STM commands the MG to assign a unique address to the new

subscriber (with a particular group number and position within the group) and to

generate a special, so—called “commercial offer” subscription EMM (as opposed to the ‘

more usual “group” subscription EMM used for renewals) to provide the particular

subscriber with rights until the end of the next month. From this point renewal of the

subscriber can occur automatically as described above. By this two stage process it

is possible to grant new subscribers rights until the SMS issues a stop command.

It is to be noted that the commercial offer subscription EMM is used for new

subscribers and for reactivation of existing subscribers. The group subscription EMM

is used for renewal and suspension purposes.

With reference to Figure 9, a typical subscription EMM proper (that is, ignoring the

header and signature) generated by the above procedure comprises the following main

portions, namely typically a 256 bit subscription (or subscribers’ group) bitmap 3152,

128 bits of management ciphering keys 3154 for the ciphering of the EMM, 64 bits

of each exploitation ciphering key 3156 to enable the smartcard 3020 to decipher a

control word to provide access to broadcast programmes, and 16 bits of obsolescence

date 3158 to indicate the date beyond which the smartcard will ignore the EMM. In

fact in the preferred embodiment three exploitation keys are provided, one set for the

present month, one set for the next month, and one for resume purposes in the event

of system failure.

In more detail, the group subscription EMM proper has all of the above components,

except the management ciphering keys 3154. The commercial offer subscription

EMM proper (which is for an individual subscriber) includes instead of the full

subscribers’ group bitmap 3152 the group ID followed by the position in the group,

and then management ciphering keys 3154 and three exploitation keys 3156, followed

by the relevant obsolescence date 3158. 1
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The Message Generator 3106 serves to transform commands issued by the STM server

3104 into EMMs for passing to the Message Emitter 3302. With reference to Figure

5, firstly, the MG produces the EMMs proper and passes them to the Ciphering Unit

3008 for ciphering with respect to the management and exploitation keys. The CU

completes the signature 3064 on the EMM (see Figure‘ 3) and passes the EMM back

to the MG, where the header 3060 is added. The EMMs which are passed to the

Message Emitter are thus complete EMMS. The Message Generator also determines

the broadcast start and stop time and the rate of emission of the EMMs, and passes

these as appropriate directions along with the EMMs to the Message Emitter. The

MG only generates a given EMM once; it is the ME which performs its cyclic

transmission.

Again with reference to Figure 5, the Message Generator includes its own EMM

database 3160 which, for the lifetime of the relevant EMM, stores it. It is erased once

its emission duration has expired. The database is used to ensure consistency between

the MG and ME, so that for example when an end user is suspended the ME will not

continue to send renewals. In this regard the MG computes the relevant operations

and sends them to the ME.

On generation of an EMM, the MG assigns a unique identifier to the EMM. When

the MG passes the EMM to the ME, it alsopasses the EMM ID. This enables

identification of a particular EMM at both the MG and the ME.

Also concerning the Subscription Chain area, the Message Generator includes two

FIFOS 3162 and 3164, one for each of the relevant Message Emitters 3302 and 3304

in the EMM Injector 3300, for storing the ciphered EMMs. Since the Subscription

Chain area and EMM Injector may be a significant distance apart, the use of FIFOS

can allow full continuity in EMM transmission even if the links 3166 and 3168

between the two fail. Similar FIFO’s are provided in the Pay Per View Chain area.

One particular feature of the Message Generator in particular and the conditional

access system in general concerns the way that it reduces the length of the EMM
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proper 3062 by mixing parameter length and identifier to save space. This is now

described with reference to Figure 10 which illustrates an exemplary EMM (in fact

a PPV EMM, which is the simplest EMM). The reduction in length occurs in the Pid

(Packet or “Parameter” identifier) 3170. This comprises two portions, the actual ID

3172, and the length parameter for the packet 3174 (necessary in order that the start

of the next packet can be identified). The whole Pid is expressed in just one byte of

information, 4 bits being reserved for the ID, and four for the length. Because 4 bits

is not sufficient to define the length in true binary fashion, a different correspondence

between the bits and the actual length is used, this correspondence being represented

in a look—up table, stored in storage area 3178 in the Message Generator (see Figure

5). The correspondence is typically as follows:-—

0000

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101

0110

0111

1000

1001

1010

1011

1100

1101

1110

1111

I!

ll

S\OOO\lO\U'u4>-UJl\)>—-‘C
11

12

16

24

32

It will be seen that the length parameter is not directly proportional to the actual

length of the packet; the relationship is in part more quadratic rather than linear. This

allows for a greater range of packet length.
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Pay Per View Chain Area

Concerning the Pay Per View Chain area 3200, with reference to Figure 5 in more

detail the Authorisation Server 3202 has as its client the Order Centralized Server

3207, which requests information about each subscriber which connects to the

Communications Servers 3022 to purchase a PPV product.

If the subscriber is known from the AS 3202, a set of transactions takes place. If the

subscriber is authorized for the order, the AS creates a bill and sends it to the OCS.

Otherwise, it signals to the OCS that the order is not authorized.

It is only at the end of this set of transactions that the AS updates the end users

database 3204 via the database servers (DBAS) 3206, if at least one transaction was

authorized; this optimizes the number of database accesses.

The criteria according to which the AS authorizes purchase are stored in the database,

accessed through DBAS processes. In one embodiment, the database is the same as

the database accessed by the STM.

Depending on consumer profile, the denied

(PPV_Forbidden,Casino_Forbidden ...). These kind of criteria are updated by STM

authorization may be

3104, on behalf of the SMS 3004.

Other parameters are checked, such as limits allowed for purchase (either by credit

card, automatic payment, or number of authorized token purchases per day).

In case of payment with a credit card, the number of the card is checked against a

local blacklist stored in the local blacklist database 3205.

When all the verifications are successful, the AS1-

1. Generates a bill and sends it to the OCS, which completes this bill and stores

it in a file, this file being later sent to the SMS for processing (customer actual

billing); and
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2. Updates the database, mainly to set new purchase limits.

This check—and—generate—bill—if—OK mechanism applies for each command a

subscriber may request during a single connection (it is possible to order e.g. 5 movies

in a single session).

It is to be noted that the AS has a reduced amount of information concerning the

subscriber, by comparison with that held by the SMS. For example, the AS does not

hold the name or address of the subscriber. On the other hand, the AS does hold the

smancard number of the subscriber, the subscriber’s consumer category (so that

different offers can be made to different subscribers), and various flags which state

whether, for example, the subscriber may purchase on credit, or he is suspended or his

smancard has been stolen. Use of a reduced amount of information can help to

reduce the amount of time taken to authorize a particular subscriber request.

The main purpose of the DBASS 3206 is to increase database performance seen fiom

the AS, by paralleling the accesses (so actually it does not make much sense to define

a configuration with only one DBAS). An AS parameter determines how many

DBASes should connect. A given DBAS may be connected to only one AS.

The OCS 2307 mainly deals with PPV commands. It operates in several modes.

Firstly, it operates to process commands issued by the SMS, such as product

refreshment (for instance, if the bill is already stored by the SMS, no bill is generated

by the OCS), update of the wallet in the smartcard 3020, and session

cancellation/update.

The various steps in the procedure are:—

1. Identifying the relevant subscriber (using the AS 3202);

2. If valid, generate adequate commands to the Message Generator, in order to

send an appropriate EMM. Commands may be:

Product commands,

Update of the wallet,
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Session erasure.

Note that these operations do not imply creation of billing information, since billing

is already known from the SMS. These operations are assimilated to "free products"

purchase.

Secondly, the OCS deals with commands received from the subscribers through the

Communications Servers 3022. These may be received either via a modem connected

to the receiver/decoder 2020, or by voice activation via the telephone 4001, or by key

activation via a MINITEL, PRESTEL or like system where available.

Thirdly, the OCS deals with callback requests issued by the SMS. These last two

modes of operation are now discussed in more detail.

In the second type of mode described above it was stated that the OCS deals with

commands received directly from the end user (subscriber) through the

Communications Sewers 3022. These include product orders (such as for a particular

PPV event), a subscription modification requested by the subscriber, and a reset of a

parental code (a parental code being a code by which parents may restrict the right of

access to certain programmes or classes of programmes).

The way in which these commands are dealt with is now described in more detail with

reference to Figure 11.

Product orders by a subscriber involve the following steps:

1. Identifying through the AS the caller who is making a call through the CS

3022 ordering a particular product;

2. Checking the caller's request validity, again using the AS (where the order is

placed using the receiver/decoder 2020, this is achieved by verifying the

smartcard 3020 details);

3. 'Ascertain the price of the purchase;

4. Check that the price does not exceed the caller's credit limit etc;

5. Receiving a partial bill from the AS; 0
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6. Filling additional fields in the bill to form a completed bill;

7. Adding the completed bill to a billing information storage file 3212 for later

processing; and

8. Sending corresponding command(s)'to the PPV Message Generator 3210 to

generate the relevant EMM(s).

The EMM(s) is sent either on the modern line 4002 if the consumer placed the

product order using the receiver/decoder 2020 (more details of this are described

later), or else it is broadcast. The one exception to this is where there is some failure

of the modem connection (in the case where the consumer places the order using the

receiver/decoder); in this event the EMM is broadcast over the air.

A subscription modification requested by a subscriber involves:

1. Identifying the caller (using the AS);

2. Sending information to the Command Interface; the CI in turn forwards this

information to the SMS; and

3. Via the C1, the OCS then receives an answer from the SMS (in terms of the

cost of the modification, if the modification is possible).

If modification was requested using the receiver/decoder, the OCS generates a

confirmation to the SMS. Otherwise, for example in the case of phone or Minitel, the

subscriber is prompted for confirmation and this answer sent to the SMS via the OCS

and the CI.

Reset of a parental code involves:

1. Identifying the caller (using AS); and

2. Sending a command to the MG to generate an appropriate EMM bearing an

appropriate reset password.

In the case of reset of parental code, the command to reset the code is for security

Only the SMS,

telephone and MINITEL or like can originate such a command. Hence in this

reasons not permitted to originate from the receiver/decoder.
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particular case the EMM(s) are broadcast only on air, never on the telephone line.

It will be understood from the above examples of different modes of operation of the

OCS that the user can have direct access to‘ the SAS, and in particular the OCS and

AS, in that the Communications Servers are directly connected to the SAS, and in

particular the OCS. This important feature is concemed with reducing the time for

the user to communicate his command to the SAS.

This feature is illustrated further with reference to Figure 12, from which it can be

seen that the end user's Set-Top—-Box, and in particular its receiver/decoder 2020, has

the capability of communicating directly with the Communications Servers 3022

associated with the SAS 3002. Instead of the connection from the end user to the

Communications Servers 3022 of the SAS 3002 being through the SMS 3004 the

connection is directly to the SAS 3002.

In fact, as directly mentioned two direct connections are provided.

The first direct connection is by a voice link via a telephone 4001 and appropriate

telephone line (and/or by MINITEL or like connection where available) where the end .

users still have to input a series of voice commands or code numbers but time is saved

compared with the communication being via the SMS 3004.

The second direct connection is from the receiver/decoder 2020 and the input of data

is achieved automatically by the end user inserting his own daughter smartcard 3020

thus relieving the end user of the job of having to input the relevant data which in

turn reduces the time taken and the likelihood of errors in making that input.

A further important feature which arises out of the above discussion is concerned with

reducing the time taken for the resulting EMM to be transmitted to the end user in

order to initiate viewing by the end user of the selected product.

In broad terms, and with reference to Figure 12, the feature is again achieved by
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providing the end user's receiver/decoder 2020 with the capability of communicating

directly with the Communications Sewers 3022 associated with the SAS 3002.

As described earlier the integrated receiver/decoder 2020 is connected directly to the

Communications Sewers 3022 by the modemmed ‘ back channel 4002 so that

commands from the decoder 2020 are processed by the SAS 3002, messages generated

(including EMMs) and then sent back directly to the decoder 2020 through the back

channel 4002. A protocol is used in the communication between the CS 3022 and the

receiver/decoder 2020 (as described later), so that the CS receive acknowledgement

of receipt of the relevant EMM, thereby adding certainty to the procedure.

Thus, for example, in the case of a pre—book mode the SAS 3002 receives messages

from the end user via the smartcard and decoder 2020 via its modern and via the

telephone line 4002, requesting access to a specific event/product, and returns a

suitable EMM via the telephone line 4002 and modem to the decoder 2020, the

modem and decoder being preferably located together in a Set—Top-Box (STB). This

is thus achieved without having to transmit the EMM in the MPEG-2 data stream

2002 via the multiplexer and scrambler 2004, the uplink 2012, satellite 2014 and

datalink 2016 to enable the end user to'view the event/product. This can save

considerably on time and bandwidth. Virtual certainty is provided that as soon as the

subscriber has paid for his purchase the EMM will arrive at the receiver/decoder 2020.

In the third type of mode of operation of the OCS 3207 described above, the OCS

deals with callback requests issued by the SAS. This is illustrated with reference to

Figure 13. Typical callback requests have the purpose of ensuring that the

receiver/decoder 2020 calls back the SAS via the modemmed back channel 4002 with

the information that the SAS requires of the receiver /decoder.

As instructed by the Command Interface 3102, the subscription chain Message

Generator 3106 generates and sends to the receiver/decoder 202 a callback EMM.

This EMM is ciphered by the Ciphering Unit 3008 for security reasons. The EMM

may contain the time/date at which the receiver/decoder should wake up and perform
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a callback on its own, without being explicitly solicited; the EMM may also typically

contain the phone numbers which the terminal must dial, the number of further

attempts after unsuccessful calls and the delay between two calls.

When receiving the EMM, or at the specified time—date} the receiver/decoder connects

to the Communications Servers 3022. The OCS 3207 first identifies the caller, using

the AS 3202, and verifies certain details, such as smartcard operator and subscriber

details. The OCS then asks the smartcard 3020 to send various ciphered information

(such as the relevant session numbers, when the session was watched, how many times

the subscriber is allowed to view the session again,“the way in which the session was

viewed, the number of remaining tokens, the number of prebooked sessions, etc). This

information is deciphered by the PPV chain Message Generator 3210, again using the

Ciphering Unit 3008. The OCS adds this information to a callback information

storage file 3214 for later processing and passing to the SMS 3004. The information

is ciphered for security reasons. The whole procedure is repeated until there is

nothing more to be read from the smartcard.

One particular preferred feature of the callback.facility is that before reading the

smartcard (so just after the identification of the caller using the AS 3202 as described

above) a check is made by the SAS 3002 that the receiver/decoder is indeed a genuine

one rather than a pirated version or computer simulation. Such a check is carried out

in the following manner. The SAS generates a random number, which is received by

the receiver/decoder, ciphered, and then returned to the SAS. The SAS deciphers this

number. If the deciphering is successful and the original random number is retrieved,

it is concluded that the receiver/decoder is genuine, and the procedure continues.

Otherwise, the procedure is discontinued.

Other functions which may occur during the callback are erasure of obsolete sessions

on the smartcard, or filling of the wallet (this latter also being described later under

the section entitled "Smartcard").

Also as regards the Pay Per View Chain area 3200, description is now made of the
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Communications Servers 3022. At the hardware level, these comprise in the preferred

embodiment a DEC Four parallel processor machine. At the software architecture

level, with reference to Figure 14, in many respects the Communications Servers are

conventional. One particular divergence from conventional designs arises from the

fact that the Servers must serve both receiver/decoders 2020 and voice communication

with conventional telephones 4001, as well possibly as MINITEL or like systems.

It will be noted in passing that two Order Centralized Servers 3207 are shown in

Figure 14 (as “OCS1" and “OCS2"). Naturally any desired number may be provided.

The Communication Servers include two main servers (“CS1" and “CS2") as well as

a number of frontal servers (“Frontal 1" and “Frontal 2"); whilst two frontal servers

are shown in the figure, typically 10 or 12 may be provided per main server. Indeed,

although two main servers CS1 and CS2 and two frontal servers, Frontal 1 and Frontal

2, have been shown, any number could be used. Some redundancy is usually

desirable.

CS1 and CS2 are coupled to OCS1 and OCS2 via high level TCP/IP links 3230,

whilst CS1 and CS2 are coupled to Frontal 1 and Frontal 2 via further TCP/IP links

3232.

As illustrated, CS1 and CS2 comprise servers for “SENDR” (transmission), “RECVR”

“V I X” (MINITEL, PRESTEL or the like), “VOX”

communication), and “TRM” (communication with the receiver/decoder). These are

(reception), (voice

coupled to the “BUS” for communication of signals to the Frontal servers.

CS1 and CS2 communicate directly with the receiver/decoders 2020 via their

modemmed back channels 4002 using the X25 public network common protocol. The

relatively low—level protocol between the Communications Servers 3022 and the

receiver/decoders 3020 is in one preferred embodiment based upon the V42 standard

international CCITT protocol, which provides reliability by having error detection and

data re—transmission facilities, and uses a checksum routine to check the integrity of
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the re—transmission. An escape mechanism is also provided in order to prevent the

transmission of disallowed characters.

On the other hand, voice telephone communication is carried out via the Frontal

Communications Servers, each capable of picking up, say, 30 simultaneous voice

connections from the connection 3234 to the local telephone network via the high

speed “T2" (E1) standard telephony ISDN lines.

Three particular functions of the software portion of the Communications Servers

(which could of course alternatively be implemented fully in hardware) are firstly to

convert the relatively low level protocol information received from the

receiver/decoder into the relatively high level protocol information output to the OCS,

secondly to attenuate or control the number of simultaneous connections being made,

and thirdly to provide several simultaneous channels without any mixing. In this last

regard, the Communications Servers play the role of a form of multiplexer, with the

interactions in a particular channel being defined by a given Session ID (identifier),

which is in fact used throughout the communication chain.

Finally as regards the Pay Per View Chain area 3200, and with reference again to

Figure 5, the Server for Programme Broadcast (SPB) 3208 is coupled to one or more

Programme Broadcasters 3250 (which would typically be located remotely from the

SAS) to receive programme information. The SPB filters out for further use

information corresponding to PPV events (sessions).

A particularly important feature is that the filtered programme event information is

passed by the SPB to the MG which in turn sends a directive (control command) to

the ME to change the rate of cyclic emission of the EMMs in given circumstances;

this is done by the ME finding all EMMS with the relevant scssion identifier and

changing the cycle rate allocated to such EMMS. This feature might be thought of as

a dynamic allocation of bandwidth for specific EMMS. Cyclic EMM emission is

discussed in more detail in the section below concerned with the EMM Injector.
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The circumstances in which the cycle rate is changed are now described with reference

to Figure 15, which demonstrates how cycle rate 3252 is raised a short while (say 10

minutes) before arparticular PPV programme event until the end of the event from a

slow cycle rate of say once every 30 minutes to a fast cycle rate of say once every 30

seconds to 1 minute in order to meet the anticipated ext‘ra user demand for PPV events

at those times. In this way bandwidth can be allocated dynamically according to the

anticipated user demand. This can assist in reducing the overall bandwidth

requirement.

The cycle rate of other EMMs may also be varied. For example the cycle rate of

subscription EMMS may be varied by the Multiplexer and Scrambler 2004 sending the

appropriate bitrate directive.

EMM Injector

Concerning the EMM Injector 3300, details of the Message Emitters 3302 to 3308,

forming part of the EMM Injector and acting as output means for the Message

Generator, are now described with reference to Figure 16. Their function is take the

EMMs and to pass them cyclically (in the manner of a carousel) via respective links

3314 and 3316 to.the Software Multiplexers 3310 and 3312 and thence to the

hardware multiplexers and scramblers 2004. In return the software multiplexers and

yscramblers 2004 generate a global bitrate directive to control the overall cycling rate

of the EMMs; to do so, the MES take into account various parameters such as the

cycle time, the size of EMM, and so on. In the figure, EMM_X and EMM _Y are

group EMMs for operators X and Y, whilst EMM_Z are other EMMS for either

operator X or operator Y. 1

Further description proceeds for an exemplary one of the Message Emitters; it will be

appreciated that the remaining MES operate in similar fashion. The ME operates

under control of directives from the MG, most notably transmission start and stop time

and emission rate, as well as session number if the EMM is a PPV EMM. In relation

to the emission rate, in the preferred embodiment the relevant directive may take one

of five values from Very fast to Very slow. The numeric values are not specified in
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the directive, but rather the ME maps the directive to an actual numeric value which

is supplied by the relevant part of the SAS. In the preferred embodiment, the 5

emission rates are. as follows:—

- every 30 seconds1. Very fast

2. Fast — every minute

3. Medium — every 15 minutes

4. Slow - every 30 minutes

5. Very slow - every 30 minutes

The ME has first and second databases 3320 and 3322. The first database is for those

EMMs which have not yet achieved their broadcast date; these are stored in a series

of chronological files in the database. The second database is for EMMS for

immediate broadcast. In the event of a system crash, the MB is arranged to have the

ability to re—read the relevant stored file and perform correct broadcast. All the files

stored in the databases are updated upon request from the MG, when the MG wishes

to maintain consistency between incoming directives and EMMS already sent to the

ME. The EMMs actually being broadcast are also stored in Random Access Memory

3324.

A combination of the FIFOS 3162 and 3164 in the Message Generator and the

databases 3320 and 3322 in the Message Emitter means that the two can operate in

standalone mode if the link 3166 between them is temporarily broken; the ME can

still broadcast EMMS.

The Software Multiplexers (SMUX) 3310 and 3312 provide an interface between the

MES and the hardware multiplexers 2004. In the preferred embodiment, they each

receive EMMs from two of the MES, although in general there is no restriction on the

number of MES that can be connected with one SMUX. The SMUXs concentrate the

EMMS and then pass them according to the type of EMM to the appropriate hardware

multiplexer. This is necessary because the hardware multiplexers take the different

types of EMMS and place them at different places in the MPEG-2 stream. The
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SMUX's also forward global bitratc directives from the hardware multiplexers to the

MEs.

One particularly important feature of the ME!is that it emits EMMs in random order.

The reason for this is as follows. The Message Emitter has no ability to sense or

control what it emits to the multiplexer. Hence it is possible that it may transmit two

EMMs which are to be received and decoded by the receiver/decoder 2020 back to

back. In such circumstances, further, it is possible that if the EMMs are insufficiently

separated the receiver/decoder and smartcard will be unable to sense and decode

properly the second of the EMMs. Cyclically emitting the EMMs in random order

can solve this problem.

The manner in which randomization is achieved is now described with reference to

Figure 17; in the preferred embodiment the necessary software logic is implemented

in the ADA computer language. A particularly important part of the randomization

is the correct storage of the EMMs in the databases 3320 and 3322 (which are used

for backup purposes) and in the RAM 3324. For a particular cycle rate and operator,

the EMMs are stored in a two—dimensional array, by rank 3330 (going say from A to

Z) and number in the rank 3332 (going from 0 to N). A third dimension is added by

cycle rate 3334, so that there are as many two—dimensional arrays as there are cycle

rates. In the preferred embodiment there are 256 ranks and typically 200 or 300

EMMs in each rank; there are 5 cycle rates. A final dimension to the array is added .

by the presence of different operators; there are as many three—dimensional arrays as

there are operators. Storage of the data in this fashion can permit rapid retrieval in

the event that the MG wants to delete a particular EMM.

Storage of the EMMs takes place according to the “hash” algorithm (otherwise known

as the “one—way hash function”. This operates on a modulo approach, so that

successive ranks are filled before a higher number in the rank is used, and the number

of EMMs in each rank remains roughly constant. The example is considered of there

being 256 ranks. When the MG. sends the ME an EMM with identifer (ID) 1, the

rank “1" is assigned to this EMM, and it takes the first number 3332 in the rank 3330.
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The EMM with ID 2 is assigned the rank “2", and so on, up to the rank 256. The

EMM with ID 257 is assigned the rank “1" again (based on the modulo function), and

takes the second number in the first rank, and so on.

Retrieval of a specific EMM, for example when deletion of a specific EMM is

requested by the MG, is effected by means of the inverse of the above. The hash

algorithm is applied to the EMM ID to obtain the rank, after which the number in the

rank is found.

The actual randomization occurs when the EMMs‘:‘are, on a cyclical basis, retrieved

from RAM 3324 using the randomization means 3340 which is implemented in the

hardware and/or software of the Message Emitter. The retrieval is random, and again

based on the hash algorithm. Firstly, a random number (in the above example initially

in the range 1 to 256) is chosen, to yield the particular rank of interest. Secondly, a

further random number is chosen to yield the particular number in the rank. The

further random number is selected according to the total number of EMMs in a given

rank. Once a given EMM has been selected and broadcast, it is moved to a second

identical storage area in the RAM 3324, again using the hash function. Hence the

first area diminishes in size as the EMMs are broadcast, to the extent that,.once a

complete rank has been used, this is deleted. Once the first storage area is completely

empty, it is replaced by the second storage area before a new round of EMM

broadcast, and vice versa.

In the above fashion, after two or three cycles of the EMMs, statistically the chances

of any two EMMs destined for the same end user being transmitted back to back is

negligible.

At regular intervals whilst the EMMs are being stored the computer 3050 computes

the number of bytes in storage and from this computes the bitrate of emission given

the global bitrate directive from the multiplexer and software multiplexer.

Reference was made above to the backup databases 3320 and 3322. These are in fact
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in the preferred embodiment sequential file stores, which hold a backup version of

what is in the RAM 3324. In the event of failure of the Message Emitter and

subsequent restart, or more generally when the MB is being restarted for whatever

reason, a link is made between the RAM and the databases, over which the stored

EMMs are uploaded to RAM. In this way, the risk of losing EMMs in the event of

failure can be removed.

Similar storage of PPV EMMs occurs to that described above in relation to

subscription EMMs, with the rank typically corresponding to a given operator and the

number in the rank corresponding to the session number.

Smartcard

A daughter, or "subscriber", smartcard 3020 is schematically shown in Figure 18 and

comprises an 8 bit microprocessor 110, such as a Motorola 6805 microprocessor,

having an input/output bus coupled to a standard array of contacts 120 which in use

are connected to a corresponding array of contacts in the card reader of the

receiver/decoder 2020, the card reader being of conventional design. The

microprocessor 110 is also provided with bus connections to preferably masked ROM

130, RAM 140 and EEPROM 150. The smartcard complies with the ISO 7816-1,

7816-2 and 7816-3 standard protocols which determine certain physical parameters

of the smartcard, the positions of the contacts on the chip and certain communications

between the external system (and particularly the receiver/decoder 2020) and the

smartcard respectively and which will therefore not be further described here. One

function of the microprocessor 110 is to manage the memory in the smartcard, as now

described.

The EEPROM 150 contains certain dynamical1y—created operator zones 154, 155, 156

and dynamically—created data zones which will now be described with reference to

Figure 19.

Referring to Figure 19, EEPROM 150 comprises a permanent "card ID" (or

manufacturer) zone 151 of 8 bytes which contains a permanent subscriber smartcard
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identifier set by the manufacturer of the smartcard 3020.

When the smartcard is reset, the microprocessor 110 issues a signal to

receiver/decoder 2020, the signal comprising’ an identifier of the conditional access

system used by the smartcard and data generated from data stored in the smartcard,

including the card ID. This signal is stored by the receiver/decoder 2020, which

subsequently utilises the stored signal to check whether the smartcard is compatible

with the conditional access system used by the receiver/decoder 2020.

The EEPROM 150 also contains a permanent "random number generator" zone 152

which contains a program for generating pseudo—random numbers. Such random

numbers are used for diversifying transaction output signals generated by the

smartcard 3020 and sent back to the broadcaster.

Below the random number generator zone 152 a permanent "management" zone 153

of 144 bytes is provided. The permanent management zone 153 is a specific operator —

zone utilised by a program in the ROM 130 in the dynamic creation (and removal) of

zones 154, 155, 156... as described below. The permanent management zone 153

contains data relating to the rights of the smartcard to create or remove zones.

The program for dynamically creating and removing zones is responsive to specific

zone creation (or removal) EMMS which are transmitted by the SAS 3002 and

received by the receiver/decoder 2020 and passed to the subscriber smartcard 3020.

In order to create the EMMS the operator requires specific keys dedicated to the

management zone. This prevents one operator from deleting zones relating to another

operator.

Below the management zone 153 is a series of "operator lD" zones 154, 155, 156 for

operators 1, 2 N respectively. Normally at least one operator ID zone will be

preloaded into the EEPROM of the subscriber smartcard 3020 so that .the end user can

decrypt programmes broadcast by that operator. However further operator ID zones

can subsequently be dynamically created using the management zone 153 in response
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to a transaction output signal generated via his smartcard 3020 by the end user _

(subscriber), as will subsequently be described.

Each operator zone 154, 155, 156 contains'the identifier of the group to which the

smartcard 3020 belongs, and the position of the smartcard within the group. This data

enables the smartcard {along with the other smartcards in its group) to be responsive

to a broadcast "group" subscription EMM having that group's address (but not the

smartcard's position in the group) as well as to an "individual" (or commercial offers

subscription) EMM addressed only to that smartcard within the group. There can be

256 member srnartcards of each such group and this feature therefore reduces

significantly the bandwidth required for broadcasting EMMs.

In order to reduce further the bandwidth required for broadcasting "group" subscription

EMMS, the group data in each operator zone 154, 155, 156 and all similar zones in

the EEPROM of smartcard 3020 and the other daughter smartcards is continually

updated to enable a particular smartcard to change its position in each group to fill

any holes created by e.g. deletion of a member of the group. The holes are filled by

the SAS 3002 as in the STM server 3104 there is a list of such holes.

In this manner fragmentation is reduced and each group's membership is maintained

at or near the maximum of 256 members.

Each operator zone 154, 155, 156 is associated with one or more "operator data

objects" stored in the EEPROM 150. As shown in Figure 19, a series of dynamically

created "operator data" objects 157-165 are located below the operator ID zones.

Each of these objects is labelled with:

a) an "identifier? 1, 2, 3 N corresponding to its associated operator 1, 2, 3

N as shown in its left hand section in Figure 19;

b) an "ID" indicating the type of object; and

c) a "data" zone reserved for data, as shown in the right hand section of each

relevant operator object in Figure 19. It should be understood that each operator is

associated with a similar set of data objects so that the following description of the
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types of data in the data objects of operator 1 is also applicable to the data objects of

all the other operators. Also it will be noted that the data objects are located in

contiguous physical regions of the EEPROM and that their order is immaterial.

Deletion of a data object creates a "hole" 166 in the smartcard, that is, the number of

bytes that the deleted objects had previously occupied are not immediately occupied.

The thus "freed" number of bytes, or "hole" are labelled with:

a) an "identifier" 0; and

b) an "ID" indicating that the bytes are free to receive an object.

The next data object created fills the hole, as identified by the identifier O. In this

manner the limited memory capacity (4 kilobytes) of the EEPROM 150 is efficiently

utilised.

Turning now to the set of data objects associated with each operator, examples of the

data objects are now described.

Data object 157 contains an EMM key used for decrypting encrypted EMM's received

by the receiver/decoder 2020. This EMM key is permanently stored in the data object

157. This data object 157 may be created prior to distribution of the smartcard 5020,

and/or may be created dynamically when creating a new operator zone (as described

above).

Data object 159 contains ECM keys which are sent by the associated operator (in this

case operator 1) to enable the end user to decrypt the particular "bouquet" of programs

to which he has subscribed. New ECM keys are sent typically every month, along

with a group subscription (renewal) EMM which renews the end user's overall right

to view the broadcast from (in this case) operator 1. The use of separate EMM and

ECM keys enables viewing rights to be purchased in different ways (in this

embodiment by subscription and individually (Pay Per View)) and also increases

security. The Pay Per View (PPV) mode will be described subsequently.
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Since new ECM keys are sent periodically, it is essential to prevent a user fiom usin

old ECM keys, for example by switching off the receiver/decoder or re—setting a clock

to prevent expiry.of an old ECM key so that a timer in the receiver/decoder 2020

could be overridden. Accordingly operator gone 154 comprises an area (typically

having a size of 2 bytes) containing an obsolescence‘ date of the ECM keys. The

‘smartcard 3020 is arranged to compare this date with the current date which is

contained in received ECMs and to prevent decryption if the current date is later than

the obsolescence date. The obsolescence date is transmitted via EMMS, as described

above.

Data object 161 contains a 64 bit subscription bitmap which is an exact representation

of the broadcast operator's programs to which the subscriber has subscribed. Every bit

represents a program and is set to "1" if it is subscribed to and "0" if it is not.

Data object 163 contains a quantity of tokens which can be used by the consumer in

PPV mode to buy viewing rights to an imminent broadcast e.g. in response to a free

preview or other advertisement. Data object 163 also contains a limit value, which

may be set to e.g. a negative value to allow credit to the consumer. Tokens can be

purchased e.g. by credit and via the modemmed back channel 4002, or by using a

voice server in combination with a credit card, for example. A particular event can

be charged as one token or a number of tokens.

Data object 165 contains a description of a PPV event, as shown with reference to

table 167 of Figure 20.

The PPV event description 167 contains a "session ID" 168 identifying the viewing

session (corresponding to the progam and the time and date of broadcasting) a

"session mode" 169 indicating how the viewing right is being purchased (e.g. in pre-

book mode), a "session index" 170 and a "session view" 171.

In respect of receiving a programme in PPV mode, the receiver decoder 2020

determines whether the programme is one sold in PPV mode. If so, the decoder 2020
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checks, using the items stored in the PPV event description 167 whether the session

ID for the programme is stored therein. If the session ID is stored therein, the control

word is extracted fiom the ECM.

If the session ID is not stored therein, by means ‘of a specific application the

receiver/decoder 2020 displays a message to the end user indicating that he has the

right to view the session at a cost of, say, 25 tokens, as read from the ECM or to

connect to the communications servers 3022 to purchase the event. Using the tokens,

if the end user answers "yes" (by means of remote controller 2026 (see Figure 2)) the

decoder 2020 sends the ECM to the smartcard, thexsmartcard decreases the wallet of

the smartcard 3020 by 25 tokens, writes the session ID 168, the session mode 169, the

session index 170 and the session view 171 in the PPV event description 167 and

extracts and deciphers the control word from the ECM.

In the "pre—book" mode, an EMM will be passed to the smaitcard 3020 so that the

smartcard will write the session ID 168, the session mode 169, the session index 170

and the session view 171 in the PPV event description 167 using the EMM.

The session index 170 can be set to differentiate one broadcast from the other. This

feature permits authorization to be given for a subset of broadcasts, for example, 3

times out of 5 broadcasts. As soon as an ECM with a session index different from

the current session index 170 stored in the PPV event description 167 is passed to the

smartcard, the number of the session view 171 is decreased by one. When the session

view reaches zero, the smartcard will refuse to decipher an ECM with a different

session index to the current session index.

The initial value of the session view depends only on the way in which the broadcast

supplier wishes to define the event to which it relates; the session view for a

respective event may take any value.

The microprocessor 110 in the smartcard implements a counting and a comparison

program to detect when the limit to the number of viewings of a particular program
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has been reached.

All of the session _ID 168, the session mode 169, the session index 170 and the session

view 171 in the PPV event description 167 may be extracted from the smartcard using

the "call—back" procedure as described previously.

Each receiver/decoder 2020 contains an identifier which may either identify uniquely

that receiver/decoder or identify its manufacturer or may classify it in some other way

in order to enable it to work only with a particular individual smartcard, a particular

class of smartcards made by the same or a corresponding manufacturer or any other

class of smartcards which are intended for use with that class of receiver/decoders

exclusively.

In this manner the receiver/decoders 2020 which have been supplied by one broadcast

supplier to the consumer are protected against the use of non—authorised daughter

smartcards 3020.

Additionally or alternatively to this first "handshake" between the smartcard and the

receiver, the EEPROM of the smartcard 3020 could contain a field or bitmap

describing the categories of receiver/decoders 2020 with which it can function. These

could be specified either during the manufacture of the smartcard 3020 or by a

specific EMM.

The "bitmap stored in the smartcard 3020 typically comprises a list of up to 80

receiver/decoders, each identified with a corresponding receiver/decoder H) with which

the smartcard may be used. Associated with each receiver/decoder is a level "1" or

"0" indicating whether the smartcard may be used with the receiver/decoder or not,

respectively. A program in the memory 2024 of the receiver/decoder searches for the

identifier of the receiver/decoder in the bitmap stored in the smartcard. If the

identifier is found, and the value associated with the identifier is "1", then the

smartcard is "enabled"; if not, then the smartcard will not function with that

receiver/decoder.
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In addition, if, typically because of an agreement between operators, it is desired to

authorize the use of other smartcards in a particular receiver/decoder, specific EMMS

will be sent to those smartcards to change their bitmap via the transponder 2014.

Each broadcast supplier may differentiate his subscribers according to certain

predetermined criteria. For example, a number of subscribers may be classed as

"VIPs".

plurality of subsets, each subset comprising any number of subscribers.

Accordingly, each broadcast supplier may divide his subscribers into a

The subset to which a particular subscriber belongs is set in the SMS 3004. In turn,

the SAS 3002 transmits an EMM to the subscriber which writes information (typically

of length 1 byte) concerning the subset to which the subscriber belongs into the

relevant operator data zone, say 154, of the EEPROM of the smartcard. In turn, as

events are broadcast by the broadcast supplier, an ECM, typically of 256 bits, is

transmitted with the event and indicating which of the subsets of subscribers may view

the event. If, according to the information stored in the operator zone, the subscriber

does not have the right to view the event, as determined by the ECM, programme

viewing is denied.

This facility may be used, for example, to switch off all of a given operator's

smartcards in a particular geographical region during the transmission of a particular

program, in particular a program relating to a sports fixture taking place in that

geographical region. In this manner football clubs and other sport bodies can sell

broadcasting rights outside their locality whilst preventing local supporters from

viewing the fixture on television. In this manner the local supporters are encouraged

to buy tickets and attend the fixture.

Each of the features associated with zones 151 to 172 is considered to be a separate

invention independent of the dynamic creation of zones.

It will be understood that the present invention has been described above purely by

way of example, and modifications of detail can be made within the scope of the
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. Each feature disclosed in the description, and (where appropriate) the claims and

drawings may be provided independently or any appropriate combination.

In the aforementioned preferred embodiments, certain features of the present invention

have been implemented using computer software. However, it will of course be clear

to the skilled man that any of these features may be implemented using hardware.

Furthermore, it will be readily understood that the functions performed by the

hardware, the computer software, and such like are performed on or using electrical

and like signals.

Cross reference is made to our co—pending applications, all bearing the same filing

date, and entitled Signal Generation and Broadcasting (Attorney Reference no.

PC/ASB/19707), Smartcard for use with a Receiver of Encrypted Broadcast Signals,

and Receiver (Attorney Reference No. PC/ASB/19708), Broadcast and Reception

System and Conditional Access System therefor (Attorney Reference No.

PC/ASB/19710), Downloading a Computer File from a Transmitter via a

Receiver/Decoder to a Computer (Attorney Reference No. PC/ASB/19711),

Transmission and Reception of Television Programmes and Other Data (Attorney

Reference No. PC/ASB/19712), Downloading Data (Attorney Reference No.

PC/ASB/19713), Computer Memory Organisation (Attorney Reference No.

PC/ASB/19714), Television or Radio Control System Development (Attorney

Reference No. PC/ASB/19715), Extracting Data Sections from a Transmitted Data

Stream (Attorney Reference No. PC/ASB/19716), Access Control System (Attorney

Reference No. PC/ASB/19717), Data Processing System (Attorney Reference No.

PC/ASB/19718), and Broadcast and Reception System, and Receiver/Decoder and

Remote Controller therefor (Attorney Reference No. PC/ASB/19720). The disclosures

of these documents are incorporated herein by reference. The list of applications

includes the present application.
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CLAIMS

1. A conditio_nal access system comprising:

means for generating a plurality of messages; and

means for receiving the messages, said receiving means being adapted to

communicate with said generating means via a communications server connected

directly to said generating means.

2. A conditional access system according to Claim 1, wherein said message is an

entitlement message for transmission to the receiving means, said generating means

being adapted to generate entitlement messages in response to data received from said

receiving means.

3. A conditional access system according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein said generating

means is arranged to transmit a message as a packet of digital data to said receiving

means either via said communications server or via a satellite transponder.

4. A conditional access system according to any preceding claim, wherein said

receiving means is connectable to said communications server via a modem and

telephone link.

5. A conditional access system for affording conditional access to subscribers,

comprising:

a subscriber management system;

a subscriber authorization system coupled to the subscriber management

system; and

a communications server; said server being connected directly to the subscriber

authorization system.

6. A conditional access system according to Claim 5, further comprising a

receiver/decoder for the subscriber, the receiver/decoder being connectable to said

communications server, and hence to said subscriber authorization system, via a
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modem and telephone link.

7. A broadcast and reception system including a conditional access system

according to any preceding claim.

8. A broadcast and reception system comprising:

means for generating a plurality of entitlement messages relating to broadcast

programs; H

means for receiving said messages from said generating means; and

means for connecting the receiving means to the generating means to receive

said messages, said connecting means being capable of effecting a dedicated

connection between the receiving means and the generating means.

9. A broadcast and reception system comprising:

means for generating a plurality of entitlement messages relating to broadcast

programs;

means for receiving said messages from said generating means via a modem;

and

means for connecting said modem to said generating means and said receiving

means.

10. A broadcast and reception system according to Claim 9, wherein said

generating means is connected to said modem via a communications server.

11. A broadcast and reception system according to Claim 9 or 10, wherein said

receiving means is adapted to communicate with said generating means via said

modem and connecting means.

12. A broadcast and reception system according to Claim 11, wherein said

receiving means comprises means for reading a smartcard insertable thereinto by an

end user, the smartcard having stored therein data to initiate automatically the

transmission of a message from said receiving means to said generating means upon
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insertion of the smartcard by the end user.

13. A broadcast and reception system according to Claim 11or 12, further

comprising a voice link to enable the end user of the broadcast and reception system

to communicate with the generating means.

14. A broadcast and reception system according to any of Claims 8 to 13, wherein

‘ said receiving means comprises a receiver/decoder comprising means for receiving a

compressed MPEG—type signal, means for decoding the received signal to provide a

television signal and means for supplying the television signal to a television.

15. A broadcast and reception system, comprising, at the broadcast end:

a broadcast system including means for broadcasting a callback request;

and at the reception end:

a receiver including means for calling back the broadcast system in response

to the callback request.

16. A system according to Claim 15, wherein the means for calling back the

broadcast system includes a modem connectable to a telephone system.

17. A system according to Claim 15 or 16, wherein the means for calling back the

broadcast system is arranged to transfer to the broadcast system information

concerning the receiver.

18. A system according to Claim 17, wherein the broadcast system includes means

for storing the infonnation.

19. A system according to any of Claims 15 to 18, wherein the broadcast means

is arranged to broadcast a callback request which includes a command that the

callback be made at a given time, and the means for calling back the broadcast system

is arranged to respond to said command.
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20. A system according to any of Claims 15 to 19, wherein the broadcasting means

is arranged to broadcast as the callback request one or more entitlement messages for

broadcast.

21. A system according to any of Claims 15 to 20, wherein the broadcast system

includes means for generating a check message and passing this to the receiver, the

receiver includes means .for encrypting the check message and passing this to the

broadcast system, and the broadcast system further includes means for decrypting the

check message received from the receiver and comparing this with the original check

message.

22. A conditional access system or a broadcast and reception system substantially as

herein described with reference to and as illustrated in the accompanying drawings,

and especially Figures 12, 13 or 14 thereof.
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